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INTRODUCTION 
Although the linguistic designation 'Papuan' is an old one (Ray 1893; 1 927), it has not 
generally been used in the literature until recently. This was to avoid implying that the 
languages so designated were genetically related, which they have not yet been shown to be. 
Instead the cover term 'Non Austronesian' was used. Several years ago, however, when 
Pacific Linguistics revised its A-series titles, it adopted the term 'Papuan' for one of its series 
titles. This volume is only the second to appear in the series. Previous studies on aspects of 
these languages appeared in its A series under the title of Papers in New Guinea linguistics.! 
Similar sorts of materials are published in other sources, however, including SIL's 
Workpaper (now Datapaper) series, in Language and linguistics in Melanesia, in Irian, and in 
other places. More detailed studies of individual languages include that of Lower Grand 
Valley Dani (Bromley 198 1 )  in the highlands of West Irian and the following languages 
found in different parts of PNG: Usan (Reesink 1 987) and Amele (Roberts 1 987) in the 
Madang Province, Alamblak (Bruce 1 984) and Yimas (Foley 1 99 1 )  in the East Sepik 
Province, Hua (Haiman 1 980) and Tauya (McDonald 1 990) in the Eastern Highlands 
Province, Imoda (Seiler 1 985) in the Sundaun Province near the Irian Jaya border and 
Rotokas (Firchow 1 987) in the North Solomons Province. More recently a volume by Ger 
Reesink ( 1 994) has appeared, following a conference on Papuan linguistics that was held at 
the University of Leiden in September 199 1 .  It contains articles on Kewa (by Franklin), Hua 
(by Haiman), Eipo (by Heeschen), Tauya (by McDonald), and Sahu (by Voorhoeve), as 
well as a topologically oriented one (by Reesink). 
This list is significant, but by no means definitive. It builds on the pioneer work of Ray, 
already mentioned, as well as Capell ( 1948-49, 1 962) and Wurm ( 1 96 1 )  in particular. These 
studies bring attention to the fact that, despite the variety of studies and languages 
represented as Papuan, there is by no means any clear indication that they are part of a 
genetic group, even at a most distant level. The practical question still is, 'What is Papuan?'. 
Foley ( 1 986:3) states that "Papuan languages are not all genetically related" and further 
claims that there are "upwards of sixty Papuan language families plus a number of Papuan 
languages, probably a couple of dozen, which are isolates, i.e. not demonstrably related to 
On the former, see T. Dutton, ed. (1 99\); for examples of the latter consult Series A of Pacific 
Linguistics, Papers Nos 1 -26, beginning in 1964 and continuing until 1988. Recently papers dealing 
with New Guinea languages have specified that the collections are Austronesian or (now) Papuan. In 
addition Series B (Monographs) of PL have covered aspects of the grammars and phonologies of a 
number of languages, including: Telefol, Kewa, Kuman and Pawaian, Selepet, Bena-bena, Fore, 
Wojokeso, Salt-Yui, Wahgi, Enga, Yagaria, Siroi, Asmat, Kobon, Nembi, Imonda, and Una. 
Dictionaries and grammars in various Papuan languages have also been published in Series C (Books), 
including ones that were not described in either Series A or B, such as Awa, Kate, Lower Grand Valley 
Dani, Alamblak, Baruya, Orokolo, Bukiyip and Koiari. This of course does not include the many 
Papuan studies in theses and dissertations, special collections, memorial volumes or Festschrifts. 
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any other language". Foley makes no attempt of course to demonstrate on what basis the 60 
Papuan language families are classified, but in his later work (Foley 1 99 1 )  he provides 
comparative evidence for the establishment of the Lower Sepik Family (comprising Chambri, 
Karawari, Angoram, Muruk, Kopar and Yimas). Wurm ( 1 982: 1 ), on the other hand, claims 
that there is a "far-flung group of 507 interrelated Papuan languages ... and many of the other 
known Papuan languages which are not related to it can be grouped into another large group 
containing 98 languages". 
Although the classification of 'Papuan' is somewhat tenuous, Wurrn ( 1 982:53-64) has 
attempted to outline a number of contrastive features between Australian, Papuan (in this case 
the Trans New-Guinea Phylum (McElhanon & Voorhoeve 1970) and Sepik Ramu Phylum) 
and Austronesian in Melanesia. There are few general or typical features that are 
characteristic of most Papuan languages. In attempting to delineate some, Wurm ( 1 982:36) 
discusses the general problems of classification, including substrata problems, and then 
gives a number of morphological characteristics that are "frequently met with in Papuan 
languages", such as dual number in person markers, noun classification commonly by means 
of classificatory verbs, complexity in concord, special sentence-medial forms, rarity of 
morphologically marked non-singular forms in nouns, monomorphemically signalled 
number systems and, in syntax, an SOY word order. 
Trying to establish genetic relationships between Papuan languages or groups has 
therefore only begun, so the study by Clouse in this volume is welcome. Clouse looks at the 
Lakes Plain languages ofIrian Jaya, some 3 1  of them in perhaps 10  language families, but 
finds no evidence of a Papuan structure nor any evidence of a Pan-Papuan typology. Clouse 
is working from word lists, the difficulty of which has been debated over the course of 
several decades by a number of authors (Bee & Pence 1962; Laycock 1970; McElhanon 
1 987). Despite the problems Clouse has made a start in the right direction, and we can be 
grateful for his efforts and for his colleagues who have tirelessly collected data in very 
remote areas over a number of years. 
David Briley also writes about a language of Irian Jaya, Bauzi, and describes switch­
reference, case, pronominal and participant reference systems in that language. Briley 
follows Foley ( 1986) where Switch Reference arguments are seen as enlarging (Same Actor) 
or decreasing (Different Actor) the core. He also describes what he calls "discourse 
ergativity" in Bauzi, such that the participant becomes dominant and the story is then told 
from the participant's point of view. 
There are four cases in Bauzi: Genitive, Absolutive (with an intransitive actor, an 
undergoer, and an unmarked transitive accusative), Ergative (with a marked transitive actor, 
speaker, instrument, causer, manner, path and ablative), and Dative (with a location at, 
allative, addressee, recipient and beneficiary), with all case markers following the last word 
of a nominal phrase. 
Orya is also a language in Irian Jaya, spoken in the Tor Lake Plain Stock, and is most 
closely related to Berik. Fields introduces the notion of Pivot to describe nominalisation in 
Orya, where a particular suffix or clitic (-na) highlights the core nominal, marks predicate 
adjectives and performs other functions, such as marking the Undergoer. The Pivot is also 
used in the honorific system and is influenced by the introduction and prominence of 
participants as well as the progression of the narrative. 
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The final language studied is the tone of Baruya, a member of the Angan Family in PNG. 
This family is considered quite different, given even the diversity of Papuan languages (see 
P. Healey, ed. 1 981 ). In her contribution Joy Lloyd provides an extensive description of 
tone and tone sandhi in the language. She demonstrates notably the perturbation effect of low 
tone, even when it is lost from the final syllable of a root. There are three-tone sequences 
analysed for two-syllable sterns, with HH arising only from the loss of a final L. Tone and 
intonation are demonstrated in text, with intonation patterns marked for statements, 
questions, commands, exclamations and vocatives. Lloyd gives underlying forms, so 
morphophonemic changes can be followed quite easily. This is especially helpful because 
languages of the family have various complexities (see R. Lloyd 1 989 on Baruya grammar, 
Oates and Oates 1968 on Kapau, and Speece 1988 on the phonology of Angave). 
Laycock' s article is not, strictly speaking, a linguistic one. It is ethnolinguistic and cross­
linguistic, exploring a well-known phenomenon in Papua New Guinea and Melanesia, 
namely sorcery. The early recordings of missionaries and anthropologists about sanguma are 
taken into account, and to these Laycock adds some speculative comments of his own. 
This volume, then, is a further contribution to our knowledge of what we somewhat 
loosely call 'Papuan languages'. As such it will not only show us more reasons why such 
languages are not Austronesian, but it will also provide further examples of the broad Papuan 
typology that Foley and Wurm both sketch. 
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FOUR GRAMMATICAL MARKING SYSTEMS IN BAUZI 
DAVID BRll-EY 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 
This paper is multifaceted. My initial research was focused on the problems I encountered 
in using the two sets of subject pronouns. The solutions led to further investigation of other 
aspects of the language, and to the consideration of Bauzi as an ergative language. The proof 
of ergativity was not complete, however, without a statement on the switch-reference 
marking and participant-tracking schemas. As all of these were working together, the 
discussion of any one part of the grammar would not have been complete without an 
understanding of the other three. 
As a result, this paper is a composite of the Bauzi switch-reference marking, case, 
pronominal, and participant reference systems. 
Bauzi has been classified by c.L. Voorhoeve ( 1 975) as a non-Austronesian language of 
the East Geelvink Bay Stock. It is spoken by an estimated 1 ,500 people living in small 
villages located in the Mamberamo River region (Kecamatan Mamberamo Tengah, 
Kabupaten Jayapura) of northern Irian Jaya. By typology, it is an SOV language, with the 
following word order: 
(SUBJECT) (TIME) (INDIRECT OBJECT) (LOCATION) (OBJECT) VERB 
The data upon which the present study is based were collected over quite a number of 
years, mostly from speakers living in the villages of Noiadi, Solom and Danau Bira. The 
research was, in the main, carried out under the aegis of a joint agreement between the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) and Cenderawasih University of Irian Jaya. More 
recently, the author has been sponsored by SIL and the Department of Social Welfare of the 
Republic of Indonesia. 
Special acknowledgement goes to Dr Alan Healey and Dr Phyllis Healey for their advice 
and assistance in the writing of this paper. Additional comments were given by Duane 
Clouse and Margaret Hartzler. All of these are co-members, with me, of the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics. 
Karl Franklin, ed., Papers in Papuan Linguistics No.2, 1 - 1 3 1 .  
Pacific Linguistics, A-85, 1 996. 
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2 DA VID BRILEY 
2. SWITCH-REFERENCE 
Switch-reference (SIR), which is characteristic of many Papuan languages, has been 
described by Jacobsen ( 1967:240): "Switch-reference consists simply in the fact that a switch 
in subject or agent is obligatorily indicated in certain situations by a morpheme, usually 
suffixed, which may or may not carry other meanings as well." 
2. 1 VERB PHRASES AND VERB MORPHOLOGY 
Generally speaking, the verb phrase in Bauzi is a long structure of up to four parts, all of 
which are separate words or particles. The last part itself is a morphological structure 
forming one, two or three words. This part will be referred to as the verb word cluster. In 
Bauzi, the verb phrase and the verb word cluster may take either of two forms - final and 
non-final, that is those that occur in the sentence-fmal clause and those that occur in non-final 
clauses. The most important distinction between these is that the non-final verbs carry either 
a switch-reference marker or a connector whereas the final verbs do not have either. 
The Bauzi sentence can be defined as: 
a construction consisting of one or more clauses, only the last of which 
contains a final verb, that is one lacking both a switch-reference marker and a 
connector. 
What follows are two tree diagrams showing the structural differences between these final 
and non-final forms. 
2. 1 . 1  NON-FINAL VERB PHRASES 
Figure 1 shows the structure of a non-final verb phrase (NF-VP): 
STEM 
(AUX!) 
'with' 
(ASP!) 
CNT 
PROSP 
CONT 
STATIVE 
ICP 
ITR 
(ASP2) 
CNT 
PROSP 
PROG 
The Non-Final Verb Phrase 
NF-VP 
(DIR) (RCP) NF-V word cluster** 
(ASP3) (AUX2) 
CNT 'do' 
PROSP 
PROG 
CONT 
FIGURE 1 
(STATUS) (NEG) CON* 
va-
* 
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(See Appendix E for explanation of abbreviations.) 
Bauzi has interclausal, sentence and paragraph connectors. I have labelled them all 
CON. The connector slot signified by CON in the tree diagram above refers to 
these interclausal connectors: -mu 'because'; -zobe 'afterwards'; -meam 'if/since'; 
-eli 'while/at the time of -Iabe 'because/in the circumstance of. These connectors 
always show up as enclitics on non-final-verb word clusters. Paragraph and 
sentence connectors show up sentence-initially. 
** If either auxiliary word (AUX2) or negative word (NEG) is present, or both are 
present, they each begin a new word. If neither is present, then all of the other 
components are suffixed to the verb in order, thus forming a single word. 
Figure 1 is to be read as follows: a Non-Final Verb Phrase (NF-VP) is realised in its fullest 
form as an Auxiliary word 'with' (AUXi), a Directional word (DIR), a reciprocal particle 
(RCP), and a Non-Final Verb (NF-V) word cluster. In turn, the Non-Final Verb (NF-V) 
word cluster is realised in its fullest form as a verb stem followed consecutively by three 
Aspect suffixes (ASPi) (ASP2) (ASP3), an auxiliary stem 'do' (AUX2), a switch-reference 
suffix (SIR), a status suffix (STATUS), a negative stem (NEG), and a connector suffix 
(CON). The switch-reference suffix (SIR) and the connector suffix (CON) are mutually 
exclusive. 
There now follow four examples showing various orderings of the non-final verb phrase. 
( 1 )  Oi nasi fa yOU vim Ie / esu / fao-de. 
ATN ICP ITR with DIR.upstream go.SA put.SA wait-IMP 
Now just go ahead and return with (this) upstream, put it there and wait. 
(2) Labi Ie vamea-du-me mode-ha / i-m dam totbaho-ta 
CON go. SA tell-CaNT-SA do-DA IPL-ABS people some-only 
ahebu ule-t. 
all agree-DECL 
And so when (Kes) came and told that, most of us were in agreement. 
The meaning of the auxiliary (AUX) usage of mode 'do' (which also can function as an 
ordinary verb 'do') in examples (2) above and (3) and (4) below seems to indicate a 
punctiliar or momentary situation. 
(3) Tuha-t fa Noiadi-a Ii / bei-Ie-so-me 
Tuha-ERG ITR Noiadi-DAT come.SA fight-ICP-CNT-SA 
mode-ha vaba-mu / i-ho fa sia-du-me / 
do-DA NEG-CON IPL-ERG ITR catch. hold. of-CaNT-SA 
fa vabede-du-me / esu. 
ITR console-CaNT -SA leave 
Tuha returned to Noiadi, but when (he) attempted to fight we grabbed 
hold of him and consoled him instead. 
(4) Neo Kes-ti fa neo Vadu-ti neo ot beIu-i ot 
next Kes-and ITR next Vadu-and next RCP hit-ITR RCP 
4 DA VID BRILEY 
belu-ia-du-me mode-ha Vadu neD ab beo-h-am. 
fight-ITR-CONT-SA do-DA Vadu next INDIC hit-REAL-INDIC 
Next Kes and Vadu were fighting each other when (Kes) next struck Vadu 
down. 
2. 1 .2 FINAL VERB PHRASES 
Figure 2 demonstrates the structure of the final verb phrase: 
STEM 
(FV2) 
ab 
a 
(ASpl ) 
CaMP 
PROSP 
CONT 
ICP 
ITR 
STATIVE 
Final Verb Phrase 
(AUXI) 
'with' 
(ASp2) (ASP3) 
CaMP COMP 
PROSP PROSP 
CONT 
PROG 
F-VP 
(DIR) (RCP) F-V word cluster 
(AUX2)* (STATUS) (NEG)* (FV2) 
'do' am 
mule 
FIGURE 2 
(MODE) 
* If either auxiliary word (AUX2) or negative word (NEG) is present, or both are 
present, they each begin a new word. If neither is present, then all of the other 
components are suffixed to the verb in order, thus forming a single word. 
Figure 2 is to be read as follows: a Final Verb Phrase (F-VP) is realised in its fullest form as 
a [mal pre-verb particle (FYI), the Auxiliary word 'with' (AUXI), a Directional word (DIR), 
a Reciprocal particle (RCP), and a Final Verb (F-V) word cluster. In tum, the Final Verb 
(F-V) word cluster is realised in its fullest form as a verb stem (STEM) followed 
consecutively by three aspect suffixes (ASPI) (ASP2) (ASP3), an auxiliary stem 'do' 
(AUX2), a status suffix (STATUS), a negative stem (NEG), a final verb enclitic (FY2) and a 
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mode particle or enclitic (MODE) which is more revelant to the sentence as a whole than to 
the particular verb it follows. 
Examples showing various orderings of the final verb phrase now follow: 
(5) Oi num-a ai-du-me / ti-ta fe-me / fa 
ATN house-DAT stay-CONT-SA sago-only pound-SA ITR 
ab vou Je-h-am. 
INDIC with come-REAL-INDIC 
(He) just stayed in the house and only pounded the sago and then returned 
with it. 
(6) Vahada dam bake faki / nohubake ab 
young.bro people toward angry.SA jungle.DAT INDIC 
i-dete-da-m-am. 
sleep-ITR-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
Younger brother is angry at the people and therefore has begun sleeping 
about here and there in the jungle. 
(7) Dam kahea ihe gi betea-t nas ab vou vim 
people poles canoe ATN slowly-ERG ICP INDIC with DIR 
Je-da-m-am bale. 
come-CONT-IRR-INDIC DECL 
The people have just now started bringing the canoe load of poles 
upstream. 
2.1 .3 DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN NON-FINAL AND FINAL VERB PHRASES 
(i) The two differences between non-final verb phrases (NF-VP) and final verb phrases 
(F-VP): 
(a) the final verb phrase contains a final pre-verb particle (FYI: ab) which the non­
final verb phrase doesn't have, and 
(b) in their verb word clusters, the non-final verb (NF-V) and final verb (F-V), have 
different internal structures. 
(ii) The differences between the non-fmal verb and the final verb: 
(a) the non-final verb contains obligatory switch-reference suffix (SIR) which does 
not occur in the fmal verb, and 
(b) the final verb contains a final verb post-verb enclitic (FV2: -am) which does not 
occur in the non-final verb. In addition the non-final verb is followed by a 
connective suffix (CON) which relates two clauses, and the final verb is followed 
by a mode suffix or particle (MODE) which relates to the whole sentence. 
(iii) If either auxiliary word (AUX2) or negative word (NEG) is present, or both, they each 
begin a new word which would then comprise the verb word clusters. 
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2. 1 .4 CO-OCCURRENCE RESTRICTIONS 
In addition to the distinctions between final and non-final verb phrases described above, 
there are several co-occurrence restrictions involving the various parts of the verb phrase and 
verb word cluster. 
(i) The final verb pre-verb particle ab (FVI) and the final verb enclitic -am (FV2) always 
occur as matched pairs. 
The pair ab . . .  -am is indicative, and the only modes that may occur with it are the 
declarative bak and the emphatic -tame _ -am-tame. This declarative pair is very characteristic 
of narrative texts and is not found in hortatory, expository, procedural, or epistolary genre. 
Examples (8) and (9) illustrate the final verb bracketing pair ab . . .  -am occurring with the 
declarative and emphatic modes respectively. 
(8) I-m amu ab be-be nell-eli 
IPL-ABS earlier INDIC fight-SA good-STATIVE.SA 
vaito-h-am bak. 
cut.off-REAL-INDIC DECL 
Earlier we fought and finished. 
(9) Nea-de-ha. II [I-himo beb-naJ ab 
good-STATIVE-COMP IPL-EMC fight-PTS INDIC 
nea-de-h-am tame. 
good-STATIVE-REAL-INDIC EMP 
It is done. [As for (this fight) which was only between ourselves], (it) is 
definitely finished. 
(ii) When the reciprocal particle ot 'each other' precedes a final verb stem which is 
bracketed with the ab ... -am pair, it can neither co-occur with the auxiliary word you 
'with' nor with a directional word, as example ( 10) below illustrates. 
( 10) Labi num bak tom-ba lab-a ab ot belu-i 
CON house ground up-CL.flat there-DAT INDIC RCP fight-ITR 
ot belu-ia-da-m-am. 
RCP fight-ITR-CONT -IRR-INDIC 
So (he and Ofakete) began to fight each other there in the yard. 
(iii) Example ( 1 1 ) below shows another type of bracketing that occurs with the final verb 
when the prohibitive modality is used. It can be compared with ( 12). The prohibitive 
mode pair a . . . .  -mule cannot co-occur with the declarative pair ab . . .  -am. 
(11) A bohude-mule. 
PROH fight-PROH 
Don't fight. 
( 1 2) Dam ab bohude-da-m-am. 
people INDIC fight-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
The people (started) fighting. 
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(iv) A negative (NEG) word cannot co-occur with the indicative pair ab ... -am. 
(13) I-m adat ba fa Danao olu-m va-bale 
IPL-GEN son later ITR Danao send-IRR NEG-DECL 
(We) will not send our son back to Danao. 
(v) It should be noted that the final verb (FVl) pre-verb particle ab can be followed by a 
non-final verb commencing a serial verb construction terminated by a [mal verb. Thus 
ab . . .  -am bracket a whole serial verb construction that is sentence final. These serial 
verb constructions might be called "expectancy chains". Note the following examples: 
( 14) ... ab i-zi diha-h-am. 
(15) 
INDIC sleep-SA daylight-REAL-INDIC 
... (they) slept and it became the next day . 
. . .  ab flgoaito-u 
INDIC scatter-SA 
sete-h-am. 
lost -REAL-INDIC 
... (they) scattered and became lost. 
(16) . . .  ab li aii-h-am. 
INDIC come. SA hear-REAL-INDIC 
. .. (they) came and heard. 
(vi) In (17) when the emphatic mode is used with the time word ba 'later', the result is a 
meaning close to a future tense. 
(17) Kali ba nohubake i-dete-da-tame. 
cousin later jungle.DAT sleep-ITR-CONT-EMP 
Cousin will definitely later sleep about here and there in the jungle. 
I will now describe how the switch-reference phenomenon works in Bauzi. 
2.2 THE GENERAL RULE 
Non-final verb affIxes in Bauzi show whether the following verb will have the same actor 
(SA) or a different actor (DA). Usually the terms 'same subject' and 'different subject' are 
used to refer to this phenomenon. However in this paper, the terms 'same actor' and 
'different actor' have been used; there is no meaning difference (see Foley 1986: 183). 
Many of these switch-reference markers have portmanteau functions, and their 
occurrences are confined to those occasions in which their total meaning has application. 
2.2.1 SAME ACTOR (SA) SUFFIXES 
2.2.1.1 SAME ACTOR SUFFIX -me 
The suffix -me is the most frequently used switch-reference marker. Its use indicates that 
there will be the same actor for the succeeding verb and that the verbs are ordered 
sequentially. Its occurrence, however, is limited to non-serialised verbs which indicate either 
process or plurality. Rules governing its use are as follows: 
Rule ( 1 ):  Process class verbs require the -me morpheme in their non-final forms to 
indicate same actor. (Examples (18) and (19) below refer.) 
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Rule (2): Verbs that have stem variations for singular and plural require the -me suffix 
to indicate same actor when their plural forms are used. The same actor suffix 
-me cannot occur with stems of verbs which indicate punctiliar or momentary 
situations. When duration is in focus as well the continuative aspect suffix -da 
is added before the -me suffix. This rule is applied before Rule (4) below. 
(Examples (20) and (21) below refer.) 
Rule (3): Serial-verb constructions which are core junctures require the -me suffix to 
indicate same actor. (Examples (22) and (23) below refer.) 
Rule (4): When the continuative aspect morpheme -da is added to the non-final verb 
stem, the -me is required if same actor is to be indicated. (Examples (24) and 
(25) below refer). 
The examples listed below illustrate these rules. 
(i) Rule (1): Process class verbs 
Process class verbs by nature involve a repeated action to complete, and usually do not 
have the continuative aspect suffixed to their roots. 
(18) E-m dek na-t ne-me 10-ho-na. 
IPL-GEN string.bag sister-ERG weave-SA give-REAL-PTS 
My string bag is the one that sister wove and gave (to me). 
In example (18) above, the verb 'weave' is a process class verb. The Undergoer is fronted 
and 'sister', who has the ergative case suffix, is the Actor of both 'weave' and 'give'. 
The narrator in example (19a) below is telling what they do with the sago after it is 
processed. There is no Actor change throughout. The Actor was named in the opening 
sentence of the discourse: "This is how we Bauzis process sago". The verb fe 'pound 
(sago)' is another process verb and is only suffixed with -me. The verb vahe 'stack up' is the 
plural form of the verb esu 'put' and is suffixed with -du-me. Here the emphasis is on the 
amount of sago that was processed and brought home, not on the process per se, whereas in 
(19b) the emphasis is on the length of time that it took to process the sago. However both 
require the use of the -me same actor suffix. 
(19)a. Labi ti fe-me / vahe-du-me / afoe-zobe 
CON sago pound-SA stack.up.PL-CONT-SA finish-CON. SA 
ti dek voho-du-me / ab la-h-am. 
sago string.bag carry.on.back-CONT.PL-SA INDIC go-REAL-INDIC 
So (we) pound (Implied: one sago tree) the sago and then (we) stack up the 
mounds of sago and then afterwards (we) carry the string bags of sago on our 
backs and go (to the house). 
b. Na ti fe-a-du-me nea-de. 
sister sago pound-ITR-CONT-SA good-STATIVE 
Sister pounded the sago (repeatedly over a number of days) and (she) finished. 
(ii) Rule (2): Stem variations for singular and plural 
(20) Dihasi 10-a Ie / fikboa-du-me / yOU Ii / 
next.day vine-DAT go.SA cut.down.PL-CONT-SA with come.SA 
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neo digehi gau 10 lam gili-me ... 
next bow outside. string vine that shave-SA 
On the next day (we) go for vine, cut down (plural Undergoer) some, bring it 
back, and then (we) shave down vine for the string on the outside of the bow ... 
Example (20) above comes from a procedural text describing how the Bauzis make different 
kinds of bows. The Actor specified at the beginning of the text as 'we Bauzis' is the Same 
Actor throughout the entire discourse with zero anaphora. The same actor suffix -me cannot 
occur with singular stems of verbs which indicate punctiliar or momentary situations. The 
verb fikboa 'cut down (more than one item)
, 
is the plural form of the verb fmto 'cut down 
(one item)
, 
and therefore requires the same actor suffix -me. Plural forms of verb stems 
sometimes take the continuative aspect suffix -da which emphasises the repetitive action 
performed on the Undergoer. The continuative aspect cannot occur suffixed to singular stems 
such as fmto. If in example (20) above the form of the process verb gili 'shave' was gili-du­
me, the continuative suffix -du would focus on the fact that there were a number of vines that 
were shaved down to make bow strings, as well as showing that the action was continuous 
or repetitive. 
In example (21) below, the plural form vihi1a 'pull away' requires the -me suffix. The 
form *vihito-du-me is ungrammatical. 
(21)a !he koena vihito-i / bio-u / ihe meida fa ve / 
canoe small pull.away-SA cross.over-SA canoe another ITR take.SA 
vou bio. 
AUX cross.over 
(I) launched a small canoe, (I) crossed over (the lake), and (I) took another 
canoe in its place, and (I) crossed back over with it. 
b. Sete1i omoke omoke-da-meilahit / dam dua-da aa-me / 
flashlight blink blink-CONT-while.DA people many-PTS see-SA 
ihe vihi1a-me / ab emoe-h-am. 
canoe pull.away.PL-SA INDIC run-REAL-INDIC 
When (I) signalled with (my) flashlight, many people saw it and, (they) 
launched (their) canoes, and (they) came fast. 
(iii) Rule (3): Serial-verb constructions which are core junctures 
In example (22a) below, the serialisation of do 'shoot' and bite 'fall down' does not 
require the -me same actor suffix as it is formed by a 'nuclear juncture'. Following Foley and 
Van Valin (1984:190), the nuclear juncture in (22a) "requires a single core for the composite 
nucleus". That is, the complex nucleus dou bite has a single set of Actor and Undergoer 
arguments: A=cousin, U=pig. In examples (22b) and (22c) where the two verbs are formed 
by a 'core juncture', the -me suffix is employed. In the core juncture of (22b), the core 
arguments are "core arguments only of their specific nuclei" (1984: 190). Even though the 
Actors of the two nuclei are not coreferential, the same actor suffix -me is used. Special rules 
for the switch-reference marking schema involving expectancy chains are discussed under 
§2.3.2. There is no meaning difference between (22b) and (22c). 
(22)a. KaJi doho do-u bite. 
cousin pig shoot-SA fall.down 
Cousin shot (Implied: one arrow) the pig killing (it). 
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b. Kali doho do-me / bite. 
cousin pig shoot-SA fall.down 
Cousin kept shooting (Implied: more than one arrow) the pig and (the pig 
fmally) fell down. 
c. Kali doho do-du-me / bite. 
cousin pig shoot-CONT-SA fall.down 
Cousin kept shooting (Implied: more than one arrow) the pig and (the pig 
finally) fell down. 
Compare the following: 
(23)a. Dubu bites-u i-da. 
old.bro lie.down.SG-SA sleep-CONT 
Older brother is lying down and (he) is sleeping. 
b.  Dubu bitesu-me / usa. 
old.brother lie.down.SG-SA get.up 
Older brother was lying down and then (he) got up. 
c. Dam beila-me / i-da-ohit / lam kohu lao 
people lie.down.PL-SA sleep-CONT -while.DA women breadfruit go 
While the men were lying down and (they) were sleeping, the women went for 
breadfruit. 
Because the verb form bitesu 'lie down' in example (23a) above is singular and is in 
combination with the verb i 'sleep' in a nuclear-juncture-formed serial verb construction, it 
does not require the same actor suffix -me. (The fusion of the same actor suffix on the last 
vowel of the singular form bitesu 'lie down' will be discussed below under §2.2.1.2). 
However in (23b) it is required because the two verbs in the serial verb construction are a 
core juncture. In (23c) the plural form beila 'lie down' also requires the suffix -me to 
indicate same actor. Even though only the verb i 'to sleep' has the continuative aspect -da 
suffixed, because these two verbs are a close-knit pair, the continuative aspect applies to the 
verb 'lie down' as well. In another circumstance, a well-formed sentence could contain 
beila-du-me '(many people) were lying down' in combination with i-da 'sleeping' and would 
have no difference in meaning from (23c). 
(iv) Rule (4): Continuative aspect -da added 
In example (24) below, the morpheme -me is suffixed to the continuative aspect suffix -da 
which occurs with both 'seize' and 'console' . This suffix sometimes acts as a portmanteau 
morpheme showing plurality as well, but not in this example. A morphophological change 
takes place to -da when -me is added; it raises the a in -da to u. The -me indicates that the 
Actor throughout is iho 'we'. 
(24) I-ho fa si-a-du-me / fa vabede-du-me / esu. 
IPL-ERG ITR seize-ITR-CONT-SA ITR console-CONT-SA leave 
We were continually holding onto him and (we) were consoling him and then 
(we) left (him). 
In example (25) below, the emphasis is on the plurality of the number of string bags 
woven and the duration of the action. In this case the -da suffix is added, operating as a 
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portmanteau morpheme indicating both the continuative aspect and plurality of the 
Undergoer. (See Appendix A for other verbs of this type.) 
(25) Dek ahebu e-hemo ne-a-du-me nea-de. 
string.bag all ISG-EMC weave-ITR-CONT-SA good-STATIVE 
As for all the string bags - I myself wove (them) and (I) finished (them). 
2.2.1.2 SAME ACTOR SUFFIX-i 
Besides the most frequently occurring -me suffix to predict same actor for the succeeding 
clause and to indicate the sequential ordering of events, there is another suffix, -i, that 
behaves in a similar way. That is, besides predicting that the Actor of the succeeding verb 
will be the same as the Actor of the verb to which it is suffixed, the -i suffix also indicates 
that the actions of the verbs are ordered chronologically in time. 
Three basic rules summarise when the same actor suffix -i is used: 
Rule (5): For non-process verbs, that is for verbs that indicate a punctiliar or 
momentary situation, where the Undergoer of a transitive verb is singular or 
an Actor of an intransitive verb is singular, the suffix -i is added to the 
singular verb stem to signal same subject. This rule is applied before Rule (6) 
below. (Examples (26) and (27) below refer.) 
Rule (6): Serial-verb constructions which are nuclear junctures are inflected with the 
same actor suffix -i. (Examples (28), (29) and (30) below refer.) 
Rule (7): For verbs that have invariant numberless stems, the -i suffix is employed to 
indicate same subject. (Example (30) below refer.) 
When the -i suffix is added to non-final verbs, the final vowel on the verb stem or the 
final vowel on the inceptive aspect suffix -Ie and the stative aspect suffix -de prior to the -i 
will undergo various changes depending on what that last vowel is. The following general 
rule accounts for some of the various changes that take place when the non-final verbs are 
inflected with -i: 
Rule (8): When the -i is added, fusion takes place between the suffix and the final 
vowel of the immediately preceding stem or stem plus suffix. The final vowel 
is raised one step as follows: 
i + i > i 
e + i > i 
a + i > e 
o + i > u 
u + i > u 
In addition, if the last consonant before the suffix -i is 1, it changes to the 
equivalent fricative as follows: 
t +i> si 
The examples listed below illustrate these rules. 
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(i) Rule (5): Non-process class verbs 
Example (26) below shows the fusion of the final u in some verb stems with the suffix -i 
becoming u. The same actor suffix - u added to futo 'go out' will be discussed under 
§2.2.1.3 below. 
(26) . . .  gi fo totbaho-ta vuusu / futo-u mode-ha. .. 
ATN arrow some-only hold.onto.SG.SA go.out-SA do-DA 
. . .  (he) just held onto only some of the arrows and when (he) came out... 
The verb laite 'climb up (a hill)' in example (27) below ends with the syllable teo When 
the same actor suffix -i is added, the te changes to si. Rule (5) is applied first. 
(27) Noi-bus tom Jais-i / ti o. 
Noi-peninsula up climb.SG-SA sago fell.SG 
(He) climbed up the Noi peninsula and (he) felled a sago tree. 
(ii) Rule (6): Serial-verb constructions which are nuclear junctures 
The final i in the singular verb stem nohisi 'to charge' in example (28a) below fuses with 
the suffix -ito become i. Example (28b) is contrastive. 
(28)a. Ut viso-i / nohisi mode-ha. . .  
club pick.up.SG-SA charge.SG.SA do-DA 
(He) picked up his club, and (he) charged after (him) when ... 
b. Ut visomoa-du-me / nohi-ddu-me mode-ha. . .  
club pick.up.PL-CONT-SA charge.PL-CONT-SA do-DA 
(They) were picking up their clubs, and (they) were charging after (him) 
when . . .  
In example (28a) above, the three verbs visa 'pick up', nohisi 'charge after' and mode 'do' 
are involved in a serial verb construction formed by a nuclear juncture. Although that is the 
case, Rule (5) takes precedence over Rule (6). Whereas in (28a) the action of one person 
taking up his club and charging after someone indicates a punctiliar or momentary situation, 
the action represented in (28b) of many people picking up their clubs and charging after 
someone is seen as a process or repetitive action. 
Another example follows: 
(29)a. Dubu bisu i-da. 
old.brother lie.down.SG.SA sleep-CONT 
Older brother was lying down sleeping. 
b .  Dubu bisu-me / usa. 
old.brother lie.down.SG.SA get.up 
Older brother lay down and then (he) got up. 
Example (29a) above shows the fusion of the final u in bisu 'lie down' with the suffix -i 
becoming u. In (29a) the serial verb construction is formed from a nuclear juncture. 
Therefore Rule (7) applies. There is a contrast between (29a) and (29b). The verbs bisu 'lie 
down' and usa 'get up' in (29b) are not serialised. Instead the action represented by the verb 
'lie down' in (29b) is seen as durative or as a process that takes place before the 'getting up'. 
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In example (30) below, the serial verb construction Iu olu 'give-send' shows the 0 in the 
verb 10 'give' changing to u when the suffix -i is added. 
(30) Ae da Iab-a Iu olu. 
bushknife man there-DAT give. SA send 
(He) gave the bushknife to the man there and then (he) sent (him) away. 
(iii) Rule (7): Verbs with invariant numberless sterns 
In example (3 1 )  below Ia 'go' fuses with suffix -i to become Ie and the inceptive suffix -Ie 
fuses with -i to become -Ii. 
(3 1 )  I-m dam 
I PL-ABS people 
totbaho vabi-li / gi bak iub-a 
some not.know-ICP.SA Am place there-DAT 
Ie / na mee-da. 
go.SA thing do.PL-CONT 
Some of us not knowing (the situation) had just gone over there and (we) 
were doing things. 
In example (3 1 )  above the verb vabi 'not know' is an invariant numberless stem. In other 
words there are no stem variations for singular or plural of Actor or Undergoer. Since it is 
also a stative verb and not a process verb it requires the -i suffix. 
2.2. 1 .3 SAME ACTOR ALLOMORPHS -u AND -i 
The two verb classes whose singular stems end with fmal 0 do not change when the same 
actor suffix -u or -i is added. When these two sets function as non-final verbs and they are 
suffixed to indicate same actor, an -i is added to one set and an -u is added to the other. In 
relation to the same subject marking schema they are called 'the i class' and 'the u class' 
respectively. These are exemplified in the following examples. (For other verbs in these two 
classes see Appendix A.) 
(32) Vaomei-t vim bio-u / fem Aseda-bada 
Vaomei-ERG DIR.upstream cross.over-SA banana Aseda-PTS 
ab fIke-h-am. 
INDIC cut.down-REAL-INDIC 
Vaomei crossed over upstream and (he) cut down Aseda' s banana tree. 
(33) Bll boteh8-bu viso-i / ab vi emoe-h-am. 
axe butt.end-CL.big pick.up.SG-S INDIC DIR run-REAL-INDIC 
(He) picked up the axe and (he) ran after (him). 
(34) . . .  10 vaito-i / bohe omahe. 
vin cut.down.SG-SA fish string 
. . .  (he) cut some vine and (he) strung the fish. 
(35) As Ia-m voo-u sete. 
pot there-ABS throw.away-SA become.lost 
(He) threw that pot away and (it) became lost. 
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(36) Tom lavo-i / doho ab do-h-am. 
up skirt.around.in.back-SA pig INDIC shoot-REAL-INDIC 
(He) (went) up and skirted around behind and then (he) shot the pig. 
2.2. 1 .4 SAME ACTOR ALLOMORPH -zi 
Another verb class which has just a few members is suffixed with -zi to indicate same 
actor. Again the verb stem remains unchanged. 
(37) Ti meda-du-me / vahe-du-me / 
sago make.sago.pudding-CONT.PL-SA stack.up.PL-CONT-SA 
esmo-zi / dam gago-me / ab you la-da-lo 
leave.behind-SA people say-SA INDIC with go-CONT.PL-PROSP 
mode-m-am. 
do-IRR-INDIC 
(They) made sago pudding, stacked it up, left it behind and summoned people 
(to come) and (the people came and) began taking (it) away. 
(38) J-zi dihasi aa-ha neo Tovao-da 
sleep-SA become.next.day.SA see-DA next Tovao-CL.people 
amti le. 
suddenly come 
(We) slept on the next day, when (we) looked, the Tovao people suddenly 
appeared on the scene. 
(See Appendix A for further examples of verbs that require the -i suffix.) 
2 .2.2 DIFFERENT ACTOR SUFFIX 
Bauzi has only one different actor suffix, the morpheme -ha. Its distinctives will be 
discussed first, and then how it functions with other suffixes. 
2 .2.2. 1 DIFFERENT ACTOR SUFFIX -ha 
An interesting feature of -ha is that it always occurs with rising intonation and serves as a 
subordinate clause boundary for the sentence. You could almost put a comma in the English 
translation. 
(39) Labi Vadu-hat ozo-ha / a-m na beo-he-mu . . .  
CON Vadu-ERG thiok-DA 3SG-GEN sister strike-DA-CON.because 
When Vadu considered (the situation), because (Aseda) struck his sister . . .  
Previously in this story Aseda was fighting with Ofakete who is the sister of Vadu. He was 
the Actor of the preceding actions. Then Vadu is the explicit named Actor of the verb 'to 
think' . There is no explicit Actor named for the verb 'to strike' .  But the hearer knows that 
Vadu is not the Actor of 'strike' because of the -ha suffix attached to the verb 'to think' 
preceding the noun phrase functioning as Undergoer. The -he different actor suffix is 
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discussed below under §2.2.2.2. 1 .  Here it will suffice to say that the a in -ha has been raised 
to e as a result of -mu having been suffixed. 
(40) Labi ut viso-i I nohi-si mode-ha I dam-at 
CON club pick. up-SA charge. after-SA do-DA people-ERG 
ab si-h-am. 
INDIC seize-REAL-INDIC 
And so (Buto) picked up (his) club and when (he) went charging after 
(Vaomei), people caught hold of him. 
Prior to example (40) the storyteller narrates for us the occasion of the action found in (40). 
Buto has asked for recompense from Vaomei for his brother Vadu having broken his 
brother-in-law Aseda's arm. Only Buto and Vaomei are on stage at this time. Because 
Vaomei refuses to make any kind of payment and instead makes fun of Buto, Buto picks up 
his club and charges after Vaomei. In the above sentence, the first clause is transitive and 
only overtly refers to a prop, 'the club',  not naming the two core arguments. In the second 
clause, which is intransitive, the core argument is left to zero anaphora as well. Before a third 
party as different actor is brought on stage in the third clause, the -ha suffix on the previous 
verb alerts the hearer. 
Two further examples exemplify the different actor suffix -ha. 
(4 1) Kes Danao nib-a Ii aii-ha I Mumso-t neha, 
Kes Danao here-DAT come.SA hear-DA Mumso-ERG say 
"A-m adnamat Yosina Kes bake lo-lo-mozo". 
3SG-GEN daughter Yosina Kes to give-PROSP-DES 
Kes came here to Danao and when (he) listened, Mumso said that he was 
going to give his daughter Yo sin a to Kes. 
(42) Ne Kilisokoba-t neo ab yOU vai-h-am. II 
CON Kilisokoba-ERG next INDIC with chase-REAL-INDIC 
Vi emoe-me I yule vi aa-ha 
DIR run-SA go.behind.SA DIR see-DA 
esu. II Num ahi-li esu . . .  
stay house two-ICP.SA stay 
I dam Ie 
people go.SA 
Then Kilisokoba next chased after (her). (He) having run behind (her), and 
(he) going into (the jungle) behind (her), when (he) looked (DA), the people 
had arrived and were staying. (They) were staying in two houses. 
2 .2.2.2 CONNECTORS THAT SIGNAL DIFFERENT ACTOR 
Certain connectors also signal different actors. 
2.2.2.2 . 1  -mu 'because' 
The enclitic -mu functions as an interclausal connector. It is an enclitic suffixed to the verb 
of the clause which expresses the reason for the following result. It will usually signal a 
different actor for the subsequent clause. (See under §2.3, 'Special rules'). 
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(43) Labi fa agute-he-mu Tuha a-m dubu bake tau. 
CON bone break-DA-CON.because Tuha 3SG-GEN old.bro to join 
Because (the medical worker) broke (Aseda's) ann, Tuba sided with his 
older brother. 
In example (43) a prior span of text has just narrated for the hearer that the medical worker 
broke Aseda's ann. At this point in the story, Tuha, a new participant, is brought into the 
story line. He is the Actor of the intransitive verb 'join' . That he is the new Actor of the 
intransitive clause is signalled by -he. The a in -ha has been raised to e as a result of -mu 
having been suffixed. 
(44) Buto-t ozo / a-m dam-at bisi 
Buto-ERG think 3SG-ABS people-ERG really 
si-meham-de-he-mu / fa mu / 
hold.onto-PROG-STATIVE-DA-CON.because ITR give.up.SA 
fa ab Ie-h-am. 
ITR INDIC come-REAL-INDIC 
Buto considered that people had been holding onto him for such a long time, 
so (he) instead gave up and returned (to his house). 
In example (44) Buto is the Actor of 'think' . Usually speech and cognitive orienters such as 
'say' 'call out' and 'think' have zero inflection preceding their content which is the case in 
(44). In this situation zero inflection on verbs for the switch-reference marking schema 
equals same actor prediction. In other words 'think' is effectively marked for same actor. 
The dependent clause is bypassed and Buto is coreferential with the single nominal argument 
of 'give up' .  Even though that is so, Bauzi still marks the verb 'hold onto' as different actor 
in anticipation of the resumed Actor of 'give up' .  
(45) Labi i-m na gi-hi zia-me mode-ha / 
CON 1 PL-ABS food pit-REAL untie-SA do-DA 
gae-de-he-mu / fa va-me / vua / 
raw-STATIVE-DA-CON.because ITR take.PL-SA fire 
ohu-du-me / esmo-zi / valo Ian / 
cook-CONT-SA leave-SA river.DAT go.down.SA 
ehu-da-meam aa-ha / Uiuvai fa ahate Iezi / 
swim-CONT-SIM see-DA Uluvai ITR openly come. down. SA 
num bake ab vim bio-h-am. 
house to INDIC upstream cross.over-REAL-INDIC 
When we opened up (DA) the pit cooked food, because (it) was not cooked 
(DA), (we) took (the sago) and put it on to cook, (we) left it and went down to 
the river and were swimming and when (we) looked (DA), Uluvai openly came 
down to the beach and crossed over the river upstream to the house. 
The verb 'untie-do' has the -ha different actor suffix which signals that the single argument 
in the subsequent verb 'not cooked' is coreferential with previously mentioned 'sago cakes' 
via zero anaphora, and not with 'we ' .  The verb 'not cooked' also has the different actor 
suffix -he and interclausal connector suffix -mu attached. These suffixes indicate first that the 
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subsequent clause will have a new Actor and that the subsequent clause will be the result of 
the action signified by 'not cooked' . The different actor suffix on 'not cooked' signals that 
the nominal core argument in 'take' is coreferential with 'we', but via zero anaphora. 
2.2.2.2.2 18.hamu 'therefore' ,  'because of the given' 
This connector marks the response for the propositional relationship reason-response and 
it marks the response side of stimulus-response type relationships (for instance it is used 
before the execution by a different Actor of proposals or commands uttered in direct quotes). 
This connective usually operates above the sentence level. 
L8hiunu is the result of a morphophological change which takes place when the suffixes 
-he and -mu are added to the anaphoric deictic laha. (Laha points to the preceding given.) The 
morphophonemic process can be stated like this: When the -he and -mu suffixes follow the 
deictic laha, a process of fusion takes place between the ha of laha and the he of -hemu. The 
h in -hemu is lost and the e raises the last a in laha to a. This a in turn also raises the first a to 
a: laha + -hemu -> 18.hamu. 
(46) Lahana i-ba nao vamtea yOU li I lu a-m 
CON IPL-DAT leg one with come.SA give.SA eat-IRR 
kai. II L8.hamu dubu-t ab 
NEG CON.DA old.bro-ERG INDIC 
im ab vahoke-da-m-am. 
words INDIC teach-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
usa-i I Esili bake 
get.up-SA Esili toward 
But (he) did not even bring one leg and give it to us to eat. Therefore older 
brother got up and (started) rebuking Esili. 
In example (46) above, besides the fact that the 18hamu connector is signalling a new Actor, 
the new Actor is also mentioned overtly by a proper noun, his kinship term. 
In example (47) below, there is the group of three people and the man who is lying on the 
ground who are on stage at the moment. Without an overt Actor being mentioned in the 
second sentence, the hearer knows it is the group of 'people' who 'came closer' because of 
the connector 18hamu. 
(47) Dam vim emoe-me I Ie I aa-ha I dat belu 
people upstream run-SA go.SA see-DA man strike.SA 
bis-da. I L8.hamu Ie I aa-ha . . .  
lie.down-CONT CON.DA go.SA see-DA 
The people went running upstream, (they) arrived, and when (they) looked 
(DA), (someone) had struck the man and (he) was lying down. Therefore 
(they) came (closer) and when (they) looked . . .  
(48) Nahano-ti Gaetfa-ti Iab-e nom tozo. "O-m ana 
Nahano-and Gaetfa-and there-ERG down ridicule 2SG-ABS what 
ote-me o-m Iahi behasu maboe-Ie-tam. " L8.hamu fa 
kill-SA 2SG-GEN wife two widow-ICP-EMP CON ITR 
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usa-i / lab-e emoe-he-lab-e . . .  
get.up-SA there-ERG run-REAL-there-ERG 
Nahano and Gaetfa ridiculed down to him (Buto) . "For what reason 
should we think of to kill you that would leave your wives as widows." 
Therefore (Buto) arose and running from there .. . 
In example (48) above, with only Buto and the other two antagonists on stage, the hearer 
knows that the single core argument in 'get up' is coreferential with Buto because of the use 
of the connector l8hiunu. 
A similar phonological change takes place when -he and -mu are suffixed to the 
continuative aspect marker -da. The he fuses with the da causing the loss of h and the raising 
of a to a. This can be represented as: -da + -hemu -> -diunu. Here too the Actor changes 
after the 'because' suffix. 
Examples (49) and (50) illustrate this second morphophological change. 
(49) Labi na lo-m bak mali mode-mu / 
CON thing give-IRR NOM be.against.SA do-CON.because 
vedi fa Buto bake tozo-i-da-mu / 
thought ITR Buto to ridicule-ITR-CONT.DA-CON.because 
Buto-t aibu-e-da-m-di-lab-e / ut viso-i .. . 
Buto-ERG night-ICP-CONT-IRR-SIM-there-ERG club pick.up.SG-SA 
Because (Vaomei) was against giving recompense, rather because (he) thought 
to repeatedly ridicule Buto, Buto, after it became dark, picked up his club . . .  
(50) Labi si mode-ha / dam [Jab-a tau-a-da-m-daJ 
CON seize do-DA people there-DAT join-ITR-CONT-IRR-PTS 
dua-li / Buto bake ototo nimi ototo 
many-ICP.SA Buto to RCP prance RCP 
nimi-da-mu / Buto-t Vuem8ha-m 
prance-CONT.DA-CON.because Buto-ERG Vuemaha-GEN 
digehi lam viso-i .. . 
bow that pick.up-SA 
When (the people) had seized (Buto), because [the ones who had joined 
up with the others] were many and were calling out criticisms while prancing 
toward each other, Buto picked up Vuemaha's bow . . .  
2.3 SPECIAL RULES 
The general rules showing how the switch-reference marking schema operates in Bauzi 
have been set forth above. For the majority of the texts the same actor suffixes -me and -i 
attached to a verb indicate that the following clause will have the same actor as the present 
one. The different actor suffix -ha attached to a verb indicates that the following clause will 
have a different actor from the present one. There are a few exceptions to these general rules 
which will now be discussed. 
2.3. 1 MEMBER-SET RELATION 
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Two general statements about the present data are stated in Rules (9) and ( 1 0) below. 
Rule (9): Given any two clauses, if the core argument in the ftrst clause is increased or 
enlarged in the second clause, then the same actor sufftx will occur on the 
ftrst verb, signalling that the subsequent core argument is coreferential with 
the argument in the ftrst clause. 
Rule ( 1 0): Given any two clauses, if the core argument in the ftrst clause is decreased 
in the second clause, then the different actor sufftx will occur on the ftrst 
verb signalling that the subsequent core argument is different with the 
argument in the fIrst clause. 
When the coordinating noun phrase sufftx -d is attached to a different noun phrase from 
the Actor of the preceding clause, the Actor of the second clause is enlarged to include both 
the former Actor and the entity represented by the phrase with -d. Following the different 
Actor sufftx, the Actor of the next clause is understood to be decreased by one of the two. 
Example (5 1)  below exempliftes this and both the general statements above. 
(5 1)  Llmamu Aseda ut viso-i / fa manteri-d ot belu-ia-me 
CON Aseda club pick.up-SA ITR med.worker-and RCP fIght-ITR-SA 
mode-ha / da fai-na fa ab agute-h-am. 
do-DA man bad-PTS bone INDIC break-REAL-INDIC 
Therefore Aseda picked up his club and when (he) and the medical worker 
fought each other, (the medical worker) broke the old man's (Aseda) arm. 
Because the medical worker struck Aseda's wife prior to the actions outlined in example 
(5 1), Aseda then picks up his club and he and the medical worker start ftghting each other. 
Aseda is the Actor of the verb 'pick up,' which has the same actor sufftx attached. In the next 
clause, the core argument for 'fought each other' is enlarged to include both Aseda and the 
medical worker. In the narrator's  mind the singular nominal and the coordinate nominals are 
coreferential. This is signalled by the use of the same actor sufftx on 'pick up' . 
In addition the different actor sufftx -ha occurs with the verb 'ftght each other' indicating 
that the coordinated Actor, Aseda and the medical worker will be reduced in the next clause. 
The medical worker via zero anaphora is the Actor of 'break' in the succeeding clause. 
(52) . . .  laha-me fa dae-t be-ha vaba-mu / zum 
like.that-SA ITR words-ERG argue-DA NEG-CON.because downstream 
bio-u / Ofakete-ti gi vabak lab-a fa-si / yOU 
cross.over-SA Ofakete-and Am beach there-DAT to.begin-SA with 
vabeo-la-me / fa num-a ab you 
strike.while.chase.ITR-CONT-SA ITR house-DAT INDIC with 
la-h-am. 
go-REAL-INDIC 
. . .  because (they) argued like that and stopped, (Aseda) crossed over 
downstream and (he) and Ofakete began to fIght (each other) there on the beach 
with (him) striking (her) as (he) chased after (her) all the way to the house. 
When someone cut down his banana plants, Aseda expressed his annoyance. At that point 
the post-quote margin appears. Aseda is the Actor of 'argued' which has the different actor 
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suffIx -ha attached. Aseda is also the Actor of the next clause 'crossed over downstream' . 
This is where the special use of switch-reference marking schema is employed. Even though 
Aseda is part of the group that fights, he is not considered coreferential with the larger group. 
As Foley ( 1 986: 1 89) says, "the exclusivity of the singular actor is at issue". It is Aseda's 
separateness from the group Actor that is in focus and so the different actor suffix is 
employed. 
Core argument enlargement across clause boundaries is also illustrated in example (52) 
above. The same actor suffix -u on 'cross over' indicates that the plural Actors, 'Ofakete and 
Aseda' , of the subsequent verb 'begin (to fight)' is coreferential with Aseda, the understood 
Actor of the previous verb. The narrator includes the singular Actor of one verb in the plural 
Actor of the second verb. 
Examples (5 1 )  and (52) show that when there is an enlargement in the set of participants 
in the succeeding clause, Bauzi favours using the same actor suffix. Those examples also 
show that when there is a reduction in the set of participants in the succeeding clause, Bauzi 
favours using the different actor suffix. 
In example (53) below the narrator has used a same actor suffIx on the verb when a set of 
participants has been enlarged. 
(53) Koai lab-e ab gago-h-am. II "Fa audo-t 
corpse there-ERG INDIC say-REAL-INDIC ITR short.cut-ERG 
zum fooze-Io moza" I 
DIR.downstream go.down.from.higher.plane-PROSP DES 
laha-me gagu I ab le-da-m-am. 
like.that-SA say.SA INDIC come-CONT.PL-IRR-INDIC 
The corpse spoke. "(I) am going to cut across the jungle via a short cut and 
come down to the beach downstream." Like that (he) having said, (they) were 
coming. 
Prior to example (53), the one referred to by the common noun 'corpse' disregards his co­
workers' advice and says to them that he wants to take a short cut, and after that they leave 
together. In this case the Actor has changed from one person to many people, as can be seen 
in the plural suffix on the verb 'come' indicating that the Actor of this intransitive clause is 
plural. But here the narrator uses the same actor suffix on the verb 'say' showing that he 
considers the two implicit Actors to be the "same". 
In example (54) below, again the single participant of one clause is enlarged in the 
succeeding clause, yet the narrator by using the same actor suffix makes the singular Actor 
coreferential with the plural Actor. 
(54) Uillamu Itbulu-hat gago, I "Imo Dum Lobio-bada Da 
CON Itbulu-ERG say let's house Lobio-PTS food 
ohu-m Dum lab-a esu I yOU es-da-hit I 
cook-IRR house there-DAT put with stay-CONT-until 
diha-se" I laha-me gagu I i-ho ame 
become.daylight-SUBJ / like.that-SA say.SA 1 PL-ERG b.m.  
koai la-m viso-i you la-ha I dam koai 
corpse there-ABS pick.up-SA with go-DA people corpse 
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num lada lab-a esu-m kai. 
house PTS there-DAT put-IRR NEG 
Therefore Itbulu said, "Let's put the (corpse) in Lobio's cookhouse and stay 
with it there until morning". Like that (he) said, and so we picked up that corpse 
and when (we) carried it away, the people (changed their minds) and didn't  put 
the corpse down in that house. 
In example (54) above Itbulu makes a proposal to the people looking after the corpse of a girl 
who has been bitten by a death adder. In the post-quote margin 'like that he said' ,  the same 
actor suffix is attached to the verb. In this case the narrator once again sees Itbulu as a 
member of the set of participants referred to by the pronoun 'we ' .  They join together and 
attempt to take the corpse to where he suggested it be taken. But when they do so, part of the 
group decides not to take it to that house after all. Here reduction takes place and the different 
actor suffix is attached to 'carry away' . The narrator separates part of the group off from the 
ones who favoured Itbulu' s  proposal. The group is split and no longer coreferential with 
Itbulu. 
2.3.2 EXPECTANCY CHAIN 
The third special rule in relation to Bauzi switch-reference marking schema has to do with 
expectancy chains. This chain consists of two or more clauses linked together forming a 
close knit sequence of cause-effect. These have also been called "implicated clauses" (Austin 
198 1 :3 1 3) where the situation described by the second clause occurs after and is implicated 
by the situation described by the first clause. For example: 'give - eat ' ;  'hit - fall down' ; 
'call - come ' ;  'bite - die ' ;  ' strike - die' . These are called expectancy chains because the 
second verb is the normal effect one would expect should the action of the first verb be 
fulfilled. 
In example (55) the same actor suffix on one verb indicates that the next verb will have the 
same Actor, yet the following Actor is different. Although that is the case, the action of the 
second verb is expected. 
(55) Labi Vadu-hat ozo-ha / am na beo-he-mu fa 
CON Vadu-ERG think-DA his sister strike-DA-CON.because ITR 
Sembina beo-me ab nusu-h-am. 
Sembina strike-SA INDIC sit-REAL-INDIC 
Then Vadu thought, because (Aseda) struck his sister,(he) struck Sembina, 
and (she) sat down. 
The switch-reference marking schema is working fine until you come to the same actor suffix 
-me on the verb ' strike' .  The Actor of 'strike' is not the Actor of 'sit down' . Since this is an 
expectancy chain, the change of Actor is ignored and the same actor suffIx used. 
(56) Da lam tamao-t belu elo. 
man that poisonous.root-ERG strike.SA die 
As for that man - the poisonous root struck (him) and (he) died. 
In example (56) 'that man' is the forefronted Undergoer. The noun phrase 'poisonous root' 
is marked with the ergative case suffIx -t signalling that the 'poisonous root' is the Causer of 
the man being 'struck' .  Attention is drawn away from the animate Actor who is the one who 
picked up the poisonous root solution and puts him in the background while highlighting the 
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Causer. But the Undergoer becomes the Actor of 'die' in the second clause. Since the 
Undergoer is also topic of the sentence, one might translate the sentence using a passive 'that 
man was struck down and died as a result of having drunk the poisonous root liquid' . The 
different actor is once again ignored and the same actor suffix is used. It was previously 
stated that the different actor suffix -ha carried with it the nuance of un expectancy. Because 
in expectancy chains, the action in the clauses follow a logical sequence, the different actor 
suffix is not used. 
(57) Da lam tamao a-me elo. 
man that poisonous.root eat-SA die 
As for that man - (he) ate the poisonous root and (he) died. 
While in example (56) the Actor is backgrounded, in (57) he is not. He is the Actor of both 
the transitive verb 'eat' and the intransitive verb 'die . '  It can be seen from these two 
examples that in both the expectancy chains 'strike - die' or 'eat - die' the switch-marking 
schema works the same way, whether the actual Actor is the same or not. 
Four more examples to illustrate this special rule are in examples (58) to (61). 
(58) Oi ai-at bute-me Ie. 
mother father-ERG call-SA come 
As for mother, father called her and (she) came. 
(59) A-m mum-at vee-me elo. 
3SG-ABS snake-ERG bite-SA die 
As for him, a snake bit (him) and (he) died. 
(60) Vahada doho do-u biti elo. 
younger.bro pig shoot-SA fall.down.SA die 
Younger brother shot the pig and (the pig) fell down and died. 
(6 1)  [E-ho doho amomoi si ousu-me / budua-li / 
I SG-ERG pig another seize pen.up-SA big-ICP 
ote-me a-mJ uloho bale 
kill-SA eat-IRR same DECL 
[My seizing another pig, penning it up and (it) becoming big and (my) killing it] 
is the same as (what you have done). 
In example (61) above the verb 'pen up' has the same actor suffix on it. The Actor of 'pen 
up' of course is the speaker who uttered the words. But the Actor of the succeeding verb 
'become big' is not the speaker, rather it is 'the pig' .  So here is another example where the 
change of Actor is ignored. 
Example (62) shows other expectancy chains where the change of Actor is ignored. 
(62)a. . . .  voo-u bis-da. 
throw.away-SA lie.down-CONT 
. . .  (1) throw (it) away and (it) lies down. 
b .  . . .  voo-u sete. 
throw.away-SA become.lost 
. . .  (1) throw (it) away and (it) becomes lost. 
c .  . . .  1u a. 
give.SA eat 
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. . .  (1) give (it to you) and (you) eat (it). 
d .  . .. bahe ohu-du-me ade. 
taro cook-CONT-SA come.to.state.of.being.cooked 
. . .  (1) cooked the taro and (it) became cooked. 
2.3.3 CHAINS INVOLVING NATURAL EVENTS 
In the switch-reference marking schema Bauzi distinguishes between normal natural 
events that occur every day, such as night and day, and highly impacting unexpected natural 
events such as drought, rainstorm and river flooding. For instance, a change of Actor seems 
to be ignored if the succeeding verb is a normal natural-process verb employing the Inceptive 
(ICP) aspect. This is exemplified in example (63). 
(63) Dam koai you es-du-me / disi. 
people corpse with stay-CONT -SA evening.ICP 
The people stayed with the corpse and it became evening (or: The people 
stayed with the corpse until evening.) 
In example (63) the verb 'stay with' indicates that the following clause will have the same 
actor. Yet the following clause has null Actor. This is not unusual. One could say the referent 
'people' were experiencing 'evening' or the people were 'evening-ed' .  
(64) Koai nuzuba esu / yOU me-be esu-i-du-me / aibu-1e. 
corpse floor stay.SA with cry-SA stay-ITR-CONT-SA dark-ICP 
(They) put the corpse on the floor and stayed with it, repeatedly crying on and 
off and then (it) became dark (or : on and off until dark; or: on and off until they 
were benighted). 
In example (64), again change of Actor is ignored when the succeeding clause contains the 
Inceptive aspect. 
Another case appears in example (65) below where the change of Actor is ignored 
between 'cut down' and 'become high noon (lit. become up) ' .  However between 'become 
high noon' and 'return home',  the change of Actor is signalled by the -he suffix on 'become 
up' . 
(65) Ut si-a-du-me / ala toma-1e-he-mu / fa 
tree cut.down.PL-ITR-CONT-SA sun up-ICP-DA-because ITR 
num bake 1a. 
house to go 
(They) continually cut down the trees and because (it) became high noon, 
(they) returned home. 
The examples above show that, in the Bauzi way of thinking, processes like 'become dark' 
and 'become daylight' are experienced by the Actor and therefore are coreferential with the 
Actor. In contrast, in clause chains where highly impacting unexpected natural events follow 
controlled events, Bauzi favours different actor marking. Examples (66) to (68) demonstrate 
this. 
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(66) Zum la-du-me mode-ha I aba dali-he-mu I fa ita. 
downstream go-CONT-SA do-DA rain strike-DA-because ITR flee 
(We) were going downstream when rain started falling (lit. rain struck), so (we) 
fled back (horne). 
(67) Vim bio-so-me mode-ha I vao dua-Ie-he-mu I 
upstream cross.over-CNT-SA do-DA water big-ICP-DA-because 
bio-m bi I fa num bake Ie. 
cross.over-IRR unable ITR house to come 
(We) were attempting to cross over towards upstream when the river flooded, 
so (we) returned to the house. 
(68) Dam na gia-da-meam I aa-ha I balim Ii I bak 
people thing tie.up-CONT -S1M see-DA earthquake come.SA ground 
itiiti-da-mu I dam ab iede-h-am. 
shake.shake-CONT.DA-because people INDIC become.scare-REAL-INDIC 
People were pit cooking food when an earthquake came and shook the 
ground, so the people fled. 
2.3.4 UNDERGOER PROCESS 
In the next two examples the verb in the preceding clause, which has two core arguments 
(Actor and Undergoer), has the same actor suffix, yet it would appear that the Actor is 
different for the succeeding verb. However, Bauzi favours same actor marking in these 
instances. 
(69) Amu tat vie-me esu. II Labi afoe-zobe I fao-be 
earlier weeds do-SA leave CON finish-CON.SA wait-SA 
deha-Ie-he-zobe I fa neo vua -t usi. 
dry-ICP-REAL-CON.SA ITR next fire-ERG ignite 
First we cut down the weeds and (we) leave them. Then after (we) do that, 
(we) wait a while and after (the weeds) have become dried, (we) next bum 
them. 
(70) Labi de-me nea-di I fao-du-me I afoe-zobe 
CON plant-SA good-STATIVE.SA wait-CONT-SA finish-CON. SA 
soa-Ie-he-zobe I fa ab ba-dda-h-am. 
body-ICP-REAL-CON.SA ITR INDIC dig.up-CONT-REAL-INDIC 
Then after (we) finishing planting them, (we) wait and afterwards, after (they) 
become mature, (we) dig them up. 
2.3.5 A TRANSFORMED PARTICIPANT 
Example (7 1 )  below is an interesting one, as the verb in the preceding clause has the 
different actor suffix, yet it would appear that the Actor is the same for the succeeding verb 
with the Inceptive aspect. However, in the Bauzi view once the bird has become a cuscus, it 
is a different entity. 
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(71) Labi Jab-a nusu-ha I a b  Joke-bu-Je-h-am. 
CON there-DAT sit-DA INDIC ground.cuscus-CL.big-ICP-REAL-INDIC 
Then when the (bird) sat there (on the tree branch), it turned into a ground 
cuscus. 
Example (71) is taken from a text about the death of a child from snakebite. In order to find 
out who performed sorcery that led to her death, they take the corpse down to the river and 
calI on the spirits. They soon hear fluttering in a nearby tree. Suddenly what they thought 
was a bird turns into a ground cuscus. In the eyes of the narrator, there is a new participant 
and it is the ground cuscus that is prominent over the next span of text. 
A similar example is found in example (72) below. 
(72) Num ohu-ba es-da-m ahagat 
house roof-CL.flat stay-CONT-IRR rodent.type 
nib-e 
here-ERG 
usi mode-ha I fa ab name-Je-h-am. 
come.down.SA do-DA ITR INDIC woman-ICP-REAL-INDIC 
The rodent that was staying on the rooftop of the house came down from here 
and then (it) turned into a woman. 
Examples (73) and (74) below show that Bauzi requires the different actor suffix even if 
the Actor is not changed completely, but only partially. 
(73) L8hamu e-ho fao-da-ha I vanama-he-mu ... 
CON I SG-ERG wait-CONT-DA become.tired-DA-because 
Therefore 1 waited and waited and because (I) became tired ... 
(74) Labi Toea a-hamo Jab-a tom fiozi I 
CON Toea 3SG-EMC there-DAT up go.out.of.sight.SA 
ozo-ha vaba-mu I a-m iede-he-mu . . .  
think-DA NEG-because 3SG-ABS become.scared-DA-because 
Then Toea himself went up there out of sight, (he) considered what to do (lit. 
thought and thought and then stopped thinking), and then, because he became 
scared . . .  
3. BAUZI CASE MARKING FOR CORE PARTICIPANTS 
3. 1 GENERAL STATEMENT 
The Bauzi case-marking system may be summarised as the use of word order in 
combination with nominal case suffixes for the core participants in a discourse, such as Actor 
and Undergoer, and the use of nominal case suffixes and a postposition for nominals 
functioning as peripheral arguments to the action (such as Instrument, Beneficiary or 
Recipient) or specifying its location (such as Locative) (Foley 1986:96). The present author 
is claiming that Bauzi should be classified as an ergative language based upon the classic 
definition of ergativity which will be expounded below. 
At this point, it seems useful to outline briefly some of the characteristics of Bauzi 
morphology as it relates to the topic of case. 
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TABLE 1 :  BAUZI CASE-MARKING ENCUTICS AND POSTPOSmON 
CASES 
LAST ELEMENT OF NOMINAL 
PRECEDING THE CASE MARKER GEN ABS ERG DAT 
Personal pronouns -m -m -ho -ba 
Demonstrative nib, lab, iub - -m -e - -et -a 
Personal names, kin nouns, titles, -m - -am 0 -t - -at bake 
human nouns 
Place names 0 - -e - -Vt -a - bake 
- 0 
Common nouns, adjectives 0 0 -t - -Vt -a - -e 
- -0 - -1-
- bake 
Indefinite pronoun mei 0 0 -t -a 
Particularisers -da, -na - 0 -t -te 
Clause nominaliser bak - 0 -e - -et -e 
In Bauzi there are four sets of case markers: genitive, absolutive, ergative and dative. The 
genitive and absolutive sets are minimally different, as may be seen in Table 1 .  The four sets 
are used for the following grammatical functions and/or case roles: 
Genitive possessor 
Absolutive : intransitive actor, undergoer, unmarked transitive actor, both halves of a 
(verbless) equative clause 
Ergative marked transitive actor, speaker, instrument, inanimate transitive actor 
(causer/potent), manner, path, ablative (source from) 
Dative location at, allative (goal/destination to), addressee, recipient, beneficiary 
These case markers all follow the last word of a nominal. All are enclitics except for the 
postposition bake. They occur with both definite and indefinite nominals. 
The form of the case markers depends on the grammatical class of the last word in the 
nominal which they follow as shown in Table 1 .  In certain instances to be discussed later, 
there are additional forms determined by the phonology of the last word in the nominal. 
Each of these cases will be discussed in turn below, beginning with those that apply to the 
core participants. 
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3.2 CORE PARTICIPANTS 
3.2. 1 MARKEDIUNMARKED WORD ORDER 
For Bauzi, word order is important in expressing the grammatical functions of Actor (A) 
and Undergoer (U). The usual way of expressing these is for the first nominal in the clause 
to function as the Actor and the second nominal to function as the Undergoer. These core 
participants do not receive any suffixes when they are in this order. 
(75) Ai oi belu bite. 
father mother hit.SA fall down 
A U V 
Father hit mother and (she) fell down. (or: Father struck mother down.) 
This is the unmarked word order. One way that linguists interpret the notion of 'marking' 
is by relating it to frequency of occurrence. This is the interpretation that the present author is 
taking when using the term 'marked'. To say that this is the unmarked word order in Bauzi is 
to say that this is the usual, more common order (Crystal 1985 : 1 88). However, when the not 
so usual word order is used, that is, when the marked order is used, the Actor becomes 
grammatically marked with the Ergative case marker -to 
(76) Oi ai-at belu bite. 
mother father-ERG hit.SA fall. down 
U A V 
Father struck mother and (she) fell down. 
In example (76) above the usual order is abandoned and Undergoer takes on a forefronted 
position. (In this paper, when topic is pertinent to the discussion at hand, the topic in the 
English translation will be indicated by underlining.) At the same time Actor is right­
dislocated and is marked with the Ergative case suffix -t. (Usually when the nominal to 
which the -t is being added only contains one syllable or if the nominal ends in a consonant, 
the vowel a is added to make a two-syllable nominal.) Another way to say this is: if Actor 
and Undergoer are switched from the usual or unmarked order, Actor must be marked with 
the Ergative case suffix to distinguish between the two arguments. This is how a narrator can 
switch word order and thus mark a participant such as Undergoer to give it prominence in a 
discourse. 
(77)a. Ibiso nib-e Noi nib-e vi ole. 
Ihiso here-ERG Noi here-ERG behind enter 
A S V 
Ihiso from the Noi River entered behind (the others). 
b. Ne vi ole-he-lab-e / vule / vi gagu 
CON behind enter-REAL-here-ERG go.behind.SA behind say.SA 
V V V 
mode-ha / bohudi / Viloho-ti be-be mode-ha / Ihiso 
do-DA fight.SA Viloho-and fight-SA do-DA Ihiso 
V A V U 
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Viloho-t neuha fa belu esmo. 
Viloho-ERG elbow bone hit.SA leave.behind 
A V 
(She) entered behind (the others) and followed after them and then when (she) 
talked to them, (she) and Viloho fought, and when (they) fought, Viloho struck 
Ihiso on the elbow and left her behind. 
Prior to the events of example (77), Viloho has made the statement that she would not 
allow her daughter to be married to Tomat. So she takes her daughter and flees to the jungle. 
Then the participant Ihiso becomes the star of the show by the choice of the narrator who 
happens to be her nephew. She is the Actor of these actions in (77b): 'entering', 'following 
after', and 'saying'. She is first introduced in full with a noun phrase Ihiso nibe 'this Ihiso' . 
For demonstratives the Ergative suffix e is used and not -to And then according to Bauzi 
participant tracking schema, she as Actor receives zero reference throughout this span of text. 
The verb prior to 'fight' is 'say-do' and it has the different Actor suffix -ha attached which 
indicates that the Actor of the succeeding verb 'fight' will be different. As there are only two 
people on stage at this time, the Actor of the succeeding verb is Viloho, but via zero 
anaphora. The verb 'fight' is marked for same Actor because the narrator sees the coordinate 
Actor 'and Viloho' coreferential with lhiso. As was seen under §2.4, enlargement of Actor 
across clause boundaries is usually marked with the same Actor suffix. The next verb 'fight­
do' has the different Actor suffix -ha attached. At this point in the story lhiso changes from 
Actor to Undergoer when Viloho strikes her and knocks her down. The narrator chooses not 
to follow the usual (unmarked) word order here. Prior to this time he has chosen to keep 
lhiso prominent throughout this paragraph and has done so with the unmarked word order. 
However, here this cannot be readily seen because the Actor has zero reference due to 
discourse participant tracking constraints. But now he switches to the marked order. The 
Actor (Viloho) is right-dislocated from its usual position and is marked with the Ergative case 
suffix -to In order to keep lhiso prominent, he forefronts the Undergoer and the word order 
becomes thereby marked. Actor can still be disambiguated by the Ergative case suffix with 
which it is marked. 
(78)a. I-m Bogo-m goha va-da-lo i-m 
IPL-ABS Bogo-GEN bride. wealth take-CONT.PL-PROSP IPL-ABS 
A U V U 
Mua-da ahebu Kabilo-t ate-me I Kustera iub-a 
Mua-CL.people all Kabilo-ERG gather-SA Kustera there-DAT 
A V LOC 
ihe-t ab yOU zum la-h-am. 
canoe-ERG INDIC with downstream go-REAL-INDIC 
INST V 
Because we would take the bride wealth from the giving of Bogo, Kabilo 
took all of us Mua people by canoe downstream to Kustera. 
New Paragraph: 
b. Labi Kustera lab-a le I Bogo Timotius-at si 
CON Kustera there-DAT go.SA Bogo Timotius-ERG seize.SA 
LOC V U A V 
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va-he-mu / vamea-da-ha / vabamu gi fa 
take-DA-CON.because talk-CONT-DA discontinue. SA just ITR 
V 
na am ab va-da-h-am. 
thing that.ABS INDIC take-CONT.PL-REAL-INDIC 
U V 
And so (we) having gone/arrived in Kustera, because Timotius had seized 
and taken Bogo as his wife, (we) negotiated (with the Kustera people) and 
reached a decision and started receiving/taking the (bride wealth) things. 
c .  Ae [Bogo-m goha-le-he-daJ la-m 
bushknife Bogo-GEN bride.wealth-ICP-COMP-PTS there-ABS 
U 
va-da. 
take-CONT.PL 
V 
(We) were taking the bushknives [that were given as bride wealth for the 
giving of Bogol. 
d .  Labi na Fanea-m goha la-m Kosa-t i-ba 
CON sister Fanea-GEN bride.wealth there-ABS Kosa-ERG I PL-DAT 
U A R 
neo vi lo-da. 
next behind give-CONT.PL 
V 
And Kosa was next giving to us the bride wealth for the giving of Fanea. 
This example has been taken from a narrative text describing the events surrounding the 
death of a village medical worker. In example (78a) in the fIrst clause, the Actor is signalled 
with the first person plural absolutive pronoun im 'we' .  The narrator has intruded into the 
events being described, so he uses the fIrst person personal pronoun to refer to himself as 
well as the other participants involved in the action expressed by the following verbs. In 
order to keep himself along with others in his group designated by 'we' dominant in the 
discourse, the narrator switches to the marked order in the second clause of (78a) and moves 
Undergoer to initial position in the clause. This right-dislocation of the Actor and left­
dislocation of the Undergoer allows subject properties to be attributed to the Undergoer 
which in turn make the clause function like a passive; for example 'all of us Mua people were 
gathered together by Kabilo and were taken downstream by him to Kustera' . The Actor 
Kabilo receives the Ergative case suffIx -t signalling him as the Actor but downplaying his 
role a bit, while at the same time indicating that he is the one active in the 'bringing of the 
people downstream'.  Then a subject change takes place across paragraph boundaries and 
'we' becomes the zero-marked Actor of 'having arrived downstream in Kustera ' .  'We' 
continues to be the Actor, howbeit via zero reference, up until the second clause in example 
(78b), where there is a background dependent clause with a new Actor, Timotius.  
Background dependent clauses are ignored in the Bauzi schema of tracking participants. 
(There is no different Actor suffix on the verb preceding this embedded clause; special rules 
for the switch-reference marking schema in Bauzi are discussed under §2.3 above). But even 
in this dependent clause Bogo, who is the Undergoer of the actions 'seize' and 'take' ,  is also 
fronted and the Actor Timotius receives the Ergative case suffIx -t signalling that he is the one 
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who brought about the action as expressed in the verbs 'seize' and 'take ' .  In both examples 
(78c) and (78d) the Undergoer is the prominent participant and 'we' is still the Actor through 
zero anaphora. In both the last clause of (78b) and the clause in (78c), if an overt pronoun 
were supplied it would have to be from the ergative set of pronouns. For instance if (78c) 
was heard in isolation it would be: 
(79) Ae [Bogo-m goha-Ie-he-daJ la-m 
bushknife Bogo-GEN bride.wealth-ICP-COMP-PTS that-ABS 
U 
i-ho va-da. 
I PL-ERG take-CONT.PL 
A V 
We were taking the bushknives [that were given as bride wealth for the 
giving of Bogol. 
In example (78d) above there is a shift to the Dative case pronoun iba to refer to the 
participants who were in the previous clause referred to with zero anaphora. Because the 
narrator changed from the verb 'take' to the verb 'give' , he was forced to introduce a new 
Actor, namely Kosa, while still keeping Undergoer prominent, so the right-dislocated Actor 
receives the Ergative case suffix -t. 
3.2.2 ERGATIVITY IN BAUZI 
What is happening when the Actor has this Ergative case marker -t can be explained by a 
process that Foley ( 1986: 107) describes as "generalizing". According to Foley, case marking 
the Actor of a transitive verb results in an "ergative case-marking schema": the marked Actor 
is opposed to the unmarked intransitive Actor and transitive Undergoer. "The formal marker 
for the ergative is the peripheral case-marker for the ablative, causal and instrumental." This 
is partly true for Bauzi, as will be seen in the examples below. 
The Instrumental case in Bauzi has been extended or generalised to take in a core relation, 
the Actor. One might say that the Actor is downplayed in cases where the Undergoer is 
forefronted, yet to show that he is still the causer or the performer of the action, the nominal 
representing the Actor receives the Ergative case suffix. So the Ergative case suffix - t on both 
definite and indefinite nominals realises both the peripheral role of Instrument and the core 
role of Actor. This can be seen in example (80) below. 
(80)a. Dubu vam ba-t ote. 
older.brother crocodile axe-ERG kill 
Older brother killed a crocodile with an axe. 
b .  Yam la-m dubu-t ba-t ote. 
crocodile that-ABS older.brother-ERG axe-ERG kill 
Older brother killed the crocodile with an axe. 
In describing ergativity Crystal ( 1985 : 1 1 1 ) says it is "a term used in the GRAMMATICAL 
description of some languages . . .  where a term is needed to handle CONSTRUCTIONS where 
there is a formal parallel between the OBJECT of a TRANSITIVE verb and the SUBJECT of an 
intransitive one". (Object in this paper is Undergoer and Subject is Actor). This can be seen 
in the Bauzi example below. 
(8 1 )a. 
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Transitive verb: beo 'strike' 
Ut-aaso-bu-t gi 
tree-CL.branch-CL.big-ERG just 
TOP (A) 
e-m ab beo-ham. 
a-hamo vihit-zi / nom ilu / 
3SG-RFL pull.away-SA down fall 
V V 
I SG-ABS INDIC strike-REAL.INDIC 
U V 
The tree branch of its own accord pulled away, fell down and struck me. 
b .  Intransitive: Ia 'go' 
E-m fa neo 
I SG-ABS ITR next 
A 
Noiadi-a vim Ia-m bale 
Noiadi-DAT upstream go-IRR DECL 
LOC V 
I am next going to return upstream to Noiadi. 
The fIrst person singular Absolutive pronoun em 'me' is the Undergoer of example (8 1 a) .  It 
has the same case suffIx as when it is the Actor of the intransitive verb 'go' in (8 1b). In 
terms of an ergative-absolutive case-marking system, this pronoun belongs to the set of 
pronouns inflected for the Absolutive case. Also the Actor of the transitive verb 'strike' is 
marked with the Ergative case suffIx -t. This is evidence for ergativity. 
Thus Bauzi meets one of the criteria that DeLancey ( 198 1 :626-657) puts forward as being 
characteristic of ergative languages: namely a special case-form marks transitive subjects 
(Actors), while both intransitive subjects and transitive objects (Undergoers) are mostly 
unmarked. That is true for example (8 1 )  above. 
A further characteristic that may be found in ergative languages is that, in transitive 
sentences, verb agreement is with the object (Undergoer) in preference to the subject (Actor). 
Bauzi does not inflect verbs for person, but there appears to be some sort of inflection for 
number. Usually this verb agreement is only with plural Undergoers. The suffIx -da which is 
mainly used to show the continuative aspect can also be used as a portmanteau morpheme to 
show plurality as well. In addition, some verbs have two quite different stems, as shown in 
Appendix B, one singular and the other plural. In example (82) below the singular form of 
the verb 'to fell (a tree)' is 0; while the plural form is sie. 
(82)a. Verbs exemplifying SINGULAR Undergoer or intransitive Actor agreement: 
Dubu doho ote-me / vou Ie. 
old.bro pig kill-SA with come 
A U V V 
Older brother killed a pig and brought it. 
Vahada ti o-me / fe-me / Ie-he bale 
younger.bro sago fell-SA pound-SA come-REAL DECL 
A U V V V 
Younger brother felled a sago tree, processed it, and came. 
Nenas gai-li bis-da. 
Nenas hot-ICP.SA lie.down-CONT 
A V 
N enas is sick and lying down. 
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Da lam vaJo ehu-da. 
man that water.DAT swim-CONT 
A LOC V 
The man is swimming. 
b .  Verbs exemplifying PLURAL Undergoer or intransitive Actor agreement: 
Dubu na zi dua-na od-du-me / vou leo 
old.bro thing many many-PTS kill-CONT.PL-SA with come 
A U V V 
Older brother killed many animals and brought them. 
Vahada ti zi dua-na sie-me / 
younger.bro sago many many-PTS fell.PL-SA 
A U V 
fe-a-da-ha bak. 
pound-ITR-CONT.PL-REAL DECL 
V 
Younger brother felled many sago trees and processed (them). 
Noiadi-da ahebu gai-li beo. 
Noiadi-people all hot-ICP.SA strike.PL 
A V 
All the Noiadi people are sick. 
Noiadi-da ahebu gai-le-du-me beimsu-o. 
Noiadi-people all hot-ICP-CONT.PL-SA lie.down.PL-DES 
A V 
All the Noiadi people are sick and lying down. 
The verbs in example (82a) are not inflected with number as each of the Undergoers is 
singular. Another way of saying this is that the verbs are unmarked, which signals that verb 
agreement is with singular Undergoers. As can be seen from the way -da is glossed, it is a 
portmanteau and can express both plurality and the continuative aspect at the same time. In an 
intransitive sentence, if the Actor is singular it will only have the meaning of continuative 
aspect. There is verb agreement with only the Undergoers of the transitive verbs in (82b). 
They are either inflected with the -da suffix and/or have a different verb stem to show plural 
Undergoer agreement. Thus the examples (82a) and (82b) above satisfy DeLancey' s  second 
ergative characteristic. Example (83) below shows that DeLancey 's  two ergative 
characteristics are again satisfied. 
(83)a. Undergoer of Transitive verb: 
Dam [elae ote-loJ 
people bro.in.law kill-PROSP 
A U V 
zum lao 
downstream go 
People went downstream in order to kill brother-in-law. 
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b .  Actor of Intransitive verb: 
Elae zum 1a. 
bro.in.law downstream go 
A V 
Brother-in-law went downstream. 
c .  Actor of Transitive verb: 
Vam 1a-m e1ae-t ba-t ote. 
crocodile there-ABS bro.in.law-ERG axe-ERG kill 
TOP (U) A INST V 
Brother-in-law killed the crocodile with an axe. 
d .  Plural Undergoer of a Transitive verb: 
Fem zi 1a-m e1ae-t ae-t 
banana many there-ABS bro.in.law-ERG bushknife-ERG 
TOP (U) A INST 
ilkboa-du-me / YOU Ii / Yahe. 
cut.down.PL-CONT.PL-SA with come.SA stack.up.PL 
V V V 
Brother-in-law cut down those many bananas, with a bushknife and 
brought them back and stacked them. 
e .  Plural Actor and plural Undergoer: 
Fem zi 1a-m abi gida-t ae-t 
banana many there.ABS uncle others-ERG bushknife-ERG 
TOP (U) A INST 
flkboa-du-me / YOU 1e-du-me / 
cut.down.PL-CONT.PL-SA with come-CONT.PL-SA 
vahe-da. 
stack. up.PL-CONT .PL 
Uncle and the others cut down those many bananas with bushknives 
and (they) brought them back and stacked them up. 
The first characteristic of the ergative case-marking system is that the unmarked 
Undergoer of a transitive clause and the unmarked Actor of an intranstive clause stand in 
opposition to the marked Actor of a transitive clause. That holds true for example (83). The 
nominal e1ae 'brother-in-law' which is Undergoer in (83a) and Actor in (83b) are both in the 
absolutive case, which has zero marking. In (83a), 'people' is the Actor of both 'kill' in the 
embedded transitive clause and 'go downstream' in the independent intransitive clause. One 
might query why the ergative case suffix is not attached to dam 'people' since it is the Actor 
of the transitive verb 'kill' .  It will be shown below that it is the verb in the independent 
clause (which in Bauzi is the last clause which contains a final verb) that affects whether or 
not the ergative case suffix is used. That would be true for (83a) where 'people' is the Actor 
of 'go downstream' which is the main intransitive independent clause of the sentence. In 
(83a), Actor and Undergoer can be disambiguated because of the unmarked word order. That 
is, the first nominal is Actor and the second nominal is Undergoer, as has been discussed 
earlier. Thus here is another reason for referring to the case of 'brother-in-law' as Absolutive 
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when it is Actor of the intransitive verb or Undergoer of the transitive verb and as Ergative 
when it is the Actor of the transitive verb and receives the -t suffix as in (83c). 
The second characteristic is that the number agreement in the verb in example (83d) is 
with the transitive Undergoer 'bananas'. The singular verb stem for 'cut down' is faito. Here 
both the plural verb stem flkboa 'cut down many' and the continuative-plural suffix -da are 
used. The verb 'bring' has the singular form which is interesting. The verb phrase for 
'bring' is made up of two morphological words: yOU 'with' and le 'come' which literally is 
translated 'come with' . Bauzi interprets 'bring' as being intransitive and therefore the verb 
agreement is with the Actor 'brother-in-law' (via zero anaphora), which is not surprising as 
this is what we would expect if it is treated in the same way as a transitive Undergoer. 
Example (83e) is contrastive. The verbs 'cut down' and 'stack up' are transitive verbs and 
agree in number with 'bananas' .  The verb 'bring' is interpreted as an intransitive verb and 
agrees in number with the plural Actor 'uncle and the others' .  
Some further examples serve to illustrate what appears to be in  Bauzi an ergative case­
marking system. 
(84)a. Vem mum a. 
dog snake eat 
A U V 
A dog ate a snake. 
b .  Mum bak lab-a fitoo-da. 
snake ground there-DA slither-CONT 
A LOC V 
A snake was slithering there on the ground. 
c .  Vem mum-at vee-me elo. 
dog snake-ERG bite-SA die 
U A V V 
A snake bit the dog and (the dog) died. 
The nominal mum 'snake' as Undergoer of the transitive clause in example (84a) and as 
Actor of the intranstive clause in (84b) are in the Absolutive case. As Actor of the transitive 
clause in (84c) it receives the Ergative case suffix -t. In order to understand the same actor 
suffix marking on 'bite' when in fact the subsequent Actor is different, refer to §2.3 above 
where special rules for the switch-reference marking schema are discussed. 
3.2.3 COUNTER-EVIDENCE TO AN ERGA TIVE ANALYSIS 
Data will now be presented that would seem to go against this analysis. First of all the 
Absolutive pronouns are not only used as Actors in intransitive clauses. Example (85) 
exemplifies the use of an Absolutive pronoun as an Actor in a transitive clause. 
(85) E-m fem faito-i / a-10. 
I SG-ABS banana cut.down-SA eat-PROSP 
A U V V 
I am going to cut down bananas and eat them. 
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Since 'cut down' and 'eat' are transitive verbs, one would expect that the Actor would have 
the Ergative case suffix -ho used for personal pronouns, but instead it has the Absolutive 
case suffix -m. 
Also consider the following examples where there seems to be a crisscrossing of the 
marking system. 
(86)a. Elae fem ohu. 
bro.in.law banana cook 
A U V 
Brother-in-law cooked bananas. 
b .  Dam-at elae ote. 
people-ERG bro.in.law kill 
A U V 
People killed brother-in-law. 
c. Elae rae va-lo] 
bro.in.law bushknife take-PROSP 
A U V 
zum lao 
downstream go 
V 
TRANSITIVE 
TRANSITIVE 
TRANSITIVE 
INTRANSITIVE 
Brother-in-law went downstream [in order to get a bushknife] . 
d Kohu elae-t bio-u / 
breadfruit bro.in.law-ERG cross.over-SA 
U A V 
suto. 
pick 
V 
INTRANSITIVE 
TRANSITIVE 
Brother-in-law crossed over (the river) and picked breadfruit. 
e .  Ae va-lo mode-mu / TRANSITIVE 
bushknife take-PROSP do-because. SA 
U V 
vahada zum lao 
youngeLbrother downstream go 
A V 
INTRANSITIVE 
Because (he) was going to get a bushknife, younger brother 
went downstream. 
f. Vaomei-t vim bio-u / 
Vaomei-ERG upstream cross.over-SA 
A V 
mei fem ab like-ham. 
someone banana INDIC cut.down-REAL.INDIC 
U V 
INTRANSITIVE 
TRANSITIVE 
Vaomei crossed over in the direction of upstream and cut down someone' s 
banana plants. 
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g .  Busda [tabe vim Ie / 
Busda Itabe upstream go.SA 
A GO V 
azi-be / e kogoi belu 
dwell-SA red.fruit raft strike.SA 
V U 
ab vou feaze-ham. 
V 
/ 
INDIC with float.down-REAL.INDIC 
V 
INTRANSITIVE 
INTRANSITIVE 
TRANSITIVE 
INTRANSITIVE 
Busda went upstream to Itabe, stayed there a while, gathered a raft full of red 
fruit, and brought them downstream. 
In example (86a) elae 'brother-in-law' , who is the Actor of a transitive clause, does not 
have the Ergative case suffix -t. According to the standard rules of ergativity, one would 
expect it to be present. Yet in (86b) where dam 'people' is the Actor, the Ergative case 
marker is present. Both verbs 'cut down' and 'kill' are transitive; one would expect to have 
Actor marked in both if ergativity is present. Then in (86c) the same nominal elae 'brother-in­
law' is both the Actor of an embedded transitive clause and the Actor of an intransitive 
clause. Its form is Absolutive. In (86d) the opposite occurs. The nominal elae 'brother-in­
law' is marked with the Ergative suffix -t and is both the Actor of the intransitive verb 'cross 
over' and the transitive verb 'pick' . Then in example (86e) vahada 'younger brother' is in the 
Absolutive case but is the Actor of the dependent transitive verb ' take' as well as the 
intransitive verb 'go downstream' . In (86f) Vaomei is marked with the Ergative suffix and is 
the Actor for both the intransitive verb 'cross over downstream' and the Actor of the transtive 
verb 'cut down' .  In (86g), the narrator introduces one of the major participants with the 
proper name 'Busda' . 'Busda' is in the Absolutive form and is the Actor first of two 
intransitive verbs 'go upstream' and 'stay ' ,  then of a transitive verb 'strike' ,  and then of the 
intransitive verb 'float downstream', howbeit all via zero anaphora. 
What is being suggested here is that the primary use of the Ergative case marker is just as 
has been described thus far. That is, Bauzi case marks the Actor of a transitive verb using an 
ergative case-marking system. On the surface it appears that it is primarily used to 
disambiguate the case relations of the two core nominals by indicating which is the Actor. If 
there is no ambiguity, then the ergative case marking is absent. That is, if unmarked word 
order is followed, or if the context is clear by the lexical choices made, there is no need to 
disambiguate. This can be seen in examples (86a) and (86c) above where the unmarked word 
order is followed. But in (86b), unmarked word order is used yet 'people' has the Ergative 
case suffix. Since there is potential ambiguity among the core nominals in (86b), the Ergative 
case suffix is used to indicate which participant is Actor. 
(87)a. Vern mum a. 
dog snake eat 
A U V 
A dog ate a snake. 
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b .  Mum vem gia-me / visoi / tolaze. 
snake dog tie.up-SA pick.up.SA swallow.whole 
A U V V V 
A snake wrapped around a dog and picked (it) up and swallowed (it) whole. 
c .  Ai [am data elo-he-muJ bak-boz ve / noi. 
father 3SG-GEN child die-DA-CON.because earth-red take.SA rub 
A U V V 
Father, because his child died, took red clay and rubbed it on (the corpse). 
Because word order in example (87a) is unmarked, there is no need to disambiguate the core 
participants and therefore the Actor of the transitive verb 'eat' is not marked with the Ergative 
case suffix. The first nominal is the Actor and the second nominal is the Undergoer. Also the 
verb a 'eat' helps to disambiguate as it is not the correct lexical item to use when indicating 
the action of a snake (implicit: python) eating another animate Undergoer, be it human or 
non-human. Notice that in (87b) not only is unmarked word order used, but the lexical 
choices help to disambiguate what is happening to the core participants. In other words there 
is no ambiguity as to the identity of Actor and Undergoer of the action represented by the 
verb 'wrapped/tied up' . In (87c) because the suffix combination -he-mu 'because' ,  which 
also indicates that the next clause will have a different actor, is attached to the verb 'die ' ,  one 
knows that it wasn't  'his child' that 'took red clay' but it was 'father' . 
Certain rules can be utilised at this point in the discussion to handle the crisscrossing as 
was seen in example (86) above. 
Rule ( 1 1 ) :  If  the unmarked word order is  used, or if  the lexical context is  clear in  a two­
argument transitive clause, usually the Ergative case suffix is absent. 
Examples (86a) and (86c) exemplify this. If there is ambiguity among the 
core participants then the Ergative case suffix will be present. Example (86b) 
exemplifies this. 
Rule ( 1 2): If the marked word order is used, where Undergoer is forefronted, then the 
Ergative case suffix will be present to indicate the Actor of the transitive 
clause. Example (86d) illustrates this. 
Rule ( 1 3) :  If the main/independent clause of the sentence (in Bauzi this is the final 
clause) is intransitive, the Ergative case suffix is absent. In effect this says 
that being the Actor of an embedded dependent transitive clause is ignored in 
the Bauzi ergative case-marking schema. Examples (86c), (86e) and (86g) 
show this. 
Rule ( 14): If the main/independent clause of the sentence is transitive, the Ergative case 
suffix will be present. That is to say, even if Actor is the core argument of an 
intransitive clause, this is ignored if the last clause is transitive. Examples 
(86d) and (86f) exemplify this. 
This discussion began with the statement that Bauzi is an Ergative language which marks 
transitive Actors with Ergative case while marking Undergoers and intransitive Actors with 
Absolutive case. However, it became apparent that there were still many exceptions. 
Investigation has resulted in the four supplementary rules above, but these still do not handle 
all of the exceptions. So now an alternative approach is needed to see if a more complete 
explanation of the exceptions is possible. That approach is set forth below. 
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3 .2.4 SPLIT ERGATIVITY 
Givan ( 1 984: 1 52) states that individual languages are sensitive to how they choose to 
mark clausal subjects ergatively. But they are not sensitive to "exactly the same sub­
components of transitivity, nor do they divide transitive from intransitive at exactly the same 
point on the various scales of properties which, as a cluster, determine transitivity". This 
means (Jones 1 986:40) that no two languages "will always treat all intransitive subjects and 
transitive objects identically in every possible environment, while always marking transitive 
subjects differently". Givan ( 1 984: 1 53) goes on to say that "even in the most conspicuous 
ergative languages where the ergative-absolutive pattern is most widely spread throughout 
the various grammatical paradigms, it is possible to observe some split patterns". In the 
literature when authors speak about mixed case systems, that is, when one finds not only 
ergative-absolutive features but also nominative-accusative features, the language is said to 
have "split ergativity". 
Givan ( 1 984: 1 53) summarises in (88) below the parameters of transitivity-related 
properties along which one might find split ergativity in any given language. 
(88)a. Degree of agent's control or intent: 
controlled causation > uncontrolled causation 
intended causation > unintended causation 
b .  Degree of obviousness/affectedness of the patient: 
more obvious patient > less obvious patient 
more affected patient > less affected patient 
c .  Degree of perfectivity/completeness of the event: 
perfective > imperfective 
past > future > present 
d .  Degree of referentiality/topicality of both agent and patient: 
anaphoric pronoun > definite NP > indefinite NP > non-referential NP 
After examining other Bauzi data then, it would seem that another analysis might be 
preferred that would be against claiming Bauzi to be an ergative language. But taking into 
consideration the notion of split ergativity and applying Givan's "scales of transitivity-related 
properties" to the data that does not quite fit the primary pattern, the present author suggests 
that the split found in Bauzi can be explained. 
First a definition of "transitivity". Hopper and Thompson ( 1980:25 1 )  define transitivity as 
a global property of an entire clause, such that an activity is 'carried over' or 
'transferred' from an agent to a patient. Transitivity . .  .involves at least two 
participants and an action which is typically effective in some way. 
By using some of these parameters of transitivity listed above in example (88), it will be 
shown that if a clause is higher on any of the scales, then it is more likely to receive ergative­
absolutive case marking. On the other hand, if it is lower on the scale, it is more likely to 
receive a non-ergative coding pattern. In Bauzi the more completed an event is the more 
likely the undergoer will register the full effect of the action. Therefore since "degree of 
affectedness of the patient" and "degree of perfectivity" are related and since full noun phrase 
subjects and objects or pronoun subjects and objects can be either ergative or absolutive, 
only (8Sa) and (S8c) of the scales suggested by Giv6n will be applied. The other parameters 
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that will be considered are taken from Hopper and Thompson ( 1 980:252). It might be added 
here that although the former statements about Ergativity at the end of §3.2.3 might handle 
the data considered below, there are those occasions when they do not. 
3 .2.4. 1 AGENCY SCALE 
Givon ( 1984: 154) states that 
. .  .in all languages, it is only the subjects of transitive clauses - i.e. ones which 
in some way conform to the prototype of 'agent controller/deliberate initiator' -
that receive the ergative marking . . .  And clauses with a less agentive subject are 
less likely to have an ergative subject. 
He offers proof that there are languages such as Modern Spoken Tibetan where even 
intransitive clauses manifest high agency. 
Bauzi exhibits the following contrast between the ergative and non-ergative pattern 
depending on whether focus is on the agent/initiator of the event or on the event itself. 
In example (89) below where focus is on Actor as agent, Bauzi has an ergative marking 
pattern. 
(89)a Ihe ama-t to-ada? 
canoe who-ERG carve-CONT 
U A V 
Who is carving the canoe? 
b .  Dubu-t to-ada. 
old.bro-ERG carve-CONT 
A V 
Older brother is carving (it). 
Example (89) above shows the standard pattern for marked word order: forefronted 
Undergoer as Topic requires the Actor to be in Ergative case. The same holds for the reply 
although the Undergoer has zero reference. But (90) appears in the data as well where the 
pattern is unmarked word order and the question word 'who' still is marked Ergative. 
(90) Ama-t giomim vamea-dli? 
who-ERG lies tell-CONT.INT 
A U V 
Who is it that is telling lies? 
In example (9 1 )  below where focus is on the agentiveness of the single core participant, 
Bauzi requires the Ergative marking pattern. 
(9 1 )a. Btei ama-t Ie-he-Ia? 
today who-ERG come-REAL-INTER 
T A V 
Who came today? 
b .  B-ho Ie-he bak. 
ISG-ERG corne-REAL DECL 
A V 
I carne. 
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When Bauzi speakers of imperative statements want to emphasise the 'anticipated agent' 
of the action entailed in the command thus spoken, the Ergative marking pattern is employed. 
Examples in (92) show this. (Note that these imperative examples are all extracted from 
Bauzi letters.) 
(92)a. O-ho Kaso radio bute-le. 
2SG-ERG Kaso radio call.out-IMP 
A (GO) V 
(Dave) you make radio contact with Kaso radio. (lit. You call to the Kaso radio.) 
b. O-ho gi i-ba fa lahi sue olu-le. 
2SG-ERG Am 1PL-DAT ITR women clothing send-IMP 
A 10 (GO) U V 
You just send us women' s  clothing instead. 
c .  I-m maboe u-ho lab-a a vou azi-mule. 
1PL-GEN widow 2PL-ERG there-DAT PROH with live-PROH 
U A LOC V 
Don't you live there with our widow. 
d .  Dau o-ho fao-be / minggu vamtea nusu-me nea-di / 
Dave 2SG-ERG wait-SA week one sit-SA good-STATIVE.SA 
A V V 
tanggaJ 1 7  hari Jumat lab-e e-m li va-leo 
date 17 day Friday there-ERG 1SG-ABS come.SA take-IMP 
TIME U V 
Dave, you wait and after one week (lit. sit one week) is finished, on the 1 7th 
Friday, come and get me. 
The more usual pattern for Bauzi imperatives is to have overt Actors that are emphatic or 
focused. It is the notion of 'deliberate initiator' that raises the Actor to 'agent saliency' .  The 
one uttering these imperative requests sees the recipient as being the one who will make a 
deliberate attempt to carry out the tasks as requested. In example (92c) it would seem that 
word order is affecting the choice of Ergative marking, and is not an attempt to give Actor 
emphasis. Yet in (92a) and (92b) the unmarked order is followed but the Ergative marking is 
still present. 
It should be pointed out that Bauzi does not always have overt Actors in the imperative 
mode. Example (93) is taken from a narrative text and is an indirect quote. 
(93) Tuha-t neha a-ba gi [a-m dubu-m fa 
Tuha-ERG say 3SG-DAT Am 3SG-GEN old.bro-GEN bone 
agute-he bak-e] na va-leo 
break-REAL NOM-ERG thing give-IMP 
Tuha said to just give him things (Implied: instead of him hurting someone in 
revenge) [for (someone) having broken his older brother's arm]. 
In the text prior to (94) below, most people fear retribution so have fled the village, 
leaving a dead man unburied. One man, who was left alone with a few women, was annoyed 
that everyone was leaving the burial job for him to do alone. So he says what appears in (94) 
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below. In this instance the unfocused Actor of an imperative clause is in Absolutive case 
rather than Ergative. 
(94) E-ho gago "LaM duta u-m ahebu la-Ie". 
l SG-ERG say in.that.case women 2PL-ABS all go-IMP 
I said "In that case, all of you women go (as well)". 
3 .2.4.2 PERFECTIVITY SCALE 
Here the split is conditioned by status and aspect. 
The more completed an event is, the more likely it is that the patient in fact 
registers to the full the effects of the action. The more successfully completed 
the event is, the more likely it is that the agent was in fact a deliberate, direct, 
effective cause of that successful completion." (Givan 1984: 157) 
In (95) below the action is progressive/continuative and the case marking is not Ergative: 
(95) . . .  dam fo nemahu-si / ab vuusu-aJa-ham. 
people arrow be. weak-SA INDIC hold.onto-CONT -REAL.INDIC 
A U V V 
. . .  the men were holding onto their arrows without having them [the bows] 
drawn. 
Example (95) above is taken from a text where a group of men (Group 1 )  are on the trail 
trying to catch up with a group of murderers. Another party of men (Group 2) in the 
meantime have been sent off to call these latter ones back as the village has had second 
thoughts about getting involved. So as Group 2 approaches the area where Group 1 is, 
Group 1 is waiting in ambush thinking that Group 2 are the murderers; they have their bows 
drawn. But once they discovered who Group 2 was, they relaxed. In Bauzi discourse, 
situations that are static, that is where no change is taking place, do not require Ergative 
marking. In (95) there is no effort being extended in 'they were holding onto their 
arrows .. . ' .  Also this is off the event line of the story, that is it does not move the story 
toward a climax. 
The action indicated by the Bauzi speech verbs 'say' ,  'tell' ,  and 'call' and verbs which 
indicate speech like 'prohibit' , 'dispute ' ,  and 'console' are interpreted as completed action 
and are realis mode. This is demonstrated in example (98) below by the quote closure which 
uses the deictic laha 'given' inflected with the same actor suffix -me which normally occurs 
on verbs. This could be translated 'like that having said ' .  These speech verbs are transitive 
and their contents, that is what is said, are considered the Undergoer. Therefore the noun 
phrase which has the role of Speaker in the quote margin is always marked with the Ergative 
case suffix. Examples (96) to (99) below exemplify this claim. 
(96) E-ho dam bake bute-me / dam ahebu ab 
l SG-ERG people to call.out-SA people all INDIC 
S PK ADD V A V 
Ie-ham. 
come-REAL.INDIC 
I called to the people and all the people came. 
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(97) Umamu i-bo ab ot gago-i-da-mam, II 
CON I PL-ERG INDIC RCP speak-ITR-CONT-IRR.INDIC 
SPK V 
"Na 1a-m meb dae aii-da-o ?" 
thing there-ABS cry words hear-CONT.REAL-INTER 
TOP (U) U V 
Therefore we were saying to each other, "Is that crying we are hearing?" 
(98) Laha-me gago-hemu I i-bo Itbu1u-ti ab 
like.that-SA say-because.DA IPL-ERG Itbulu-and INDIC 
CON V SPK V 
male-ham. II " VaM! II I-m akati [dam 
be.against-REAL.INDIC NEG lPL-ABS how.come people 
A U 
amu-da-t mee-da-m bakJ fa mode-10 mode-1a. " 
earlier-PTS-ERG do-CONT-IRR NOM ITR do-PROSP do-INTER 
V 
Because (they) spoke like that, Itbulu and we were against it. "No way! Why 
are we going to repeat doing [what our ancestors did] ." 
(99) Lahamu Auna-t gago, I "Koai akati bisi bak 
CON Auna-ERG say corpse how.come so place 
SPK V U GO-LOC 
bohu bak-e vou vim 1e esu-he-1a?" 
far place-DAT with upstream go.SA put-REAL-INTER 
V V 
Therefore Auna said, "Why are (you) taking the corpse so far upstream and 
putting it down?" 
Bauzi verbs that are inflected with the prospective aspect suffix -10 usually are low in 
transitivity and therefore will not follow the Ergative case marking schema, whereas verbs 
inflected with the completive aspect do. The openings from two Bauzi epistolary texts in 
example ( 100) below exemplify this claim. 
( l OO)a. E-m Isak-am dae o-ba toe-me I olu-lo. 
l SG-ABS Isak-GEN words 2SG-DAT write-SA send-PROSP 
A U IO (R) V V 
I am writing (going to write) and sending Isak's words 
b .  E-bo Yakobus-at sunit o-ba 10-bo. 
lSG-ERG Yakobus-ERG paper 2SG-DAT give-COMP 
A U 10 (R) V 
I Yakobus have given this letter to you. 
It is interesting to note the authors' perspective when they wrote the above letters. One 
wrote from the perspective that the letter was in the hand of the addressee and he/she had 
received it at the time of the writing, the one with the completive aspect in example ( l OOb). 
The other one wrote from the perspective of the present time of writing, the one with the 
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prospective aspect in ( 1 00a). Two more examples, one taken from a prayer and another one 
from a letter, are given in ( 1 0 1 ). 
( l O I )a. Dau etei dae debu vahoke-lo. 
Dau today words source teach-PROSP 
A T U V 
Today Dan is going to teach literacy. 
b .  Labi arne duta la-m a-m ai-at fa 
lilee.that b .m.  woman there-ABS 3SG-GEN father-ERG ITR 
vi ve yOU ita-boo 
DIR take.SA with flee-COMP 
That before-mentioned woman's  father has taken her back (away from her 
husband) and (he) has fled with her. 
In example ( l O l a) above the person who was praying was informing his deity of the 
plans of his teacher for the day. His teacher Dau had not as yet successfully completed the 
event of 'teaching literacy' . Therefore the Ergative suffix is absent from the nominal 'Dau ' ,  
whereas the author of the letter i n  ( 1 0 l b) was informing his recipient that the woman in 
question had indeed been taken back by her father and that both of them had fled. Because 
the Actor was deliberate and effective in producing a successful completion of an event, the 
Ergative marking suffix is present. 
In Bauzi even if events are not carried all the way out to completion, that is, if they are just 
attempted, normally the Ergative case-marking schema is invoked. This is shown in example 
( 1 02) below where the conative aspect -so is suffixed to verbs. 
( l 02)a. Uwamu darn-at lab-a dO-50-me ki-ha / usa-i / 
CON people-ERG there-OAT shoot-CNT-SA draw-DA get.up-SA 
A OAT V V 
neo feu ahu-et-ba-so laba ab nusu-harn. 
next fly tree.type-leaf-CL.flat-CL.stick there-OAT INDIC sit-REAL.INDIC 
V DAT V 
Therefore people tried to shoot there, but when (they) had drawn their bows, 
(the bird) arose and next sat down on a ahu leaf stern. 
b. Labi e-bo baule-so-me mode-ha / Danea-t nib-e 
like.that l SG-ERG bury-CNT-SA do-OA Danea-ERG here-ERG 
A V S PK 
dum gago . . .  / 
across say 
V 
And so I attempted to bury him, but when (I) did, Danea called out across 
the way . . .  
c .  . . .  e-m utaa-so-bu-t ab belu / 
l SG-ABS tree.branch-CL.stick-CL.big-ERG INDIC strike.SA 
U CAUSER V 
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e-m abo elo-so-me 
l SG-ABS really die-CNT-SA 
A V 
ahe-de-ha. 
exist -ST A TIVE-COMP 
mode-ha vaba-mu fat 
do-DA discontinue-SA ITR 
.. .  a tree branch hit me and I almost died but got well. 
In examples ( 1 02a) and ( 102b) above, both the actions of 'drawing the bows' and 'burying' 
were attempted and partially completed, but then abruptly stopped, whereas in ( 1 02c) 'dying' 
cannot be thought of as partially completed; that is, you either die or you don't. Once again 
the Ergative case-marking system is followed for ( 102a) and ( 102b), but not in ( 1 02c) where 
the Actor is seen as not being very effective in completing any action. 
3 .2.4.3 AFFIRMATION PARAMETER 
Clauses that relate things in the affIrmative mode and indicate realis status are also high in 
transitivity and will normally require the Ergative case-marking pattern, whereas static 
situations in the negative mode are low in transitivity will not require it. This comparison is 
shown in example ( 1 03) below. 
( 103)a. Arne obat la-m e-ho a-ha bale. 
that medicine there-ABS lSG-ERG eat-REAL DECL 
U A V 
As for that medicine, I ate it. 
b .  [Dam-at iIi-hi bakJ i-m vabi-le-ha. 
people-ERG flee-REAL NOM 1PL-ABS not.know-ICP-COMP 
TOP (U) A V 
We don't know [the place to which the people have fled]. 
In example ( 1 03a) above the realis status is indicated as well as the declarative mode. 
Therefore the pronoun is from the Ergative -ho set. In §3.2.4.2 above it was argued that the 
completive aspect would require Ergative marking, yet ( 103b) above has the completive 
aspect and the marking pattern is non-Ergative. However, one needs to recognise that 'we 
don't know' is a static situation; that is, no change is indicated. This statement is off the 
event line in the narrative text in which it appears. Therefore at this point it would seem 
necessary to adjust the statement made in §3 .2.4.2 by saying that, even though the aspect 
may be completive, there must be evidence of change indicating a dynamic situation for the 
Ergative case to be invoked. 
In ( 104) below are three examples. Examples ( l 04a) and ( l04b) are taken from epistolary 
genre discourse and ( l04c) comes from a narrative discourse. All three are in the negative 
mode however, one is more highly transitive than the others and requires Ergative case 
marking. 
( 104)a. O-m abo dam mei mode-m kai. 
2-ABS really people IDF do-IRR NEG 
You are not just any person. 
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b .  Labi [o-ho ve yOU id-da-m-naJ 
like.that 2SG-ERG take.SA with sleep-CONT-IRR-PTS 
o-m e-ba doi lu olu-m kai. 
2SG-ABS l SG-DAT money give.SA send-IRR NEG 
You haven't sent me any money for [(the string bag) which you took and slept 
with] . (Implied: he is not just borrowing it, he is keeping it.) 
c .  E-ho lab-e neha, "Doho i-ho do-u 
l SG-ERG there-ERG say pig I PL-ERG shoot-SA 
a-h8 va-bak". 
eat-REAL NEG-DECL 
I said, "We definitely did not shoot and eat the pig". 
When comparing all three of the above examples, ( l 04a) and ( 1 04b) are static situations. 
Example ( 104a) is an equative clause and the irrealis status suffix occurs on the verb. 
Equative clauses always represent static situations and as such do not require the Ergative 
marking pattern. The situation is static as well in ( l04b) and the status indicator is irrealis 
again. One could say that the situation still exists that the author of the letter doesn't have any 
payment for the string bag that he has already given to the recipient of the letter. Nothing has 
changed; no successful completing of any event has been realised. Therefore the Absolutive 
pronoun appears instead of the Ergative. In example ( l 04c) the negative declarative modality 
is employed as well as the realis status indicator. This makes for high transitivity and the 
Ergative pronoun is therefore required. 
In example ( 105) below the Absolutive pronoun is used as the Actor of the transitive verb 
'give' .  Negation indicates that the action was not completed. So this would be all the way 
over on the right of the perfectivity scale which invokes a non-Ergative marking pattern. 
( 105) E-m ba dam ili-hi-da lab-a na modi I 
l SG-ABS later people flee-REAL-PTS there-DAT thing do.SA 
A ro u V 
a vi lo-m kaio. 
secretly DIR give-IRR NEG 
V 
I have not prepared food and secretly given it to the ones who have fled away. 
In sentences expressing prohibition and in interrogative statements which use the 
desiderative aspect, Actors do not take the Ergative case-marking suffix, whereas sentences 
in the declarative mode do. The case suffixes on the Actor of the intransitive verb 'to fight' 
are contrasted below in example ( 1 06). 
( l 06)a. Aeflke-hat gago, "Ne i-m akati dam debu ahim 
Aefike-ERG say CON IPL-ABS how.come people group two 
SPK V A 
bohude-lo mode-la? " II 
fight-PROSP do-INTER 
V 
Aefike said, "What is the big idea that we being two different people groups 
are going to fight?" 
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b. "Gi Agasugo-t i-himo bohude-he balf. " II 
just Agasugo-ERG IPL-RFL fight-REAL DECL 
A V 
"It is just the Agasugo people themselves who have fought." 
c .  "/-m Mua-da a tau bohude-mule. " II 
I PL-ABS Mua-CL.people PROH together fight-PROH 
A V 
"Let us Mua people not join in and fight." 
Example ( l06b) is highly 'transitive' according to Hopper and Thompson's  definition. (See 
§3 .2.4.) It is in the declarative mode and has the realis status suffix. Therefore the noun 
phrase is marked with the Ergative case suffix. At the same time, as will be discussed next, 
the group referred to as 'Agaguso' are highly individuated. Not only does the Ergative suffix 
-t appear on the nominal Agasugo, but for added emphasis the first person plural 
emphatic/contrastive pronoun ihimo 'we ourselves' is used as well to realise a third person 
emphatic ' they themselves' .  (See §5. 1 .4.) 
3 .2.4.4 INDIVIDUATION PARAMETER 
Individuation concerns properties of the Dndergoer. The notion of individuation has to do 
with how the Dndergoer is particularised and seen as a real entity distinct from its 
surroundings. When the Dndergoer is particularised and made definite in Bauzi, the word 
order chosen is usually the marked one. The Dndergoer is shifted to topic slot of the sentence 
and the Actor has the Ergative case suffix. Examples in ( 107) below are contrastive. 
( l 07)a. Vao lam dubu-t ude-he bak. 
water that old.bro-ERG drink-REAL DECL 
TOP (D) A V 
Older brother drank that water. 
b .  Dubu vao ude-he bak. 
old.bro water drink-REAL DECL 
A D V 
Older brother drank water. 
In example ( 108a) below the noun 'pig' has almost been incorporated into the verb phrase 
making it an intransitive verb class member. Its Actor does not have Ergative case marking. 
But once 'pig' has been singled out as a definite entity and made highly individualised, it gets 
shifted to the front of the clause and becomes topic for the sentence, as in ( 1  08b). 
( l 08)a. Kali doho la. 
cousin pig go 
A V 
Cousin went pig (hunting) . 
b .  Doho nam-da Ja-m 
pig female-PTS there-ABS 
TOP (D) 
Cousin killed that female pig. 
kali-t ote. 
cousin-ERG kill 
A V 
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The statement was made above that when the undergoer is either particularised or  made 
definite, the marked word order is usually chosen. However examples like ( 107) and ( 1 08) 
indicate that some exceptions should be made to the foregone statement. 
( 1 09) . . . i-ho ame koai Ja-m viso-i yOU Ia-ha / 
I PL-ERG b . m. corpse there-ABS pick.up-SA with go-DA 
A U V A 
dam koai num 
people corpse house 
U 
Iada Iab-a esu-m kai. 
particular there-DAT put-IRR NEG 
V 
. . .  we picked up that before-mentioned corpse and were taking it away 
when the people (decided) not to put it there in that particular house (where we 
talked about putting it). 
In example ( 1 09) above the Undergoer is highly individuated, the Actor is the Ergative 
pronoun iho 'we' ,  and yet the usual word order is followed. This seems to indicate that the 
statement which says that Actors of highly perfective events receive Ergative marking should 
be applied first before the statement about individuation. The Actor represented by 'we' did 
in fact pick the corpse up and walked toward the intended destination. In the second clause of 
( 1 09) the usual word order is used, and the Undergoer is not highly individuated; that fits 
with what has already been stated at the beginning of this section. The event in the second 
clause was not carried through to completion. (See under §3.2.4.3.) Therefore Absolutive 
marking is used. 
It can be seen in example ( 1 10) below that Rule ( 14) in §3.2.3 above ( 'if the main clause 
of the sentence is transitive, the Ergative case suffix will be present. . . '  (or vice versa» is 
applied before the statement that is made here concerning individuation. 
( 1 10) . . .  dam [ame data mum-at vee-he-naJ Ia-m 
people b .m.  child snake-ERG bite-REAL-PTS there-ABS 
A U 
ihe-ba esu / tuena bake yOU vim 
canoe-CL.flat put foreigner to with DIR 
V V 
Ie-so-me mode-ha / fisiva-he-mu / fa 
come-CNT-SA do-DA die-DA-because ITR 
V V 
yOU zitu / you Ie-du-me / hangar obe 
with climb.up with come-CONT-SA hangar edge 
V 
Iab-a i-m-ti ab ot tahi-a-ham. 
there-DAT IPL-ABS-and INDIC RCP meet-ITR-REAL.INDIC 
A (coordinate) V 
. . .  people had put that [before-mentioned child that the snake had 
bitten] into a canoe and when (they) attempted to take (her) to the foreigners, 
(she) died, so (they) climbed back up to shore with (her) and were bringing (her) 
(when) (they) and we met up with each other at the edge of the hangar. 
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Even though the Undergoer of example ( 1 10) above is highly individuated, the usual word 
order is used. The Actor has Absolutive marking as a result of it being a coordinate Actor 
with the Actor of the main clause which is intransitive 'meet each other' . Within its own 
clause the rule stated here about marked order is followed. The Undergoer which is 
particularised ('that before-mentioned child') is forefronted and 'snake' receives the ergative 
marker. 
3.2.4.5 SUMMARY 
In §3.2.4, split ergativity in Bauzi was defined along lines of transitivity. There we saw 
that the more involved the Actor was in being a deliberate initiator of an event, the more 
likely the Ergative marking pattern would be invoked. Next we looked at status and aspect 
and discovered that the more completed an event was, the more likely the Undergoer was to 
receive the full effects of the action. We also saw that the more successfully completed the 
event was, the more likely the Actor was to be the deliberate and effective cause of it, and in 
those cases the Ergative marking pattern was followed. Then we looked at how Bauzi 
individuates the Undergoer and places it at the beginning of the sentence, thus defocusing the 
Actor and marking it Ergative case. Yet at the same time there appeared the need to order 
these statements. That is, we saw that the statement about perfectivity had to be applied 
before considering individuation (example ( 109)). The rule concerning whether the main 
clause of the sentence is transitive or intransitive had to be considered before individuation. 
Instead of saying that Bauzi has four splits along the semantic lines thus summarised 
above, a general statement can be made at this point in the analysis that will cover all four of 
these splits. That statement is this: When the Actor, the action and the Undergoer are definite 
then the Ergative marking pattern is followed. Actions that are completive are more definite 
than actions that are proposed; actions that are in the affirmative mode are more definite than 
those in the negative mode. An Actor performing a highly individuated action on an 
Undergoer makes for a more definite situation than one in which the Undergoer is left in its 
own background and unseparated from it. 
3.2.5 ERGATIVITY IN DISCOURSE 
Having described split ergativity in Bauzi I now propose to describe this split from the 
discourse point of view. It can be summarised: In Bauzi, noun phrases functioning as Actors 
which refer to dominant participants from whose point of view the discourse is being related 
are normally marked with the Ergative suffix. These are the highly 'agentive' noun phrases. 
Noun phrases referring to other participants not in dominant roles are in the Absolutive case. 
This is especially true at every pivotal point in the discourse, that is at every point where the 
story changes direction. 
The text entitled 'The death of Auna's daughter' is used to support the above claim. This 
text recounts the events surrounding the death of a girl because of snake bite. See Chart l .  
The full text appears in Appendix C. 
Pivotal 
Pivotal 1 
Pivotal 2 
Pivotal 3 
Pivotal 4 
Pivotal 5 
Pivotal 6 
Pivotal 7 
Pivotal 8 
Pivotal 9 
Pivotal 1 0  
Pivotal 1 1  
Pivotal 1 2  
Pivotal 1 3  
Pivotal 14  
Pivotal 15  
Pivotal 16  
Pivotal 17  
Pivotal 18  
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CHART 1:  PIVOTAL POINTS IN TEXT 'TIIE DEATH OF AVNA'S DAUGHTER' 
Dominant 
Granunatical Participant Action Non-Dominant Action 
Signal Reference Reference 
Lahiunu i-ho said " ." 
therefore we 
-ha dam take corpse 
DA people away, bring 
back 
-ha dam-at holding onto 
DA people mother, father 
Lahiunu i-ho brought corpse 
therefore we put down 
Lllhiunu 1tbulu-hat say "Let's put 
therefore Itbulu corpse in Lobio's 
cook house." 
-hemu i-bo started to 
because we take it away 
-ha dam didn't put 
DA people corpse there, 
put in Kao's 
house 
Lllhiunu Auna-t say "Why put 
therefore Auna so far away." 
-hemu put in Lobio's 
because house 
-hemu Paulus-at say "Let's call 
because Paulus on the spirits" 
-hemu 1-bo against "no way" 
because 1tbulu-ti 
Itbulu and us 
-ha Paulus abo won out 
DA Paulus, he 
-hit bume lab-e flew in and sat 
until that bird on tree branch 
Ulhiunu dam-at attempted to 
therefore people shoot 
-ha became a ground 
DA (bird) kuskus 
Lllhiunu dam-at shooting 
therefore people 
Lllhiunu Beilo Wem-at shot it 
therefore Dani Wem 
Labi dam ahebu shot it. 
then all people brought it back 
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Dominant 
Pivotal Grammatical Participant Action Non-Dominant Action 
Signal Reference Reference 
Pivotal 19  Labi dam totbaho say "Let's cook 
then Iab-e and eat it" 
other people 
Pivotal 20 -hat i-ho dam say "No way." 
DA totbaho Iab-e 
we other people 
Pivotal 2 1  -hiunu dam-at gathered wood 
because people to make casket 
Pivotal 22 Lahiunu dam totbaho-t say "No way. 
therefore other people Use a canoe." 
Pivotal 23 -ha dam totbaho-t won out 
DA other people 
Pivotal 24 Labi Beilo-t cut wood crooked 
then Danis 
Pivotal 25 -ha e-ho measured it with 
DA I tape measure 
Pivotal 26 Lahiunu returned 
therefore 
Pivotal 27 -hadilabe dam Iab-e finished casket 
at that time people and buried corpse 
In Chart 1 the numbered 'pivotals' stand for places where the story changes direction. The 
chart is to be read in this manner. Pivotal 1 is indicated with the grammatical connective 
18hamu 'therefore ' .  The story changes direction at this point. Prior to this pivotal, in the 
setting of the story, the narrator brings himself and two other characters, Omtovasea and 
Aamsu, onto the stage. These Actors are not in the Ergative case but in the Absolutive case. 
After they are introduced they are 'going downstream' when they hear crying in the distance. 
The 'hearing of people crying in the distance' is the pivotal point which prompts them to run 
to the scene. Because the story at this point is told from their viewpoint and because they are 
dominant, the Ergative pronoun iho 'we' is used. 
Chart 1 shows that in almost every instance where a participant becomes dominant and the 
story is told from his viewpoint, the noun phrase referring to him has the Ergative marking, 
and it follows either the different actor suffix -ha, the interclausal causal suffix -mu or the 
sentence connector 18hamu. The non-dominant participant in the 'Non-Dominant' column has 
Absolutive case marking. The actions of these non-dominant participants don't really move 
the story along. In one case, the group referred to with dam takes the snakebite victim to the 
clinic, but she dies en route. The next time this group is referred to it is with the comment 
about them not putting the corpse down in the right place. At another point in the story when 
Paulus made his proposal to call on the spirits, the narrator relates that Paulus won the 
argument and dam ahebu 'all the people' carried the corpse down to the beach. Again it is the 
individual Paulus that is dominant and the narrator indicates this by using the Ergative case 
pronoun aho while referring to the people in the Absolutive case. Later when the rodent is 
shot by Wem, there is another comment about dam ahebu ' all the people' shooting the rodent 
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as well. But the dominant participant is the individual Wem and he is the one marked with the 
Ergative case suffix. 
4. BAUZI CASE MARKING FOR PERIPHERAL PARTICIPANTS 
As defined by Foley ( 1986:98), "the peripheral case relations are those associated with the 
adjuncts or props of the action, such as secondary causes of the action or manipulated 
Undergoers used as instruments, as well as those of the locational or temporal coordinates of 
the action." 
According to Foley ( 1 986: 100), the simplest case-marking system of the peripheral case 
relations is one in which all peripheral nominals are case-marked identically. From the 
undifferentiated system, binary systems develop in three ways. Those where the allative 
contrasts with all others; those where instrumental, causal and ablative contrast with locative 
and allative; those where instrumental and causal contrast with ablative, locative and allative. 
Bauzi has a binary system where only Ergative and Dative have separate case forms. Table 2 
below includes a portion of what has already been shown in Table 1 above under §3. 1 
although in a different format. Except for the postposition bake, all the case morphemes are 
enclitics. 
TABLE 2: BAUZI PERIPHERAL CASE-MARKING ENCLmCS AND POSTPOSmON 
SUFFIx! 
CASE ROLES POSTPOSITION 
ALLOMORPHS 
INSTRUMENT 
CAUSER - -Vt 
ERGATIVE: MANNER -t 
PATH - -e 
SOURcFl ABLATIVE 
LOCATION - -e 
GOAL - -0 
DATIVE: ADDRESSEE - -8 
RECIPIENT - -1-
BENEFICIARY - -te 
- bake 
4. 1 THE ERGATIVE CASE SUFFIX: -t 
The roles of Instrument, Causer, Manner, Path and Source/Ablative are case-marked 
identically. Each of these four roles will be described now. 
4. 1 . 1  INSTRUMENT 
As has already been discussed in §3.2.2 above, the noun phrase in the function of Actor 
in a transitive clause has the Ergative case suffix -t, the same case suffix as for the role of 
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Instrument which is under discussion here. That is to say, the case marker which marks 
Instrument, which is a peripheral case marker, extends to the Actor, which represents a core 
participant. This gives rise to an Ergative case-marking schema. This is not surprising as one 
can see that both of these are causes of an event. The Ergative case is used to identify the 
prop (instrument) that is being manipulated by the Actor as Agent to bring about a change of 
state in the Undergoer as Patient. Examples ( 1 1 1 ) and ( 1 1 2) review where -t marks Ergative 
case. These are with marked word order: Undergoer is forefronted, so the Ergative case 
marker -t signals Actor. 
( 1 1 1 ) E-m dubu-t do-lo fote. 
l SG-ABS old.bro-ERG shoot-PROSP pass.by 
U A V 
Older brother almost shot me. 
( 1 1 2) Gata Toali-t ote. 
Oata Toali-ERG kill 
U A V 
Toali killed Oata. 
The Ergative -t suffix always occurs on any noun phrase that serves as a prop that the 
Actor as Agent manipulates to bring about a change of state in the Undergoer as Patient. So 
as well as signalling Actor, -t also signals Instrument as in example ( 1 1 3) below: 
( 1 1 3) Da la-m utoho lab-a doho bi-t ote. 
man that-ABS garden there-DAT pig axe-ERG kill 
A LOC U INST V 
The man killed the pig there in the garden with an axe. 
In ( 1 1 3) above the Actor does not have the Ergative case suffix. One must recall that the rule 
states that if the unmarked word order is used, or if the lexical context is clear in a two 
argument transitive clause, usually the Ergative case suffix is absent. If there is ambiguity 
because of the lexical choice then the Ergative case suffix will be present. Notice how this 
rule is exemplified once more in example ( 1 14) below where the word order is marked and 
both the Actor and the Instrument have the Ergative -t suffix. 
( 1 1 4) Doho la-m dam-at utoho lab-a ba-t ote. 
pig that-ABS people-ERG garden there-OAT axe-ERG kill 
TOP (U) A LOC INST V 
People killed that pig in the garden there with an axe. 
4. 1 .2 CAUSER 
The -t marks the relation of an uncontrolled and unmanipulated entity bringing about a 
change of state in the Undergoer as Patient. Perhaps in the Bauzi mind this is identified with 
the role of Instrument. Chafe ( 1970: 109) calls this role "potent": "There seem to be some 
nouns however which are not animate, but which nevertheless occur as agents". Examples 
( 1 15)  and ( 1 1 6) illustrate this role. 
( 1 1 5) . . . na abilaha-na-t gi fa e-ba vaJuJ 
thing spirit-PTS-ERG just ITR lSG-DAT accuse.SA 
A R V 
�-------------------------------------------------------------.. ----
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e-m utaa-so-bu-t belu / abo 
ISG-ABS tree.branch-CL.stick-CL.big-ERG strike.SA really 
P CAUSER V 
elo-so-me mode-ha vabamu / fat ahe-de-ha. 
die-PROSP-SA do-DA discontinue. SA ITR exist-ICP-COMP 
V V 
. . .  some spirit accused me and as a result a big tree branch hit me and (I) was 
about to die but then (I) became better. 
In this example the 'tree branch' is seen to be the uncontrolled entity that causes the 
Undergoer as Patient almost to die. It was not a human that picked up the tree branch and hit 
him with it. The Undergoer is represented by a fIrst person pronoun with the Absolutive case 
suffIx for pronouns. Pronouns and how they are marked for case will be discussed under §5 
below. 
Another example of the role of Causer is ( 1 1 6). 
( 1 16) Lahi zu-bu-li / adate-le-m-di 
women stomach-CL.big-ICP.SA child-ICP-IRR-when.SA 
A V V 
dam iba-t modi adate-le-m bak. 
men semen-ERG cause.SA child-ICP-IRR DECL 
CAUSER V 
Regarding the time when women become pregnant with fetuses - it is man's 
semen that causes them to become with fetuses. 
In this example a comment is made about the topic: 'women becoming pregnant with 
fetuses developing within them' . 'Semen' is seen to be the unmanipulated inanimate entity 
that causes the fetuses to be formed. 
The suffIx -t on common nouns that mark the role of Causer and the suffIx -e on clause 
nominaliser bak that marks the role (or relationship) of reason are both allomorphs of the 
Ergative case suffIx. A rare form -et (perhaps a double Ergative -e-t) that may be suffIxed to 
clause nominaliser bak seems to mark the role (or relation) of cause more than that of reason. 
In example ( 1 1 7) below the sentences are contrastive. 
( 1 1 7)a. Eli a-m [dam-at bohude-m dae dihasi aii 
Eli 3SG-ABS people-ERG fIght-GEN words day hear 
TOP A 
dihasi aii labiha-da-m bakJ-e vanama-i mo-ho. 
day hear like.that-CONT-IRR NOM-ERG tire-SA not.want-COMP 
V 
Because he [hears the people argue day after day], Eli is tired of it and no 
longer (wants to teach the people). 
b .  Eli a-m dam-at bohude-m dae dihasi aii dihasi aii 
Eli 3SG-ABS people-ERG fIght-GEN words day hear day hear 
TOP A 
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[labiha-da-m bakJ-e-t modi vanama-i mo-ho. 
like.that-CONT-IRR NOM-ERG-ERG cause.SA tire-SA not.want-COMP 
[Hearing the people arguing day after day] has caused Eli to become tired and 
(he) no longer (wants to teach the people). 
In ( 1 17 a) above the Ergative case marker on the nominaliser bak indicates the source of Eli 's  
' tiredness' whereas in ( 1 17b) the Ergative case suffix -et, which is  an allomorph along with 
-at of -t on monosyllabic roots, together with modi 'to cause' makes the whole embedded 
clause function as the Actor or Causer of Eli's not wanting to teach any longer. 
Example ( 1 1 8) below shows the allomorph -et attached to the demonstrative lab 'there' ,  
'that' . The demonstrative in ( 1 18)  is  modifying a nominal which functions in the role of 
Causer. 
( 1 1 8) Labi e-ho neha, H[E-m ba elo-m-diJ I 
like.that l SG-ERG say l SG-ABS later die-IRR-at.time.of 
SPK V T 
o-ho ba e-m dek Ja-m o-ho 
2SG-ERG later l SG-ABS string.bag there-ABS 2SG-ERG 
teo va-meam I [e-m elo-m-diJ o-ho 
temporarily take-COND l SG-ABS die-IRR-at.time.of 2SG-ERG 
A 
ba 1i I na va-m kai. II Dek lab-e-t 
later come.SA thing take-IRR NEG string.bag there-ERG-ERG 
TIME V U V CAUSE 
ab fai-de-lo mode-mam. 
INDIC bad-STATIVE-PROSP do-IRR.INDIC 
V 
I say, "[When I later die], if you take my string bag and don't pay me for it, then 
[w hen I die] , you later cannot come and claim any inheritance. Because of the 
string bag, (that situation) has been ruined." 
Example ( 1 1 8) is taken from a Bauzi authored letter. The Ergative case marker indicates that 
the one thing that is causing bad feelings between the author and the recipient is 'not having 
paid for the string bag' . So 'the string bag' is seen as the direct Causer of the situation where 
there will be no inheritance for the addressee in the future. 
4. 1 .3 MANNER 
The -t suffixed to a nominal marks the manner in how an action was carried out. 
( 1 1 9)a. E-m doho digehi-t nohubak-e 1a-10. 
I SG-ABS pig bow-ERG jungle-DAT go-PROSP 
A U MANNER GO V 
I am going to go pig hunting with a bow. 
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b .  E-m doho vem-et nohubak-e 1a-10. 
l SG-ABS pig dog-ERG jungle-DAT go-PROSP 
A U MANNER GO V 
I am going to go pig hunting with a dog. 
In example ( 1 19) above two of the ways that Bauzi hunt pigs are described. One method is to 
take only your bow along. This is indicated by the Ergative case suffix -t, attached to 'bow' .  
The other method is  to take your dogs along as well. If you take your dogs along, that 
doesn't mean the dog is the instrument that kills the pigs. The dog is used to track down and 
corner the pigs so that the hunter can shoot them with his bow. The lexical choice for 
indicating digehi 'bow' as instrument would be the verb do 'shoot' . However, what was 
said for the role of Causer can be said as well for this role. To the Bauzi mind, Causer 
(Potent), Instrument and Manner merge. They are not case-marked differently. Another 
example showing manner is found in example ( 1 20) below. 
( 1 20) KaJi a-m fa agute-hemu au vamtea-t yOU 
cousin 3SG-GEN bone break-because hand one-ERG with 
A MANNER V 
vabeo-te. 
chase.while.hitting-ITR. 
Because cousin broke his arm, (he) used his one hand in chasing after (her) 
hitting (her). 
4. 1 .4 PATH 
The -t on a nomimal or question word or demonstrative indicates the path that was taken 
to get to a specific goal. 
( 1 2 1 )a. O-m zie adida-t 1a-10 mode-1a ? 
2SG-ABS path which-ERG go-PROSP do-INTER 
A PATH V 
What path are you taking? 
b .  E-m zie [Mua 1a-m-daJ-t 1a-10 
l SG-ABS path Mua go-IRR-PTS-ERG go-PROSP 
A PATH V 
mode-m bak. 
do-IRR DECL 
I am going via the Mua (River) path (or: via the path [which one takes on 
the Mua River]). 
( 1 22) Dubu Tovao 1ab-et Ie. 
old.bro Tovao there-ERG come. 
A PATH V 
Older brother came from (i.e. via, by way of) Tovao. 
4.2 ABLATIVE ROLES MARKED BY -e 
The Ergative case expresses two Ablative roles: the place or entity from which the action 
proceeds. In Bauzi the morpheme -e attached to the demonstratives lab 'there' and nib 'here' 
signals these Ablative roles. These two semantic roles are those of Source (S) and Speaker 
(SPK). Examples ( 123) to ( 1 27) illustrate these roles. 
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( 1 23) Da 1a-m Noi-adi 1ab-e nib-a 1e. 
man there-ABS Noi-fork there-ABL here-DAT corne 
A S LOC V 
That man came from Noiadi to here. 
( 1 24) Vahada [dam-at ti fe-a-da-m bak] 1ab-e 
young.bro people-ERG sago pound-ITR-CONT-IRR NOM there-ABL 
A S 
1e-he bak. 
corne-REAL DECL 
V 
Younger brother carne from [(the place) where the people were 
pounding sago] . 
( 125) Kali Esi-m doho fiho num nib-e vim 
cousin Esi-GEN pig domesticated house here-ABL DIR.upstreams 
V S V 
bio-u / ut sie-da. 
cross.over-SA trees fell.PL-CONT 
U V 
Cousin crossed over upstream from Esi's domesticated pig house here 
and is clearing the trees (for a garden). 
( 1 26) [Ala fauha-1e-da-m bak] ni-m asum iub-e nom 
sun white-ICP-CONT-IRR NOM here-ABS sky there-ABL down 
TOP-A S V 
fauha-1e-da-m bak. 
white-ICP-CONT-IRR DECL 
[The brightening of the sun] is shining down from the sky. 
( 1 27) Na-t nib-e gago, "J-mo ti fe-se ". 
sister-ERG here-ABL say IPL-SUBJ sago pound-SUBJ 
A (SPK) V 
Sister said, "Let's go pound sago". 
In example ( 1 27) above the speech is seen as originating with the speaker and flows from the 
speaker to the recipient. 
4.3 DATNE ROLES MARKED BY -a 
The Dative (DA T) case suffix -a in Bauzi markes both the place or entity at which the 
action occurs (LOCation at) and the place or entity toward which an action moves (GOal). 
There are many allomorphs of the Dative case suffix -a on cornmon nouns. The majority 
take -a itself, but an irregular minority take one of -e, -0, -i, vowel fusion, zero or an infix 
-1-. Examples are given in Appendix D. 
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4.3 . 1  LOCATION 
Examples ( 1 28) to ( 1 30) show the Dative case indicating the role of Location. 
( 128) Da la-m mum-a iedi / lab-a Ie tat 
man there-ABS snake-DAT be.afraid.STATIVE there-DAT go.SA grass 
A LOC V GO V 
vie-m moho 
cut-IRR refuse 
V 
The man is scared of snakes and doesn't want to go there and cut the grass. 
( 1 29) Oi mum utaa-ba lab-a aa-me esmo. 
mother snake branch-CL.flat there-DAT see-SA leave 
A U LOC V 
Mother saw the snake on the tree branch there and left it there. (Implied: 
she didn't kill it) 
( 1 30) Dubu faki nohubak-e aida. 
old.bro. angry.SA jungle-DAT stay 
Older brother is angry and is staying in the jungle. 
When a location is individuated, its nominal reference will normally be followed by a 
demonstrative. Compare examples ( 128) and ( 1 29) above. In ( 1 28) the man's fear is directed 
at snakes in general, whereas in ( 1 29) the speaker had a specific snake in mind and thus the 
demonstrative lab-a has been used. 
4.3.2 ENTITIES TOWARD WIllCH ACTION IS DIRECTED 
Not only does the Dative case suffix -a signal the role of location, it also expresses the 
place or entity toward which an action moves. There are at least four roles that are involved 
here: Goal, Addressee, Recipient and Beneficiary. And there are at least four ways that this 
case is signalled: by the suffix -a, which is usually affixed to a demonstrative and some 
common nouns; by the postposition bake 'to/for' ,  which follows human nouns, kin terms 
and place names; the suffix -te which follows the particulariser -da; and the suffix -ba, which 
occurs on the personal pronoun stems. These are illustrated below. 
Goal: 
( 1 3 1 )  KaJi doho ote-me / doho iso vaito-i / vem-e esu. 
cousin pig kill-SA pig tongue cut.off-SA dog-DAT put.down 
A U V U V LOC V 
Cousin killed a pig and cut off its tongue and gave it to the dog (lit. placed it at 
the dog). 
( 1 32) Esi iub-a vim la. 
Esi there-DAT DIR.upstream go 
A GO V 
Esi went upstream to there. 
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( 1 33) Em Noi-adi-a fesao-t la-Io. 
l SG-ABS Noi-fork-DAT aeroplane-ERG go-PROSP 
A GO INST V 
I am going to Noiadi by aeroplane. 
( 1 34) Koai nib-e ozo-ha vabamu / a-ba 
Addressee: 
corpse here-ERG think-DA discontinue. SA 3SG-DAT 
A V GO 
beo-he-mu / a-ho lab vakete-he-Iab-e / 
strike-DA-because 3SG-ERG there turn.around-REAL-there-ERG 
V A V 
fibova-i / Aseda bake ab beo-ham. 
swing.around-SA Aseda to INDIC strike-REAL.INDIC 
V GO V 
The corpse thought and then decided (lit. stopped thinking) that because (Aseda) 
struck him, he turned around, swung and struck Aseda. 
( 1 35) Ai-at dubu Iab-a neha, / HO-ho ae Ia-m 
father-ERG old.bro there-DAT say 2SG-ERG bushknife there-ABS 
SPK ADD V 
ve yOU Ie-Ie" / Iaha-ha bak. 
take.SA with come-IMP like.that-REAL DECL 
Father said to older brother, "You get that bushknife and bring it", 
like that he said. 
( 1 36) Nam vahada nib-et aba nam meida-te nib-a 
Recipient: 
woman young.sibling here-ERG 3SG-DAT woman one-DAT here-DAT 
SPK ADD V 
gago, "O-ho mode-he moio?" 
say 2SG-ERG do-REAL RHQ 
The younger of (his) wives said to the older one, "Were you not the 
one that did it?" 
( 1 37) Lo nim e-ho [Esi bake Io-IoJ yOU Ie-he bak. 
( 1 38) 
( 1 39) 
Ville this l SG-ERG Esi to.DAT give-PROSP with come-REAL DECL 
U A R V V 
I have brought this vine [to give to Esi]. 
Nam-da-te it Iu / nam 
woman-PTS-DAT DIR.behind give.SA woman 
R V A 
nib-e ve . . .  
here-ERG take.SA 
V 
(He) gave it to the woman, and the woman took it. . .  
Sube-oa o-m akati e-ba doi 
Sube-VOC 2SG-ABS how.come lSG-DAT money 
VOC A R U 
taho 
quickly 
V 
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olu-m vaba mode ? 
send-IRR NEG.RHQ do 
Sube, how come you have not quickly sent me money? 
Beneficiary: 
( 140) Num ni-m e-ho azi-lo mode-m kai. II Oi 
house here-ABS l SG-ERG live-PROSP do-IRR NEG AlN 
U A V V 
da lab-a mo-ada. 
person there-DAT build-CONT 
B V 
1 am not building this house so that 1 can live in (it). (I) am building it for 
that man there. 
( 1 4 1 )  Ihe ni-m e-ho gi dubu bake fo-ada. 
canoe here-ABS l SG-ERG AlN old.bro DAT.to carve-CONT 
U A B V 
1 am carving this canoe for older brother. 
5. BAUZI PRONOUNS 
5 . 1  PERSONAL PRONOUNS 
Bauzi verbs are not inflected for person, though transitive verbs are inflected to show 
number agreement with objects, and intransitive verbs are inflected to show number 
agreement with subjects. Bauzi has a system of five personal pronouns which are always 
inflected for case. The inflected forms occur as free words. There is no third person plural 
form. The stems are given in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 :  PERSONAL PRONOUN STEMS 
Singular Plural 
1 st e- 1-
2nd 0- u-
3rd a- -
These stems with their inflections yield five distinct sets. They are discussed below. 
5. 1 . 1  ERGATIVE CASE SUFFIX -ho 
The Ergative (ERG) case suffix -ho is added to the personal pronoun stem to show the 
case relation of Actors of transitive verbs. This pronoun set seems to be more emphatic and 
contrastive in nature than the -m set of pronouns that will be discussed under §5 . 1 .2 .  The 
Ergative set appears in Table 4. 
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TABLE 4: ERGATIVE CASE PRONOUNS 
Singular Plural 
1 st eho I iho we 
2nd oho you uho you 
3rd abo he, she, it -* 
* A third person plural participant is usually referred to by using 
the following noun phrase idiom: dam Iabe iho 'they' ,  ' those 
people' (lit. people those we). See example ( 145) below. 
( 1 42) Ame ihe Ia-m dam Jab-e i-ho modi 
b.m.  canoe that-ABS people there-ERG IPL-ERG do.SA 
U A V 
sete-he bak. 
lost-REAL DECL 
Those men caused that canoe to be lost. (or: Those men lost that canoe.) 
( 1 43) Ae Ia-m e-ho esu. 
bushknife that-ABS I SG-ERG put.down 
U A V 
I put that bushknife down. 
( 1 44) E-ho doho Ia-da-meam / vem-et doho gu-me / 
I SG-ERG pig go-CONT-SIM dog-ERG pig give.chase-SA 
A V A U V 
eote-he-mu / emoe-me / fu-si / do-me / ab 
corner-DA-because run-SA arrive-SA shoot-SA INDIC 
V V V V V 
ote-h-am. 
kill-REAL-INDIC 
While I was pig hunting, because the dog gave chase to a pig and cornered it, 
(I) ran, arrived (at the spot), shot (the pig) and killed (it). 
( 145) O-ho zum Ie / tat vie-me esu-Ie. 
2SG-ERG DIR.downstream go.SA weeds cut.down-SA leave-IMP 
A V U V 
You go downstream, cut down the weeds (underbrush) and leave it. 
Examples ( 1 43), ( 144) and ( 145) all illustrate the use of the Ergative pronoun as the Actor of 
a transitive verb. While that is so, one needs to be reminded that it is the last verb in the 
sentence that determines which pronoun is used (that is, the Ergative pronoun or the 
Absolutive pronoun, both of which can be used as Actors). In both ( 1 44) and ( 145) above 
the last verb in each sentence is transitive: 'kill' and 'cut-leave' .  So the pronoun is Ergative. 
The transitivity or otherwise of earlier medial clauses in the sentence is irrelevant. 
( 1 46) [A-ho ti 
3SG-ERG sago 
TOP (TIME) 
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Ie fe-he-di] la-m a-m 
go.SA pound-REAL-SIM that-ABS 3SG-ABS 
[ge-he bak] la-m nea-de-he vab-lab-e 
hurt-REAL NOM that-ABS good-STATIVE-REAL NEG-there-ERG 
doho gohate-m kai. 
pig go.about-IRR NEG 
D V 
[At the time when he went and pounded sago], because he was not healed as yet 
from his [earlier injury], (he) did not go about (hunting) pigs. 
In ( 1 46) above the grammatical function of the third person singular Ergative pronoun is that 
of Actor of the transitive verb 'go-pound' . The whole embedded sequence 'at the time when 
he went and pounded sago' is functioning both as Time and as TOPic for the sentence. This 
is signalled by the demonstrative lam 'that' .  It is usually the case that when verbal clauses 
become topicalised, the actors of transitive verbs within the topicalised clause receive the 
Ergative case marking. 
( 1 47) Vaomei [u-ho dat fa agute-he bak-e] fa na 
Vaomei 2PL-ERG man bone break-REAL NOM-ERG ITR thing 
VOC-A A D V D 
lo-Ie. 
give-IMP 
V 
Vaomei, [because you (people) broke the man's arm], (you) give us 
recompense. 
In example ( 147) the clause 'because you broke the man's arm' has been topicalised by using 
the nominaliser bak-e, which in this case also gives the reason for the request made to 
Vaomei to 'give recompense ' .  The plural form is used because the speaker is addressing 
Vaomei who is brother to the one who broke the man's arm and he includes Vaomei in with 
his brother. But the request for recompense is made to Vaomei and the implicit actor of 'give' 
would be oho (=Vaomei) and not uho. 
( 1 48) I-ho a-m abi gida-t gago, "Gi olu-m 
1 PL-ERG 3SG-GEN uncle other-ERG say ATN send-IRR 
A V D 
nea-na akati mali mode-la ?" 
good-PTS how.come be.against.SA do-INTER 
We, his other uncles said, "It is all right just to send (him) away, why are 
(you) against it?" 
In example ( 1 48) above the noun phrase 'his other uncles' stands in apposition to the first 
person plural Ergative pronoun iho 'we ' .  The entire quote is functioning as the Dndergoer 
(D) of the verb 'said' which is interpreted as transitive. 
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5 . 1 .2 ABSOLUTIVE AND GENITIVE SUFFIX -m 
The personal pronoun stems inflected with the -m suffix mark both the Absolutive (ABS) 
and Genitive (GEN) cases. When the -m is marking the pronoun for Absolutive case, the 
pronoun is the Actor of an intransitive verb or it is the Undergoer of the action of a transitive 
verb. When the -m is marking the pronoun for Genitive case, the pronoun shows 
possession. Table 5 below shows the personal pronouns inflected with these case suffixes. 
TABLE 5: ABSOLUTIVE AND GENITIVE CASE PRONOUNS 
Singular Plural 
1 st em I, me, my im we, us our 
2nd om you, your urn you, your 
3rd am he, she, his, her, him -
When the -m is used to mark the personal pronoun for the Genitive case, the pronoun 
precedes the head noun as in examples ( 149) and ( 1 50). 
( 1 49) Mumso-t neha, 
Murnso-ERG say 
A V 
lo-lo-mozo". 
give-PROSP-DES 
"A-m adnamat Yosina Kes bake 
3SG-GEN daughter Y osina Kes to 
Mumso said (that) (he) wants to give his daughter Yosina to Kes. 
( 1 50) E-m num-a la-lo. 
I SG-ABS house-DAT go-PROSP 
A GO V 
I'm going to go to (my) house. 
( 1 5 1 )  J-m Omtovasea-ti Aamsu-ti na nib-a 
IPL-ABS Omtovasea-and Aamsu-and things here-DAT 
A U LOC 
mee-du-me / jam tiga fu-he-mu / ab 
do-CONT.PL-SA hour three arrive-DA-CON.because INDIC 
V A V V 
zum la-da-m-am. 
DIR.downstream go-CONT.PL-IRR-INDIC 
Omtovasea and Aamsu (and I), we were doing work here and at three o'clock 
(lit: because three o'clock arrived) went downstream. 
In ( 1 5 1 )  above the use of im as the Actor of the transitive verb 'do' might appear to be a 
contradiction to the rule. The choice of im is correct because the final verb of the sentence is 
the intransitive verb 'go'. As has already been pointed out earlier, it is the last verb of the 
sentence that influences whether to use the Ergative case suffix -ho or the Absolutive case 
suffix -m. 
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( 1 52) Na-t e-ba vlilu mode-he-lab-e / e-m 
thing-ERG I SG-DAT accuse.sA do-REAL-there-ERG I SG-ABS 
A 10 V U 
utaaso-bu-t subati / ab beo-h-am. 
branch-CL.large-CAUSER fall.down.SA INDIC strike-REAL-INDIC 
A (CAUSER) V V 
Because something accused me, a large tree branch fell down and hit me. 
The pronoun that is used as the Actor of the intransitive verb in example ( 1 50) above is 
the same pronoun which is used as the Undergoer of the transitive verb in ( 1 52). This gives 
credibility to saying that Bauzi is an Ergative language. 
Not only are pronouns inflected with the Genitive case suffix -m, proper nouns can have 
this inflection as well to show possession. The possessor, when identified by means of a 
proper noun, precedes the possessed head noun. This is so even when the possessed head 
noun is itself modified. See example ( 153) below. 
( 1 53)a. Bido-m tasba fa agute. 
Bido-GEN forearm bone break 
U V 
(Something) broke Bido's forearm. 
b .  Bido-m ae-ba bohu vaJo voo. 
Bido-GEN bushknife-CL.flat long water.DAT throw.away 
Bido's long bushknife was thrown into the water (when the canoe capsized). 
5. 1 . 3  DATIVE SUFFIX -ba 
The personal pronoun stems are inflected with the suffix -ba to show the Dative case 
relation. The suffix -ba is actually an allomorph of the suffix -a with which nouns and 
demonstratives are inflected to show the Dative case. This third set of pronouns is used to 
case-mark the following roles:  Recipient, Addressee, Goal. Table 6 below shows the 
personal pronouns inflected with these case suffixes. 
TABLE 6: DATIVE CASE PRONOUNS 
Singular Plural 
1 st eba me iba us 
2nd oba you uba you 
3rd aba him -
( 154) E-ba na lo-m vaba-e-meam / bohude tame. 
ISG-DAT thing give-IRR NEG-ICP-SIM fight EMP 
10 (R) U V V 
If (people) don't give me anything (in retribution), (I) will definitely fight. 
In example ( 154) the first person pronoun e- is inflected with the Dative case suffix i-ba. The · 
grammatical function is that of indirect object (10) and the role that this case relation is 
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showing is that of Recipient (R); it is the end point toward which the action 'giving' is 
directed. 
( 1 55) J-ba Ii gago-m kai. 
IPL-DAT come.SA say-IRR NEG 
DAT (GO) V V 
No one came to us and said (anything). 
In example ( 1 55) the first person plural pronoun i- is inflected with the Dative case suffix -ba 
as well. The role here is that of Goal as the action of 'coming' and 'speaking' is directed 
toward 'us', though in this case both the 'coming' and 'saying' are negated. Example ( 1 56) 
below shows that the Dative case marks the role of Addressee. 
( 1 56) Laha-me / e-ba Iabi gago-he-mu / e-ho dam 
like.that-SA ISG-DAT like. that say-DA-because I SG-ERG people 
V DAT (ADD) V A (SPK) DAT (ADD) 
bake buteo 
to call 
V 
Because (he) spoke to me like that, I called out to the people. 
Under §4.3.2 above four ways were discussed by which nominals could be signalled to 
be in the Dative case. One of those ways was by following the nominal with the postposition 
bake 'to' .  Example ( 1 56) above shows that. 
5. 1 .4 EMPHATIC/CONTRASTIVE SUFFIX -hVmo 
Bauzi personal pronouns can also be inflected with the suffix -h Vmo which yields an 
Emphatic/Contrastive (EMC) set (where the vowel (V) echoes the pronoun stem vowel). 
This set appears in Table 7 below. 
TABLE 7: EMPHATIClCONfRASTIVE PRONOUN SET 
Singular Plural 
1 st ehemo I myself ihimo we ourselves 
2nd ohomo you yourself uhumo you yourselves 
3rd ahamo he himself -
she herself 
The examples below demonstrate this set's use both emphatically and contrastively. First are 
some examples that show the contrastive meaning 'X does action, not Y' . 
( 1 57) E-ho Maliana bake gago / "Malian a dam 
I PL-ERG Maliana to say Maliana people 
A (SPK) DAT (ADD) V VOC TOP 
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[la-m-da]-t i-himo fa nasi la-se. II 
go-IRR-PTS-ERG IPL-EMC ITR now go-SUBJ 
A V 
I-himo koai nim bak-e baule-me I esmo-se". 
IPL-EMC corpse this ground-DAT cover. over-SA leave.it-SUBJ 
A U L V V 
I said to Maliana, "Maliana as for those people [who will go] - let it be that they 
themselves go ahead and go back now. We ourselves will bury this corpse 
and then leave". 
The Bauzi way of placing the first person plural pronoun with a noun phrase and thus 
forming a third person plural pronoun can be seen again in example ( 157) above. The noun 
phrase in question is dam lamdilt 'those people who will go' .  It is followed by the first 
person plural pronoun ihimo 'we ourselves' . This combination yields a kind of third person 
plural -h Vmo pronoun: 'those people [who will go] we ourselves (=they themselves)
,
. In the 
second sentence inside the direct quote, the first person plural pronoun ihimo is used by itself 
and simply means 'we ourselves' . See ( 142) above under §5 . 1 . 1 ,  where the first person 
plural Ergative pronoun is similarly combined with a noun phrase to yield a third person 
plural Ergative pronoun. 
Other examples of the contrastive use of the -h Vmo pronoun are shown in examples ( 1 58) 
and ( 1 59) below: 
( 1 58) Lilha u-ho etei [doho ote-me a-da-m 
if.that.is.the.case 2PL-ERG today pig kill-SA eat-CONT-IRR 
vem] Jab-e neo doho ote-meam lilha I ba 
dog there-ERG next pig kill-COND if.that.is.the.case TIME.later 
i-ba a lo-mule. II U-m doho gi nasi 
IPL-DAT PROH give-PROH 2PL-GEN pig ATN now 
u-humo vem-deda ote-me a-da-Ie. 
2PL-EMC dog-owner kill-SA eat-CONT-IMP 
If that is the case, when [the dog that (helps you hunt) and kills pigs so that you 
can eat them] again (helps you hunt and) you kill a pig, when that happens, don't 
(you) give us any of it (to eat). You yourselves, the dog owners, (you) kill the 
pigs and eat them yourselves. 
( 1 59) Lilha duta u-m ahebu la-Ie. II 
if.that.is.the.case women 2PL-ABS all go-IMP 
E-m e-hemo e-m koai ni-m bake 
1 SG-ABS l SG-EMC 1 SG-GEN corpse this-ABS ground 
bau-Ie-me I esmo-zi I ba YUle-tame. 
cover.over-ICP-SA leave.behind-SA later go.behind-EMP 
If that is the case, then all of you women go. I myself will bury my dead, 
leave it behind and later follow after you. 
This set of pronouns also yields the meaning 'X did it alone, no one else joined in' . 
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( 1 60) Ne gi o-ho a-m ai meida-t yOU 
CON ATN 2SG-ERG 3SG-GEN father IDF-ERG with 
A V 
la-ha-na I akati o-homo iademe mode-m 
go-REAL-PTS how.come 2SG-EMC carefully do-IRR 
A V 
vaba fa da iudu iub-a lo-he-la. 
NEG ITR man there. distant there-DAT give-COMP-RHQ 
IO (R) V 
Seeing that the case is that you, one of his uncles, have carried (him) (the 
orphaned boy) away, why is it that you yourself, having not acted 
responsibly, have given him to that man over there. 
Example ( 1 60) comes from a letter, in which the author is berating the recipient for his lack 
of responsibility in properly caring for his dead brother's  orphaned son. That is the force of 
the rhetorical question in the last part of the construction. By using the second person 
pronoun form ohomo 'you yourself , the author is letting the recipient know that the fix that 
he is in is all his own doing. 
( 1 6 1 )  Kelambu-deda-t kelambu vaasu-m-di I 
mosquito.net-owner-ERG mosquito. net hang.up-IRR-SIM 
a-hamo ozo-me I iademe vaasu-m bak. 
3SG-EMC think-SA carefully hang.up-IRR DECL 
Whenever a mosquito net owner hangs up his mosquito net, he himself 
considers and then carefully hangs it up. 
It should be pointed out here that a reflexive is different from this set of pronouns. Bauzi 
will use both the -h Vmo and the Ergative set of pronouns in combination with the common 
noun naeda 'owner' or its allomorph -deda 'owned' and/or the directional word it 'toward 
self to produce the reflexive meaning: 'X does action to itself , that is where the Actor is 
coreferent with the Undergoer. Example ( 1 62) shows this use. 
( 1 62) Ahu fai-di a-ho naeda it belu elo. 
heart bad-STATIVE 3SG-ERG owner DIR.toward.self strike.SA die 
(Because) (he) was sad (lit. heart was bad), he killed himself. 
All soliloquies are formed using either the -h Vmo or the Ergative -ho pronoun in 
combination with the nominals naeda 'owner' or ahula 'heart' plus the directional it 'back 
toward self . Compare the three examples under ( 163). 
( 1 63)a. E-hemo ozo-me vamea-da-m im-ot mode-m bak. 
1 SG-EMC think-SA tell-CONT-IRR words-ERG do-IRR DECL 
(Those words just uttered) are words that I myself (i.e. not anyone else) am 
telling. 
b .  E-ho naeda-t it ozo-da. II " . . .  " I 
1 SG-ERG owner-ERG DIR.toward.se1f think-CONT 
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Jaha-me it ozo-da. 
like.that-SA DIR.toward.self think-CONT 
I was thinking to myself, " . . .  " like that (1) was thinking to myself. 
c .  A-hamo ahula-t it ozo-da . . .  
3SG-EMC heart-ERG DIR.toward.self think-CONT 
He with (his) heart was thinking to himself . . .  
T o  express reciprocity, that i s  the meaning 'X and Y act upon each other' , Bauzi uses the 
pre-verb particle ot. The ot particle occurs with both the -ho and -h Vmo sets of pronouns and 
other norninals as well. Again its use is different from the emphatic/contrastive set. Examples 
( 164) and ( 165) illustrate reciprocity. 
( 1 64) I-ho Esi-ti lin ot vamea-i-me fa nea-de-he 
I PL-ERG Esi-and words RCP tell-ITR-SA ITR good-STATIVE-REAL 
im vamea-da-Jo. 
words tell-CONT-PROSP 
(I) am going to tell about how Esi and I had words with each other and how 
we became reconciled again. 
( 1 65) Dam doho mei fote-he bak-e dam i-mmo 
people pig IDF pass. by-REAL NOM-ERG people 2PL-EMC 
ot be-i-da. 
RCP argue-ITR-CONT 
The people (responsible) (i.e. the ones who killed the pig) they themselves are 
arguing with each other about having not given different ones pig meat. 
5 . 1 .5 PARTICULARISER SUA8X -bVda 
The suffix -b Vda (where the vowel (V) echoes the pronoun stem vowel) does not show 
any case relation. It is simply a suffix emphasising ownership. Table 8 below shows the 
personal pronouns inflected with this suffix. (Note that in the examples that follow, this 
pronoun suffix is glossed "particulariser" (PTS) which is the same gloss as for the -da suffix 
added to verbs to indicate relative clauses.) 
TABLE 8: PRONoUNs vnTH SUA8X - b Vda 
Singular Plural 
1 st ebeda mine ibida ours 
2nd oboda yours ubuda yours 
3rd abada his, hers -
These pronouns with the -b Vda suffix primarily represent the thing possessed rather than 
the possessor. They are used in two ways. Firstly they occur as the second part of a 
(verbless) equative clause as in example ( 1 66) below. 
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( 1 66) Kuku 1ada 1a-m e-beda. 
chickens PTS that-ABS l SG-PTS 
TOP (V) 
Those chickens are mine. 
In example ( 1 66) above there is no verb in the clause. When this speech is uttered the 
'chickens' being referred to are in sight and they are being individuated from all other 
chickens and are being emphatically claimed by the speaker by using the suffix - beda on the 
pronoun. 
The -bVda pronouns may also modify a noun in a noun phrase, occurring immediately 
following the head noun and before any demonstrative. In this position, they give more 
specific information about the head noun, namely that it is a possessed thing. This 
construction is different from the more usual possessive construction described in §5. 1 .2, 
where the Genitive -m pronoun precedes the head noun. This -bVda construction is more 
emphatic, as in examples ( 167) and ( 1 68). 
( 1 67) E-m doho u-buda 1a-m e-ba mali 
l SG-ABS pig 2PL-PTS that-ABS l SG-DAT be.against.SA 
a-meam e-m ba ayode-m ya-bak. 
eat-COND l SG-ABS TIME.later shock -IRR NEG-DECL 
If you selfishly (lit. are against giving me any) eat your own pig (or: the pig 
which is yours), I won't get alarmed. 
( 1 68) Doho u-buda ni-m Knban doho e-ho do-u a-meam 
pig 2PL-PTS this-ABS Knban pig lSG-ERG shoot-SA eat-COND 
laM I doho i-bida akati YOU 1a-m yaba mode. 
if.that.is.the.case pig 1PL-PTS how.come with go-IRR NEG do.RHQ 
As for this pig of yours, that is, Knban' s pig, if I for a fact have shot and 
eaten (it), then how come I haven't taken the pig which is ours away from here 
(RHQ) (Implied: so as to prevent you from killing it.) 
A - b V da pronoun may also occur as the head of a noun phrase as in the first sentence of 
example ( 1 69) below. 
( 1 69) I-m maboe nidi ni-m gi i-bida tade-he 
1 PL-GEN widow PTS this-ABS ATN 1PL-PTS only.is-REAL 
bak. II Maboe o-boda a-m oi-at YOU fa 
DECL widow 2SG-PTS 3SG-GEN mother-ERG with ITR 
Noi-e YOU 1a-ha. 
Noi-ERG with go-COMP 
As for these widows of ours, it is only ours that are here. As for your widow 
(or: the widow that is yours), her mother has taken her away up the Noi River. 
The words in example ( 1 69) were taken from a text where the brother of a dead man returns 
to the area where his brother has recently been killed and is demanding that the people return 
the dead man's  widow to him as she is the property of the dead man's brothers. So he 
arrives in the village and asks the people there if they are hiding the dead man's  widow. And 
example ( 1 69) is the response of the people. In the first part of the first sentence in ( 1 69), the 
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first person plural pronoun with the Genitive case suffix is used. In the second part the more 
emphatic first person plural -b Vda pronoun is used. They both show possession but the 
latter is more emphatic. For the use of the particularising pronoun nidi see under §5.5.2. 
( 1 70)a. Labi ba neo doho meida la-m neo Ahana-t 
CON TIME.later next pig IDF that-ABS next Ahana-ERG 
ote-me I dam [a-m-da]-t i-himo ab a-h-am. II 
kill-SA people eat-IRR-PTS-ERG IPL-EMC INDIC eat-REAL-INDIC 
And then later Ahana killed another pig and the ones [that would eat it], they 
themselves ate it. 
b .  Labi Buto dubu bake lu a-m kai. II 
CON Buto old.bro to give.SA eat-IRR NEG 
(They) did not give any to older brother Buto to eat. 
c .  Data a-bada lam-ti a-m lahi lam-ti lu a-m kai. 
child 3SG-PTS that-and 3SG-GEN wives that-and give.SA eat.IRR NEG 
That is (they) didn't give any to his children or his wives to eat. 
By the narrator's  choice of the more emphatic -b Vda pronoun in example ( 170c) above, he 
has individuated Buto 's  children from all other children and has made them prominent. 
That's his beef: why were these particular children bypassed in the pork distribution. 
The apparent contradiction in the same Actor suffixes that occur attached to the verb 'kill' 
in example ( 1 70a) and the verb 'eat' in ( 1 70b) involve two special uses of the switch­
reference system in Bauzi as explained under §2.4. 1 and §2.4.2 respectively. 
The emphatic possession suffix -b Vda can occur on personal names and kin nouns as is 
demonstrated in example ( 1 71 )  below. 
( 1 7 1 )  Lahl1mu Itbulu-hat gago, "I-mo num Lobio-bada na 
CON Itbulu-ERG say I PL-SUBJ house Lobio-PTS thing 
ohu-m num lab-a esu vou es-da-hit 
cook-IRR house there-DAT put.down AUX stay-CONT-until 
diha-se". 
become.daylight-SUBJ 
Therefore Itbuluh said, "Let's put the corpse down in Lobio's cook house 
and stay with it until morning". 
The -b V da suffix attached to the pronoun or personal name which is the possessor 
appears to be derived from the -ba case suffix of the Dative pronouns (Table 6) combined 
with the particularising suffix -da, which is attached to nouns, verbs and adjectives. One 
might even translate these pronoun combinations as 'the one which is mine',  'the one which 
is Lobio's ' ,  and so on. 
Example ( I na) demonstrates that the -da drops off when it precedes the Ergative 
pronouns or a noun, adjective, or clause which is already suffixed with the particularising 
suffix. Example ( 1 nb) is added for contrast. (NOTE: the double set -b V . . .  -ho will be 
discussed below under §5.2). 
( 1 n)a. Ae i-bi i-ho fo-m-da a lo-mule. I 
bushknife IPL-PTS IPL-ERG strike-IRR-PTS PROH give-PROH 
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O-bo amu-da lo-m vaba-te! 
2SG-PTS earlier-PTS give-IRR NEG-RHQ 
Don't give our bushknife that we use for doing things. Why don't (you) just 
give (him) one of your own bushknives that (you) (acquired) earlier! 
b .  Ae i-bida a lo-mule. 
bushknife 1 PL-PTS PROH give-PROH 
Don't give (him) our bushknife. 
5.2 COMBINATIONS OF PRONOUNS 
Two of the personal pronoun sets are found occurring together: the -b Vda and Ergative 
-ho sets. This combination yields this sixth set as in Table 9, in which the (V) echoes the 
pronoun stem vowel. 
TABLE 9: -b V . . .  -ho PRONOUN SET 
Singular Plural 
1 st ebe eho mine that I ibi iho ours that we 
2nd obo oho yours that you ubu uho yours that you 
3rd aba aho his that he -
This double pronoun set occurs at the beginning of relative clauses. In a relative clause, the 
Ergative pronoun is always initial. This can be diagrammed as follows: 
Rule ( 15) PRONOUN STEM -bY + RELATIVE CLAUSE 
-PTS 
[PRONOUN STEM -ho + V.STEM + STATUS -da] 
-ERG -PTS 
As was stated under §5. 1 .5 ,  when the -bVda pronoun modifies a noun in a noun phrase, 
it occurs immediately following the head noun and before any demonstrative. This holds true 
for this double set as well. As was said above under §5 . 1 .5, the -da of the -b Vda suffix 
drops off when it precedes personal pronouns inflected with the Ergative suffix -ho. The 
pronoun inflected with this shortened suffix -b V along with the relative clause whose Actor 
is the Ergative pronoun follow the noun that the relative clause modifies. This is 
demonstrated in example ( 173) below. 
( 1 73) Labi Busda-t num a-ba [a-ho azi-hi-daj 
CON Busda-ERG house 3SG-PTS 3SG-ERG live-REAL-PTS 
A LOC [A V] 
[zum totbaho-daj Jab-a / 
downstream other.side-PTS there-DAT 
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ai-da-m-Iab-e vim aa-ha / manteri aJiha. 
stay-CONT-IRR-there-ERG DIR.upstream see-DA med.worker see 
V V U V 
As Busda was staying in his house, [the one in which he lives], [the one located 
downstream on the other side of the river], when he looked in the direction of 
upstream from there, (he) saw the medical worker. 
In example ( 1 73) above 'the one in which he lives, the one located downstream on the other 
side of the river' is describing which house Busda was staying in when he saw the medical 
worker. The narrator is individuating between the two houses that Busda owns by using 
these two pronouns together, the -b V ane (shortened from -b Vda) and the -ho one. 
Although example ( 1 74) below has a slightly different arrangement than ( 173) above, the 
shortened form of -b Vda, that is - b  V, still follows the noun it possesses. The Ergative 
pronoun aho is no longer the Actor of a relative clause but of a dependent clause. 
( 1 74) Labi Busda-t a-ho num a-ba [zum 
CON Busda-ERG 3SG-ERG house 3SG-PTS downstream 
TOP A LOC 
totbaho-daJ lab-a ai-da-m-Iab-e / vim 
other.side-PTS there-DAT stay-CONT-IRR-there-ERG DIR.upstream 
aa-ha / manteri aJiha. 
see-DA med.worker see 
U V 
V V 
Busda, as he was staying in his house, [the one located downstream on the 
other side of the river] , when he looked in the direction of upstream from there, 
(he) saw the medical worker. 
As was stated above in §5. 1 .5, so too here the double set -b  V(da) . . .  -ho can occur as the 
second part of a (verbless) equative clause as in examples ( 1 75) and ( 176) below. Both 
( 175a) and ( 175b) are acceptable; although (a) is more "particularising" than (b). 
( 1 75)a. Num beahu-ba lada la-m [o-bo [o-ho 
house rack-CL.flat PTS that-ABS 2SG-PTS 2SG-ERG 
TOP COMMENT: verbless clause 
amu Ii i-hi-da]] am bale 
earlier come.SA sleep-REAL-PTS EMP DECL 
That particular sleeping rack in the house is the [very one on which (you) slept 
when you came earlier] . (or : . .  .it is [yours [the one on which (you) slept when 
you came before]] . )  
b .  Num beahu-ba lada la-m o-boda mode-m bale 
house rack-CL.flat PTS there-ABS 2SG-PTS do-IRR DECL 
TOP CO�NT 
That particular sleeping rack in the house is yours. 
( 176) Doho lada la-m [i-bi [i-ho ote-he-da]] am bak. 
pig PTS that-ABS IPL-PTS IPL-ERG kill-REAL-PTS EMP DECL 
TOP CO�NT: verbless clause 
That particular pig is [ours [the one that we killed] ] .  
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Both ( 1 75a) and ( 1 76) above have equative main clauses. There are no overt verbs in the 
main clause. Structurally, the TOPIC, or the fIrst part of the sentence, contains a noun phrase 
and the COMMENT, or the last part of the sentence, contains a verbless clause whose 
nucleus consists of the double set of pronouns -b V . . . . -ho, the last pronoun functioning as the 
Actor of the relative clause. 
Example ( 1 77) below demonstrates the double set of pronouns used in the TOPIC part of 
the sentence. 
( 1 77) [E-be [e-ho mode-m-na]] la-m e-ho naeda-t 
ISG-PTS I SG-ERG do-IRR-PTS that-ABS ISG-ERG owner-ERG 
TOPIC (U) A 
mode-Io mode-m bak. II Mei-t a mode-mule. 
do-PROSP do-IRR DECL IDF-ERG PROH do-PROH 
V A V 
That which is mine which I will do, I myself will do it. Don't anyone else do it. 
The two sentences in example ( 1 78) below are contrastive and further demonstrate that 
this double set has a 'possessive' nuance about it. 
( 178)a. Ne o-m akati [i-ho etei-t va-me vou 
CON 2PL-ABS how.come IPL-ERG today-ERG take-SA with 
A U 
vim Ie-he ael lo-he-Ia? 
upstream come-REAL bushknife give-INTER-RRQ 
V 
Why did you give [the bushknife which we received and brought upstream 
today] (to him) ! 
b .  Ne o-m akati ae [i-bi [i-ho etei-t 
CON 2PL-ABS how.come bushknife IPL-PTS IPL-ERG today-ERG 
A U 
va-me vou vim le-he-da]] lo-he-Ia? 
take-SA with upstream come-REAL-PTS give-INTER-RRQ 
V 
Why did you give the bushknife [the particular one that is ours [which we 
received and brought upstream today]]  to him! 
In example ( 178a) above, a verbal clause modifIes 'bushknife' ,  focusing on which bushknife 
was given: 'the one we received and brought upstream today' .  In ( 178b) the focus is on the 
fact that the particular bushknife in question is the one which belongs to the whole group 
which the Speaker and others received when they travelled together downstream. 
5.3 THE INDEFINITE PRONOUN mei 
The indefInite pronoun mei 'someone' can be inflected in a similar way to the personal 
pronouns. 
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TABLE 10: �E� PRONOUN SET 
Ergative meit 
Absolutive-Genitive mei 
Dative meia 
Particularising meibada 
Emphatic-Contrastive meit ahamo 
Examples ( 179) to ( 185) illustrate their use. 
( 1 79) Mei-t i-ba amu gi doho do-m tMamba! 
IDF-ERG 1PL-DAT earlier Am pig shoot-IRR NEG.RHQ 
I-ho ba u-m doho fa neo do-m-na! 
1 PL-ERG later 2PL-GEN pig ITR next shoot-IRR-PTS.RHQ 
It wasn't  just a pig of ours that someone came and shot earlier, was it ! (RHQ) 
(Implied: you actually killed one of our people). (If it had been) we would 
have killed one of your pigs in revenge, would we not (Implied: but we 
haven't) !  (RHQ) 
The speech in example ( 1 79) is filled with sarcasm. Instead of using the second person plural 
Ergative pronoun uho, the speaker is referring to his audience with the indefmite pronoun 
with the Ergative case suffix that usually occurs on noun phrases functioning as Actors of 
transitive clauses. The indefinite pronoun is the pronoun of choice for indirectly accusing 
someone of a crime. 
( 1 80) Dam la-m [i-m ote-lo] mod li 
people that-ABS 1 PL-ABS kill-PROSP with. arms come.SA 
vabed-da-ha / dam [mei ote-he-da] aliha-m 
spy-CONT-DA people IDF.ABS kill-REAL-PTS see-IRR 
U V 
vaba-mu / gi abate ab fu-h-am. 
NEG-because Am openly INDIC arrive-REAL-INDIC 
Those people, [intending to kill us], came armed with weapons, and when (they) 
spied us out, because (they) were not able to see the people [who killed 
someone], (they) just arrived in the open. 
In example ( 180) above the relative clause is used as an identificational or restrictive clause to 
give more specific information about the head noun 'people' .  In the relative clause itself, the 
Undergoer is the indefinite pronoun in its Absolutive form: mei. Since it is taboo to say the 
name of a dead person, this again is the proper choice of pronoun. 
Examples ( 1 8 1 )  to ( 185) below show the indefinite pronoun inflected for the Genitive and 
Dative cases. These cases are inflected to show possession and emphasis-contrast, and also 
show the pronouns use as an Actor in a relative clause. 
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( 1 8 1 )  Ne i-m mei doho a do-u a-ha I 
CON 1 PL-ABS IDF.GEN pig secretly shoot-SA eat-CaMP 
A V V 
laba-m-na I akati doho e-beda ni-m 
like.that-IRR-PTS.CON how.come pig l SG-PTS this-ABS 
V V 
vouta-m vaba mode? 
carry.away-IRR NEG do.RHQ 
V 
So (you) say that we have killed someone's pig and have eaten it, like that you 
say, but if that is so then why have I not taken my pig and carried it away 
somewhere (Implied: to keep it from being killed in revenge)? 
( 1 82) Ne u-m mei-a tabo abate li ote-m 
( 1 83) 
CON 2PL-ABS IDF-DAT quickly openly come.SA kill-IRR 
A U V 
vaba-na I akati a daJu vihito-i la-i-aJ 
NEG-CONTRA how.come secretly go.through pull. away-SA go-ITR-RHQ 
V 
But you have not quickly and openly come to someone and killed (that one), so 
how come you keep secretly corning through (the underbrush) and then pulling 
away and leaving again ! (RHQ) 
U-m doho fai-na a-m-na doho mei-bada 
2PL-ABS pig bad-PTS eat-IRR-PTS pig IDF-PTS 
TOP A-V 
budua-li I ote-me I a-m-di-a I ba u-ba lu 
nehu ba 
fat later 
big-ICP kill-SA eat-JRR-SIM-DAT later 2PL-DAT give.SA 
V V V R V 
a-m kai. 
eat-IRR NEG 
You who eat skinny pigs, when someone else's pig later gets fat and becomes 
big and (they) kill it, (they) definitely will not give any of it to you to eat. 
( 1 84) Mei-t a-hamo vahe-he-na I akati o-ho 
IDF-ERG 3SG-EMC stack.up-REAL-PTS how.come 2SG-ERG 
A V A 
e-ba li I be-a-da-la' II E-hemo fao-bel 
lSG-DAT come.SA fight-ITR-CONT-RHQ lSG-EMC wait-SA 
GO-ADD V V A V 
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Ie I viso-Io mode-m bak. 
go.SA pick.up-PROSP do-IRR DECL 
V V 
What is the big idea that you have come to me and are arguing with me about 
what someone else has herself stacked up (i.e. firewood) ! (Implied: it 
doesn't concern you) In a little while I myself intend to go and pick it up. 
( 1 85) Ae lada la-m [mei-t doi lu esu-hu-da] 
bushknife PTS that-ABS IDF-ERG money give.SA put-REAL-PTS 
U � U V ] 
a viso-mule. 
PROH pick.up-PROH 
V 
That bushknife is [one that someone has paid a downpayment on] (so) 
don't take it. 
5 .4 THE SUBmcTIVE MODE PRONOUN i-mo 
The first person plural pronoun stem i- is the only personal pronoun stem that occurs with 
the subjunctive mode pronoun suffix -mo. This is not to say that this is the only pronoun that 
occurs with the subjunctive mode. The other pronouns that are used with the subjunctive 
mode are those from the Ergative set. In the examples where the pronoun i-mo occurs, the 
-mo suffix has simply been glossed SUB1 indicating that it co-occurs with the subjunctive 
mode. See examples ( 1 7 1) above and ( 1 86) below. 
( 1 86) Aibu-Ie-he-mu I Paulus-at ab gago-h-am. II 
dark-ICP-DA-because Paulus-ERG lNDIC say-REAL-lNDIC 
"I-mo koai iub-a vou vim lazi I 
I PL-SUB1 corpse there-DAT with DIR.downstream go. down 
esu I bute-me aii-se. " 
put.SA call.out-SA hear-SUB1 
Because it had become dark, Paulus spoke. "Let's take the corpse down (to the 
beach area) (in the direction of) upstream, put it down and call out (to her dead 
spirit) and listen (for the answer)." 
( 1 87) U-ba [dam gida] do-mao II E-ho tau-se. 
2PL-DAT people · other shoot-PROB I SG-ERG join.in-SUB1 
GO V A V 
(If you go) they will probably shoot you [who are outsiders] (i.e. not relatives). 
Let me go (as well). 
5.5 DEMONSTRATIVES 
The Bauzi demonstratives along with the pronouns which have been discussed above, 
have a deictic function. In discourse, Bauzi demonstratives are used to shift reference from 
one participant to another. They are also used to locate objects with regard to the spatial 
positioning of the speech act and its participants. Foley ( 1986:75) says: 
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Demonstrative systems may be built up on two differing, but not exclusive 
principles. Taking the three-way person distinction of the pronouns as basic, a 
language may have a three-way contrastive system of demonstratives: one for 
the location of the speaker, one for the location of the addressee, and one for 
locatives corresponding to neither of these, the 'other' location. 
Bauzi is a language that has this "three-way system" which is based on relative distance from 
the speaker. This system is shown in Table 1 1  along with the suffixes that case-mark these 
demonstratives. 
TABLE 1 1 : BAUZI DEMONSTRATIVES 
STEM 
nib- lab- iub-
here, this there, that there, that 
CASE DEF DEF IDF (remote) 
DAT nibs labs iubs 
ERG nibe labe iube 
ABS nim lam ium 
While the demonstratives with the stems nib- and lab- are more definite in nature, the 
demonstrative with the stem iub- appears to be indefinite. In other words when the speaker 
uses the former two he has a specific place or referent in mind, whether it is near (the 
speaker) or far away (close to hearer). But when the speaker uses the latter one, the entity is 
spatially farther removed from the area of the speech act, often out of sight, and is indefmite 
in nature. 
5 .5 . 1  SINGLE DEMONSTRATIVES 
The nine single demonstratives shown in the top part of Table 1 1  may be used in any 
grammatical slot in a clause and with any semantic role that is appropriate to each case 
marker. As location, goal and source these demonstratives may occur alone. In all slots of a 
clause they typically occur with a noun. As source a noun cannot occur without a 
demonstrative. The demonstrative is always last in the noun phrase and hence it always has 
the case marker suffixed to it. The examples ( 1 88) to ( 198) show some typical uses of these 
demonstratives in Bauzi clauses. 
( 1 88) lab-a 'at there' used alone as Location: 
Lahlunu dam-at lab-a do-so-me / 
CON people-ERG there-DAT shoot-CNT-SA 
A LOC V 
neo feu . . .  
next fly 
ki-ha / usa-i / 
draw-DA get.up-SA 
Therefore people tried to shoot (the bird) there (on the tree branch), but when 
(they) drew (their bows), (the bird) took to the air and again flew away . . .  
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( 1 89) nib-e 'from here' as modifier of Actor-Speaker; 
nib-a 'to here' as modifier of Goal-Addressee: 
Da nib-e nam nib-a gago, "Kohu o-ho zite-le. " 
man here-ERG woman here-DAT say breadfruit 2SG-ERG climb-IMP 
A-SPK GO-ADD V 
The man here said to the woman here, "You climb up the breadfruit tree". 
( 1 90) lab-a 'to there' as modifier of Goal: 
. . .  gi Esi-m doho fiho num lab-a ab 
A1N Esi-GEN pig domesticated house there-DAT INDIC 
LOC (GO) V 
zum bio-da-h-am. 
DIR.downstream cross.over-CONT -REAL-INDIC 
. . .  (they) were crossing over to Esi 's  domesticated pig house there. 
( 1 9 1 )  iub-a 'at there' as a modifier of a Location: 
Bihi basea nib-e gago, "O-m bak 
cassowary teenager here-ERG speak 2SG-ABS place 
A-SPK V A LOC 
iub-a aii-meam / [na-t bitgei-da-m 
there-DAT hear-COND something-ERG footsteps-CONT-IRR 
V U 
bakJ aii-meam / a iede-mule ". 
NOM hear-COND PROH be.frightened.of-PROH 
V V 
This teenage cassowary said, "If you hear [someone' s footsteps] over there, 
don't be frightened". 
( 1 92) nib-e 'from here' as modifier of an Actor of a transitive verb: 
Labi da nib-e os mo-me / doho ab deha-da-m-am. 
CON man here-ERG rack build-SA pig INDIC roast-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
A U V U V 
This man here made a cooking rack and began roasting the pig. 
( 1 93)  lab-e 'from there' as  modifier of Source: 
( 1 94) 
Toea gi Noi-bus lab-e tom emoe. 
Toea A1N Noi-peninsula there-ERG up run 
A LOC (S) V 
Toea just ran up from the Noi peninsula. 
iub-e 'from there' to identify a contrastive Topic: 
Da iub-e a-m nam iu-m e 
man there-ERG 3SG-GEN wife there-ABS name 
TOP TOP U 
gaga-male. 
speak-IMP 
V 
As for that man - and further as for his wife - say her name. 
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( 1 95) ni-m 'this' as marking Time as Topic: 
E-m etei ni-m fa neo fa mei-bada vi belu / 
1 SG-ABS today here-ABS ITR next bone IDF-PTS DIR strike.DA 
A TOP (TIME) U V 
fa ilabe-de-m bak. 
ITR appease-STATIVE-IRR DECL 
V 
As for this very day, I will next break someone else's arm and then (I) 
will be appeased. 
( 196) la-m 'that' as modifier of Actor of intransitive verb: 
a. Labi dam la-m fa bio-u / fa 
CON people there-ABS ITR cross.over-SA ITR 
A V V 
iehe-i / fa neo bio-u . . .  
like. this-SA ITR next cross. over-SA 
V 
Noi iub-e 
Noi there-ERG 
And so those men went back across the river and from the Noi River 
they went a little distance and then crossed back over again . . .  
b .  O-m fda Ja-m fisiva-ha-na] o-m akati 
2SG-ABS man there-ABS die-REAL-PTS 2SG-ABS why 
A V 
Iabi mee-daJa. 
like. that do-CONT.INT 
Don't you (know) [that man is dead] , why are you doing like that (i.e. 
giving him medicine)? 
( 197) iu-m 'that' as modifier of Undergoer: 
( 198) 
Iub-a zum Ie / kohu iu-m suto-Ie. 
there-DAT downstream come breadfruit there-ABS pick-IMP 
GO V U V 
Go downstream to (someplace) there and pick some breadfruit. 
iu-m 'that' as Topic: 
I-mo nam iudu iu-m 
1 PL-SUBJ woman PTS there-ABS 
A TOPIC 
ae vahe-me aa-se. 
bushknife stack.up-SA see-SUBJ 
U V 
As for that particular woman that is over there, let's get ready bushknives 
(=bride wealth) and see what will happen. (implied: see if she is willing to 
become our bride) .  
5 .5 .2 DOUBLE DEMONSTRATIVES 
The three demonstrative stems nib-, Iab- and iub- can be suffixed with the particularising 
suffix -da (one of the two suffixes that may attach directly to nouns with this same meaning). 
When these stems are suffixed with -da the final b of the stem drops off and the final a of the 
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-da suffix assimilates to harmonise with the final vowel of the demonstrative stem. This 
morphophonemic change yields these three demonstratives: nidi, Jada and iudu. These three 
demonstratives never occur alone but are always followed by a demonstrative from the nine 
discussed in §S.S . l .  The two demonstratives must have the same root. Thus nine pairings 
are possible as in Table 1 2. 
TABLE 12: DOUBLE DEMONSTRATIVES 
nidi Jada iudu 
the one which the one which the one which is 
CASE is this one is that one that one (remote) 
DAT nidi mba Jada Jaba iudu iuba 
ERG nidi nibe lada labe iudu iube 
ABS nidi nim lada lam iudu ium 
These double demonstratives may occur in most grammatical slots and semantic roles. 
Semantically they specify and individuate the noun they follow more than do the single 
demonstratives of §S.S. l .  Examples ( 1 99) to (204) illustrate some of their uses. In the 
examples below the nidi, lada, and iudu pronouns have been glossed PTS, indicating that 
they are derived from the particularising suffix -da. 
( 1 99) lada with laba as modifier of Goal meaning 'to that particular place' : 
I-ho ame koai Ja-m vou Ja-ha / dam koai 
1PL-ERG b.m.  corpse that-ABS with go-DA people corpse 
A U V A U 
num lada lab-a esu-m kai. 
house PTS there-DAT put.down-IRR not 
LOC (GO) V NEG 
When we carried that before-mentioned corpse, the people did not put the corpse 
in that particular house (From context: the one we talked about). 
(200) iudu with iuba as modifier of Indirect Object (Recipient) meaning 'to that 
particular one way over there':  
I-mo nam ni-m da iudu iub-a Jo-se. 
1PL-SUBJ woman this-ABS man PTS there-DAT give-SUBJ 
A U ID OO V 
Let's give this woman to that particular man way over there. 
(20 1 )  lada with labe as modifier of Actor (Speaker) of a speech verb 'that particular 
one' :  
Dam lada lab-e i-ba neha / Knban doho i-ho 
people PTS there-ERG 1PL-DAT say Knban pig 1 PL-ERG 
A-SPK GO-ADD V 
a do-u a-ha. 
secretly shoot-SA eat-COMP 
Those particular people said to us that we secretly shot Knban' s  pig and (we) 
ate it. 
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(202) nidi with nim as modifier of Undergoer of transitive verb meaning 'this 
particular one' : 
Da fe-be nidi ni-m beo-ho-daJ ba a beo-mule. 
man ISG-PTS PTS this-ABS strike-REAL-PTS later PROH strike-PROH 
Don't anyone strike this very man here [who has already been struck, whom 
I (am protecting)] .  
(203) nidi with nimota as modifier of Undergoer of transitive verb meaning 'only 
this particular one' (-ota is an allomorph of - ta 'only') :  
Doha nidi ni-m-ota a-me i-eo? 
pig PTS this-ABS-only eat-SA sleep-INTER 
Are (we) going to eat only this particular pig here and sleep? (Implied: are 
we not going to hunt anymore today?) 
Example (204) below is taken from a hunting story and shows a span of text with chiastic 
structure, marked by indentation and the letters: a, b, c, d, c ' ,  b' ,  a' (the apostrophes show 
that the referents are the same but are referred to by different forms). It illustrates how the 
demonstratives clue the reader in as to who is doing what in contexts of ambiguity. Various 
groups of people are identified as A, A- I ,  A-2, and B. 
(204)a. (They) (A) arrived at (the area) where the people (B) were crocodile hunting. 
b .  Having arrived, some of the people (A- I )  slept midway on the trail. 
c .  Others (A-2) arrived at the place where people were hunting 
crocodiles in the swamp. (They) (A-2) slept and it became daylight. 
d .  Earlier the ones (A- I )  who slept on the trail had said, "We will meet 
you in the morning at dawn". 
c ' .  So the latter people (nidi nim) (A-2) arose and were going. 
b ' . After that, the former people (lada lam) (A- I )  
merged from the upstream edge (of the jungle). 
a' . Then they all (A) joined together and were on their way again. 
The paired demonstratives skip over the central sentence (d) of the chiastic structure and 
refer back to the paired groups 'some . . .  people' (A- I )  in sentence (b) and 'others' (A-2) in 
sentence (c). The demonstratives nidi nim 'these particular' or 'the latter' in sentence (c' )  
refer to the most recently mentioned people (A-2) who slept in the swamp, whereas lada lam 
'those particular' or 'the former' in sentence (b' )  refer to the earlier mentioned people (A- I )  
who slept midway on the trail. 
5.6 OTHER DEICTICS 
Four more deictics will be illustrated now. 
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TABLE 13:  OTHER DEICTICS 
DEICTIC Rough translation DIRECTION AREA of OPERATION 
laha like that ANAphoric sentence 
neha like this CATaphoric sentence 
arne before-mentioned ANAphoric above sentence 
labi like that ANAphoric all levels 
5 .6. 1 THE DEICTIC laha 'like that' , 'that' 
The deictic laha can be used as a connector between sentences and as such is inflected like 
any medial verb. It is a backward pointing (ANAphoric) deictic. Examples (205) to (2 1 2) 
below show this. The most frequent use is illustrated in (205), where it is the quote closure. 
(205) Paulus-at ab gago-h-am. / " . . .  " / laha-me 
Paulus-ERG INDIC say-REAL-INDIC like.that.ANA-SA 
gago-he-mu / i -ho Itbuluh-ti ab male-h-am. 
say-DA-because IPL-ERG Itbuluh-and INDIC not.want-REAL-INDIC 
Paulus said, " . . .  " Because he said that, ltubuluh and (I), we were against it. 
In normal speech, some speakers come to a full stop after direct quotations and start the new 
sentence with lahame, using it as a tail-head linking device. Others do not pause, but rather 
continue sentence intonation well past the quote-closing margin as shown in example (205), 
pausing only after the margin, in the present example after gagohemu 'because (he) said' . 
(206) Laha-ha bak la-m Buto-t fa ozo-ha 
like.that.ANA-DA NOM that-ABS Buto-ERG ITR think-REAL 
vaba-mu / a-m elae Aseda bake tau gago. 
NEG-SA 3SG-GEN bro.in.law Aseda toward to.join.in speak 
Buto considered that situation, decided (lit. thought and thought until he didn't 
think about it anymore) and then joined his brother-in-law Aseda in asking for 
recompense. 
In example (206) above the lahaha deictic refers back to a span of text that contains four 
clauses describing the narrator' s reaction when he learned of the incident which caused 
Buto's reaction. 
(207) Laha-na Tuha-t geamu ab beo-h-am. 
like.that.ANA-CONTRA Tuha-ERG ignored INDIC strike-REAL-INDIC 
But Tuha ignored that and struck (him). 
When the contraexpectation (CONTRA) suffix -na is added to laha, this deictic is best 
translated 'but' . Prior to example (207) a proposal was made to Tuha that he not hit the 
medical worker any more, as he was on the ground injured severely. In this case the laha 
stands in place of the whole proposal: 'Don't hit the one who has already been injured 
severely' . 
(208) Laha-da lab-e gi fei-da-ha vab-da 
like.that.ANA-PTS there-ERG ATN forget-CONT-REAL NEG-PTS 
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lab-e ut viso-i ab emoe-h-am. 
there-ERG club pick.up-SA INDIC run-REAL-INDIC 
Being that kind of person, and not just ignoring what he saw, (he) picked up 
his club and ran. 
In example (208) laha stands in place of the previous span of text as well. 'Being that kind of 
person' refers back to the fact that he just got a glimpse of the man who broke his father's 
arm and he wasn't going to let the opportunity of getting even pass by him. 
Sometimes, as demonstrated in example (209), the post-quote margin is shortened from 
lahame gagohemu 'because (he) said like that' to lahahat 'having said like that' .  
(209) Laba-hat i-ho dam totbaho-t gago . . .  
say.like.that.ANA-DA 1PL-ERG people other-ERG say 
When (he) said that we others said . . .  
(2 10) Laba-m bak-e tuena lab-e i-ba 
like.that.ANA-IRR NOM-ERG foreigner there-ERG 1PL-DAT 
neha, I "Kelambu ba u-ho 1ab-a a voo-u I 
say mosquito. net later 2PL-ERG there-DAT PROH throw. away-SA 
balm a i-mule ", laba-ha bale 
outside PROH sleep-PROH say.like.that.ANA-REAL DECL 
For that reason the foreigner has said, "Don't leave your (mosquito) nets 
(behind) and sleep outside (of them)", he said. 
In example (2 1 0) above laba stands for the whole previous span of text that gives the 
reasons why people should not leave their mosquito nets behind in their houses when they 
go off to their gardens and sleep there. 
(2 1 1 ) Laba-m vaba-e-meam i-ho vedi ke1ambu 
like.that.ANA-IRR NEG-ICP-COND 1PL-ERG instead mosquito. net 
gi 1ab-a V88sU I fa vi vua vahu-da-meam .. .  
ATN there-DAT hang.up ITR DIR fIre burn-CONT-COND 
If (we) do not do that (i.e. carefully choose the place to hang mosquito nets), if 
we instead just hang our mosquito nets there and then immediately afterwards 
build fires under them . . .  
(2 12) Oi dihasi bohe 1a-10. II Bume-a 1a. II 
ATN next.day fish go-PROSP bird-DAT go 
Laba-m-da 1a-m gi minggu nohubak-e 
like.that.ANA-IRR-PTS that.ABS ATN Sunday jungle-DAT 
behas-di fa 1e-m dama-t mozo. 
two-STATIVE.SA ITR come-IRR men-ERG DES 
Day after day (they) go fishing. (They) go bird hunting. Being that kind of 
people (i.e. fishing and hunting), they are people who go to the jungle for two 
weeks at a time and then return. 
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5.6.2 THE DEICTIC neha 'like this' 
The deictic neha can be used as a connector between sentences and as such is inflected like 
any medial verb. Whereas laha was backward pointing (ANAphoric), neha is forward 
pointing (CATaphoric). Examples (2 13) to (2 18) show this. The most frequent usage comes 
in the pre-quote margins of conversational texts. Example (2 13)  shows this use. 
(2 13)  Mei-t neha, "E-m abo bie-ha ". 
IDF-ERG like.this.CAT I SG-ABS really do.not.know-COMP 
Someone (said) like this, "I really don't know". 
In example (2 1 3) above neha has been glossed 'like this' .  Its full form is nehame gago 'say 
like this' . 
(214) Ulhamu e-ho neha-su duzu 
CON.therefore I SG-ERG like.this.CAT-DIR.toward.object stand 
vi ozo-la. 
DIR think-CONT 
Therefore I stood and was thinking this (i.e. as follows). 
In the story from which example (2 14) is taken, the narrator tells what he thought in the span 
of text that immediately follows (2 14). 
In example (2 15) below the narrator follows the text given here with a detailed exposition 
of how they would dispose of people who had been murdered. 
(2 15) I-ho koai git modi baumsu-hu bak la-m 
I PL-ERG corpse mistake cause bury-REAL NOM that-ABS 
neha-ha-lab-e git modi baumsu-hu bak. 
like.this.CAT-REAL-there-ERG mistake cause bury-REAL DECL 
As for our having buried the corpse improperly, this (following explanation) is 
the reason why we buried the corpse improperly. 
(2 1 6) O-ho neha-me ozo-m vaba ? II O-m 
2SG-ERG like.this.CAT-SA think-IRR NEG.RHQ 2SG-GEN 
ai da lada lab-e fa ote-he bak. 
father man PTS there-ERG ITR kill-REAL DECL 
Did you not consider this? That particular man is the one who killed your 
father. 
(2 1 7) Laha-na i-ho vedi neha-da. 
like.that.ANA-CONTRA IPL-ERG instead like.this.CAT-CONT 
But we were instead doing this. 
In example (2 1 7) above laha refers to what they didn't do, which is proposed in the span of 
text prior to (2 1 7) ,  and neha refers to what they did do, as told in the span of text that 
follows it. 
Example (2 1 8) below shows how Bauzi lists items in a discourse. Bracketing with 
neha .. .laha is a common discourse device. 
(218)  Korano-m dae aii-m-da neha. II Fata. 
chief-GEN words hear-IRR-PTS like.this.CAT Fata 
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Labi !hi. Labi Auaha. Labi Baktom. Labi Namkeabe. 
CON Thi CON Auaha CON Baktom CON Namkeabe 
Labi Ihame. Gi duta labihasu-ho. 
CON Thame ATN women those. ones-CaMP 
The ones who listen to the chiefs words are these. Fata, and Thi and Auaha, 
and Baktom, and Namkeabe and Ihame, just those women. 
5 .6.3 THE DEICTIC ame 'the before-mentioned (b.m.)' 
The next deictic to be discussed is the discourse global deictic ame. This deictic can point 
to core participants or to props. But unlike neha and Iaha, it is not inflected the same way. It 
does occur with the particularising suffixes -da and -na. 
Example (2 19) below is taken from the text about the girl who died from a poisonous 
snakebite. Throughout the text she is referred to with this deictic plus the noun koai 'corpse' .  
(2 1 9) Lilhamu Iab-e yOU Ia-ha-Iab-e Ie arne 
CON.therefore there-ERG with go-REAL-there-ERG go.SA b.m.  
koai Ia-m you Ie nuzuba ozoho-ba Iab-a ab 
corpse that-ABS with go.SA floor end-CL.flat there-DAT INDIC 
esu-h-am. 
put.down-REAL-INDIC 
Therefore (we) carried that (before mentioned) corpse from there and put it 
down on the end of the floor. 
The deictic ame acts like a spotlight and moves around throughout the discourse putting 
different participants and props in focus. In example (220), which is taken from the same 
text as (2 19), the spotlight has moved off the corpse and onto a rodent type of animal. For 
several spans of text, whenever this animal is referred to, it is referred to with a common 
noun plus the deictic ame. 
(220) I-mo arne ahagina Ia-m ohu-me a-se. 
IPL-SUBJ b.m.  marsupial.type that-ABS cook-SA eat-SUBJ 
Let's cook that (before-mentioned) marsupial and eat it. 
In example (22 1 )  below, which is taken from a letter, after the woman has been 
introduced with a full noun phrase, throughout the remainder of the time that the spotlight is 
on her she is referred to with ame plus a common noun. 
(22 1 )  Labi arne duta Ia-m a-m ai-at fa vi 
CON b.m.  woman that-ABS 3SG-GEN father-ERG ITR DIR 
ve yOU ita-ho. 
take.SA with flee-REAL 
And as for that (before-mentioned) woman - her father took her back and has 
fled with her. 
Example (222) below is taken from a letter where the author is requesting a list of 
builder' s tools. After he asks to borrow them, he refers to the entire list with the deictic 
amena 'the things which (I) just now asked you for' . 
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(222) Labi arne-na la-m num mo-me I nea-di fa 
CON b.m-PTS that-ABS house build-SA good-STATIVE ITR 
o-ba naeda-te lo-m-na gago-ho. 
2SG-DAT owner-DAT give-IRR-PTS say-REAL 
After (we) finish building the house, (we) promise (we) will give those things 
back to you, the owner. 
5 .6.4 THE DEITIC labi 'like that' 
Another backward pointing (ANAphoric) deictic is labi. In discourse labi functions as a 
connective linking one paragraph to another. It also links larger chunks of discourse 
together. But it can operate on lower levels as well. This deictic can also be inflected in the 
same way which neha and laha can. 
In example (223) below, labi, as a deictic referring back to everything between the 
quotation marks, functions as the Undergoer of the verb 'think'.  Then in (224), as a deictic 
referring back to an entire sentence, it functions as an Undergoer of the verb 'do' .  
(223) E-ho ozo-m "O-m abo gi des, I 
(224) 
l SG-ERG think-IRR 2SG-ABS really ATN head.of.region 
A V U- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -> 
akati e-m dek gi teo 
how.come l S G-GEN string.bag ATN without.pay 
>- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -> 
va-he-la", / laha-me e-m a 
take-INTER-RHQ like.that.ANA-SA l SG-ABS secretly 
>- - - - - - 1  A 
labi ozo-da. 
like.that.ANA think-CaNT 
U V 
In my opinion (lit. I think) you are an area chief, so what is the big idea that you 
have taken my string bag without paying me for it; that is how I am thinking 
underneath. 
Abo dambusao-ti lahi-ti korano-m dae aii-m 
really adult-and women-and chief-GEN words hear-IRR 
A U V 
kaio. 1/ Dam la-m labi mode-m nea-o ? 
NEG people that-ABS like.that.ANA do-IRR good-INTER 
A U V 
Neither men nor women listen to the chiefs words. Is it all right for those 
people to do that? 
It frequently occurs sentence-initially as a linking device recapitulating the previous span 
of text: 
(225) Labi-ha-du-me kelambu la-m gi 
like.that.ANA-REAL-CONT-SA mosquito. net that-ABS ATN 
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fai-di ukbe sete-m bak. 
bad-STATIVE tear lost-IRR DECL 
Continually doing that (i.e. hanging it up in various places and sleeping under 
it), the mosquito net will become bad and become tom up and useless. 
(226) Dam ni-m korano-m dae gi aii-ha vama-eli 
people this-ABS chief-GEN words ATN hear-DA one-STATIVE.SA 
sete. II Labi mode-m dam-at mozo. II Dam 
lost like.that.ANA do-IRR men-ERG DES people 
Ia-m labi mode-m-Iab-e II gereja mo-m 
that-ABS like. that. ANA do-IRR-there-ERG church build-IRR 
mou-du-me mozo. 
refuse-CONT -SA DES 
Because these people listen one time to the chiefs words, (those words) are lost. 
That (listening and forgetting the chiefs words) is the kind of people (they) 
are. Because those people do that (listening and forgetting the chiefs words), 
(they) do not want to build the church. 
It occurs after a list as an encapsulating device: 
(227) Labi sulat [e-ho amu Io-ho-daj-ti [ba 
CON letter l SG-ERG earlier give-REAL-PTS-and later 
Io-ho-daj-ti [neo etei Io-ho-daj-ti labihasu 
give-REAL-PTS-and next today give-REAL-PTS-and those.ones 
o-ho ve aa-me fa amomoi toe-me e-ba 
2SG-ERG take.SA see-SA ITR another write-SA l SG-DAT 
it oIu-Ie. 
DIR send-IMP 
So as for the letter [which I earlier gave you], and [the one which (I) later gave 
you], and [the one which (I) have given to you just now] - you take those, read 
(them) and then (you) write me another (letter) and send (it) back to me. 
Example (227) above is a closing taken from a Bauzi letter. The Iabi at the beginning is 
functioning as a linking device connecting the closing with the rest of the foregoing body of 
the letter. 
In example (228) below the deictic Iabi is used to connect this span of text containing new 
participants with a previous long section containing a number of paragraphs. 
(228) Labi dam-at bea-da-m-eli Ia-m i-m dam 
CON people-ERG fight-CONT -IRR-SIM that-ABS IPL-ABS people 
totbaho vabi-li gi bak iub-a Ie na mee-da. 
some not.know-ICP.SA ATN place there-DAT go.SA thing do-CONT 
So at the time that the people were fighting, some of us didn't know about it as 
we had gone to over there and were busy working. 
The deictic Iabi is also used to close a section as it does in (229a). Prior to (229a), the 
storyteller has narrated the events of a village-wide fight. Then comes the summary in 
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example (229a). The next paragraph, which brings a new participant onto the story-line, uses 
a Iabi as well. See (229b). 
(229)a. Labi im zoho Ia-m bea-du-me I ab vaito-h-am. II 
CON story part that-ABS fight-CaNT-SA INDIC cut.off-REAL-INDIC 
b .  Labi Busda Itabe vim Ie azi-be . . .  
CON Busda Itabe DJR go.SA stay-SA 
Now as for that part of the story, (they) fought and it stopped. II Meantime 
Busda had gone upstream to Itabe and stayed there a while . . .  
Example (230) below shows what happens when a participant is brought back onto the 
story-line after being off it a short time. 
(230) Labiha-da-m-di Ia-m Busda-t I e kogoi 
like.that.ANA-CONT-IRR-SIM that-ABS Busda-ERG red. fruit raft 
yOU Ii tu I nazoho vaJa-me I num-a zitu aida. 
with come. SA beach things unload-SA house-DAT climb.up stay 
While that was happening (i.e. whole of the discourse up until this point), 
Busda in the meantime brought his raft loaded down with red fruit, beached it, 
unloaded his things, climbed up to the house and was staying (there). 
6. P ARTICIP ANT REFERENCE 
This section will describe participants in Bauzi narrative discourse, how Bauzi narrators 
introduce these participants, how they keep track of them, how the participants are dismissed 
from the story, grammatical cues, and rules. 
In a Bauzi narrative text, the narrator usually introduces who or what the story will be 
about in hislher first utterance. This will be the principal character. The 'principal character' 
is a better term than 'principal participant' because the latter term implies that this person is 
the chief participator in the story, and this is not necessarily so. The principal character may 
or may not say or do anything throughout the narrative. For instance, the principal character 
might be manifested throughout the narrative as one to whom things are done and only serve 
as the Undergoer. 
As well as there being a principal character, a Bauzi narrative will have major participants 
who play a vital part in the outcome of the story. Then there are minor participants who may 
do little more than serve as props in the story, having no great influence on the outcome. 
6. 1 THE PRINCIPAL CHARACTER 
In narrative discourse, the principal character is introduced at the beginning of the 
narration by the title of the story. This title may be in the form of a nominalised clause 
followed by the nominalising particle bak. The nominalised clause then functions as the 
Undergoer of the verb vamea 'to tell ' ,  which has the prospective (PROSP) aspect suffix -10 
attached. If the nominalised verb is transitive, both core arguments will have overt 
references. These vary: full noun phrases, proper names, proper names plus pronouns, a 
kinship term. If the nominalised verb is intransitive, then the one core argument will have an 
overt reference in one of the same forms as above. 
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At other times the narrator uses a nominalised clause followed by the nominalising particle 
im 'words' instead of bale This nominalised clause also functions as the Undergoer of the 
verb 'tell ' .  
Sometimes the narrator will give a summary of  the main event of the story within the 
nominalised clause. In myths or folktales, often the principal character is not named, but the 
opening of the discourse is formulaic: 'Is this not what people have told us?' If the narrator 
does not use this formulaic opening, another way that he may introduce the principal 
character is in the opening sentence using the continuative aspect. In other words, there need 
not be a formal opening stating what the story will be about. Rather the narrator can launch 
into the setting. For instance: 'We Mua people were living at the Sigohe River. ' In the setting 
he may introduce the major participants in the form of existential clauses such as: 'there was 
this man and his wife staying in their house' . 
Explanatory discourse is also formulaic in its opening: 'Is this not what people have told 
us' . In a procedural discourse the opening usually contains an introduction of the principal 
prop. For instance, in a procedural discourse on 'how to pound sago', the opening is: 'I will 
tell you how we pound sago' . Or in the procedural discourse on making bows, the narrator 
starts out with a rhetorical question: 'Is this not the way that we make bows?' 
Any of the above introducing clauses, whether they are existential clauses or rhetorical 
questions, are off the event line of the story. They precede either the setting or the ftrst event. 
Examples (23 1 )  through (233) are story titles that appear at the beginning of narrative 
texts. They are expressed in two-argument transitive clauses using the speech verbs 'tell' and 
'say ' .  Usually the speaker/narrator is referred to via zero anaphora, that is he/she is 
presupposed in the narrative. 
(23 1 )  [Auna-m data 010fa e10-ho bale] vamea-10. 
Auna-GEN child Olofa die-REAL NOM tell-PROSP 
(I) am going to tell about [Auna's child Olofa having died]. 
(232) [I-ho Esi-ti im ot varnea-ia-me / fa 
1 PL-ERG Esi-and words RCP tell-ITR-SA ITR 
nea-de-he im] vamea-da-10. 
good-STATIVE-REAL words tell-CONT-PROSP 
(1) am going to tell about [Esi and 1 having had words with each other 
and then becoming reconciled with each other] . 
(233) [E-m vem fai-di / digehi-so 11ma-me / doho 
l SG-GEN dog bad-STATIVE.SA bow-CL.stick divine-SA pig 
ote-m bale] gago-10. 
kill-IRR NOM say-PROSP 
(I) am going to talk about [the situation of my dog having become 
defiled and (my) having divined (why it became defiled) with the 
use of a bow and how (I) was able to take (it) hunting for pigs 
again] . 
Most often the principal character is introduced by a fronted topic in the form of a 
nominalised clause. This was illustrated for the 'death' text in example (23 1 )  above. After the 
full noun phrase: 'Auna's child Olofa' in the formal opening sentence of the story, the 
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narrator uses a full relative clause with both arguments overtly mentioned to refer to the child 
in (234) below. 
(234) . . .  dam fame data mum-at vee-be-na la-m] iheba esu . . .  
people b.m. child snake-ERG bite-REAL-PTS there-ABS canoe put 
. . .  people had put [that child that the snake had bitten] into the canoe . . .  
Thereafter the principal character becomes nothing more than a prop for the remainder of the 
text and is simply referred to by the noun phrase: 'that corpse' .  
In example (235) below the narrator of a Bauzi myth uses the formulaic rhetorical 
question to open the story and then launches into the setting where he uses the continuative 
aspect on the verb and introduces the principal character. 
(235) Ba dam neha tai. II Amu abagamai si ous-da. 
later people like.this RHQ earlier frog. type catch put.in.place-CONT 
Is this (CAT) not what people have told to us. At fIrst (they) would catch an 
ahagamai frog type and put it in place. 
Example (236) shows a narrative text with does not contain the formalaic opening. It 
simply begins with an introduction of the principal characters using existential clauses. 
(236) Dam bebasu. II Lahi bebasu. 
men two women two 
There were two men. There were two women. 
In example (237) below the narrator begins the story without a formal opening by 
launching into the setting in which he introduces the principal characters. In both (236) and 
(237) the principal characters turn out to be major participants as well. 
(237) Utozo a-m lahi-ti zum li I i-ba 
Utozo 3SG-GEN wives-and DIR.downstream come.SA IPL-DAT 
dae-t be-a.-da. 
words-MNS fIght-ITR-CONT 
Utozo and his wives came downstream and commenced arguing with us.  
6.2 MAJOR PARTICIPANTS 
Bauzi narratives have one or more major participants apart from the principal character. 
These major participants may pervade the entire discourse. Or they may have influence only 
for a span of text and then drop out temporarily or permanently. They may or may not have 
influence on the principal character. There are at least six ways in Bauzi of referring to major 
participants - by noun phrases, by free pronouns, relative clauses, combinations of any of 
the preceding, by switch-reference morphology on the verb, and by zero anaphora. 
In the story of the death of Auna's child Olofa, the narrator and two of his friends are 
walking along when they hear wailing corning from the direction in which they are travelling. 
From this point forward in the story, the viewpoint is that of the narrator and his friends who 
are major participants. They interact with the people who are preparing the corpse for burial. 
In this same text much of the narration is taken up with the account of the interaction between 
the narrator and his friends and other participants who favour the old way of doing things. 
There are three individuals singled out as major participants who have conflicting 
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interchanges. At one point the whole village splits up into two opposing groups and the two 
groups themselves become major opponents of each other. 
Example (238) below shows that when the first major participants in the 'death' text were 
introduced, it was in the setting and a pronoun plus two proper names were used. 
(238) I-m Omtovasea-ti Aamsu-ti Dau-m na nib-a 
IPL-ABS Omtovasea-and Aamsu-and Dau-GEN thing here-DAT 
mee-du-me . . .  
to-CONT.PL-SA 
Omtovasea, Aamsu and I were doing things for Dave here . . .  
Thereafter when the narrator and his friends are referred to with an overt nominal, a pronoun 
is used as in example (239) below. 
(239) Lahlunu i-ho ab at gaga-i-da-m-am. 
CON IPL-ERG INDIC RCP say-ITR-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
Therefore we said to each other. 
For routine tracking, once a major participant has been mentioned overtly,  he is then 
referred to via zero anaphora, that is, there is no overt reference. Example (240) below 
exemplifies this. 
(240) Labi i-ho lab-a ot tahi-a-me / suta-ba 
like.that IPL-ERG there-DAT RCP meet-RCP-SA bridge-CL.flat 
lab-a vau vim bia-u / zie lab-e vim 
there-DAT with upstream cross.over-SA path there-ERG upstream 
la-da-meam / aa-ha . . .  
go-CaNT-when see-DA 
And like that we met up with one another, (we) crossed over the bridge there 
with (the corpse), and from that path (we) continued going upstream and when 
(we) looked . . .  
In example (24 1 )  below Itbuluh i s  considered to be one of the narrator's group since he  is 
from the same clan. Once a group is referred to collectively with a first person plural 
pronoun, thereafter if one acts independently and is brought onto the story-line, this is done 
by using a proper name in Ergative case. 
(24 1 )  Lahlunu Itbuluh-at gaga, "I-ma num Labia-bada na 
CON Itbuluh-ERG say I PL-SUBJ house Lobio-PTS thing 
ahu-m num lab-a esu . . .  " 
cook-IRR house there-DAT place 
Therefore Itbuluh said, "Let's put (the corpse) in Lobio's cook house . . .  " 
In another text entitled 'The fight with Utozo and his wives' ,  the narrator recounts first the 
interchange of dialogue that takes place between himself and another family and then between 
himself and people from another village who have sided with the family. The first of the 
major participants in that text are introduced with a proper name and kinship term. See 
example (237) above. The Noiadi people, represented by the pronoun iba 'us' , is 
presupposed in the narrative. No proper names are used throughout the text to refer to the 
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narrator or the Noiadi people of which the narrator is a member. The narrator who represents 
the Noiadi group refers to himself and his people with pronouns only. After the opening as 
shown in (237) above, the participants 'Utozo and his wives' are brought into the main event 
of the story simply with a demonstrative pronoun in the Ergative case. 
(242) Lab-e neha, "[U-m doho fai-na a-m-na] doho 
there-ERG say 2PL-ABS pig bad-PTS eat-IRR-PTS pig 
mei-bada nehu ba budua-li / ote-me / a-m-dia ba 
IDF-PTS fat later big-ICP.SA kill-SA eat-IRR-time.of later 
u-ba lu a-m kai. " 
2PL-DAT give. SA eat-IRR NEG 
Those (people) said, "As for [you who eat skinny pigs (Implication: criticism)], 
when someone else's pig becomes big and with fat and (they) kill it, (they) 
definitely will not give any of it to you to eat." 
Often when a major participant is temporarily dismissed and then brought back into the 
story-line, the narrator employs a noun phrase modified by a descriptive verbal clause. The 
following example is from the folktale about the 'rodent-woman' .  One of the major 
participants is the real woman whom the rodent-woman buries alive. After she is temporarily 
dismissed because of the rodent-woman having gained prominence, she is brought back on 
stage. Example (243) below depicts how the narrator did this. 
(243) Labi [ahagat nam nib-e nib baumsu-hu nam] 
CON rodent woman here-ERG here bury-REAL woman 
nib-e-t amu di lab-e-t biha-bu 
here-ERG-ERG earlier time.of there-ERG-ERG cassowary.bone-CL.big 
nib vi baumsu. 
here DIR bury 
Meanwhile [this woman whom the rodent woman had buried here 
earlier], at the time (she) was buried, (she) had been buried along with a 
cassowary thigh bone. (Implication: she was not left helpless, she could dig 
herself out with this) 
In summary, a major participant can be brought into the main event line of a story via the 
following means: proper name, proper name plus pronoun, proper name plus kinship term, 
pronoun only when its referent is presupposed in the text (such as the narrator), a 
demonstrative pronoun, and a descriptive verbal clause modifying a noun phrase. 
6.3 MINOR PARTICIPANTS 
Minor participants do not have much influence on the major participants or on the course 
of events. As with major participants (see §6.2), there are at least six ways in Bauzi for 
referring to minor participants. For example, in the 'death' text, two minor participants are 
introduced into the story-line by using a kin term along with a relative clause. These minor 
participants are the spirits of the dead girl ' s  deceased great-grandfather and her deceased 
grandfather. They are introduced as GOals or the ADDressees of the verb 'call out' in 
example (244) below. 
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(244) Bud-da-m-lab-e I a-m tai [amu 
call.out-CONT-IRR-there-ERG 3SG-GEN grandfather earlier 
elo-ho-daJ vi gagu bud-da. II Labi Auna-m 
die-REAL-PTS DIR say.SA call.out-CONT like.that Auna-GEN 
ai [elo-ho-naJ lab-a laha gagu bud-da. 
father die-REAL-PTS there-DAT likewise say.SA call.out-CONT 
Calling out, (they) were calling out to her great grandfather [who had died 
earlier] . And then (they) were calling out to Auna's [dead] father there. 
Neither of these participants have any impact on the major participants or the story. They are 
mentioned in the above circumstances and then disappear as if they had never been 
mentioned in the fIrst place. 
Another way minor participants are introduced into the story-line is by using a kinship 
term plus proper name. In example (245) below a minor participant is introduced as 
Undergoer. 
(245) Mumso-t gago, "A-m adnamat Yosina abo Kes 
Mumso-ERG say 3SG-GEN daughter Yosina defInitely Kes 
bake lo-lo-mozo". 
to give-PROSP-DES 
Mumso said that (he) was going to give his daughter Y osina to Kes (as a 
Wife). 
Often minor participants are brought in via direct or indirect speech as seen in examples 
(245) above and (246) below. In (246) the minor participant 'Knban's pig' is a forefronted 
noun phrase functioning as Topic for the sentence and functioning in the clause as an 
Undergoer. 
(246) Labi dam lada lab-e iba neha "Knban-am doho 
like.that people PTS there-ERG IPL-DAT say Knban-GEN pig 
i-ho a do-u a-ha". 
IPL-ERG secretly shoot-SA eat-COMP 
Like that those particular people said to us, "As for Knban's pig, we secretly 
shot (it) and ate (it)". 
Often minor participants are not introduced as Actors of clauses, rather they are introduced 
as Undergoers. This is done via both noun phrases and relative clauses. But in example 
(247) below, the minor participant, a 'ground cuscus' , is fIrst introduced into the story-line 
in a process clause. 
(247) Labi lab-a nusu-ha I fa ab 
like.that there-DAT sit-DA ITR INDIC 
loke-bu-le-h-am. II Labi dam 
ground.cuscus-CL.big-ICP-REAL-INDIC like.that people 
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ahebu arne abagina-bu Ja-m vi do-du-me . . . 
all b.m.  rodent-CL.big there-ABS DIR shoot-CONT-SA 
And when (the bird) sit down there (on the stem of the ahu leaf), (it) turned 
into a large ground cuscus. Then all the people began shooting that 
before-mentioned big rodent type . . .  
Throughout the remainder o f  text, whenever the ground cuscus gets acted upon, i f  it has an 
overt reference, it is usually with a noun phrase or relative clause: 'that before-mentioned 
rodent' or 'that spirit of the child killer' . Later minor participants are referred to via zero 
anaphora as in example (248) below. 
(248) Labi dam ahebu arne abagina-bu Ja-m vi 
like.that people all b.m.  rodent-CL.big there-ABS DIR 
do-du-me / ote-me / ab vou le-h-am. 
shoot-CONT -SA kill-SA INDIC with come-REAL-INDIC 
Then all the people began shooting that before-mentioned big rodent 
type, and (they) killed (it) and (they) brought (it) back. 
In example (249) below there is no grand exit for a minor participant. 
(249) Laha-me gi otesi otesi-da-ha vaba-mu / ahagina 
like.that-SA ATN debate RED-CONT-DA NEG-CON.because rodent 
la-m gi baktom-ba lab-a voo-u 
there-ABS ATN open.ground.area-CL.flat there-DAT throw.away-SA 
bis-da. 
lie.down-CONT 
Like that (they) continually debated until (they) stopped and as for that 
rodent, (they) just threw (it) there on the ground and (it) just lay there. 
Sometimes a minor participant is brought into the main event line of the story as an Actor 
just for a very short time. Usually he is not in a dominant role (see §3.2 .5 above). In 
example (250) below the common noun 'people' is in such a role. 
(250) Darn ame data [muma-t vee-he-na] la-m ihe-ba 
people b .m.  child snake-ERG bite-REAL-PTS that-ABS canoe-CL.flat 
esu / tuena bake vou vim Je-so-me mode-ha / 
put.SA foreigner to with upstream come-CNT -SA do-DA 
fisiva-he-mu / fa vou zitu. 
die-DA-CON.because ITR with climb.up 
People put [the child which the snake had bitten] into a canoe and (they) 
attempted to bring (her) upstream to the foreigners when because (she) died, 
(they) brought her back (up to the house). 
In this span of text represented by example (250) above, the participants represented by 
"people" are nameless. They don't really figure in the final outcome of the story. 
To summarise, minor participants can be brought into the story-line via noun phrases. 
Often they are Undergoers rather than Actors themselves. If minor participants are Actors 
they are not dominant ones as was seen in example (250) above. 
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6.4 GRAMMATICAL CUES 
Since Bauzi does not require an obligatory Actor, sometimes grammatical cues must be 
relied upon in order to clearly identify the participants at each point in the text. One of these 
cues is the different actor suffix -ha which occurs on non-final verbs only. (This is more 
fully described in §2.3.2.) Other grammatical cues include the interclausal connective -he-mu 
'because' ,  the temporal relation connective -da-meam, and the sentence connective I8hamu 
'therefore' . New participants are brought into the story-line for the first time or as 
reinstatements following those cues. In spans of text containing mostly dialogue, there are 
structural boundaries such as the quote margins that cue the hearer as well. Another cue is the 
Ergative case suffix which is attached to noun phrases and the Ergative case pronouns which 
tell the hearer: "this participant is dominant now". Examples showing each of these 
grammatical cues now follow. 
6.4 . 1  THE DIFFERENT ACTOR SUFFIX -ha 
When the different actor suffix occurs on a verb, either a new participant will be 
introduced or an old participant will be reinstated in the story-line. Sometimes the Actor will 
be explicit, sometimes not. 
(25 1 )  Ahamte Aseda [NoiadiIab-a aida-m-daJ-t fa 
firstly Aseda Noiadi there-DAT stay-IRR-PTS-ERG ITR 
Danao nib-a Ii mode-ha / Mumso-t gago, 
Danao here-DAT come.SA do-DA Mumso-ERG say 
"E-m adnamat Yosina abo Kes bake Io-Io-mozo". 
1 SG-GEN daughter Yosina defmitely Kes to give-PROSP-DES 
At first when Aseda [who was one who stayed there at Noiadi] returned (DA) 
here to Danao, Mumso said, "As for my daughter Yosina - (I) am definitely 
going to give (her) to Kes". 
In this part of the text Mumso is a new participant and he is introduced with a proper noun 
and marked as Speaker (SPK) by the Ergative case suffix -t. The different actor suffix -ha 
occurs on the verb preceding his introduction. 
(252) Le / ae Yahe-me / YOU Ie-so-me mode-ha / 
go.SA bushknives stack.up-SA with come-CNT-SA do-DA 
dam-at mali / YOU es-da. 
people-ERG be.against.SA with stay-CaNT 
(He) having returned (to Noiadi), (he) stacked up bushknives and (he) was 
about to return (DA) with them when people were against it and as a result 
(they) were keeping (him) there. 
Example (252) illustrates one of the ways that the narrator brings in the element of conflict 
and gets it onto the main line of the story. One could say that all information following the 
-ha suffix is foreground information and all that before is background informatiori. So the 
narrator has a way of cueing his listeners in on what is prominent information. 
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In example (253) below the -ha cue is important in ascertaining who the underlying Actor 
is. But one gathers that the narrator is not so much interested in who the speaker is in this 
case as in what is said. 
(253) Neo Ii aii-ha, I "Dam ai fai-na Aseda-m fa 
next come.SA hear-DA people father bad-PTS Aseda-GEN bone 
agute. " II Uiliamu 1ab-e ab tom nohi-da-m-am. 
break CON there-ERG INDIC up charge-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
(Buto) having next arrived, when (he) listened (DA), (or: he heard 
someone say) (someone) said "People have broken our old father Aseda's 
arm". Therefore (DA) (Buto) going from there, (he) was charging up to 
where the (people were). 
In example (253) there is no explicit speaker of the words quoted. It is not important. It is 
what is said that is most important. But at the same time there is a grammatical cue to the 
participant change. 
6.4.2 THE INTERCLAUSAL CAUSAL CONNECTIVE -hemu 
This interclausal connective is fully explained under §2.3.2.2. 
(254) . .  .laha-me ozo-ha I dam-at ab gago-ham. II 
like.that-SA think-DA people-ERG FV say-REAL.FV 
"Dam bas-ea Vadu dali-ho. II Ab eio-10 
people teenager-CL.little Vadu strike-COMP INDIC die-PROSP 
mode-m-am tame" I Laha-me gago-hemu I 
do-IRR-INDIC EMP like.that-SA say-DA.CON.because 
e-ho vedi gi nehi ozo . . .  
l SG-ERG think.mistakingly ATN like.this think 
. . .  when (I) thought (DA) like that, people said, "Someone has struck the 
young man Vadu. (He) is defmitely at the point of dying". Like that because 
(they) said it (-hemu), 1 thought mistakingly like this (CAT) . . .  
The connective -hemu alerts the hearer to two facts. First Vadu's dying i s  the stimulus for the 
following assumption made by Esi. And secondly it clues the listener in to the fact that Esi 
(referred to by the pronoun eho '1 ')  is a new participant, different from the speaker in the 
previous clause. 
(255) Labi fem 1a-m fIke-hemu I fa zuho-u I 
like.that banana there-ABS cut.down-DA.CON.because ITR turn.about-SA 
ae ba-da viso-i I fa ab you vim 
bushknife CL.flat-PTS pick.up-SA ITR INDIC with upstream 
bio-h-am. 
cross.over-REAL-INDIC 
And so because (they) cut down those bananas, (Vaomei) turned around, 
(he) picked up his bushknife, (he) crossed over the river upstream. 
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6.4.3 THE INTERCLAUSAL TEMPORAL CONNECTIVE -dameam 
New participants are introduced after the continuative aspect and simultaneous action 
suffixes -da-meam. Actually -dameam is a contraction form of -dameammodeha or -dameam 
aaha which has the meaning 'doing X when Y happened' .  
(256) I-m es-da-meam I Esi-t amu bihi la-m 
I PL-ABS stay-CONT-SIM Esi-ERG earlier cassowary there-ABS 
feliJd-t si . . .  
nylon.cord-INST catch 
We were staying when Esi earlier had caught that cassowary with a piece of 
nylon cord . . .  
(257) E-m ahu fai-eli go-da-meam / utaaso-bu-t 
(258) 
l SG-GEN heart bad-STATIVE go.about-CONT-SIM branch-big-ERG 
subati I e-m daJi-ha. 
fell.SA l SG-ABS hit-COMP 
(I) was going about with a sad heart when a big tree branch fell down and 
struck me. 
Ti ohu-da-meam / aa-ha 
sago cook-CONT-SIM see-DA 
zum le-h-am. 
downstream come-REAL-INDIC 
/ Uluvai i-ba ab 
Uluvai IPL-DAT INDIC 
(We) were cooking sago when (we) looked (and saw that) Uluvai had 
come downstream to us. 
6.4.4 THE HIGHER LEVER CONNECTIVE lahlunu 
The connector lahlunu also signals that a new participant is being introduced or an old one 
is being brought into the main line of the story again. This connector operates mostly within 
the paragraph between sentences. In fast speech this connector seems to be connected to the 
sentence preceding it rather than to the beginning of the following sentence. There is more of 
a pause following the connector than preceding it. Then at other times there is a full sentence 
ending intonation pattern before it and in those places it fits better at the beginning of the 
following sentence. 
This grammatical connector tells the hearer three things: ( 1 )  that what precedes it is the 
reason/motivation for the result or response that follows; (2) that the corning information is 
more important than the preceding - it is what moves the story along, and (3) that there will 
be a new participant. 
(259) Sembina beo-me ab nusu-ham. II L8hlunu Aseda ut viso-i I 
Sembina strike-SA FV sit-REAL.FV CON Aseda club pick.up-SA 
fa manten-u ot belu-ia-me mode-ha I dat fai-na 
ITR med.worker-and RCP fight-RCP-SA do-DA man bad-PTS 
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la-m fa ab agute-h-am. 
there-ABS bone INDIC break-REAL-INDIC 
(Vadu) kept striking Sembina (until) (she) sat down. Therefore (DA) 
Aseda picked up his club and (he) and the medical worker were fighting 
each other (DA) when (Vadu) broke that old man's arm. 
At this point in the text there are four third person entities on stage, all explicitly mentioned 
before by proper nouns: Vadu, Aseda, Ofakete, Sembina. What has happened so far is that 
Aseda has struck down Vadu's  sister Ofakete. Vadu considers whether he should get 
involved and then decides to get retribution for his sister having been hit, so he strikes down 
Aseda's wife Sembina. Even though the verb 'strike' in this example contains the same actor 
suffix and Sembina is Undergoer, she becomes the subject of 'sit' . This oddity for the SA 
suffix is discussed under §2.4.2 above. After she is struck down, structurally we find the 
connector 18hamu. This connector signals three things: that an old participant will be brought 
back into the story-line, that the preceding clause/sentence is the reason for the following 
result/response, and that this response will be what moves the story along. 
(260) Laha-na i-ba nao vamtea yOU li lu a-m 
like.that-PTS 1PL-DAT leg one with come.SA give.SA eat-IRR 
kai. II L8hamu dubu-t ab usa-i I Esili bake 
NEG CON.therefore old.bro-ERG INDIC get.up-SA Esili to 
im ab vahoke-da-m-am. 
words INDIC teach-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
But (they) didn't even bring and give us one leg (of pork). Therefore older 
brother arose and started rebuking Esili. 
6.4.5 TAKING TURNS IN CONVERSATION 
In narrative texts that contain dialogue, there are structural boundaries to cue the hearer. 
( 1 )  Bauzi pre-quote margin has this shape: 
Rule ( 16): (Actor) (10) Verb 
SPK ADD 
In the preferred pre-quote margin only the Speaker is overtly mentioned. There are those 
rare occasions when both Speaker and Addressee are both overtly mentioned. If there is an 
overt reference for the participant as Speaker, it will always have the Ergative case marking. 
This also shows that the participant doing the speaking is dominant for the span of text that 
covers his speech. (See §6.4.6 below). There are four different arrangements in examples 
(26 1 )  to (263) below. 
(26 1 )  Labi vim oli I ab vim gago-h-am. II 
CON upstream enter.SA INDIC upstream say-REAL-INDIC 
V V 
"U-m dae vaba-le-le. " II 
2PL-ABS words NEG-ICP-IMP 
Labi dam-at neha "Nasi gago-male ". II 
CON people-ERG say now say-IMP 
A(SPK) V 
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LlLbamu e-ho ab gago-h-am. II "U-m gi 
CON l SG-ERG IND1C say-REAL-IND1C 2PL-ABS ATN 
A(SPK) V 
avodi i-ba bihi nehu la-m a 
alanned.SA IPL-DAT cassowary fat there-ABS secretly 
vasti a-da-m bak. " 
hide.SA eat-CONT-IRR DECL 
Then (I) went in the direction of upstream and (I) spoke upstream, "You be 
quiet". Then people said, "Go ahead and speak". Therefore (DA) 1 spoke. 
"You were just alanned and - as for that cassowary fat - you just hid it 
from us and ate it in secret." 
Notice how the narrator when reporting the interchanges of conversation above indicates not 
only that there will be a new speaker but, by using the connector l8hamu, that the information 
that follows is more prominent than what preceded. The people's telling him to go ahead and 
start speaking does not really move the story on, but what he says supports the whole thesis 
and purpose of his narration. The theme as stated at the beginning of this text, which is 
formulaic in nature, is: "As for us, Esi (and I) having quarrelled and then become reconciled 
again - (I) am going to tell about it". The implied slur against the character of the ones who 
ate the cassowary fat in secret without sharing it is that they did not have dogs, and what 
meat they were able to get without the aid of dogs they ate secretly, thinking they might not 
be able to get meat quickly in the future. The speaker (who happens to be the narrator) has 
dogs, so he was really bragging. This sparked off a series of quick hostile remarks back and 
forth. 
(262)a. Dam bake im ab vahoke-da-m-am. 
people to words IND1C teach-CONT-IRR-IND1C 
10(ADD) U V 
(Buto) began rebuking the people. ("You people who are getting meat to eat, 
why are you bypassing other people' s  children in the distribution?") 
b .  Labi-hamu Esili-t fa aii-me I zum 
like.that-CON.because Esili-ERG ITR hear-SA downstream 
A(SPK) V V 
oli I i-ba ab gago-h-am. 
enter.SA IPL-DAT IND1C say-REAL-IND1C 
10(ADD) V 
Therefore Esili heard (those words) and came downstream and spoke to us. 
In example (262b) above the Speaker and Addressee do not co-occur in the same clause, and 
this is the preferred way. But there are instances where they do co-occur in the same clause 
as in (263) below. 
(263) Kes-am oi-at fem la-m fIke-be 
Kes-GEN mother-ERG banana there-ABS cut.down.PL-SA 
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mode-ha Ofakete Vaomei bake oote-me gago . . .  
do-DA Ofakete Vaomei to command-SA say 
A(SPK) IO(ADD) V 
When Kes' s  mother cut down those banana plants, Ofakete compelled 
Vaomei saying . . .  
(2) The post-quote margin shape varies greatly. I t  usually contains a tail-head linkage of 
some sort. The more usual shape is this: 
Rule ( 17): (laha) VERB CONnective 
Read laha as: a form of laha ' (say) like that' and read labi as: a form of labi ' like that' . There 
are four verbs that occur in this environment: gago 'say' ,  vamea 'tell ' ,  bute 'call out ' ,  and 
ozo 'think' .  
The linkage as described in example (264) can be interclausal with no sentence pause 
before the post-quote margin or the sentence pause occurring before it and the post-quote 
margin beginning the next sentence. Sometimes in this tail-head linkage, the narrator may 
slip in the addressee if it was not mentioned in the pre-quote margin, but again this is rare. 
Often the connective 18hamu will both close one quote and open another one as in (261 )  
above. The post-quote margin also tells the hearer that there will be a different participant 
either in the role of Speaker or in the role Actor in the succeeding clause. Several examples 
follow that depict various shapes of post-quote margins. 
(264) laha-me / gago-hemu / 
(say).like.that-SA say-DA.CON.because 
V V 
QUOTE Post-quote margin 
e-ha nib-e gaga, " . . . " "  
l SG-ERG here-ERG say 
A(SPK) V 
Pre-quote margin 
" . . .  " because (he) said like that, I said, " . . .  " 
In example (264) above lahame serves as the post-quote margin without a sentence pause 
occurring before it. The repetition of the verb gaga ' say' with the connective -hemu 
'because' is simply a tail-head linkage device. In the examples (265) to (268) below the 
sentence pause precedes the post-quote margins. 
(3) Post-quote margins at the beginning of new sentences: 
(265) U1h1unu / dubu-t 
(say).like.that.because old.bro-ERG 
V A(SPK) 
QUOTE Post-quote margin 
usa-i / 
get.up-SA 
V 
vamea-damu / e-m 
tell-CON.because l SG-ABS 
ab usa-i vi 
V A(SPK) 
Pre-quote margin 
INDIC get.up-SA DIR 
V 
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(266) 
(267) 
(268) 
tau-h-am. 
join-REAL-INDIC 
II Labi I 
(say).like.that 
V 
QUOTE Post-quote margin 
dubu-t 
old.bro-ERG 
A(SPK) 
Pre-quote margin 
gago, 
say 
V 
QUOTE 
" . . .  " Because (he) (spoke) like that, because older brother got up and 
spoke (like that), I got up and joined (him in his accusations). " . . .  " Then 
(having said) like that older brother said " . . .  " 
II Labi-h1unu I Aamsu-at 
(say).like.that.because Aamsu-ERG 
V A(SPK) 
fa num 
ITR house 
S 
QUOTE Post-quote margin Pre-quote margin 
zum-ada Jab-e ab vim bute-me I 
downstream-PTS there-ERG INDIC upstream call.out-SA 
V 
vamea-da-m-am, 
tell-CONT -JRR-INDIC 
V 
QUOTE 
" . . .  " Because (he) (spoke) like that Aamsu called upstream to (us) from the 
house that is located downstream and was saying to (us) " . . . " 
Labi gago-hemu I e-ho Jab-e 
like. that say-DA.CON.because I SG-ERG there-ERG 
V A(SPK) 
QUOTE Post-quote margin Pre-quote margin 
neha, 
say 
V 
QUOTE 
" . . .  " Because (he) spoke like that, I said, " . . . " 
Lalla I e-ho nib-e gaga 
(say).like.that.because I SG-ERG here-ERG say 
V A(SPK) V 
QUOTE Post-quote margin Pre-quote margin 
" . . .  " Because (he) (spoke) like that, I said, " . . . " 
QUOTE 
6.4.6 ERGATIVE VERSUS ABSOLUTIVE MARKING OF PARTICIPANTS 
It was stated in §3.2.S that the Ergative case-marking pattern signalled pivotal points in 
Bauzi narrative discourse and these changes in direction in the story in tum signalled new or 
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old participants coming into or returning to a more dominant role. Also at these places there 
are grammatical cues signalling new participants. 
(269) Paulus-t ab gago-harn. II "I-mo koai iub-a vou 
'Paulus-ERG FV say-REAL.FV 1 PL-SUBJ corpse there-DAT with 
vim lazi I esu I bute-me I aii-se". II 
upstream go.down.SA put.down.SA call.out-SA hear-SUBJ 
Laha-me gago-hemu I i-ho Itbuluh ab 
like.that-SA say-because.DA 1PL-ERG Itbuluh INDIC 
male-h-arn. II " YaM! II I-m akati [darn 
be against-REAL-INDIC no.way 1 PL-ABS how.come people 
arnu-da-t mee-da-m bak] fa mode-lo mode-la? II 
earlier-PTS-ERG do-CONT-IRR NOM ITR do-PROSP do-INTER 
Oi i-ho fao-be I [Yesus le-m-di-a] 
ATN 1PL-ERG wait-SA Yesus come-IRR-at.time.of-DAT 
[arne data ote-he-da] la-m ba gago-m bak. " 
b.m. child kill-REAL-PTS there-ABS later say-IRR DECL 
Paulus said, "Let's take the corpse upstream and down to the beach, put (it) 
down and call (on the spirits) and listen (to what they answer back)". Because 
(he) spoke like that, Itbuluh and I, we were against it. ((we) said) "No way ! 
How come we are going to repeat doing what the people who lived a long time 
ago have done? We'll wait, and after a while [when Jesus returns], (he) will 
tell (us) [who the murderer was] ," 
In example (269) above Paulus makes a proposal. This is a pivotal point in the narrative, the 
story is about to change direction. The narrator intrudes on the stage and uses the Ergative 
pronoun iho 'we' and in so doing makes himself and ltubuluh more dominant than Paulus. 
Paulus was dominant in the prior span of text; this is shown by the Ergative suffix -t. Then 
inside the second set of quotation marks, we find the narrator uses the absolutive pronoun im 
'we ' .  In Bauzi it seems that statements of evaluation, questions, and other sentences in 
irrealis mode are of low transitivity and the narrator uses absolutive pronouns for non­
dominant Actors in these statements. For example, when the speaker refers to people 
following the suggestion made by Paulus that they cali on the dead, he includes himself by 
using the absolutive pronoun im: 'Why should we be doing that' . But their deliberate waiting 
on Jesus to return and expose the murderer is seen to be more "transitive" and the Ergative 
pronoun is used, More control is exercised over the situation in 'waiting' than in just 
following what was done in the past. 
What follows in Chart 2 is a portion of text from the story entitled 'The killing of the 
medical worker' showing how clause and sentence connectors, participant dominance and 
ergativity, work together in discourse. 
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CHART 2: GRAMMATICAL AND LEXICAL SIGNALS IN DISCOURSE 
Connective Dominant Form used for Ergative 
device Participant participant marker Action 
- Aseda REL clause -t came to Danau, heard 
+ proper name that Mumso was going 
to give his daughter to 
his son Kes, returned 
to Noiadi, assembled 
bride wealth, and was 
about to bring them to 
(Danao) when 
-ha (DA) people noun -t were against it. 
- his mothers NP -t said, "Why does another 
of our people want to 
live at Danao? 
Haven't enough people 
as it is", thus (they) 
remained arguing when 
-dameam (SIM) airplane noun -t came 
Lahamu so (people) - loaded Kes' s bride 
wealth onto the 
aeroplane for Danao. 
Lahana but his mothers NP + proper -t became angry at Aseda 
names and Tuha (husbands), 
arose, and instead of 
cutting down Aseda's 
banana plants, cut down 
Vaomei's and after 
staying a while 
-dameilahit Ofakete proper name nibe said "Vaomei, why are 
until you letting them get 
away with cutting down 
our banana plants?", 
criticising Vaomei, and 
because (she) 
criticised Vaomei 
-damu Vaomei proper name -t thought "Now why is 
because she thus criticising 
me so", ran, crossed 
upstream, arrived and 
cut down Aseda' s 
banana plants. 
Labi then Aseda, he proper name -taho arose, went towards 
+ pronoun upstream down by the 
path to Dave's  house, 
and when (he) looked 
-ha (DA) [Vaomei proper name -t  was cutting down his 
banana plants] 
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Connective Dominant Form used for Ergative 
device Participant participant marker Action 
Labi then he pronoun aho down to the beach 
towards upstream and 
looked 
-ha (DA) [Ofakete proper name ABS had crossed over 
downstream and had 
climbed up to the top.] 
Lahamu so (Aseda) - Ofakete striking her as 
(he) went, the fights had 
begun when 
-ha (DA) Ofakete proper name - t  while screaming, was 
traversing the airstrip. 
Labihamu Vadu proper name nibe-t picked up his club and 
therefore + REL clause ran down to the village, 
+ pronoun arrived, and struck 
Aseda and broke his arm. 
*Note: In Chart 2 above each time a new participant is named, when (s)he is introduced for 
the first time or reintroduced, thereafter (s)he is kept track of via zero anaphora, that 
is, there is no overt reference. 
6.5 SUMMARY OF OTHER RULES GOVERNING PARTICIPANT REFERENCE 
Other rules that relate to participant reference follow. These rules are not ordered. 
Rule ( 1 8): In a tail-head linkage device across paragraph boundaries, the participant 
serving as Actor is sometimes referred to with a full noun phrase or pronoun 
even though there has not been any intervening actor change. At other times 
tracking is done via zero anaphora. Both of these devices are shown in 
(270a) and (270b) below, which are taken from two different texts by 
different authors, but about the same subject. 
(270)a Kes amu Danao nib-a le. 
Kes earlier Danao here-DAT come 
Kes earlier came here to Danao. 
New paragraph: 
Labi Kes nib-a 1i aii-hat Mumso-t neha, 
CON Kes here-DAT come.SA hear-DA Mumso-ERG say 
Kes having come here, (he) heard Mumso say, " . . .  " 
b .  Lahamu Kes gago-me Noiadi-a ab olu-h-am. 
CON.therefore Kes say-SA Noiadi-DAT INDIC send-REAL-INDIC 
New paragraph: 
Labi Noiadi-a ab le vamea-da-h-am. 
CON Noiadi-DAT INDIC go.SA tell-CONT-REAL-INDIC 
Therefore (Mumso) spoke to Kes and sent (him) to Noiadi. Then (Kes) having 
arrived at Noiadi, (he) was telling (the people the news). 
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(27 1 )  Labi dam totbaho-ti otesi otesi-da-ha vaba-mu 
CON people other-and debate RED-CONT-DA NEG-CON.because 
na gida-t ab gago-h-am. 
sister others-ERG INDIC say-REAL-INDIC 
But when (they) had stopped arguing with the other people, sister and the 
others began to speak. 
New paragraph: 
Kes a-m oi-ti fa a-m oi meida-ti 
Kes 3SG-GEN mother-and ITR 3SG-GEN mother other-and 
labihasu gago, H • • •  " 
those. ones say 
Kes's mother and his other stepmothers, those ones said " . . .  " 
In example (27 1 )  above the narrator refers euphemistically to Kes's mother as "his sister and 
the others" at the end of the first paragraph. "The others" is a reference to the other wives of 
the same man that his sister is married to. Then in the tail-head linkage device they are 
referred to again as "Kes' s mother and his stepmothers". They are the same group of people. 
Rule ( 19): If only two people are on stage, and a quote margin follows the different actor 
suffix or a connective that usually signals different actor, the Speaker will is 
referred to by a proper noun, pronoun or a noun phrase or a combination of 
these. The Addressee has zero reference in the quote margin. This is always 
the case. (See §6.4 above and Rule 20 below.) 
(272) . . .  [Kisi-m digehi osi dasu-hu-naJ la-m 
Kisi-GEN bow rack put.through-REAL-PTS that-ABS 
vihito-so-me mode-ha I e-ho neha, HAah . . .  " 
pull.out-CNT-SA do-DA ISG-ERG say aah 
. . .  just as (he) was about to take down (DA) [Kisi's  bow that had been placed on 
the rack], I said to (him), "Hey, wait a minute . . .  " 
(273) Labi dam totbaho-ti otesi otesi-da-ha I vaba-mu 
(274) 
CON people others-and debate RED-CONT-DA NEG-CON.because 
na gida-t ab gago-h-am. 
sister others-ERG INDIC say-REAL-INDIC 
So when (they) thus argued and stopped (DA) sister and the others 
said to (us) " . . . " 
Dam totbaho lab-e neha, HI-mo zum 
people some there-ERG say IPL-SUBJ downstream 
la-da-se". II Laha-hat I Itbulu-hat gaga I HMmm 
go-CONT -SUBJ (say) .like. that -D A Itbulu-ERG say mmm 
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vabo. E-m gi nib-a nova-i fa vim la-lo-mozo". 
no l SG-ABS ATN here-DAT stop-SA ITR upstream go-PROSP-DES 
Some people said (to), "Let's go downstream". When (they) said (DA) that, 
Itbuluh said (to (them)), "No way. I am going to stop here and go back 
upstream". 
(275) . . .fem Aseda-bada ab fike-h-am. II Lahamu 
banana Aseda-PTS INDIC cut.down.PL-REAL-INDIC CON 
Aseda-t gago I "Ne u-m na I mee-da-m-di .. . 
Aseda-ERG say CON 2PL-ABS thing do-CONT-IRR-time.of 
. . .  (she) cut down Aseda's  banana trees. Therefore Aseda said (to (them), 
"What's the big idea when you do things ... " 
Rule (20): If a participant has been introduced in a quote margin, and if that 
participant' s speech is directed toward someone who is not on stage at the 
time, then a proper name is employed to make reference to the Addressee in 
the pre-quote margin. See examples (263) above and (276) below. 
(276) Labi ba neo ame-di la-m Sikea-ti Kes-ti 
CON later next b.m.-aUhe.time.of there-ABS Sikea-and Kes-and 
fa neo nib-e vim la-ha-lab-e I Busda bake 
ITR next here-ERG upstream go-REAL-there-ERG Busda to 
le gago, I H • • •  " 
go.SA say 
Then later at that time Sikea and Kes next returned upstream and arrived and 
(they) said to Busda, " . . .  " 
An exception to this is example (277), which reflects the taboo on saying a person's name 
after they have recently died. In (277), a noun phrase is used instead of a proper noun to 
refer to the Addressee. This participant was onstage prior to (277), but has been offstage for 
quite a while. 
(277) . . .  dam bisi na lo-m bak gago-damu I e-ho 
people so thing give-IRR NOM say-CONT.DA.because l SG-ERG 
koai lab-a neha, H • • •  " 
corpse there-DAT say 
. . .  because people were begging so much for (us) to pay compensation, I said to 
the corpse, " . . .  " 
Rule (21) :  If two third person participants are onstage, and a third is  introduced in the 
role of Actor, and if the new participant will not be the Actor of the 
following verb where one of the three is Undergoer, then the different actor 
suffix is used to differentiate who the next secondllater Actor is. This is the 
situation in example (278). 
(278) Lahamu Boheabo ozo-ha I a-m lahi 
CON.therefore Boheabo think-DA 3SG-GEN wife 
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beo-hemu I Felina beo-me bite. 
strike-DA.CON.because Felina strike-SA fall.down 
Therefore Boheabo considered (DA), because (Felina) hit (DA) his wife, 
(he) struck Felina and (she) fell down. 
Rule (22): If a participant is Undergoer of the verb beD 'to strike' in the present clause, 
the Undergoer will become Actor of the following verb even though the verb 
beD has the same actor suffix. See the third clause in example (278) above. 
The clause combination 'strike-fall down' sets up an expectancy chain. The 
latter action is expected to happen if the former action takes place. There are 
other sequences of this type as discussed under §2.3.2. 
Rule (23): If the narrator chooses to make one participant more dominant than another, 
yet that participant has changed to a less dominant role, Bauzi marks the 
Undergoer as topic in order to keep the spotlight on that participant, and 
there is zero marking for the Agent. 
(279) L8l1amu Aseda ut viso-i I fa manteri-ti ot 
CON.therefore Aseda club pick.up-SA ITR med.worker-and RCP 
A V U V 
be1u-ia-me mode-ha I [dat fai-nal 
strike-ITR-SA do-DA man bad-PTS 
U(TOPIC) 
agute-h-am. II 
break-REAL-INDIC 
New paragraph: 
la-m fa ab 
there-ABS bone INDIC 
V 
Labi fa agute-hemu I Tuha a-m dubu bake tau. 
CON bone break-DA.because Tuha 3SG-GEN old.bro to join 
V A U V 
Therefore Aseda picked up his club and (he) and the medical worker fought (DA) 
each other when - as for that old man - (the medical worker) broke (his) 
arm. II Because (the medical worker) broke (Aseda's) arm, Tuha sided with his 
older brother. 
At this point in the story Aseda has the dominant role. Because his wife Sembina has been 
struck down, he fights with the medical worker (Vadu). Vadu gets the upper hand and in the 
fight breaks Aseda's arm. Yet Vadu as Agent has zero marking. He is ascertained to be 
Agent only by the different actor marker on the previous verb. At the same time a noun 
phrase is employed to refer to Aseda and is marked as topic with the demonstrative lam 
meaning 'that' . Vadu also receives zero marking in the tail-head linkage device across 
paragraph boundaries where he is the Actor. 
6.6 EXITS 
There are no special grammatical devices to signal the normal exit of participants. Neither 
is there any distinction made between the dismissal of a principal character as opposed to 
major or minor participants. But sometimes minor participants just fade from the story with 
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no reference made to them. At other times there are precise ways that the narrator uses to 
dismiss participants from the scene of action. One way by the use of a suitable motion verb 
plus the verb sete 'to become lost', or the verb ilu 'vanish' or the verb ita 'flee ' .  Although 
there seems to be no distinction between dismissal of major and minor participants, there 
does seem to be a distinction made between permanent and temporary dismissal. The verb ita 
'flee' and other motion verbs are used for temporary dismissal of participants, whereas the 
verb sete 'to become lost' is used for permanent dismissal. 
For example, in the folktale about the 'rodent woman',  a man kills a type of rodent near 
his house and asks his wife to cook it for him. She removes the intestines and liver from it, 
cooks them and puts the carcass on top of their house. Later the carcass turns into a woman 
while the real woman is lying down sleeping on the floor. It buries the real woman, who 
happens to be pregnant, alive while she is still sleeping. In example (280) below the real 
woman is temporarily dismissed with just a motion verb. 
(280) Bisu i-da-meam / [num ohu-ba es-da-m 
lie.down sleep-CONT-SIM house roof-CL.flat stay-CONT-IRR 
ahagat] nib-e fa nam-e-Ji / usa-i / usi / 
rodent here-ERG ITR woman-DAT-ICP get.up-SA come.down.SA 
nam abo nam ni-m azi-e-ba bisu 
woman real woman here-ABS stay-ICP-CL.flat lie.down 
i-da-hit / bak-e si-me / ab okto-u 
sleep-CONT-until.DA ground-DAT dig-SA INDIC flip. over-SA 
ab nom ilu-h-am. 
INDIC down vanish-REAL-INDIC 
While (she) was sleeping, [the rodent (carcass) that had been staying on the 
house rooftop] became a woman, got up, came down, and while the real woman 
slept on the porch area, (the rodent-woman) dug a hole and then flipped (the 
woman) over and (she) vanished downwards. 
The real woman is temporarily dismissed; she will appear later. After the rodent woman 
buries the real woman, she poses as the man's wife and is the dominant participant for a long 
span of text. Once the man discovers that the woman posing as his wife is really a rat, he 
shoots her with his bow and arrow. His arrow hits the mark and the woman changes back 
into a rodent and scurries off climbing a tree. He shoots several times more but misses. And 
then the narrator recounts what appears in example (28 1 ). 
(28 1 )  Ba neo fo meida viso-i / neo beo-ha / bio-u / 
later next arrow another pick.up-SA next strike-DA miss-SA 
ut-o ab tom ilu sete-ham. 
tree-DAT FV up vanish become.lost-REAL.FV 
And (he) again took another arrow and when (he) shot it off, (it) missed and 
(the rodent) vanished up the tree and was lost to sight. 
There is no more mention of the rodent. The narrator permanently dismissed the rodent with 
an appropriate motion verb plus the verb sete 'to be lost' . Then the narrator recounts how the 
man realised the fact that he no longer had a wife. Then he dismisses this major participant as 
well but only temporarily. This can be seen when one compares example (282) below with 
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(28 1 )  above. In the text from which both of these were taken, (282) follows immediately 
after (28 1 ). 
(282) Ulhamu da nib-e fa Ii I ozo-te-ha I nam 
CON.because man here-ERG ITR come.SA think-ITR-DA wife 
a-bada sete-hemu I a-m doho dek-e 
3SG-PTS be.lost-DA.CON.because 3SG-GEN pig stringbag-DAT 
vadu-me I num Iab-a i-m mo-hemu I 
put.into-SA house there-DAT sleep-IRR not.wantto-DA.CON.because 
ab ita-h-am. 
INDIC flee-REAL-INDIC 
Therefore this man returned and thought and thought, because his wife was 
lost/gone, (he) put his pig (meat) into the string bag, and because (he) did not 
want to sleep in that house anymore, (he) fled. 
When the narrator dismissed the rodent for good in (28 1)  he used the verb sete 'to be lost' 
and when he temporarily dismissed the man in (282) he used the verb ita 'flee' .  The former 
was a minor participant and the latter a major participant. He reappears later. 
Later the real woman who was buried digs her way out of her grave; when she surfaces 
she gives birth to a boy child and the umbilical cord turns into a bird of prey. The next span 
of text tells how the bird of prey and the woman care for her newborn son together. The bird 
of prey hunts food and, being unable to bring it back, leads the woman to the spot, and she 
brings it back and prepares sago cakes to feed her boy who soon becomes big and able to 
hunt on his own. Soon the father hears a boy calling his name from a distance and learns that 
he has a son and they are reunited. Upon their reunion the bird of prey has only one 
stipulation: the man and woman are not to have sexual intercourse in the house. Because the 
father ignores this request, the story ends with the bird of prey exiting. Example (283) 
depicts its dismissal. 
(283) Labi Ia-ha-Iab-e geo ohula fizusi I ab 
CON go-REAL-there-ERG tree.type top bend. over INDIC 
nusu-h-am. II Labi [voevoe-da-m bakJ 
sit-REAL-INDIC CON ingressive.whistle-CONT-IRR NOM 
Ia-m dae ab vaba-li sete-h-am. 
there-ABS sound INDIC NEG-ICP.SA be.lost-REAL-INDIC 
So leaving, (the bird of prey) went to the top of a geo tree, bent the top down and 
sat (there). And [as for its ingressive whistling], its sound became lost. 
In example (284), which is taken from the story about the death of the medical worker, 
the murderers exit in a similar way to what has been described thus far. 
(284) It gago, I "Debu i-himo modi bohudi I be-be I dat 
DIR say source IPL-RFLX cause fight.DA fight-SA man 
meida ote-ho" I Iaha-me I labi bute-me ab 
one kill-COMP (say).like.that-SA like.that call.out-SA INDIC 
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zooe-da-m-am. II. Dam gi 
go. up. from. beach.into.jungle-CONT -IRR -INDIC people A TN 
zooli sete-he-na . . . 
go.up.from.beach.into.jungle.SA become.lost-REAL-PTS 
(The murderers) said as (they) were leaving, "As for the source (of the fighting), 
we ourselves (among our own clan) have caused ourselves to fight and in the 
process have killed a man". Having called out like that, (they) went up into the 
jungle . . .  As for those people, (they) just went up into the jungle and 
became lost (to sight) . . .  
The murderers never appear on the stage again. 
In the case of dramatic exits, such as by death, the typical way of dismissing that 
participant is by using the verb fisiva 'to die ' .  In the story that recounts the death of the 
medical worker, the narrator gives a sort of pseudo-exit for this major participant, as he is 
still referred to long after he has died. 
(285) Laha-me e-ho labi gago-ha, I da ni-m gi 
like.that-SA l SG-ERG like.that say-DA man here-ABS ATN 
ab fisiva-h-am. 
INDIC die-REAL-INDIC 
Like that when I said it, this man just died. 
That is his pseudo-exit. He cannot be dominant anymore. He does no more actions; in all the 
remaining references to him, he is just Undergoer. Following his dramatic pseudo-exit, they 
have difficulties getting him buried. Everyone had fled the scene, so with the few they have 
left, the narrator and a few women get the job done and in example (286) below is an account 
of this major participant's pennanent exit. 
(286) Labi koai bak-e bau-le-me nea-di I 
CON corpse ground-DAT bury-ICP-SA good-STATIVE.SA 
esmo-zi I ab bio-h-am. 
leave.behind-SA INDIC cross.over-REAL-INDIC 
Having buried the corpse (we) left it behind and crossed back over the 
river. 
As seen in example (286) above the verb esmo 'leave behind' is another motion verb that 
can be used to dismiss participants pennanently from the stage. But in (287) below, which is 
taken from the story 'Getting a wife for Tomat' , Viloh, the mother of the girl the people have 
decided should be Tomat's  wife, tries to prevent the people from capturing her daughter and 
giving her to Tomat. In the physical struggle that ensues she gets knocked out and left on the 
ground and is temporarily dismissed from the stage with esmo while the men seize her 
daughter and flee. 
(287) Bolo-u bis-da-hit I dam-at si anekeha ahim 
faint-SA lie.down-CONT-DA.SIM people-ERG seize hand two 
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ohus-to nib-a YOU labu I gia. II Gia-me yOU esmo. 
back-CL.side here-DAT with go.around.SA tie tie-SA with leave 
(Viloho) having fainted and while she was lying on the ground, people took hold 
of both her hands and brought them around to her back and tied them. Having 
tied them (they) left her behind. 
6.7 ALIASES 
In Bauzi discourse the narrator can choose his aliases, that is the different noun phrases he 
uses to refer to the same participant, according to the focus or viewpoint of the dominant 
participant or from his own viewpoint. In example (288) below, which is taken from the 
folktale about the 'rodent-woman' ,  the narrator refers to the son of the real woman with two 
terms: 'the boy child' and 'his boy child' or 'his son' .  As long as the boy was separated 
from his father, and the father didn't know that he even had a child, he is always referred to 
as 'the boy child' . This is the narrator's point of view. 
(288) Labiha-da-me i-la-hit dabosi budua-le. 
like.that-CONT-SA sleep-ITR-DA boy.child big-ICP 
It kept repeatedly happening like that when all of a sudden the boy child 
became big/grew up. 
In this part of the story no one person has dominance. The narrator is simply maintaining the 
status quo of the major participants. But once the narrator brings the father back onto the 
story line, the noun phrase that refers to the boy becomes 'his boy child' and 'his son' .  That 
is because the father has gained dominance and events are told from his viewpoint. This is 
exemplified in example (289) below. 
(289) Labi-hamu a-m ai-at ai-da-hat I 
like.that-CON.because 3SG-GEN father-ERG hear-CONT-DA 
a-m dabosi dae ai-damu ab 
3SG-GEN boy.child sound hear-CONT.because INDIC 
le-h-am. II Labi a-m adat bosi bume 
come-REAL-INDIC like.that 3SG-GEN son adolescent bird 
do-me nea-di I fa us-da-m-zobe I 
shoot-SA good-STATIVE.SA ITR climb.down-CONT -IRR-afterwards 
au-si I faa-be I ab gut si-h-am. 
stalk-SA wait-SA INDIC DIR seize-REAL-INDIC 
Because it was happening like that, his father was listening when (10 and 
behold), because he was hearing his boy child's voice, (he) came. And after 
his adolescent son finished shooting birds and was climbing down (from the 
tree) (his father) crouched and after awhile sprang upon him and caught hold of 
him. 
In the text about the death of the medical worker, there are at least six aliases used for the 
participant named Vadu other than his proper name: 'the one whom the people killed ' ,  
'person/people' ,  'our medical worker' ,  'the one whom he struck down' ,  ' little teenager' , 
' another man' .  Below are the circumstances in which they are used and from whose 
viewpoint. 
(290) Viewpoint: 
Circumstance: 
Form of reference: 
Why this form: 
Labi-hlunu 
like. that -D A. because 
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narrator 
this is the first time this major participant is introduced as 
an Actor and comes into dominance 
REL clause + proper name + pronoun(three nominals in 
apposition) 
major participant, dominant, first time on the story-line 
[dam-at ote-he-daj nib-et 
people-ERG kill-REAL-PTS here-ERG 
REL clause 
Vadu-hat 
Vadu-ERG 
a-bo ut viso-i . . .1 gi fo-ho 
3SG-ERG club pick.up-SA Am strike-REAL 
proper name pronoun 
vama-de-ha I Aseda-m fa ab agute-h-am. 
one-STATIVE-DA Aseda-GEN bone INDIC break-REAL-INDIC 
Because it happened like that, as for this one here [whom people had 
killed], Vadu, he picked up his club and when he just hit Aseda one time, 
Aseda' s arm became broken. 
(29 1 )  Viewpoint: 
Circumstance: 
Form of reference: 
Why this form: 
allies of Aseda's  clan 
It is announced by others that he was the one who broke 
the old man's arm. 
common noun 
This is inside the quotation and the word order is 
unmarked. Attention is on the event, not necessarily on 
who did it. 
. . .  dam-at nib-e vim buteo II "Kes-oa dam 
people-ERG here-ERG DIR.upstream call.out Kes-VOC people 
o-m ai fai-na fa agute-ho. II Abo fa aguti 
2SG-GEN father bad-PTS bone break-COMP real ITR break.SA 
voo-ho ". 
throw.away-COMP 
People from here called out in the direction of upstream, "Kes, people have 
broken your old father's arm. (They) really have broken his arm and have just 
abandoned him". 
(292) Viewpoint: 
Circumstance: 
Form of reference: 
Why this form: 
narrator 
He is reintroduced as a coordinate Actor. 
deictic ame + REL clause + proper name (two nominals in 
apposition) 
The fronted topicalised relative clause 'the before­
mentioned one whom people killed' raises the participant 
'Vadu' in prominence; the narrator still has the spotlight 
on Kes but fades a bit to bring the Undergoer of the main 
independent clause into a more salient position. 
1 1 2 DA VID BRILEY 
Lahamu Kes-at zum bio-u I 
CON.therefore Kes-ERG downstream cross.over-SA 
A V 
ame [dam-at ote-he-da] Ja-m Vadu-ti 
b.m. people-ERG kill-REAL-PTS there-ABS Vadu-and proper name 
Co-Actor deictic REL clause 
TOPIC 
ahi-Ji be-be mode-ha I Vadu daJi. 
two-ICP fight-SA do-DA Vadu hit 
V U V 
Therefore Kes crossed over downstream, (he) got together with the before­
mentioned person [whom people had killed], Vadu and fought when 
(Kes) struck Vadu. 
(293) Viewpoint: 
Circumstance: 
Form of reference: 
Why this form: 
narrator 
The narrator lists him with his allies. 
deictic: arne + REL clause 
To make him stand out in the list, the narrator lists him 
first. 
[Darn ahoba Jab-a vahe-he-da] neha. II 
people on.top there-DAT stack.up-REAL-PTS like.this 
Ame [dam-at ote-he-da] arne. Danien arne . . .  
b.m. people-ERG kill-REAL-PTS EX Danien EX 
deictic REL clause 
[The people who had gathered above] were these. There was the before­
mentioned one [whom people killed]. There was Danien . . .  
(294) Viewpoint: 
Circumstance: 
Form of reference: 
two members of the Noiadi community 
One of the sons of the man with the broken arm returns 
and wants to kill Vadu for breaking his father's arm 
and someone tries to prevent this from happening. 
noun phrase including genitive pronoun 
Why this form: These two men represent the Noiadi community and 
they depend on Vadu for his medical services to them. 
Lahamu Suetgia-ti Bido-ti si fibae-da. 
CON.therefore Suetgia-and Bido-and seize cause.to.calm.down-CONT 
"J-m manteri a ote-mule. " 
I PL-GEN medical. worker PROH kill-PROH 
noun phrase 
Therefore Suetgia and Bido grabbed hold of (Ohuki) and was calming him 
down. "Don't you kill our medical worker". 
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(295) Viewpoint: 
Circumstance: 
Form of reference: 
Why this form: 
Busda [num meida 
Busda house one 
Busda 
Busda meets Vadu for the first time since Vadu has 
broken his father's ann 
proper name; REL clause 
The first reference to Vadu is after the different actor 
suffix -ha as expected; he is in a coordinate relation 
with two other proper names; abo beohoda 'the one he 
struck' reflects the viewpoint of Busda. 
iub-a aida-m-dll-t] vim 
there-DAT stay-IRR-PTS-ERG upstream 
aa-ha I Sigoae-ti Vadu-ti Aamnea-ti labihasu audo 
see-DA Sigoae-and Vadu-and Aamndt-and those. ones short.cut 
nib-e ab zum zooli . ../I Labi 
here-ERG INDIC downstream go.into.the.jungle like.that 
mode-ha I Busda-t a-m ut viso-i I Vadu-ti 
do-DA Busda-ERG 3SG-GEN club pick.up-SA Vadu-and 
ab ot belu-i ot belu-ia-da-m-am . . ./I Busda-t 
INDIC RCP fight-ITR RCP fight-ITR-CONT-IRR-INDIC Busda-ERG 
gago, I " . . .  " laha-me gago. I [A-ho beo-ho-da] 
say like.that say 3SG-ERG strike-REAL-PTS 
lab-a fa vabi-li I ab gago-h-am. 
there-DAT ITR not.know-ICP INDIC say-REAL-INDIC 
When Busda [who was staying in another house] looked upstream, Sigoae and 
Vadu and Aamnea, those ones had come downstream, climbed up into the 
jungle via the short cut.. .When it happened like that, Busda picked up his club 
and (he) and Vadu began to fight.. .Busda said, " . . .  " like that (he) said. But as 
for the one [he had struck down], (he) was unaware that (he had really 
done him in) and said that. 
(296) Viewpoint: 
Circumstance: 
Form of reference: 
Why this form: 
the community and narrator 
V adu has fallen. 
kinship term + proper name (two norninals in apposition) 
They have lost a dear person to the community . 'Little 
teenager' catches climate of the event that has just 
happened. 
Dam-at ab gago-h-am. II "Dam bas-ell. Vadu 
people-ERG INDIC say-REAL-INDIC people teen-CL.little Vadu 
dali-ho. II Ab elo-lo mode-m-amtame. " II E-ho 
hit-COMP INDIC die-PROSP do-IRR-EMP I SG-ERG 
anekeha-so ga-me I ab gago-h-am. II "Ah! II 
hand-CL.stick bite-SA INDIC say-REAL-INDIC ahh 
1 1 4 DA VlD BRILEY 
Fumita! II Bas-ea gi ab e1o-1o mode-m-amtame. " 
flute.name teen-CL.little ATN INDIC die-PROSP do-IRR-EMP 
People spoke. "People have struck down the little teenager Vadu. (He) is 
about to die." I bit (his) finger and spoke. "Ahh! Furnit (swear word) ! As for the 
little teenager, he is about to die." (Note: 'Little' here does not mean 'little in 
size' but is a term of endearment.) 
(297) Viewpoint: murderers 
Circumstance: They are leaving the scene of the crime. 
Form of reference: noun phrase 
Why this form: 
It gago, I 
DIR say 
ote-ho". I 
kill-COMP 
Vadu is considered to be part of their clan and from the 
viewpoint of the murderers he is 'another one' from their 
group. The implication is that the Noiadi people shouldn't  
get bent out of shape because they had only killed one of 
their own clan members. 
"Debu i-himo modi bohudi be-be I dat meida 
source IPL-RFLX cause fight.DA fight-SA man another 
(The murderers) said as (they) were leaving, "As for the source (of the fighting), 
we ourselves (among our own clan) have caused ourselves to fight and in the 
process have killed one of our own men". 
7. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion one can see how the switch-reference marking schema, participant tracking 
schema and ergative marking schema all work together to form a well-unified discourse. 
More analysis is needed in the area of when and where the particularising suffixes -da and 
-na are used. 
APPENDIX A 
1 . The same actor suffix -me never occurs with verb stems indicating punctiliar or 
momentary situations whose stems are singular: 
BAUZI ENGLISH SIR 
[aito cut.down.SG (banana stalk) -J 
fIkboa cut.down.PL -me 
vaito cut.off.SG (vine) -J 
ukboa cut.off.PL -me 
vihito pull.away.SG (canoe) -J 
vihila pUll.away.PL -me 
fate 
fahe 
va to 
vatomoa 
esu 
vahe 
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split.into.SG (taro) -1 
divide.PL -me 
take.out.of.SG -i 
take.out.of.PL -me 
place.SG -i 
place.PL -me 
2 .  The same-actor suffix -me always occurs with process verb stems even if there are stem 
variations for singular or plural Actors or Undergoers. 
0 fell.SG (Undergoer) -me 
sie fell.PL -me 
aida stay.SG (Actor) -me 
esi stay.PL -me 
baule bury.SG (Undergoer) -me 
baumahe bury.PL -me 
ita flee.SG (Actor) -me 
iii flee.PL -me 
ne weave.SG (Undergoer) -me 
nemahe weave.PL -me 
3 .  These process verb stems which do not have variations for singular or plural also use 
-me to indicate same actor. 
giii shave.SGIPL -me 
ozo think.SGIPL -me 
fie make.sago.cakes.SGIPL -me 
medii make.sago. pudding.SGIPL -me 
asavahe boil.SGIPL -me 
su cover.over.SGIPL -me 
emoe run.SGIPL -me 
ude drink.SGIPL -me 
4 .  However, there are morphophonemic changes that take place on some stems when the 
continuative aspect suffix -da is added. 
ote kill.SG -me 
od-da kill.PL -me 
mode sexual.intercourse.SG -me 
mee-da sexual.intercourse.PL -me 
bute call.SG -me 
bud-da call.PL -me 
mo build.SG -me 
moa-da build.PL -me 
1 1 6 
5 .  
DA VID BRILEY 
fe pound.SG -me 
feada pound.PL -me 
ne weave.SG -me 
neada weave.PL -me 
be argue* -me 
beada -me 
ge scream* -me 
geada 
* Here the addition of the suffIx -da only means continuative aspect. However, it 
seems that others in this previous list of verbs, that same suffix is also indicating 
plurality of the Undergoer. 
Same actor suffIx -i is added to these verbs*: 
faito cut.down.SG -i 
fikboa cut.down.PL -me 
va to take.out.SG -i 
vatomoa take.out.PL -me 
valo pull.out.SG -i 
vaomoa pull.out.PL -me 
vihito pUll.away.SG -i 
vihila pUll.away.PL -me 
viso pick.up.SG -i 
visomoa pick.up.PL -me 
vaito cut.off.SG -i 
ukboa cut.off.PL -me 
feakto sweep. away .SG -1 
NO PLURAL 
* The continuative aspect -da can be added to the plural stems of these verbs to give 
focus on repetitive action. 
6 .  Same actor suffix -u is added to these verbs (these do not have variations between 
singular and plural: 
bio cross. over (river) -u 
futo go.out.of (river into -u 
another) 
figoaito scatter (both intransitive -u 
and transitive) 
bolo faint -u 
voo throw.away -u 
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APPENDIX B 
Verb forms: 
when Continuative 
SINGULAR PLURAL English Aspect -da is added Translation 
ote kill doho ad-da kill many pigs 
pig kill-CONT 
sete become lost sed-da things are 
become.lost -CONT becoming lost 
0 sie fell (tree) ut sie-da clear for a garden 
tree fell-CONT sight 
vihito vihila pull away ihe vihila-da launch many canoes 
canoe pUll.away.CONT 
vato vatomoa take out ubo vatomoa-da take many sweet 
swt.pot take.out.PL-CONT potatoes from 
(string bag) 
faito fIkboa cut down fem fIkboa-da cut down many 
banana cut.down.PL-CONT banana stalks 
vaito ukbo cut off 10 ukbo-ada cut many vines 
vine cut.off.PL-CONT 
ita jJi flee dam jJi-du -me . . .  people were fleeing 
people flee.PL-CONT -SA 
moh mouda* refuse dam mouda the people were 
people refuse.PL refusing 
voo voeda* throw away buku voe-da throwing away 
book throw.away.PL-CONT books 
* These two forms are frozen combinations which act as plural stems. 
APPENDIX C 
TEXT 1 :  THE DEATH OF AUNA' S DAUGHTER (Spoken by Toea Muada, male, aged 27) 
1 .  Auna-m data 010fa e1o-bo bak vamea-10. 
Auna-GEN child Olofa die-REAL NOM tell-PROSP 
(I) am going to tell about the death of Auna' s child Olofa. 
2 .  J-m Omtovasea-ti Aamsu-ti Dau-m na nib-a 
IPL-ABS Omtovasea-and Aarnsu-and Dave-GEN thing here-DAT 
mee-du-me jam 3:00 fu-be-mu ab zum 
do-CONT-SA watch 3:00 arrive-DA-because INDIC downstream 
1 1 8 DA VID BRILEY 
1a-da-m-am. 
go-CONT -IRR-INDIC 
Omtovasea, Aamsu and myself having finished working for Dave and 3:00 having 
arrived, (we) started downstream. 
3 .  Danao zum 1a. 
Danao downstream go 
r:vv e) went downstream to Danao. 
4 .  La-du-me GienaJi-m num foti sei debu 
go-CONT-SA Gienali-GEN house pass.by.SA matoa.tree trunk 
fu-si aii-ha dam meb-dae ab aii-da-m-am. 
arrive-SA hear-DA people cry-words INDIC hear-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
Going, (we) passed by Gienali' s  house and when (we) arrived at the base of the matoa 
tree and listened, (we) began hearing wailing. 
5 . Lahamu i-ho ab ot gago-i-da-m-am. 
CON. therefore l PL-ERG INDIC RCP speak-ITR-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
Therefore we started talking among ourselves. 
6 .  UNa 1a-m meb dae aii-da-o?" 
happening there-ABS cry words hear-CONT.INTER-INTER 
"Is that wailing that (we) are hearing?" 
7 .  Labi ot gago-ia-me nea-di emoe-me bak si 1a-m 
8 .  
CON RCP speak-ITR-SA good-STATIVE.SA run-SA earth dig there-ABS 
bio-u zum oli hangar Ja-m fibova-i aa-ha 
cross.over-SA downstream enter.SA hangar there-ABS turn.bend-SA see-DA 
dam ame data mum-at vee-he-na 1a-m ihe-ba esu 
people b .m.  child snake-ERG bite-REAL-PTS there-ABS canoe-CL.flat stay 
tuena bake you vim 1e-so-me mode-ha fisiva-he-mu 
foreigner to AUX upstream come-CNT-SA do-DA die-DA-because 
fa you zitu yOU Je-du-me hangar obe 1ab-a 
ITR AUX come.up.on.shore AUX come-CONT-SA hangar edge there-DAT 
i-m-ti ab ot tahi-a-h-am. 
l PL-ABS-and INDIC RCP meet.up.with-ITR-REAL-INDIC 
Having finished conversing among ourselves, (we) ran, crossed the airstrip, entered 
downstream, turned the comer around the hangar and when (we) looked, the people 
had put the child that had been bitten by the snake into a canoe and had attempted to 
take (her) to the foreigners but because (she) died (midway), (they) brought her back 
up to shore and were bringing her when (they) and we met each other at the edge of the 
hangar. 
Labi i-ho 1ab-a ot tahi-a-me sutoba 1ab-a 
CON l PL-ERG there-DAT RCP meet.up.with-ITR-SA bridge there-DAT 
yOU vim bio-u zie 1ab-e vim Ja-da-meam 
AUX upstream cross.over-SA path there-ERG upstream go-CONT-while 
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aa-ha Auna a-m nam-ti dam-at 
see-OA Auna 3SG-GEN wife-and people-ERG 
vaau-du-me me-dda. 
secure. with. vine.PL-CONT -SA cry-PROG 
si 10 
seize vine 
And we having met there, (we) crossed over the bridge there going toward upstream, 
and while going on the path there, (we) looked and (saw that) people had seized Auna 
and his wife and were tying vine around their (waists) and were crying. 
9 .  Lahamu Iab-e vou Ia-ha-Iab-e Ie ame 
CON.therefore there-ERG AUX go-REAL-there-ERG go.SA b.m. 
koai Ia-m vou Ie nuzuba ozoho-ba Iab-a ab 
corpse there-ABS AUX go.SA floor end-CL.flat there-OAT INDIC 
esu-h-am. 
put.down-REAL-INOIC 
Therefore, taking (the corpse) from there, continuing on, (we) brought that corpse 
and put (it) down on the floor at the end of the house. 
1 0. Labi Iab-a esu ab me-dda-m-am. 
CON there-OAT put.down INDIC cry-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
Having placed (the corpse) there, (we) commenced crying. 
1 1 . Dam ahebu me-dda-o. 
people all cry-CONT -PROSP 
Everyone was crying. 
1 2 .  Labi i-m gi Iabohoti Ie fa Foga-m num Iab-a 
CON I PL-ABS ATN pass.by.SA go.SA ITR Foga-GEN house there-OAT 
Ie nusua. 
go.SA sit.PL 
Then we just passed by (that place), went and were sitting down there at Foga' s  house. 
1 3 . Labi aasu faoda-meilahit ab disi-h-am. 
CON look waiting-until INDIC become.evening-REAL-INDIC 
Then (we) just watched waiting until evening came. 
1 4 .  Lahamu ItbuIuh-at gago, "I-mo num Iobio-bada na 
CON. therefore Itbuluh-ERG speak IPL-SUBJ house lobio-PTS thing 
ohu-m num Iab-a esu vou es-da-hit 
cook-IRR house there-OAT put.down AUX stay-CONT-until 
diha-se", Jaha-me gagu i-ho ame 
become.the.next.day-SUBJ like.that-SA say.SA IPL-ERG b.m. 
koai Ia-m viso-i vou Ia-ha dam koai num 
corpse there-ABS pick.up-SA AUX go-OA people corpse house 
Iada Iab-a esu-m kai. 
that.particular.one there-OAT put.down-IRR NEG 
Therefore Itbuluh said, "Let's  just put (the corpse) in Lobio's  cook house and leave it 
until morning", like that having said it we picked up that corpse and (we) were carrying 
it away, but the people (decided) not to put it in that house. 
1 20 DA VID BRILEY 
1 5 .  Oi yOU labohoti ab you la-h-am. 
Am AUX pass.by.SA INDIC AUX go-REAL-INDIC 
(They) just bypassed (that house) and took it away (to another place). 
1 6 .  Num Kao-bada lab-a YOU Zl-Sl beahu-ba lab-a ab 
house Kao-PTS there-OAT AUX climb-SA shelf-CL.flat there-OAT INOIC 
esu-h-am. 
put.down-REAL-INOIC 
(They) took (it) and climbed up into Kao's house with (it) and put (it) down on a 
sleeping rack there. 
1 7 .  Lahamu Auna-t gago, "Koai akati bisi bak bohu bak-e 
CON.therefore Auna-ERG speak corpse why much place long place-OAT 
YOU vim le esu-he-la ?" 
AUX upstream go.SA put.down-REAL-INTER 
Therefore Auna said, "Why have (you) taken the corpse so far upstream and put it 
down there?" 
1 8 . "E-m labiha-meam ba u-ba lab-a vula-m va-bak. " 
I SG-ABS like.that-since later 2PL-OAT there-OAT go.after-IRR NEG-OECL 
"As for me - since (you) have done like that, (I) definitely will not go down there." 
1 9 .  "E-m koai akati u-ho gi kila bak-e le 
I SG-GEN corpse why 2PL-ERG Am far place-OAT go.SA 
esu-he-la ?" 
put.down-REAL-INTER 
"As for my (daughter's) corpse - why have you taken it to such a far away place?" 
20.  Laha-me labi gago-he-mu koai fa viso-i YOU 
like. that-SA like.that speak-OA-because corpse ITR pick. up-SA AUX 
le-he-lab-e Lobio-m num na ohu-m-da lab-a 
come-REAL-there-ERG Lobio-GEN house thing cook-IRR-people there-OAT 
ab YOU li esu-h-am. 
INOIC AUX come.SA put.down-REAL-INOIC 
Because (he) spoke like that, (the people) picked the corpse up again and bringing it 
from there, came and put it down in Lobio's  cookhouse. 
2 1 .  Esu lab-a YOU me-be-esu-i-da-meam aibu-Je. 
put.down there-OAT AUX cry-SA-put.down-ITR-CONT-while dark-ICP 
Having put it down, (they) continuously cried off and on and then (it) became dark. 
22 .  Aibu-le-he-mu Paulus-at ab gago-h-am. 
2 3 .  
dark-ICP-OA-because Paulus-ERG INOIC speak-REAL-INDIC 
Because it became dark, Paulus spoke. 
"J-mo koai 
I PL-SUBJ corpse 
iub-a YOU vim lazi 
there-OAT AUX upstream go.down.from.a.higher.plane.SA 
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esu bute-me aii-se. " 
put.down.SA call.out-SA hear-SUBJ 
"Let' s take the corpse down to the river towards upstream, put it down (on the beach), 
and call out (to the spirits) and listen to what (they have to tell us)." 
24. Laha-me gago-he-mu i-ho Itbuluh-ti ab 
like.that-SA speak-DA-because 1PL-ERG Itbuluh-and INDIC 
male-h-am. 
be.against-REAL-INDIC 
Because (he) spoke like that, Itbuluh and I were against it. 
25 .  " Vaba. " 
no.way 
"No way!"  
26. "I-m akati dam amu-da-t meeda-m bak fa mode-lo 
I PL-ABS why people earlier-PTS-ERG do-IRR NOM ITR do-PROSP 
mode-la ?" 
do-INTER 
"Why are we about to do like what our ancestors did in the past?" 
27 .  "Ne Yesus ehe bak?" 
CON Y esus exist DECL 
"Don't you know that Yesus is here?" 
28 .  "Gi i-ho fao-be Yesus le-m-dia ame data 
Am 1 PL-ERG wait-SA Yesus come-IRR-atthe.time.of b.m.  child 
ote-he-da la-m ba gago-m bak. " 
kill-REAL-PTS there-ABS later speak-IRR DECL 
"We will just wait and after a while when Yesus returns, (he) will tell us who that 
child's murderer was." 
29.  Laha-me i-ho Itbuluh-ti daetesu mode-ha Paulus 
like.that-SA 1PL-ERG Itbuluh-and be.at.odds.SA do-DA Paulus 
a-ho a-ba bak-e-t daetesu koai la-m 
3SG-ERG 3SG-DAT NOM-ERG-ERG be.at.odds.SA corpse there-ABS 
viso-i dam ahebu Beilo-ti ab you vim 
pick.up-SA people all Danis-and INDIC AUX upstream 
laze-h-am. 
go.down.do.beach-REAL-INDIC 
Like that Itbuluh and I were at odds with (Paulus) when Paulus became at odds with 
us, (his argument) won out, so (they) picked up the corpse and everyone including the 
Danis went with it down to the beach. 
30.  Labi koai la-m ve vabak lab-a esu ab 
CON corpse there-ABS take.SA beach there-DAT put.down.SA INDIC
. 
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bu-dda-m-am. 
call.out-CONT -IRR-INDIC 
And so having taken that corpse, (they) put it down on the beach there and commenced 
calling out (to the spirits). 
3 1 .  "Oloia o-m ama-t ote-he-lo?" 
Olofa 2SG-ABS who-ERG kill-REAL-INTER 
"Olofa, who killed you?" 
32 .  "O-m ote-he-da ehe-le-meam laM ame bak lab-e 
2SG-ABS kill-REAL-PTS exist-ICP-if if.that' s.the.case b.m. place there-ERG 
i-ba it bute-le. " 
1PL-DAT DIR.behind call.out-IMP 
"If there exists your murderer, then call out to us from that place (where he is 
located)." 
3 3 .  "Labi i-ho aii-me ozo, 'O-m ote-he-da-t 
CON 1 PL-ERG hear-SA think 2SG-ABS kill-REAL-PTS-ERG 
esu-hu bak la-ame?' laha-m bak ozobohu-de-m 
put.down.SA-REAL place there-RHQ like.that-IRR NOM know-STATIVE-IRR 
bak am tame", laha-me ab bu-dda-m-am. 
NOM INDIC EMP like.that-SA INDIC call.out-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
"Then we will hear it and think, 'Oh is that the place where your murderer lives?' that 
will be the way that we will know", like that they were calling out. 
34 .  Bu-dda-m-Jab-e a-m tai amu elo-ho-da 
call.out-CONT-IRR-there-ERG 3SG-GEN grandfather earlier die-REAL-PTS 
lab-a vi gagu bu-dda. 
there-DAT DIR say.SA call.out-CONT 
Calling out, (they) were calling out to (the spirit) of her grandfather that had died 
earlier. 
3 5 .  Labi Auna-m ai e1o-ho-na lab-a laha gagu 
CON Auna-GEN father die-REAL-PTS there-DAT like.that say.SA 
bu-dda. 
call.out -CONT 
And then (they) were also calling out to (the spirit) of Auna's dead father. 
36 .  Labiha-da-meilahit ame koai ote-he-da-t esu-hu 
like.that-CONT-until b .m.  corpse kill-REAL-PTS-ERG put.down.SA-REAL 
bak Jab-e bume Jab-e boia-du-me amu ut-aaso 
place there-ERG bird there-ERG fly-CONT-SA earlier tree-branch 
lab-a ab Ii nusu-h-am. 
there-DAT INDIC come.SA sit-REAL-INDIC 
(They) continued doing like that until a bird flew from the place where that corpse's 
murderer lived, came and sat down at first there on a tree branch. 
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37.  Lahamu dam-at Jab-a do-so-me ki-ha 
CON. therefore people-ERG there-DAT shoot-CNT-SA cock.bow-DA 
usi neo feu ahu-et-ba-so Jab-a ab 
come.down.SA next flutter tree.name-leaf-CL.flat-CL.stick there-DAT INDIC 
nusu-h-am. 
sit-REAL-INDIC 
Therefore the people attempted to shoot at (it) there but (the bird) came down and flew 
to a leaf stem of an ahu kind of tree and sat there. 
38 .  Labi Jab-a nusu-ha fa ab Joke-bu-Je-h-am. 
CON there-DAT sit-DA ITR INDIC ground.cuscus-CL.large-ICP-REAL-INDIC 
But when it sat there, it turned into a ground cuscus. 
39.  Lahamu dam-at Jab-a dozo-ha-dam Jab-e 
CON. therefore people-ERG there-DAT stand.PL-REAL-people there-ERG 
do-da-ha bio-da. 
shoot-CONT-DA miss.target-CONT 
Therefore the people that were standing around there (they) commenced shooting but 
(the arrows) were missing the target. 
40. Lahamu Beilo Wem-at ab do-h-am. 
CON.therefore Danis Wem-ERG INDIC shoot-REAL-INDIC 
Therefore the Dani (named) Wem shot (and hit) it. 
4 1 .  Labi dam ahebu ame ahagina-bu Ja-m vi 
CON people all b.m. genus.marsupial-CL.large there-ABS DIR 
do-du-me ote-me ab vou Je-h-am. 
shoot-CONT-SA kill-SA INDIC AUX come-REAL-INDIC 
And so all the people also shot at that marsupial, killed it and brought it back. 
42. You Ji gago, "Ame data ote-he-na it ab 
AUX come.SA speak b .m. child kill-REAL-PTS shadow INDIC 
ote-h-am tame ". 
kill-REAL-INDIC EMP 
Having brought it back (they) said, "We have killed the shadow/spirit of that child's  
murderer". 
43. Laha-me Ji vamea-du-me esu ab 
like.that-SA come.SA teU-CONT-SA put.down.SA INDIC 
diha-h-am. 
become.the.next.day-REAL-INDIC 
Like that (they) having come and told it, (it) became the next day. 
44. Labi diha-si dam totbaho Jab-e neha, 
CON become.the.next.day-SA people other there-ERG say 
"I-mo ame ahagina Ja-m ohu-me a-se". 
1 PL-SUBJ b.m.  genus.marsupial there-ABS cook-SA eat-SUBJ 
Then on the next day some of the people said, "Let's cook that marsupial and eat it." 
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45 .  Laha-hat i-ho dam totbaho-t gago, " VaM!" 
like.that-DA IPL-ERG people other-ERG speak no.way 
When (they) said that, some of us said, "No way !" 
46. "Oi koai it ote-he-na a a-mule. " 
ATN corpse shadow lcill-REAL-PTS PROH eat-PROH 
"It is just the shadow/spirit of something - don't eat it." 
47.  Laha-me gi otesi otesi-da-ha vaba-mu ahagina 
like.that-SA ATN argue argue-CONT-DA NEG-CON genus. marsupial 
la-m gi baktom-ba lab-a voo-u bis-da. 
there-ABS ATN yard-CL.flat there-DAT throw.away-SA lie.down-CONT 
So (we) argued back and forth until (we) decided to throw that marsupial in the yard 
there and (it) just lay there. 
4 8 .  Labihamu dam-at Auna-m ut gahe / visomoa-me 
therefore people-ERG Auna-GEN wood planks pick.up.PL-SA 
ukbo-du-me iha ab mode-Io mode-m-am. · 
cut.into.PL-CONT-SA canoe INDIC do-PROSP do-IRR-INDIC 
Therefore the people commenced picking up Auna's sawn timber, cutting them (to 
size) and began to make a canoe-casket. 
49. Labamu dam totbaho-t gago, " VaM!" 
50 .  
CON.therefore people other-ERG speak no.way 
Therefore other people said, "No way!" 
"Oi lazi ihe abo faito-i yOU Ii 
ATN go.down.from.a.higher.plane.SA canoe really cut-SA AUX come.SA 
lafoezobe mode-se. " 
afterwards do-SUBJ 
"Let's just go down to the shore (of lake), cut off part of a real canoe and after bringing 
it back make (a casket)." 
5 1 .  Laha-me neo otesi otesi-da-ha vaba-mu dam totbaho-t 
like.that-SA next argue argue-CONT-DA NEG-CON people other-ERG 
i-bi 
I PL-PTS 
bak-e-t meo-li Ie ihe 
NOM-ERG-ERG win.out-ICP.SA go.SA canoe 
faito-i yOU Ii ab fo-a-da-m-am. 
abo la-m 
really there-ABS 
cut.off.SG-SA AUX come.SA INDIC hollow.out-ITR-CONT-IRR-INDIC 
Then (people) continued to argue back and forth until one group of people' s  argument 
won out so (they) went (down to the shore), cut off part of a canoe, brought it back 
and began hollowing it out (some more). 
52 .  Labi ut gahe amu ukbo-ho-da la-m Beilo-t 
CON wood planks earlier cut.into.PL-REAL-PTS there-ABS Danis-ERG 
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gi os tame ukbo-me mode-ha leibu-Ie. 
ATN without.purpose cut.into.PL-SA do-DA crooked-ICP 
And as for those planks that were earlier cut to size - the Danis just purposelessly cut 
them and when (they) did (the planks) were crooked. 
5 3 .  Lahilmu e-ho duzu vi ozo-ha vaba-mu meter 
CON.therefore l SG-ERG stand DIR think-DA NEG-CON tape. measure 
koena dek-e vadusu-hu-na la-m viso-i uloho-me 
little string.bag-DAT put.into-REAL-PTS there-ABS pick.up-SA measure-SA 
ut gahe la-m ukbo-me nea-di ozo, 
wood planks there-ABS cut.into.PL-SA good-ST A TIVE.SA think 
"Ne e-m Dau-m na mode-m bak bisi ala fa-Io 
CON l SG-ABS Dave-GEN thing do-IRR NOM much sun birth-PROSP 
mode-mu" gi vousomo-zi ab vim la-h-am. 
do-CON ATN leave.behind-SA lNDIC upstream go-REAL-INDIC 
Therefore 1 stood and thought and thought until (I) took out of my string bag my little 
tape measure, measured the wood, cut it to size, finished the work, and thought, "I'm 
going to be late for Dau' s jobs he has for me" so I left that situation behind and went 
upstream. 
54.  Labiha-di-Iab-e dam lab-e omozit me 
like.that-at.time.of-there-ERG people there-ERG meanwhile canoe 
fo-a-du-me nea-di koai viso-i 
hollow.out-ITR-CONT -SA good-STA TIVE.SA corpse pick.up-SA 
ihe-ba esu faku do-du-me nea-di 
canoe-CL.flat put.down.SA nails nail-CONT-SA good-STATIVE.SA 
you Ie ab baumsu-h-am. 
AUX go.SA lNDIC bury-REAL-lNDIC 
At the time that (I) was doing like that, meanwhile those people finished hollowing out 
the canoe, picked up the corpse, put it in the canoe, nailed it shut, carried it (to the 
grave site) and buried it. 
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APPENDIX 0 
The following are the morphophonemic varients for the Oative ease suffix -a on common 
nouns: 
when the nominal 
stems ends with: 
eve 
eem 
all other ev m 
eve 
k 
ve 
s 
ve 
t 
eve 
t 
variant 
irregular 
- -e - -0 
+ -a 
irregular 
- -e - -i 
irregular 
- -a - -i 
irregular 
- -e - -0 
+ -a 
examples of inflected forms 
vem dog 
vem-e 1a 
dog-OAT go 
going to (trade things for) dogs 
fem banana 
fem-o 1a 
banana-OAT go 
go (to garden) for bananas 
num house 
num-a aida 
house-OAT stay 
staying in the house 
yam crocodile 
vam-a 1a 
crocodile-OAT go 
go hunting for crocodile 
bak ground. earth. place 
bak-e baumsu 
ground-OAT bury 
bury (lit. :  bury in dirt) 
dek string bag 
dek-e vadusu 
string.bag-DAT put.into 
put into string bag 
mek pigeon 
mek-i esu 
pigeon.OAT place 
give it to the pigeon 
os roasting rack 
os-i deha. 
rack-OAT roast 
roast on a rack 
as pot 
as-a vahe 
pot-OAT stack. up 
boil (lit.: stack in pot) 
ut tree 
ut-o 1a 
tree-OAT go 
go for wood 
bumat window 
num bumat-a ole 
house window-OAT enter 
(he) entered the window 
when the nominal 
stems ends with: 
cv 
o 
vcv 
CVCV 
CVCV 
cvv 
W 
ae 
ia 
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variant 
+ -a 
final e -> a 
final i -> e 
final 0 -> 0 
final e -> e 
final e + -a 
infix -1-
infix -1-
no change 
examples of inflected forms 
fo arrow 
[o-a uusu 
arrow-DAT put.through 
put it through the arrow point 
bo drum 
bo-a fo 
drum-DAT beat 
play the drum 
ihe canoe 
iha ousu 
canoe.DAT put.(human.objects) 
put into canoe 
bihi cassowary 
bihe esu 
cassowary.DAT put 
feed cassowary 
doho pig 
doho la 
pig.DAT go 
go hunting for pigs 
bohe fish 
bohe la 
fish.DAT go 
go fishing (for fish) 
bume bird 
bume-a la 
bird-DAT go 
go hunting for birds 
vaG water 
valo esu 
water.DAT put 
put in the water 
valo ehu 
water.DAT swim 
swimming (lit. go under water) 
nao leg 
nalo 
leg.DAT 
on the leg 
ae bushknife 
Kali ale la. 
cousin bushknife.DAT go 
Cousin went to (trade things for) 
bushknives. 
ia firewood 
ia la 
firewood.DAT go 
go for firewood 
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APPENDIX E 
Abbreviations used in this paper are: 
A Actor 
ABL Ablative case 
ABS Absolutive case 
ADD Addressee 
ADV Adverb 
ANA Anaphoric deictic 
ASP] Aspect sufflx 
ASp2 Aspect suffix 
ASp3 Aspect sufflx 
ASS Assertive mode 
ATN Attenuative particle 
AUX ] Auxiliary word 
AUX2 Auxiliary verb 
B Beneficiary 
b .m.  Anaphoric deictic 
CAT Cataphoric deictic 
CL Classifier (nouns) 
COMP Completive aspect 
CON Connective words and clitics 
COND Conditionial sufflx 
CONT Continuative aspect 
CONTRA Contraexpectation 
CNT Conative aspect 
DAT Dative case 
DECL Declarative mode 
DES Desiderative mode 
(grammatical function) 
-e 
-m 
(role) 
betea-t 'slowly' 
laha 
labi 
ame 
-dete (iterative) 
-Ie (inceptive) 
-de (stative) 
-da (continuative) 
-da (continuative) 
-10 (prospective) 
-so ( conative) 
-10 (prospective) 
-so (conative) 
am tam 
gi 'merely' ,  'only' ,  'just' 
yOU 'with' 
mode 'do' 
bie 'unable' 
(role) 
ame 'the before-mentioned' 
neha 
-ba 'flat' 
-so 'stick' 
-bu 'big' 
-da 'animate' 
-ho 
-mu 'because' 
labi 'like that' 
-meam 'if , ' since' 
-da 
-na 
-so 
-a 
bake 
bak 
-mozo 
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DIR Directional words, suffixes vim 'upstream' 
tom 'up' 
zum 'downstream 
nom 'down 
nem 'towards oneself 
ub 'away from oneself 
vi 'after' ; it 'bebind' 
gut 'towards' 
DA Different actor suffix -ha 
EMC Emphativelcontrastive pronoun -h Vmo 
EMP Emphatic mode tame 
-am tame 
am 
ERG Ergative case -t 
-ho 
-e 
EX Existential ame 'there is/was' 
F-Y Final Verb 'word' (grammatical function) 
F-YP Final Verb Phrase (grammatical function) 
Fy I Final pre-verb particle ab (indicative) 
a (prohibitive) 
Fy2 Final verb enclitic -am (indicative) 
-mule (prohibitive) 
GEN Genitive case -m 
GO Goal (role) 
HAB Habitual aspect particle meot 
ICP Inceptive particle, suffix nas 'first' , 'now' 
-Ie 'become' 
IMP Imperative mode -Ie 
INDIC Indicative mode ab . . .  -am 
IDF Indefmite pronoun mel 
INST Instrument (role) 
INTER Interrogative mode -0 
-hela 
-heo 
10 Indirect Object (grammatical function) 
IRR Irrealis Status indicator -m 
ITR Iterative particle fa 'back' ,  'return' 
LOC Location aspect -te (role) 
MODE Modal particles and enclitics bak (declarative) 
-0 (interrogative) 
-Ie (imperative) 
-mozo (desiderative) 
-tame --am tame (emphatic) 
am tam (assertive) 
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-na tame (obligative) 
ka (negation) 
a . . .  -mule (prohibitive) 
ab .. .  -am (indicative) 
-se (subjunctive) 
MNS Means (role) 
NEG Negative word vab 
vaba 
va-
NF-V Non-Final Verb 'word' (grammatical function) 
NF-VP Non-Final Verb Phrase (grammatical function) 
NGTV Negative mode kai 
kaio 
NOM Norninaliser (on clause level) bak 
NP Noun Phrases (grammatical function) 
0 Zero anaphora (participant tracking) 
OBL Oblique case -t 
OBLG Obligative mode -na tame 
PL Plural (grammatical function) 
PROB Probability mode -zoa 
-ma 
PROG Progressive mode/aspect -mehamde 
PROH Prohibitive mode a . . .  -mu1e 
PROSP Prospective aspect -10 
PTS Particulariser -da 
-na 
R Recipient (role) 
Rep Reciprocal particle ot 'each other' 
REAL Realis Status indicator -h 
RHQ Rhetorical Question -taia 
akati .. .  mode1a 
modem vaba 
SA Same actor -me 
-i 
-be 
S Source (role) 
SEQ Sequential Action (temporal relationship) 
SG Singular (grammatical function) 
S1M Simultaneous action -dameam 
-dilabe 
SIR Switch-reference suffix -me (same actor) 
-i (same actor) 
-ha (different actor) 
SPK 
STATE 
STATIVE 
STATUS 
SUBJ 
TIME 
TOP 
U 
VOC 
V 
? 
I 
II 
[ ] 
( ) 
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TOWARDS A RECONSTRUCTION AND RECLASSIFICATION OF THE 
LAKES PLAlN LANGUAGES OF llUAN JAYA 
DUANE A. CLOUSE 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 
Until recently, little has been known about the languages in the western Lakes Plain 
region of Irian Jaya, Indonesia. This large region of mostly sago swamp remains isolated 
from the rest of the province, as access into the area is by foot or by single engine aircraft 
only. Some areas around the headwaters of and to the south of the Wapoga river have not yet 
had any contact with the outside world. 
In 1 99 1  the Irian Bulletin published the second edition of the Index of Irian Jaya 
languages (Silzer and Clouse 1 99 1 1).  In that edition, several languages in the western Lakes 
The languages discussed in this paper were classified in the Index as follows. The number following 
the language is the approximate population: 
Trans New Guinea Phylum 
Dani-Kwerba Stock 
Dani Sub-Family 
Western Dani 1 29,000 
Northern Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock 
Tor-Lakes Plain Stock 
Tor Family 
Berik 1 ,000 
Orya Family Isolate 
Orya 1 ,600 
Central Lakes Plain Family 
Doutai 3 3 5  
Eritai 425 
Obokuitai 1 50 
Sikaritai 800 
Biritai 250 
Kai 250 
Waritai 
Duvle 
Kwerisa 
Papasena 
? 
200 
56 
400 
East Lakes Plain Family 
Taworta ? 
1 00 
230 
Dabra 
Foau 
Turu Family Isolate 
Edopi 
Iau 
750 
500 
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Plain region remained unclassified, several others were little more than rumoured. Some 
languages were grouped together with the Geelvink Bay Phylum and others with the Trans 
New Guinea Phylum. 
My wife and I began linguistic research in the Kirikiri language of the Lakes Plain area in 
1 989. After discovering several unusual phonological features (for non-Austronesian 
languages) in Kirikiri (Clouse and Clouse 1993) and other Lakes Plain languages, we 
became aware of the need for a wider, more comprehensive investigation. This research was 
followed in 1992 by a linguistic survey of the Wapoga River area. 
My original, limited goal was to be able to more accurately classify the Kirikiri language 
and to understand how it genetically fits into the wider linguistic environment. This goal 
ultimately led to a comparative study of almost all of the western Lakes Plain languages and 
an attempt at a historical reconstruction of Proto Lakes Plain. In this paper I will attempt, 
through a historical reconstruction, to demonstrate that all of the Lakes Plain languages are 
related to each other and that there is ample phonological and lexicostatistical evidence to 
reclassify them under a superstock, belonging to the Geelvink Bay Phylum rather than under 
Tor Stock, Trans New Guinea Phylum. All the reconstructions proposed in this paper are 
original. Since many different theoretical approaches were used by the authors of the various 
phonologies of the Lakes Plain languages, I reanalysed many of the published and 
unpublished phonologies in order to make the comparation easier. A 'realist' as opposed to a 
'formalist' approach was used in reconstructing the protolanguages. This means 
"reconstructed protolanguages are viewed not as formal devices but as real entities, as real as 
the languages around us" and therefore "there is great concern with positing typologically 
plausible systems" (Lichtenberk 1994: 1 ). The languages in the Lakes Plain not included in 
the study were Kwerisa and Papas en a in the Central Lakes Plain Family and Taworta, Dabra 
and Foau in the East Lakes Plain Family, as classified by Voorhoeve 1975 and Silzer and 
Clouse 199 1 .  The data available for these languages was considered insufficient for drawing 
any conclusions, although they are included in the final reclassification offered at the end of 
this paper. This paper constitutes the results of my findings to date. All of my conclusions 
must be taken as tentative as much of my data consists of 267-item word lists (some taken 
monolingually by non-linguists). Since little grammatical information was available, no 
attempt was made at a comprehensive comparison of the grammatical features of these 
Kaure Sub-Phylum-Level Stock 
Kaure Family 
Kaure 400 
Geelvink Bay Phylum 
East Geelvink Bay Stock-Level Family 
Bauzi 1 , 500 
Demisa 5 00 
Awera Group 
Unclassified 
Awera 1 00 
Sapo� 1 0  
Rasawa 200 
Kirikiri 
Fayu 
Tause 
2 5 0  
400 
3 5 0  
Rumoured (no data) 
Sehudate 7 5  
1 00 
7 5  
7 5  
Faia 
Weirate 
Deirate 
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languages. Despite the inherent inaccuracies that are bound to occur in  these circumstances, I 
hope that this initial attempt at reconstructing and reclassifying the Lakes Plain languages will 
be of some use to those interested in non-Austronesian languages and phonological 
universals and will prompt further linguistic study of this lesser known area of the island. 
1 . 1  NAMES 
When the tenn western Lakes Plain is used in this paper, it refers roughly to the area from 
the juncture of the Tariku (Rouffaer) and Mamberamo Rivers westward to Cenderawasih 
(Geelvink) Bay. Many geographical names were changed when Irian Jaya became a province 
of Indonesia. The older names have been retained when they coincide with recognised 
linguistic classifications (e.g. Geelvink Bay with Geelvink Bay Phylum) or have been used 
extensively in other linguistic literature. Otherwise, the more recent Indonesian name has 
been used. The language names used are those found in the second edition of the Index of 
Irian Jaya languages (Silzer and Clouse 1991). 
1 .2 LOCATIONS 
No attempt was made at placing villages on the maps. Most of these groups are semi­
nomadic and village locations are constantly moving. Only the villages in which the word 
lists were taken are listed in Appendix 3 .  These villages are plotted with a small dot (e) on 
Map 2 in order to give the reader a sense of possible second language influence. Dialect 
boundaries are marked on Map 2 by a dotted line. 
1 .3 ABBREVIATIONS 
Abbreviations used in this paper are: 
PAn-D 
PCT 
Proto Austronesian - Dempwolf 
Proto Central Tariku 
PET 
PFW 
PLP 
POc-BLAA 
Aw 
Bi 
Bk 
Bz 
Dc 
Do 
Do 
Ds 
Du 
Proto East Tariku 
Proto Far West 
Proto Lakes Plain 
Proto Oceanic - Blust 
Awera Ed 
Biritai Er 
Berik Fa 
Bauzi Fy 
Deirate Ia 
Dani Ka 
Doutai Ki 
Demisa Kr 
Duvle Ob 
Edopi 
Eritai 
Faia 
Fayu 
Iau 
Kai 
Kirikiri 
Kaure 
Obokuitai 
POc-Gr 
PT 
PWT 
V" 
C" 
Proto Oceanic - Grace 
Proto Tariku 
Proto West Tariku 
extra high vowel 
unreleased consonant 
Or Orya 
Ra Rasawa 
Sa Saponi 
Se Sehudate 
Si Sikaritai 
Ta Tause 
Wa Waritai 
We Weirate 
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WESTERN DANI 
'00 
! 
kIlometres 
MAP 1 :  NORTH lRIAN JAYA 
(according to V oorhoeve 1975) 
o 50 
L! �""'k;:;;iIO!:::' m::::e;::t�e::-s--'--I 
BAUZI 
Surdirman Mountains 
(Van Rees) 
CENTRAL MOUNTAIN RANGE 
MAP 2: THE WESTERN LAKES PLAIN 
(Modified from Silzer and Clouse 1991)  
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The discussion in this paper will be based on the following tree diagram, which represents 
the order of historical divergence. Moving right to left, therefore, Proto Lakes Plain diverged 
into Proto Far West and Proto Tariku and Proto Tariku into Proto West Tariku and so on. 
Saponi 
Rasawa 
Awera 
Sehudate 
Fayu 
Faia 
Kirikiri 
Weirate 
Deirate 
Tause 
Doutai 
Kai 
Waritai 
I Proto West Tariku 
t----- PWT -----. 
Proto East Tariku 
Proto Far West 
PFW -
I-- Proto Lakes Plain 
Sikaritai 
Proto Tariku 
PT PET ---+---
Eritai 
Obokuitai 
Biritai 
Iau 
Elopi 
Duvle 
I--
Proto Central Tariku 
PCT ---I 
Duvle Isolate 
2. BORROWED VERSUS COGNATE 
Foley ( 1986) has stated in his book The Papuan languages of New Guinea that we face a 
"daunting assignment" as we try to reconstruct Papuan languages .  With no written 
documents before the twentieth century and, more significantly, because the languages are 
small, contiguous and "normally exhibit a pattern of enormous cross-influence in all areas" 
( 1986:209), I have found with this study that sorting cognates from borrowings is at best a 
"tricky undertaking". Therefore, in formulating a reconstruction of Lakes Plain languages, 
core vocabulary (pronouns, nouns referring to body parts, simple kin relations, natural 
phenomena and basic verb roots) was used in order to lessen the chance of borrowing. 
3. PROTO LAKES PLAIN 
Proto Lakes Plain was a non-Austronesian language spoken perhaps a millennium or 
more ago in the southern Van Rees mountains east of Cenderawasih Bay in what is now the 
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province of Irian Jaya, Indonesia. If their current physiology is any indication, these ancient 
people were typical of Melanesians found along the north side of the island of New Guinea, 
relatively tall and slender rather than short and stocky like highland people. Little else can be 
presumed about them. Although we know nothing of the area from which they may have 
migrated, on the basis of the findings of this study (though not the purpose of this paper) one 
could make some educated guesses as to their movement since the time Proto Lakes Plain 
(PLP) was spoken (see Clouse 1 993). 
3 . 1  CONSONANT SYSTEM 
The Proto Lakes Plain consonants were: 
*p *t 
*b *d 
*(w) *(y) 
*k 
The most notable feature of the PLP consonant system is the small number of phonemes, 
in particular the lack of nasals. In all of the languages studied, nasals (if existing) were non­
contrastive with their corresponding voiced stop. This feature of PLP remains in the eastern 
Tariku languages, where there is a lack of even a phonetic nasal, and in Rasawa, where the 
nasals are very rare phonetically. 
Because of limited data, it is inconclusive at this point, whether a flap * f was really a 
separate phoneme from *d. The flap seems to have occurred exclusively as the second 
member of a consonant cluster or intervocalically but never word-initially. In the modem 
languages, the flap is not contrastive with d. If it was a separate phoneme, it is likely that its 
phonemic status weakened as the syllable structure simplified. 
The semi vowels *w and *y were included in the PLP consonant inventory above, though 
parenthetically, to reflect the word list transcriptions in Appendix 3, to which many of the 
references in this paper apply, and to raise the possibility that they existed in PLP. Several 
phonologies have been done in Lakes Plain languages and in none of them have *y and *w 
been posited as phonemes nor have they had a bearing on determining the syllable structure. 
Therefore, in the reflex charts, where the word lists used y and w, *i and *u were 
reconstructed. 
3.2 VOWEL SYSTEM 
It was impossible to reconstruct the PLP vowel system by using all of the word lists. 
Vowels are perhaps the most difficult of sounds to transcribe accurately. The word lists 
available were transcribed by several different people and since it is more likely that each ear 
will hear vowels slightly differently, only those lists where a reliable phonological analysis 
had been done in the language were used. Fortunately, a phonological analysis of some kind 
has been done in at least one of all the major language groupings (with the exception of the 
Proto Far West group): PWT, PCT, Duvle and PET (Bateman 1990b, Jenison and Jenison 
1 99 1 a, Kim and Kim 1995, Kugler 1 990, Kugler and Kugler 1990, Martin 1 986, McAllister 
and McAllister 199 1 ,  Murdoch n.d. I ,  and Munnings 1 99 1a). It was from these phonologies 
and dictionaries (more expanded than what is seen in Appendix 3) that the reconstruction for 
PLP and PT vowels was made. 
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PLP had a five vowel system: 
*
. 
1 
*e 
*a 
*u 
*0 
In most of the present-day languages the quality of *e and *0 are realised as [£] and [0]. 
3.3 SYLLABLE STRUCTURE AND PHONOTACTICS 
The syllable structure of PLP was at least V, CV, and CCV. However, there are closed 
syllables (or evidence for an underlying closed syllable) in the current languages. Two 
hypotheses are possible for the existence of closed syllables in the present languages. 
The first hypothesis assumes that there were no closed syllables in PLP. Several factors 
argue for this interpretation: 
( 1 )  Only voiced obstruents close the syllable in the modern languages where there are 
closed syllables. 
(2) In other contexts, voiced obstruents occur only intervocalically. 
(3) It is a universal tendency that if voiced obstruents close a syllable, voiceless ones will 
too. (This would suggest that a vowel existed after the last voiced obstruent. By the 
time PT was spoken, this vowel deleted and the obstruent became unreleased.) 
A second hypothesis assumes that closed syllables existed in PLP and that the syllable­
final consonant was a voiceless obstruent, but in word-final position it became unreleased 
and voiced by the time PT was spoken. To summarise: 
Hypothesis 1 :  PLP *tikV > *tigV > PT *tig"1 
Hypothesis 2: PLP *tik > *tik"1 > PT *tig"1 
All we can be certain of is that by the time PT was spoken, a word-final voiced and 
unreleased obstruent existed, producing the syllable types *CVC and *CCVc. 
The only other phonotactic constraint in PLP was that the second member of a consonant 
cluster could only be a flap. It was also likely that the *k became labialised when followed by 
*u and another vowel; *kuV> *kWV. 
3 .4 PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES FROM PROTO LAKES PLAIN TO PROTO FAR WEST AND 
PROTO T ARIKU 
The most notable changes occurred in Proto Far West. PFW simplified the PLP words in 
a number of ways. One noticeable change was the deletion of most instances of the word­
initial *ku sequence (unless it was the only syllable in the word) ; PLP *kubadi > PFW 
*poidi 'a fly' ,  PLP *kupade > PFW *pare ' stone' among others. It can be seen that some 
changes happened before others. One of the first changes to occur was to delete a flap *r 
between vowels: PLP *kurire > PFW *kuie 'rain' .  After this change, the *ku was deleted 
and then the intervocalic *d became a new flap *r: PLP *kudaide > PFW *taio 'fire' and 
PLP *dia-dau > PFW *ta-rau 'to stand' . The syllable structure was simplified in two ways: 
by inserting an echo vowel between the consonant cluster; PLP *pri > PFW *piri 'louse' 
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and PLP *bri > PFW *biri 'tooth' ; and, perhaps earlier than the *ku deletion, by deleting the 
final syllable; PLP *kriCV > PFW *kiJi 'banana' and PLP *kuCV > PFW *ku 'tree' .  
Although the breaking of the consonant cluster was complete in Saponi, there are still 
consonant clusters in Awera and Rasawa. Compare the word 'one' in Ra krjJ3i, Aw pJiya, 
and Sa kirip£je. The phone [s] can be found in the modem Far West languages, though it is 
the least common phone. Its occurrence today could be a result of borrowing or later sound 
changes that cannot be confIrmed with the data available. 
The sound changes in PT were less pronounced but more confusing than those in PFW. 
Perhaps this is because there are few intermediate protoforms possible to reconstruct between 
PLP and the modem Far West languages and so the changes seem more dramatic. Similar to 
the change from PLP to PFW was the weakening of intervocalic *d to become a flap *r in 
PT. However, this happened only within a morpheme in PT. PLP *dia-dau > *PT dia-de 'to 
stand' but PLP *diadi > PT *diari 'cassowary'. The intervocalic flap *r remained unchanged 
at this point, PLP *kuria > PT *kuria 'stomach' ,  but will be seen to drop in later reflexes. 
These phenomena are a common trend and do not seem to apply at all times. Regrettably, the 
data is insufficient to determine what specifIc rules applied in each instance. 
The most puzzling change that occurred was the emergence of *5 in PFW and PT. 
Although the phone [s] occurs in all of the languages, in no instance are there cognates where 
the reflex *5 is chosen for all of the languages; *t is always chosen as the reflex in one or 
more of the languages, but not consistently in the same languages. In the modem Lakes Plain 
languages [s] can occur with any vowel, but the Lakes Plain languages in the Wapoga 
headwaters area (Deirate, Weirate, Faia, Sehudate), the sequence [si] does not occur. In 
addition, with the exception of one word, the sequence [tiV] does not exist in the Far West 
or central and western Tariku languages and in the eastern Tariku languages it is exceedingly 
rare. This evidence prevents the positing of *5 in PFW and PT, although it is evident that its 
status as a full phoneme is becoming more certain. 
CHART 1 :  PFW AND PT REFLEXES 
PLP PFW PT 
*p *p *p 
V *pV *p *ifJ 
*k *k *k 
*b *b *b 
*t *t *t 
*d *d *d 
V *dV *r *r 
V *rV *0 *r 
*a *a *a 
*e *e *e 
*
. 1 *i * . 1 
*0 *0 *0 
*u *u *u 
4. PROTO FAR WEST 
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Proto Far West has been reconstructed from only three languages which together do not 
share a large number of cognates, though there are other language groups in the area that 
have not been contacted or documented which may be related. Because there are so few 
languages from which to draw data (and the only data that do exist are word lists) it is 
difficult to tell when PFW was spoken. If the rate of language deterioration was the same for 
all of these languages, then it would have been spoken about the same time as PWT, PCT 
and PET. The only things readily apparent are that the divergence of PFW from PLP was at 
an earlier stage than when PT diverged into PWT, PCT, Duvle and PET, and that, based on 
lexicostatistics, and to a lesser degree on sound changes, PFW is clearly distinct from PT. 
4. 1 CONSONANT SYSTEM 
The PFW consonant system was: 
*p 
*b 
*t 
*d 
*k 
This system is similar to PLP except that the *d has become a flap * J intervocalically in 
nearly all cases. Nasals continue to be missing. In Rasawa they are found almost exclusively 
in the adjectival suffix -nu/no. Since this suffix in most of the other Lakes Plain languages is 
-e, -we, and -be/bi, it is possible that the -nu/no suffix was borrowed in Rasawa. What is 
more, in Awera and Saponi, though the nasals are frequent, there is no contrast between the 
nasals and their corresponding voiced stops. 
4.2 VOWEL SYSTEM 
Until more reliable data is available, as discussed in §3.2, reconstructing the PFW vowel 
system is nearly impossible. 
4.3 SYLLABLE STRUCTURE AND PHONOTACTICS 
The syllable structure of PLP began to simplify in the PFW languages. In Saponi the 
change is complete and now only the syllables V and CV exist; with an echo vowel inserted 
between the previous Cc. This change appears to still be in process in Rasawa and A wera: 
Sa kiJip£jE, Ra kIjf3i, Aw PJiya 'one' ;  Sa niJiwa, Ra dJjf30 'three' ;  Sa taJau, Aw ta!l3i 'to 
stand' .  In those languages where the initial consonant cluster occurs, the second member of 
the cluster is always a flap *J. 
4.4 PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES FROM PFW TO A WERA, SAPONI AND RASA WA 
Although the lexicostatistical cognates percentage is lowest between Saponi and Awera 
(29 per cent) these show the greatest similarity in sound changes from PFW. 
The numbers given after the reflexes refer to the numbered words in the word lists in 
Appendix 3. It is from these words that my conclusions were drawn. 
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CHART 2: PFW -TO-LANGUAGES REFLEXES 
PW Sa Ra Aw Ref. 
*#p #p-f #p #p 106, 1 88, 84, 88 
#lp #0 1 38, 1 64 
V *pV p-f P P 56 
*#k k k k 108, 1 1 8 
V *kV g-y x-k y 1 64, 168, 1 7 1 ,  1 77 
*#bV #13-mV #b-mV #13-mV 1 6 1 ,  1 62, 1 6, 58 
[+10] [+10] [-hi] 
*VbV w 13 13-w 168, 178, 2 1  
*#t #t #t #t-I-n 20, 37 
*tlV sV sV sV 1 86, 199 
*#d #n #d #n 46, 29, 140, 1 5 1  
*V *dV I I 1-0 1 87, 1 88 
*iid*Vdie jdle iyd13ie iyd13e 30, 13 ,  35, 43 
As stated earlier, the exact nature of the emergence of [s] in the Far West languages 
remains a mystery. Its occurrence is rare in all the languages and its distribution is limited. 
Although there exist examples of tV , , , . and sV,, , . in all the languages, there are no contrasts 
between tN, and sV, . 
Another innovation is the appearance of the affricate j in Saponi. This occurs only in a 
final suffix. Considering the absence of *tN in PFW and its resulting form, the absence of 
the sequence *V dN from Saponi also is not surprising. Since these sequences result in [s] 
and [j] in other Lakes Plain languages, it could have happened in Saponi. However, because 
the sequence V flV exists in Saponi, the palatalisation of *d would have to have occurred 
before the flapping of intervocalic *d. Another possible source is the sequence iyV: 
Saponi 
ne-ie 
0-eJe-je 
Rasawa 
de-ye 
de-keli-ye 
water (Ref. 29) 
lake (Ref. 30) 
A final possibility is that Saponi [j] was formed from more than one source. 
5. PROTO TARIKU 
PT was more conservative phonologically than PFW. The phonemic inventory and the 
syllable structure and phonotactics were nearly identical to PLP. This suggests that when the 
PFW group and PT group diverged, the PT people remained linguistically homogeneous and 
conservative for a few centuries. 
The only possible change in the syllable structure is the introduction of closed syllables 
via the deletion of a final vowel (quality unknown) producing a word-final unreleased voiced 
obstruent and the additional syllable patterns *CVC and *CCVc. Irrefutable evidence for this 
vowel is hard to reconstruct from the present-day languages. The possibility was discussed 
in §4.3 that closed syllables could have been present in PLP, in which case there would be 
no difference between PLP and PT. 
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5. 1 PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES FROM PT TO PWT, PCT AND PET 
In the consonant system, the most pronoupced change came in PCT, perhaps because this 
group diverged from PWT and PET earlier than these did from each other. PT *ku became 
*b in PCT; PT *kure > PCT *be 'fire' ; PT *kuari > PCT *ba 'mouth' ; PT *kuri > PCT *bi 
'rain' ;  PT *kuauka[i > PCT *baukai 'chin' .  In these examples, there is also an intervocalic 
flap *[ deletion reflex in PCT, which precedes the *ku > *b reflex. This sound change is 
nearly complete in PCT. In the other PT languages there is evidence for the intervocalic flap 
* [ deletion, but also for its creation. When an epenthetic or echo vowel is inserted between 
C[ sequences, the result is an intervocalic flap *[: CV [v. It is likely that, in time, this flap 
will delete as it has in PC: PT *t£e > PWT *t£e, PET *t£e, PCT *tere > *tee > Ia te 
'mosquito' . 
In the vowel system, two extra high vowels were created in PWT and PCT when the final 
consonant in closed syllables merged with the preceding vowel. This process in Kirikiri and 
other Lakes Plain languages is discussed in fuller detail in Clouse and Clouse ( 1 993). 
CHART 3: PROTO TARIKU REFLEXES 
PT PWT PCT PET Ref. 
*p *ip *ip *p 15 , 52 
*t *t *t *t 20, 1 7  
*tJV *uV *sV-uV *sV-tN 73, 2 1 5, 2 1 6  
*b *b *b *b 2 1 3 , 6 
*d *d *d *d 1 5 1 , 1 79, 101  
V *dV *d *[- *d *d 1 59, 1 7 1 ,  177 
V *[V *[-0 *0-[ *[-0 37, 2 1 3 , 2 14, 223 
*ku *ku *b *ku 5, 37, 88, 54, 95 
*k *k-0 0- *k *k 190, 1 62, 233, 83 
*iC *i/\ *i/\ *iC 2 17, 78, 2 1 5  
*uC *ull *u/\ *uC 2 1 6, 20 
*a *a *a *a 2 14, 52 
*e *e *e *e 1 07, 88 
*
. 
1 * . 1 *. 1 * . 1 59, 1 1 8, 2 1 5  
*0 *0 *0 *0 73, 2 1 3  
*u *u *u *u 101 , 83 
6. THE DUVLE ISOLATE 
There is very limited data on the phonology of Duvle. What is available is in the form of a 
summary, which does not include examples. There are several features in the limited data, 
though, that make it an obvious Lakes Plain language. However, there are other features 
which are very uncharacteristic of Lakes Plain languages. In view of additional 
lexicostatistical and grammatical evidence (Murdoch n.d.2), it seems apparent that Duvle is 
more distantly related to the other Lakes Plain languages than any of those languages are to 
one another. It is possible that the Duvle language was the first to diverge from PT, or even 
predated PT. 
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Duvle is identical to PLP in regard to syllable patterns with V, CV and CCV. 
Additionally, the vowel in each of these patterns can have an offglide. Phonotactically, Duvle 
is much more complicated than PLP. The second member of a consonant cluster can be a 
retroflexed flap following Ipl, 1kI, /hI, If I, and Ivl or can be a Iyl following all non-back 
consonants. Consonant clusters with Iyl can also be found in some East Tariku languages, as 
will be demonstrated later. Whereas this cluster (Cy) is limited to co-occur with the 
phonemes lsi, Ipl and IkI in Sikaritai and lsi and Ipl in Waritai, it has a greater distribution 
than the retroflexed flap in this position in Duvle. 
6. 1  CONSONANT SYSTEM 
Unique to Duvle is a relatively large number of consonant phonemes. Besides the five 
found in PLP are the additions of I'll, If I, lsi, lvi, and 1zI. It is most interesting that all of 
these additions are fricatives (although I'll fluctuates with Igi word-initially) and that there are 
no nasals. Murdoch (n.d. ! )  states that there is a lack of nasals in any environment. This lack 
of even phonetic nasals can be seen in some East Tariku languages as well. 
A question arises how these extra consonants came to be, if in fact Duvle descended 
genetically from a five-consonant PLP. It was seen in the Far West languages, and will be 
seen in the other languages below, that some consonant innovations stem from the merging 
of a consonant, usually an alveolar, with a high front vowel to produce an affricate. That this 
consonantlhigh vowel coalescence is a possibility for the extra Duvle consonants is more 
convincing when we see that Duvle has two high front vowels, Iii and II}, but the IrJ "has a 
far greater occurrence than the IiI" (Murdoch n.d. !) .  It could be that many of the Iils are 
underlying (historically) in the fricative consonants. Further evidence is that there are no 
examples of the sequence obstruent c/iN in the Duvle data. The combinations bIa, pIa, and 
ilia do exist, however. This could be evidence that { v, f, z, y} + V is underlyingly * { b, p, 
d, k} +*i+*V. In searching the word lists, coming up with clear cognates is difficult. In fact, 
the situation becomes more confusing as the fricatives could be coming from a variety of 
sources. It will be clearly demonstrated that PT * kwr and *kw become *wr and *w in PCT 
(with *w further reducing to b in the modem languages) and *kr and *kw in PWT. In Duvle 
this seems to have become [r and [respectively: Du [rre, Wa kwrE, Ia bE, Do keji' 'thorn' 
and Du [Eeri, Ki kwa, Ed bai, Ia ba 'come' . Duvle v may have come from a similar source: 
Du Eevisa, Do ebisa 'egg' ; Du ovei, Do wei 'ear' ; Du vEeirE, Ia baiA 'sun' ; and Du vada, Ia 
ba 'shoot' .  However, with a flap it seems to have been derived from PT *p: Du vrEe, and Do 
pri and Wa !pri 'spit' . The Duvle fricative z is even more mysterious. Both PT *t and *d are 
good candidates for its source: Du zreri, Do deri 'tongue' ,  Du zo, Do do 'sand',  and Du ziri, 
Ka tehei Er tei 'child' . There were not enough cognates with Duvle y to show any possible 
source. 
6.2 VOWEL SYSTEM 
Whereas Duvle resembles the East Tariku languages in its consonants and consonant 
cluster, it resembles the central and western Tariku languages in its vowels. In addition to the 
five PLP vowels, there are two more high vowels, one front and unrounded and one back 
and rounded ("slightly fronted and lower than lut' according to Murdoch n.d. ! ) . 
The Duvle vowel system is: 
i 
[ 
e 
a 
u 
o 
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The innovation of the two extra vowels found in central and western Tariku languages 
stems from a coalescence of a high vowel with a consonant which closes a syllable (see 
below). As we have seen, this same kind of process may have produced extra fricative 
consonants in Duvle. One answer to the dilemma of the extra vowels and consonants in 
Duvle is that the processes seen in Duvle consonants and central/western Tariku vowels may 
both be at work, with one process feeding the other. 
We will see that in Elopi the emergence of Iji is a result of the extra high li"l. For this 
process to occur the Ii "I had to occur first from the coalescence Iii and a syllable-closing 
consonant. I propose that perhaps the process emerging in Elopi is merely further along in 
Duvle than in any of the other Tariku languages. The process just described could be 
represented in the following way: *iC > *i" > (C) *i"V> lextra fricative CI. In other words, 
the Iii in a closed syllable coalesces with the following consonant producing an extra high 
li"l. Later the li"I, if followed by a vowel, coalesces further with the preceding consonant, 
producing a fricative consonant. This process might also explain why Iii (Ii"!?) is so 
uncommon in Duvle. 
To be sure, more data is needed from Duvle so that more cognates can be found, perhaps 
proving or disproving the hypotheses suggested above. This data would take us a long way 
to understanding how Duvle became so different from its sister languages. At this point it is 
sufficient to say that Duvle is genetically related to the Lakes Plain languages, but its exact 
relationship is still undetermined. Lexicostatistically it seems more related to the East Tariku 
languages, but the extent to which it has progressed (or digressed) from PT is similar to the 
Central Tariku languages. For example, whereas the Duvle phonology innovated four extra 
fricative consonants, Iau innovated four extra tone contrasts. It is for all of these reasons I 
have suggested that Duvle be considered a family-level isolate. 
7. PROTO EAST TARIKU 
Although PET was not the most conservative of the PT languages in word innovations, it 
was the most conservative in phonological innovations: the phonemic inventory and the 
syllable structure and phonotactics. One minor difference is that PT *tN is retained in a very 
few instances in east Tariku languages (on numbers), except in Sikaritai where it has been 
completely replaced by sV. 
The two languages furthest to the east (Sikaritai and Waritai) also show some unusual 
initial consonant clusters. Besides the cluster Cr, there are: 
Sikaritai Waritai Ref. no. 
sg sg 34, 87, 1 29 
kg 43, 44 
pg pg 19, 142 
ts 143 
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Martin ( 199 1 )  claims that in Sikaritai the g in each of these cases is phonetically r and is 
underlying *ik, (though he does not state why he chose the vowel l), thereby maintaining 
that only flap [r] can be the second member of a consonant cluster. There is some evidence 
that a vowel did precede the *k: Si k 'yig', Ob kEkaig', Do and Wa kt:i.ki 'one ' .  The one 
occurrence of ts is cognate with the Obokuitai and Eritai sequences tis. 
A change that does not seem to be taking place in east Tariku languages is the deletion of 
intervocalic flap [r ] .  Although there are a few instances of it in Doutai and Waritai, this 
deletion is far less common than in either West Tariku or Central Tariku languages. 
The question arises, did PET diverge from PT later than PWT because it was 
phonologically more conservative or did PWT diverge later, because there are, 
lexicostatistically, more word cognates with PT? More research into grammatical typology 
may shed some light on the subject. 
7. 1 PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES FROM PET TO INDIVIDUAL LANGUAGES 
As stated earlier, the PET languages are most like PT in terms of phonology. The merging 
of the syllable-final consonant with the preceding vowel is evident in all the languages 
producing fricated vowels. However, Obokuitai and Sikaritai have retained the syllable-final 
consonants but as voiced and unreleased. In addition, the fricative [s], most likely derived 
from an earlier *ti, has received full phonemic status. There is some evidence as well that this 
is continuing to change toward [h] . The affricate [j] is coming into prominence from the 
sequence d + i and/or from the following sequence: fricated vowel (created at the loss of 
syllable closure) or high vowel in a closed syllable, this followed by a non-extra-high vowel. 
This conclusion is drawn from the absence of *dN and *tN in these languages and cognates 
like the following. 
Sikaritai Obokuitai Kai Biri 
ig)u-a ig)£-kwa illja-wa illa-ka tie 
b£ju-a badub'-kwa baru-wa badi see 
Sikaritai Obokuitai Kai Doutai 
kug)e-wa sudo-kwa kullju-wa sudu-wa thunder 
ig)ekig' sukwig' illjekillj£-wa sulljakill night 
a-¢ed a-sai a-hai a-sudo skin 
asito ahigt:i.g' atahai aiahi near 
Like all Lakes Plain languages, the eastern Tariku languages lack phonemic nasals. In all 
of the other languages, the phonetic nasals that do exist do not contrast with their voiced-stop 
counterpart. A phenomenon is found in these eastern languages, as well as in Duvle, which 
is most unusual: the lack of even phonetic nasals. A more detailed discussion of this 
phenomenon is given in Clouse and Clouse ( 1 993). A final point of interest is that where in 
the West and Central Tariku languages the nasal m and n are only morpheme initial and 
fluctuate with b and d (usually before low vowels), in the East Tariku language of Doutai, b 
and d word-initially are, according to McAllister ( 199 1 ), implosive. 
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CHART 4: PROTO EAST TARIKU REFLEXES 
PET 
*p 
*t 
*s 
*b 
*b# 
*d 
*dN 
*jAV 
*[ 
*C[ 
*ku 
*kVA 
*C# 
*jC 
*uC 
*a 
*e 
*j 
*0 
*u 
Do 
p-¢ 
t 
s 
b 
0# 
d 
JV22 
jAj 
o 
C[ 
ku 
kVA 
0# 
a 
t: 
j 
o 
U 
Wa 
p-¢ 
t 
s 
b 
0# 
d-t 
di 
jAJV 
o 
C[ 
ku 
kVA 
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8. PROTO WEST T ARIKU 
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bW 
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di 
iAJV 
[ 
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kVA 
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u 
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b 
0# 
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J 
jllJV 
[ 
C[ 
ku 
kVA 
d# 
iC-i 
uC 
a 
t: 
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o 
u 
Si 
p-h 
t 
s 
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iAJV 
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C[ 
ku 
kVA 
d1g# 
iC 
uC 
a 
£ 
i 
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u 
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With regard t o  the PT daughter protolanguages, PWT was the least innovative 
lexicostatistically. The PWT consonant system was identical to PT, except that the voiceless 
bilabial consonant underwent lenition in all positions and two extra vowels were created as a 
result of a syllable-closing consonant merging with the preceding vowel: 
*b 
*¢ 
*t 
*d 
*k *iA 
*i 
*t: 
*a 
*u 
*0 
In addition, PWT *tN became [sV] and intervocalic flap *[ (that is, intervocalic 1*d1 
within a morpheme) began to delete. A major change that did occur in PWT was in the 
syllable structure and vowel system. 
2 McAllister ( 1 99 1 )  claims N exists in Doutai although no example is seen in the word lists in 
Appendix 3. 
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8 . 1 SYLLABLE STRUCTURE AND VOWEL SYSTEM 
When PWT diverged from PT the syllable structure simplified, resulting in only V, CV 
and CCV. The final consonant in syllables that became closed, as a result of a final vowel 
deleting, merged with the preceding vowel. This affected only the preceding high vowels. 
These high vowels, *i and *u, became higher, fronted, and constricted or fricated and two 
extra contrasting vowels were created. However, the resulting seven-vowel contrast applies, 
in Kirikiri at least, mostly to single vowels. The seven vowels contrast in some VV 
sequences but not all (Clouse and Clouse 1993). 
Kaye ( 1989:56-57) states in effect that it is so far unattested for a language without closed 
syllables to have consonant clusters (he calls this a "001"  or "OI l" language). However, we 
can see from some Lakes Plain data that such languages do exist. It should be noted, though, 
that Kaye' s  statement seems to be coming true for West Tariku (and other Lakes Plain) 
languages, for the CCV syllable type is in the process of simplifying further by inserting an 
epenthetic or echo vowel unconditionally between the consonant cluster, leaving us with 
"000" or "01 0" languages. (However, Kaye also states that "0 10" languages are unattested.) 
If this process continues as it has in Central Tariku languages, the resulting intervocalic flap 
*[ will eventually delete and the resulting VV sequence will assimilate. This process may be 
the cause of Iau's (a Central Tariku language) reported eight tonal contrasts where most of 
the other Tariku languages have only four contrasts. 
8.2 PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES FROM PWT TO KIRIKIRI, FAYU AND TAUSE 
Proto West Tariku produced three daughter languages, each with two or three dialects. I 
will call these three languages Kirikiri (with Faia dialect 89% cognate), Fayu (with Sehudate 
dialect 8 1  % cognate) and Tause (with Weirate dialect 78% cognate and Deirate dialect 77% 
cognate). It is worth mentioning that the three languages mentioned have, until four years 
ago, had very little if any contact with their related dialects. In 1990, for instance, the Kirikiri 
did not know the Faia existed. This was undoubtedly due to the mountain range and no­
man' s-land that separated those living in the west Tariku River watershed from those in the 
Wapoga River watershed. It is not surprising then that we find reflexes shared by the dialects 
in the Wapoga watershed that are not shared by their corresponding sister dialects in the 
Tariku watershed. 
The most notable features of these three languages are ( 1 )  the emergence of nasals word­
or morpheme-initial, (2) the creation of [s] from *ti, (3) the creation of [j] from *di, and (4) 
the further simplification of syllable structure to V and CV only (though the processes in (3) 
and (4) are not complete). 
I will refrain from listing the vowel reflexes. Having worked extensively on the Kirikiri 
vowel system, it seems clear to me that the reliability of the Fayu and Tause word lists in 
Appendix 3 ,  which were taken before a complete phonological analysis was done, is 
questionable. Personal investigation of Fayu reveals a vowel system similar to Kirikiri, 
which is the same as the PWT vowel system. 
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CHART S: WEST T ARIKU REFLEXES 
PWT Ki Fa Fy Se Ta We � Ref. 
*p �h �h �h �h ifJ �h �h 1 17, 1 19 
*t t t t t t t t 20, 140 
*k k k k-g k k k k 78, 88 
Intervocalic *k became k-x-g- y in all languages 1 0, 80 
*#b b-mb b b-mb b-mb b-mb b b-mb 78, 1 62 
*ba #ma #ma #ma #ma #ma #ma #ma 43 
Intervocalic *b became b-.f3 in all languages 62, 1 08, 1 16 
*d d-nd d d-nd d d-nd d d 29, 1 5 1  
*#da ina ina ina ina ida ida ida 1 08, 47, 48 
V*dV r-1-(i} r-(i} r-(i} r-(i} r-(i} r-1-(i} r-1-(i} 1 05, 2, 77 
*dN dN dN JV JV yV JV JV 9, 105 
*tlV sV sV sV sV sV sV sV 2 15, 73 
As stated earlier, how the [s] emerged in these languages is uncertain. The only thing clear 
is that in most of the languages the sequence tN does not exist but in the Wapoga watershed 
dialects the sequence si does not exist either. Other possible changes are a consonant (flap *r 
or *k or both) deleting intervocalically in the sequence *tiCV (there is plenty of evidence of 
this happening in other contexts), and the resulting *tiV becoming sV. Although, in other 
instances it looks as though the *CV or *iC in the *tiCV sequences were deleted. Perhaps all 
of these processes happened to some degree or another at different times, feeding or bleeding 
the change conditions. Other than that, with the data available, it appears that the [s] in the 
west Tariku languages emerged randomly. This is doubtful, but more accurate data will be 
needed to find the answer. 
9. PROTO CENTRAL TARIKU 
PCT shows a greater number of sound changes from PT than either PET or PWT. This 
argues for an earlier divergence from PT than PET and PWT. Most of the sound changes that 
can be seen taking place in PET and PWT seem to have carried through to the greatest extent 
in the PCT languages. This is especially true for dropping consonants and syllables. This has 
produced in the modem languages an overwhelming percentage of monosyllabic words and 
many more contrastive tone patterns compared to modem east and west Tariku languages. 
9. 1 CENTRAL T ARIKU PHONOLOGY 
The PCT consonant and vowel systems are similar to those found in PET and PWT, 
including the two extra high vowels from the merging of a high vowel and a syllable-final 
consonant and the emergence of *s from the PT sequence *ti. 
*b 
*ifJlh 
*t 
*d 
*s 
*k *ill 
*i 
*£ 
*a 
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However, lexicostatistically, the Central Tariku languages share fewer cognates with East 
and West Tariku than East and West Tariku do with each other, also suggesting an earlier 
divergence. 
Phonetic nasals have come into use in the modern Central Tariku languages. The nasal m 
is present morpheme-initially as a variant of b in both languages studied. The nasal n, is 
present in Edopi as a morpheme-initial variant of d, and in lau as a variant of 1 in this 
position. Edopi is also developing the affricate j from the sequence di and/or from the extra 
high vowel ill (giving credence to the idea that the vowel is a result of the merging of a final 
consonant in a closed syllable with the preceding vowel). 
PCT has simplified the syllable structure of PT to V, CV and CVC (very rare). An echo 
vowel was inserted between the PT *C sequence: PT *krj > PCT *kiFi > Ed ki[i 'banana' . 
In modern lau a further simplification occurred where the resulting intervocalic *[ was 
deleted and the identical vowels assimilated: PCT *biFi > *bii > la bi 'teeth' ; PCT *if>£[£ > 
*if>t:E > la if>ce 'eye' . 
9.2 PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES FROM PCT TO EDOPI AND lAu 
Edopi was phonologically more conservative than lau in regard to sound changes. Edopi 
further simplified the syllable structure by deleting the syllable-final consonant (in lau it is 
very rare), whereas lau deleted all occurrences of flap *[. lau also deleted word-initial *k and 
many final syllables on words. The result was a language of mostly monosyllabic words 
with combined tone patterns. 
3 
CHART 6: CENTRAL T ARIKU REFLEXES 
PCT Ed la Ref. 
*C# (!J# C# (rare) 2 17, 245 
*CV# CV# (!J 57, 108, 1 56 
*if> h if>-h 4, 2 14, 244 
*b b b 2 1 3  
*#b #m-b #m-b 69, 72, 99, 1 1 1 , 158  
*d d d 1 5 1 ,  57 
*#da #da-na-la #da-la-na 108, 236, 60, 65, 66 
*di J di 172 
V*[V [ (!J 8, 9, 16, 18 ,  29 
*t 20, 2 1 7  
*5 5-t 5 149, 2 1 6, 228 
*k k k 95 
*#k #(!J #(!J 10, 1 9, 52, 1 80 
*au au 0 62, 149 
*jll jill j/' 148, 1 59 
*ull ull3 ull 
Although there are no phonemes marked u" in the word lists in Appendix 3,  both Kim and Kim 
(1991)  and Bateman ( 1990b) make a three-way phonemic distinction in the back rounded vowels. 
PCT Ed 
* . 1 i 
*u u 
*e e 
*0 0 
*a a 
10. GRAMMATICAL TYPOLOGY 
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Ia Ref. 
i 1 5 1  
u 83 
e 3, 152  
0 33 
a 17 ,  1 50 
Although the grammatical data is growing, it is not sufficient to propose genetic 
relationships. Because this paper mainly concerns reclassifying these languages and since 
there are good reasons to do so on lexicostatistical and phonological grounds alone, a 
complete picture of the grammatical typology of the Lakes Plain languages will wait for a 
later date. What is immediately obvious is that all Lakes Plain languages are verb-final non­
Austronesian languages. Also, a typological feature of all Lakes Plain languages is a 
relatively small amount of verbal affixation (isolating). This is in contrast to what is typical of 
agglutinative languages of the Trans New Guinea Phylum. 
It is also possible that a fair amount of borrowing of pronouns occurred among the 
languages in the Geelvink Bay Phylum. The blanks in the chart below are a result of lack of 
data, not necessarily indicating that the particular pronoun does not exist. Three dashes 
indicate that the pronoun does not in fact exist, but is made by using the vernacular word for 
'people' . 
l SG 
Sa mamire 
Ra ebe 
Aw yai 
We eli 
Ta eli 
Fy a 
Fa e 
Ki a 
Ed a 
Ia a 
Du e 
Do i 
Bi e 
Ob i 
Si 
Bz e 
CHART 7: LAKES PLAlN PRONOUNS 
2SG 
ba 
debe 
nai 
ba 
ba 
de 
di 
de 
di 
eli 
do 
de 
di 
eli 
0 
3SG 
ki 
kibie 
ku 
1 PL 
mamire 
duobi 
e 
we ai 
te 
o 
o 
au 
o 
de 
oi 
ba 
a 
eli 
e 
e 
e 
a 
a 
ai 
ai 
i 
2PL 
da 
da 
da 
dai 
u 
3PL 
niaware 
kioio 
koro 
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1 1 . TONE TYPOLOGY 
Tone is a prominent feature of all Lakes Plain languages and therefore was most likely a 
feature of some of the protolanguages as well. This fact further distances Lakes Plain 
languages from the Trans New Guinea Phylum. All the modem languages have at least high 
and low tone. Duvle and Sikaritai have only these tones with Martin ( 1991 )  analysing the 
Sikaritai system as pitch-accent. The remainder of the languages also have combinations of 
high and low (or contours); Obokuitai has a fall (Jenison 199 1 ), Doutai (McAllister 1 99 1 ), 
Edopi (Kim 1995) and all the western Tariku languages have a fall and a rise (Clouse n.d. !) .  
Iau (Bateman 1990b, Edmonson et al. 1992) claims eight contrastive tones including several 
rises and falls. Having compared Iau words with cognates in other related languages, it was 
suggested earlier that many of the complex tone patterns occur because Iau has, historically, 
deleted consonant and vowel segments of a syllable in the protolanguage but not the tone 
segments, therefore producing more than one tone pattern on a syllable. It is significant to 
note that of the eight tones in Iau, four are short and correspond to the four tones found in 
the other Lakes Plain languages, and the other four are nearly twice as long and occur on 
long (perhaps geminate?) vowels. They often correspond to cognate two-syllable words in 
other Lakes Plain languages. 
12 .  PROTO AUSTRONESIAN INFLUENCE 
There are several PLP words and many more words in these languages that have striking 
similarities to Proto Austronesian and Proto Oceanic. Although only a few forms are listed 
below, someone with more expertise in the field of Austronesian reconstruction could 
undoubtedly find more. Most of the similarities listed are monosyllabic words (in PLP). 
Since the Lakes Plain languages have a high percentage of one- and two-syllable words and a 
very low number of phonemes, the chance for coincidental similarity is high. If these words 
are in fact borrowings, the question arises why such seemingly core vocabulary would be 
borrowed. 
The following POc-Gr and PAn-D reconstructions were taken from the Wurm and Wilson 
( 1975) English finderlist of reconstructions in Austronesian languages. 
CHART 8: POSSmLE AUSTRONESIAN INFLUENCE 
PLP POc-Gr PAn-D 
*du *manu *manuk bird 
*tou *t'ut'u *tutu breast 
*dati *mata *mata eye 
*pada *panua *panu[v]a ' earth 
*tuC *uti(n) *bu(t)uh penis 
*tau *tau *[t]avu['] person 
*ku *kau *kaju' tree 
*ti *tiRi 0 *'i 'e[h] urine 
PET POc-GR PAn-D 
*wari *wai(R) [dd]anum water 
POc-BLAA 
*bo *mpo mpo firewood bundle 
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13 .  TOWARD A CLASSIFICATION OF THE LAKES PLAIN LANGUAGES 
It is clear from the data presented so far, by means of historical reconstruction, that the 
languages discussed are related to each other, both in terms of phonology and 
lexicostastically. How these languages are genetically related to each other has also been 
shown. Now I attempt to place these languages genetically in the context of a Phylum, that 
is, to non-Lakes Plain languages. The introduction stated that most of the Lakes Plain 
languages were classified in Voorhoeve ( 1 975) and Silzer and Clouse ( 199 1 )  as belonging to 
the Trans New Guinea Phylum, Tor-Lakes Plain Stock. Therefore, a comparison was made 
of the major languages bordering the Lakes Plain (Geelvink Bay Phylum languages Bauzi 
and Demisa to the north and the Trans New Guinea Phylum language Dani to the south), 
languages in the Tor-Lakes Plain Stock (Berik and Orya) and a language in the far eastern 
part of the Lakes Plain (Kaure). The percentage matrix and tree diagrams below are based on 
lexicostatistic similarity (obtained by the computer program LEXIST AT version 2 . 1  by Thilo 
C. Schadeberg) with a margin of error of five per cent. The lexicostatistical similarity 
generated by LEXISTAT is derived from my own decisions listed in Appendix 4. 
LEXICOSTATISTIC PERCENTAGE MA TR.IX 
Sa 
Sa -- Ra 
Ra 47 --
Aw 2 9  3 4  --
We 1 8  1 9  De Tause Family 
De 1 6  1 8  1 4  7 8  -- Ta ? Trans 
Ta 1 6  1 8  1 3  7 8  7 -- Se West -New 
Se 1 6  1 5  1 5  3 9  3 9  4 5  Fy Tariku 
Fy 1 8  1 7  1 7  3 3  3 4  3 9  8 1  -- Fa Family 
Fa 1 5  1 9  1 7  3 7  3 6  4 1  4 4  4 8  -- Ki 
Ki 1 3  1 3  1 5  3 9  3 3  3 3  4 2  4 6  8 9  -- IiI 
IiI 1 0  9 8 3 4  2 9  3 2  3 5  3 7  45 4 3  -- la 
la 1 1  1 0  9 3 4  9 3 0  3 5  3 9  3 9  42 7 1  --
Du 9 9 1 0  2 5  2 0  2 2  2 3  2 6  29 2 8  2 8  
Do 1 1  1 1  1 0  3 2  2 7  2 6  3 3  3 4  3 7  3 0  2 7  2 6  45 -- Wa East 
Wa 1 2  1 3  1 0  3 3  2 8  2 8  3 1  3 3  3 7  3 0  3 0  2 5  3 8  7 3  -- Ka 
Ka 1 2  1 1  8 3 0  2 7  2 5  3 2  3 1  3 8  29 2 7  2 5  3 1  6 3  6 3  -- B i  
B i  1 3  1 2  1 0  3 3  2 9  2 6  3 7  3 5  4 3  3 5  2 9  2 6  2 8  4 4  4 8  49 -- Ob 
Ob 1 0  1 0  8 3 1  2 7  2 5  3 5  3 3  4 3  3 2  3 0  2 6  29 5 1  54 59 60 -- PI 
PI 1 2  1 2  1 0  2 9  26 2 4  3 4  3 5  3 7  3 0  2 8  2 5  29 48 52 6 0  5 2  7 5  -- S i  
Si  1 1  1 4  1 2  2 9  2 5  2 4  3 1  3 5  3 3  28 2 5  2 2  2 7  4 8  5 1  55 4 3  4 9  5 5  -- Bz 
Bz 5 4 5 1 0  8 1 0  1 2  1 5  1 0  1 1  1 1  1 2  7 1 0  8 1 1  1 3  1 2  1 0  1 3  --
Ds 8 5 2 9 7 8 1 1  9 8 8 9 9 6 1 1  1 0  1 0  1 3  1 1  1 0  1 1  
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..  Kr 3 2 2 7 7 7 9 9 1 1  7 6 6 5 8 7 1 0  9 8 6 7 
Bk 1 0 3 2 2 4 3 4 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Or 1 0 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 6 0 
Do 0 1 0 2 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 I 0 
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The criteria used in the classification given in the chart above are based mostly on those 
used for subgroupings in Voorhoeve ( 1975: 1 6) with some modifications. 
1 00% - 76% of shared cognates: dialects of one language 
75% - 40% of shared cognates: languages of the same family 
39% - 20% of shared cognates: languages of the same stock 
1 9% - 1 1  % of shared cognates: languages of same superstock 
1 0% - 5% of shared cognates: languages of the same phylum 
The matrix is read by following horizontally, left to right, a line of numbers until it 
intersects with a vertical line of numbers, read top to bottom. So, following Si (Sikaritai) to 
the right until it intersects with Er (Eritai), read down, gives 55%. 
Several observations can be made from the evidence given that would lead to a 
reclassification of some of these languages. First, the Lakes Plain languages are not in the 
same stock as the Tor languages. In fact, they do not seem to be in the same phylum. 
Second, the Lakes Plain languages clearly belong to the Geelvink Bay Phylum, but they are a 
different stock from East Geelvink Bay. Finally, the Lakes Plain languages divide into two 
distinct stocks with five families within the Tariku Stock. It is quite logical that the languages 
previously classified as East Lakes Plain Family (Foau, Dabra and Taworta) would constitute 
a sixth family. I have made that assumption in the reclassification that follows. No attempt 
was made to reclassify the languages outside of the Lakes Plain Superstock (i.e. Kaure) , 
though it should be noted that recent comparisons between Kaure and Lakes Plain grammars 
give some support to placing Kaure in the Geelvink Bay Phylum. 
Based on this information, the following tree diagram was made (generated by the 
computer program LEXIST AT): 
% Sa Ra Aw We De Ta Se Fy Fa Ki Ed Ia Du Do Wa Ka Ob Er Bi Si Bz Ds Kr Bk Or Dn 
100 
90 
-;-
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 Tariku Stock 
30 
20 Lakes Plain Superstock 
Geelvink Bay Phylum 
10  � Geelvink Bay Phylum? 
o 
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Therefore, I would like to suggest the following reclassification of the Lakes Plain 
languages. 
GEEL VINK BAY PHYLUM 
Lakes Plain Superstock 
Rasawa Stock 
Rasawa - Saponi Family 
Rasawa 
Saponi 
Awera Family-Level Isolate 
Awera 
Tariku Stock 
Tause Family-Level Isolate 
Tause 
(a) Tause 
(b) Weirate 
(c) Deirate 
West Tariku Family 
Fayu 
(a) Fayu 
(b) Sehudate 
Kirikiri 
(a) Kirikiri 
(b) Faia 
Central Tariku Family 
Edopi 
Turn 
(a) Iau 
(b) Foi 
(c) Turn 
Duvle Family-Level Isolate 
Duvle 
East Tariku Family 
Doutai 
Waritai 
Kai 
Biritai 
Obokuitai 
Eritai 
Sikaritai 
Kwerisa 
Papasena 
East Lakes Plain Family 
Foau 
Taworta 
Dabra 
East Geelvink Bay Stock 
Bauzi Family 
Bauzi 
Demisa 
etc. as per Silzer and Clouse ( 199 1 )  
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APPENDIX 1 :  VOCABULARY OF PROTO LAKES PLAIN 
Ref. English PLP PFW PT PWT PCT PET 
4 neck *kukro *roko *kokro *kokrV *kro 
5 mouth *kukadiJu *koru *kuari *kuari *ba *kua 
6 tooth *bri *biri *bri *bri *biri *bri 
8 eye *kudatiCV *ura *kurati *kurati *kuratiC 
9 nose *boru *boru *boru 
1 2  hair/fur *kruli *kruli *kru *kruli 
1 5  fingernail *pV *bV *pV *ipV *ifxJ *pe 
1 6  skin *pidi *bi *piri *pire * . .  m *bari 
1 7  meat *tV *tV *tV *tV *ta *tV 
1 9  bone *be *kai *kai * . 1 *ai 
2 0  breast *touCV *tou *touC *touA *touC *touC 
2 1  stomach *kuria *wia *kuria *kuri *kuia 
2 6  leg *tu *Ca *Ca *ta *a 
2 6b foot *to *to *to 
2 9  water *deida *deire *dida *dida *ida *wadi 
3 7  fire *kudaide *tairo *kure *kue *be *kure 
adj . suffix *-we/-die *-we/-de *-we/-die *-we *-be *-die 
4 1  stone *kuipade *pare *kui¢ae *kuipae *kui¢a *kuip 
44 one *kri *keiki *keiki 
4 6  three *didi *dri *Cidi *Cido *tidi 
5 2  land *pra/i *pri *pra *¢ra *pra 
5 4  path *kuadi *arV *kuari *kuari *ba *kuai 
5 6  wide *wara 
5 9  rain *kurire *kuie *kuri *kuri *bi 
7 2  dull *baCu *paupe *baCu *baCu *ba 
7 3  sun *tio *tio *tio *so *so 
7 6  moon *bari 
7 8  banana *kriCV *kiri *kriC *kriA *kiri *kriC 
8 3  tree *kuCV *ku *kuC *u *u *kuC 
8 4  split *pekeka 
8 8  thorn *kude *pore *kure *kure *be *kure 
9 0  seed *weto *kaba *ifJe *aCi 
9 7  black *kVCa *kuara *kVC *kaCa *kiC 
101  bird *du *du *du *du *du 
103 wing *auCo *uko *auCu *auro *apu *akau 
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Ref. English PLP PFW PT PWf PCT PET 
105 cassowary *diadi *kiri *diari *diari *diari 
106 a fly *kubadi *poiti *kubari *kuari *bari *kuari 
107 mosquito *tide *tre *tire *tire *tire *tire 
108 dog *tabi *kaCo *tabi *tiabi *dabi *dabi 
1 1 6 tail *tiCa *tiCa *tiCa *tia *tiC 
1 1 7 fish *tie *te *tie *tie *te 
1 1 8 leech *kibV *kiba *kibi *ki *ki *kibi 
1 1 9 louse *pri *piri *pri *�ri *pri 
1 24 long *pobi *kure *kure *be *kuri 
1 28 house *kuadV *aru *kuarV *kua *urV *kuari 
1 38 near *paipai *paia *ai�ai *ai�ai 
140 person *tau *du *tai *te *te *tai 
1 42 bad *kaibe *ifJVra *f>e *ifJura 
149 child *tau-bri *tu-ri *tau-bri *tau-bri *tau- *tau-bi 
1 5 1  2SG *de *de *de *de *di *de 
1 52 IPL *ai *e *ai * 
. aI *e *ai 
153 3SG *kibV *be *0 *de 
1 59 go/walk *kidia *dao *kidia *kidia *dia 
1 62 hear-STAT *kuedi-kuda *beri-kura *kueri-kua *beri-kua *beri-wa *kueri-kua 
1 64 search *paka 
168 suck *tau *tu *tau *taua *betu 
17 1 vomit *kadudu *aru *karudu *ku *u *krudu 
177 scrape *kiCi *kibie *kiri *kiri * .
. 
In *bekiri 
178 sit *ifJuifJu *kua *ifJuifJu *ifJoko *bau *buhu 
1 79 stand *dia-dau *tarau *dia-da *dia-da 
1 86 grab *tiadado *suarau *araro *araro *da *do 
1 88 blow *pudV *purV *purV *ifJura *ifJoi *bu-ifJuru 
1 90 cough *takadV *takari *takurV *takuro *taurai *takura 
2 1 3  firewood *bodi *bori *bo *bori 
2 14 feaces *pade *pare *ifJa *ifJa *pare 
2 1 5  unne *tiCi *tiCi *till *tii *tiCi 
2 1 6  penis *tiuCV *tiuC *tiull *tiu *tuC 
2 1 7  scrotum *kudiCV *kuriC *kuill *kuiC 
223 chin *kuaukadi *kuaukari *kuaukai *baukai *kuaukari 
233 ant *keCV *keC *ke *e *kiC 
244 arrow *poka *poka *ifJoka *ifJoka *poka 
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1 52 .  1 PL.INCL 253.  copulate 226. forehead 
1 50. l SG 1 90. cough 9 3 .  forest 
l S I .  2SG 1 9 l .  count 4 7 .  four 
1 54. 3PL 236. crocodile 8 9 .  fruit 
1 53 .  3SG 2 1 8 .  crooked 1 27 .  full 
1 93 .  afraid 195.  cry 7 9 .  garden 
5 l .  all 1 75 .  die 235.  gecko 
233.  ant 1 1 4. different 1 87 .  give 
244. arrow 1 92.  dig 1 59. go/walk 
3 9 .  ash 1 l . dirty 1 4 l .  good 
142 .  bad 108.  dog 250. goods 
7 8 .  banana 247. door 1 86. grab 
2 1 9 .  bandicoot 1 85 .  dream 8 0 .  grass 
255 .  bat 1 67 .  drink 100. green 
1 8 l .  bathe 248. drum 2 .  hair 
1 09. big 8 l .  dry 1 0 . hand 
1 0 l .  bird 7 2 .  dull l .  head 
1 1 5 .  bite/chew 5 3 .  dust 1 62 .  hear 
9 7 .  black 3 .  ear 2 4 .  heart 
2 3 .  blood 1 69.  eat 4 2 .  heavy 
1 88 .  blow 1 02 .  egg 227. heel 
1 2 . body hair 207. eight 172 .  hit 
220. boil (n) 1 3 .  elbow 2 l O. hole 
1 9 . bone 8 .  eye 6 3 .  hot 
245 . bow 224. eyebrow 1 28 .  house 
8 6 .  branch 225.  eyelash 145.  husband 
257.  breadfruit 1 82 .  fall 1 32 .  in front 
2 0 .  breast l 39.  far l 34.  inside 
1 89.  breathe 1 8 .  fat 239. ironwood 
234. butterfly 147 .  father 262. kangaroo 
256. canoe 2 14.  faeces 174. kill 
105 .  cassowary 144. female 228. knee 
258 .  centipede 249. fence 1 6 l .  know something 
22 l .  cheek 5 0 .  few 3 0 .  lake 
222. chest 1 4 . finger 5 2 .  land 
149. child 1 5 .  fingernail 1 83 .  lay 
223.  chin 3 7 .  fire 8 7 .  leaf 
259. cloth 2 l 3 . firewood 1 1 8 .  leech 
5 8 .  cloud 1 1 7 .  fish l 37 .  left 
260. cockroach 4 8 .  five 2 6 .  leg 
6 4 .  cold 3 2 .  flow 6 6 .  lightning 
246. comb 2 1 2. flower 1 76.  live 
1 58 .  come 1 06. fly 2 5 .  liver 
3 8 .  cook 104. to fly 1 24 .  long 
26 l .  copula 6 1 .  fog 1 1 9.  louse 
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2 2 .  lower back 200. rub 2 7 .  swollen 
143 .  male 267. sago 1 1 6 .  tail 
4 9 .  many 3 6 .  salt 1 65 .  talk 
263 . matoa (tree sp.) 1 1 3 .  same 6 .  teeth 
7 4 .  midday 3 3 .  sand 209. ten 
7 6 .  moon 1 77 .  scrape 1 1 2 .  that 
1 07 .  mosquito 2 1 7 .  scrotum 1 3 1 .  thatch 
148. mother 1 64. search 6 9 .  thick 
5 7 .  mountain 3 5 .  sea 7 0 .  thin 
5 .  mouth 1 63 .  see 1 1 1 . this 
8 2 .  mow 9 0 .  seed 8 8 .  thorn 
24 1 .  mud 206. seven 4 6 .  three 
1 7 . muscle 7 1 .  sharp 204. throw 
1 57 .  name 1 2 1 .  shoot 6 5 .  thunder 
5 5 .  narrow 1 25 .  short 9 5 .  tie 
1 38 .  near 229. shoulder 23 1 .  toe 
4 .  neck 1 94. shy 25 1 .  tomorrow 
237.  nest 2 8 .  sick 7 .  tongue 
1 29 .  new 1 96. sing 8 3 .  tree/wood 
7 5 .  night 1 78 .  sit 1 66 .  true 
208 . nine 205. six 1 60.  tum 
1 80. no/not 1 6 . skin 4 5 .  two 
9 .  nose 6 0 .  sky 2 1 5 . urine 
1 30. old 1 84.  sleep 232.  vein 
44 . one 4 3 .  slick 243 . village 
1 33 .  outside 1 1 0. small 1 7 1 .  to vomit 
5 4 .  path 9 2 .  smelly 254. vulva 
2 1 6 . penis 4 0 .  smoke 202. wash 
140. person 1 23 .  snake 2 9 .  water 
1 20. pig 238 .  spider 3 4 .  wet 
203 . pinch 1 70. spit 1 56 .  what 
1 97 .  play 8 4 .  split 9 6 .  white 
1 99.  pull 1 73 .  stab 1 5 5 .  who 
198 .  push 6 7 .  staff 5 6 .  wide 
5 9 .  rain 1 79. stand 146 .  wife 
242. rainbow 7 7 .  star 6 2 .  wind 
1 26.  rat 2 1 .  stomach 103 .  wing 
9 8 .  red 4 1 .  stone 20 1 .  wipe 
1 36.  right 6 8 .  straight 1 22 .  worm 
3 1 .  river 264. string bag 9 9 .  yellow 
240. root 1 68 .  such 252.  yesterday 
9 4 .  rope 7 3 .  sun 
9 1 .  rotten 230. sweat 
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APPENDIX 3: COMPARATIVE WORD LISTS 
This appendix consists of word lists used in the analysis. They were obtained from many 
different sources using many different phonetic orthographies. The transcriptions of the 
original word lists have been, in some cases, simplified and converted to the IP A system 
which gives, for comparative purposes, a workable approximation of the phonic shape of the 
words. In addition to the IPA, the symbols 1\ means 'raised' and ' means 'unreleased' .  
Contrary to IP A, the symbol j is used for the voiced palatal affricate and the symbols y and w 
are used as sernivowels and palatalisationllabialisation of the preceding consonant. Although 
tonal contrast is found in virtually all of the the Lakes Plain languages, it will not be shown 
in the word list transcriptions. Additionally, stress is not marked because only a few original 
word lists marked it and it has not been found to be contrastive in any of the Lakes Plain 
languages to date. In these word lists, a hyphen marks a morpheme boundary (actual or 
deduced). A forward slash indicates alternate words with the first word being more common. 
Below is a list of the word list sources and other information. I have stuck closely to what 
the original transcriber wrote, even when the utterance is most obviously a phrase and not a 
single word. I offer these strictly as additional information as I discounted them in calculating 
language relatedness. 
I have also included an English fmderlist to aid the reader in finding specific words. See 
Appendix 2. 
LIST OF ORIGlNAL WORD LIST SOURCES 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Date: 
Reliability: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Date: 
Reliability: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Date: 
Reliability: 
Transcription comments: 
Village: 
Awera 
L. Jones 
February 1987 
Obtained on survey. 
Awera 
Bauzi 
Dave Briley 
October 1992 
Obtained after extensive time in the language. 
Noiadi 
Berik 
P. Westrum 
September 1982 
Obtained after extensive time in the language. 
The transcriptions were written orthographically. The exact quality 
of the phonemes is uncertain. 
Somanente 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Transcription comments: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Transcription comments: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliablity: 
Date: 
Transcription comments: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Transcription comments: 
Village: 
Biritai 
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Duane Clouse 
Obtained on survey. 
October 1992 
Biri 
Western Dani 
Gail Berryman 
Obtained after extensive time in the language. 
May 1986 
Written orthographically. 
Karubaga 
Deirate (dialect of Tause) 
Duane Clouse 
Obtained on survey. 
May 1992 
w's following consonants are labialised consonants. 
Campsite 37, Wapoga Mutiara Lumber Company 
Demisa 
Duane Clouse 
Obtained on survey. 
1992 
Another word list was taken in 1987 by Larry Jones in the village 
of Desawa on the coast. Although this language was also called 
Demisa, the lexicostatistical similarity is less than 70 per cent. 
Since the 1992 survey was taken in an area closer to the Lake 
Plain speakers, it was used to represent Demisa. 
Campsite 43, Wapoga Mutiara Lumber Company 
Doutai 
L. McAllister 
Obtained after several years in the language. 
April 1986 
The diagraphs iy and uw represent a fricativised i and u. I have 
used the diagraphs ill and ull for uniformity. 
Dou 
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Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability 
Date: 
Transcription comments: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Duvle 
C. Murdoch 
Obtained after extensive time in language. 
November 1992 
Most of the [' s in my transcription were written as flap d and 1 in 
Murdoch's transcription. 
Dagai 
Elopi 
1. Green 
Obtained after several years in the language. 
November 1985 
Kordesi 
Eritai 
D. Martin 
Obtained on survey. 
February 1985 
Eri 
Faia (dialect of Kirikiri) 
D. Clouse 
Obtained on survey. 
May 1991  
nomads 
Fayu 
K. Kugler 
Obtained after several years in the language. 
circa 1986 
Transcription comments: The word list was compiled from Kugler's working notes. 
Village: Foida 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Iau (dialect of Turu) 
1. Bateman 
Obtained after extensive time in the language. 
October 1992 
Transcription comments: The digraph ij is to be interpreted as a fricativised i, written i/o. 
below. 
Village: Iau 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Kai 
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L. McAllister 
Obtained on survey. 
April 1986 
Transcription comments: The digraphs iy and uw represent a fricativised i and u. They will 
be written jll and ull• Most k! s are backed. 
Village: Kai 
Langauge: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Kaure 
P. Dommel, M. Werner 
Obtained on survey. 
May 1985 
Transcription comments: The transcriptions were handwritten and in some cases very 
difficult to read. In particular, distinguishing r, v and u. 
Village: Lereh 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Kirikiri 
D. and H. Clouse 
Obtained after several years in the language. 
October 1992 
Wahuka 
Orya 
P. Fields 
Obtained after extended time in the language. 
October 1992 
Guay 
Obokuitai 
S. Jenison 
Obtained after several years in the language. 
October 1992 
Obokui 
Rasawa 
L. Jones 
Obtained on survey. 
February 1987 
Transcription comments: Velar stops and fricatives are backed. The velar fricative alternates 
with aspirated stop. 
Village: Rasawa 
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Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Saponi 
I. Bouwman and J. Holster 
Obtained on survey. 
June 1986 
Botawa 
Sehudate 
D. Clouse 
Obtained on survey. 
May 1 992 
nomads 
Sikaritai 
D. Martin 
Obtained after extensive time in the language. 
March 1982 
Transcription comments: The explaination "Cg = stop followed by pharyngeal fricative" 
Village: 
Language: 
Elici tore s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Transcription comments: 
Village: 
Language: 
Elicitor(s): 
Reliability: 
Date: 
Village: 
was given. 
Sikari 
Tause 
P. Munnings 
Obtained after several years in the language. 
July 1984 
Derapos 
Waritai 
L. McAllister 
Obtained on survey. 
April 1986 
The digraphs iy and uw represent a fricativised i and u. They will 
be written iA and uA• 
Taiyeve 
Weirate (dialect of Tause) 
D. Clouse 
Obtained on survey. 
May 1992 
nomads 
Language 1 .  head 
SAPONI nu-ya-fe 
RASAWA u-xa 
AWERA nU-fUwa:-fi 
WEIRATE a-gufU? 
DEIRATE a-kude 
TAUSE a-xufU 
SEHUDATE e-tau 
FAYU a-tau 
FAIA sa-yi 
KIRIKIRI ta 
EDOPI bau 
lAU i/l 
DUVLE valyai[ 
DOUTAI si/l 
WARITAI ei/lda 
KAI awa-tgo 
BIRITAI au-xai 
OBOKUITAI a-hOfUb' 
ERITAI O-hOfU 
SIKARITAI awa-ta 
KAURE poklai 
BAUZI ohula 
BERIK dwak 
ORYA nol 
DAN! anobak 
DEMISA ohuda 
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2.  hair 
nu-yawau-fe 
u-](ha: 
nUfUa: fio-fU 
a-gufU 
ta-fU 
ta-fU 
ta-tu 
a-datii 
ta-kfu 
ta-kfu/l 
towa 
i/l-su 
tlui 
tEfi 
tJi/l 
awa-fipfOu 
hoyi 
hoig' 
hifi 
ttxT' 
hat 
ohuta 
nabal safa 
nolala 
eefuwak 
ohutai 
3. ear 
nu-yia-fe 
U-fa 
nO:-fi 
a-sa 
a-salE 
a-za 
& 
ai 
kE 
ke 
e 
e 
ov& 
wei 
Wi/ltE 
aw-iso 
a-kai 
a-kwei 
o-kwei 
au-g'so 
huagliit 
dogoi 
i-mwa 
i-mwa 
afUk 
hema 
4. neck 
nO-foyo 
U-fU 
loguo-j3i 
kogfU 
kokude 
wayi 
ESahui (larynx) 
e¢iai 
kouwe 
kokai 
hua 
hESi 
goUfayai 
god 
a-fatai 
a-kJotei 
tuhuin 
tuhu 
hole 
enggaanok 
ju 
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Language 5.  mouth 6. teeth 7. tongue 8 .  eye 
SAPONI ni-yowO-Ie ni-hEIt: nU-IE-IE nU-lai-£ 
RASAWA 0 o-j3i iso:ko Ola 
AWERA no-yo:u no:-j3i nO-Ii uIUwe:-li 
WEIRATE a-wao a-bali kezalu waye 
DEIRATE kwa-dude a-bile kisudi kwakane 
TAUSE a-kwa a-bali kEZalu waEye 
SEHUDATE gudato e:Ii ai £tate 
FAYU a-ui £Ii ai atate 
FAIA u�ali uli oma ida 
KIRIKIRI bOlakwali uli ab1a ida 
EDOPI bu bidi aia hreue 
IAU be billibillho ae �re 
DUVLE Ofaya rebid! z[ui gali 
DOUTAI wwolwobo Eblill d£Ii Wla 
WARITAI WE bill IOutE wa 
KAI a-WE a-blill a-lijE awa-till 
BIRITAI a-kau a-hi a-lia a-u 
OBOKUITAI a-kWE a-bIieI' a-lija a-u 
ERITAI o-kwe £hili etida o-kwati 
SIKARITAI a-WE a-pieI' a-sig)a a-patig' 
KAURE biokiiit spgai Slumu hwai 
BAUZI aha mo iso faxo 
BERIK relem 01 maflam nue 
ORYA mip rek mahal nwe 
DANI am be eyak/ik ame1a enegen 
DEMISA aha mo1u itsa halukwa 
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Language 9. nose 10. hand 1 1 . dirty 1 2. body hair 
SAPONI nU-WO-[l; nu-yde yaie no-yoabrie 
RASAWA u-j3u o-j3oko bekefiiye o-j3iye 
AWERA o-wo:rua o-j3u aifiau wo:u 
WEIRATE a-jage a-ga ka¢udi kasu¢u 
DEIRATE a-dyokwane a-ka a-kakahu kasu 
TAUSE a-tiaxe a-xa kaka kasu 
SEHUDATE e-¢odi dahai koadi e-satu 
FAYU o¢ori ada 
FAIA hadua tXiia klu/\ 
KIRIKIRI faisia edia kouwe klu/\ 
EDOPI toro kai idi towa 
IAU to oi na su 
DUVLE vri gdre oreki kori 
DOUTAI bow/\ gai/\ lei/\ Ekri 
WARITAI bow/\ ei/\da lei/\ ruki 
KAI a-harwesa a-kai lei/\ a-keri 
BIRITAI a-husi ai/\ a-ru 
OBOKUITAI a-howsig""l a-kai leig""l a-kri 
ERITAI orusa a-kai tibihei o-rue 
SIKARITAI a-poC a-1a igJeki� uri 
KAURE hapu ob1a da kambelihai 
BAUZI omto anekeha gihobut taJu 
BERIK mase tafa ortunoboro safa 
ORYA mase taha enen-na timaJa 
DAN! ogobak eenggi mili amoori 
DEMISA omata neha nea tarehe 
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Language 13 .  elbow 14. finger 15 .  fingernail 1 6. skin 
SAPONI waWO-ft: [ufO-ft: [ufa-jt: j3uwt:-jt: 
RASAWA ukafiye oj3okopfa Oj3fu uj3i 
AWERA o:-fi ifigya:j3o ofOj3re aij3ia 
WEIRA1E kafiawa a-yakai cfJe katia 
DEIRA1E a-xai a-ka tOfO-cfJt: kasu 
TAUSE kafiawa a-xa-kai axa-cfJe katia 
SEHUDA1E t:-dt:-kwou eta ta fodi ESa 
FAYU a-tai atao OcfJOfU asa 
FAIA haidlu wi-ki t:di-ho i"'t: 
KIRIKIRI kibuA edia-kiA edia-cfJo cfJiAe 
EDOPI kouhu kai kai-ho iIi 
IAU oho oi-si ho i 
DUVLE o-f€-ki kft:-ywa a-j3a-si 
DOUTAI aikaJUIl t:-fia basiA 
WARITAI fikull fia baIiso 
KAI a-JUku a-fia a-haiA 
BIRITAI a-du aiA a-fia a-sudo 
OBOKUITAI a-kug' a-kai-kwft: a-Iia a-haIig Ya-sai 
ERITAI e-Iiku kIeko e-fia t:-haikai 
SIKARITAI a�ka� a-Uft: a-pt:C a-cfJe� 
KAURE hwaihui waEmbdi wagi axlit 
BAUZI neuha anekc.haso odohofet sokoba 
BERIK golo bOf otoma tifin 
ORYA ausu bola ongkola sop 
DANI yungguk enggabit enegen agabelo 
DEMISA nihaj30 neha otoda hio 
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Language 1 7. muscle 18 .  fat 19. bone 20. breast 
SAPONI nu-yuwaio-It: fayawa wawt:-I tU[uIei 
RASAWA U-IU iba wFfJi tu 
AWERA O-IO:IU a:j3o afie:Ii IOU 
WEIRATE a-It: soja kai to 
DEIRATE a-xwa soia kai to 
TAUSE a-diifJe kai to 
SEHUDATE di ti 
FAYU ifJu Wi 
FAIA da hu ki tu 
KIRIKIRI do ifJu" ki" tu 
EDOPI ta: deIeIi i tue 
IAU ta dci i" tui 
DUVLE OIIIi OIU kaIa kre-li-a do 
DOUTAI pu" sobogu wci"a 
WARITAI ki"pt: Iaku"so tou 
KAI a-kabi-ifJaio a-sa tou" 
BIRITAI a-Ia hu" a-hai" tou" 
OBOKUITAI a-kIa hub' a-baig' toUb' 
ERITAI e-SIa tou 
SIKARITAI ata a-gat' to 
KAURE hapui pchakai laq muq 
BAUZI nubu nchu fa ahudt: 
BERIK relna mom 
ORYA nin hanan dan mom 
DANI eng gang gum amok owak elak 
DEMISA betinukwa nehu heta ubIa 
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Language 2 1 .  stomach 22. lower back 23. blood 24. heart 
SAPONI nu-we-n:: nu-yo-fe nO-f& no-wu-l& 
RASAWA u-j3afo o-xawej3e u:yo tula 
AWERA a-j3afa a-j3afu oj3u ou 
WEIRATE hi koyoi ama ako 
DEIRATE ki koke ama kwesa 
TAUSE hi koyai a¢Ja axo 
SEHUDATE Efi ot)do¢Jui kale obadu 
FAYU Efi Ohfai kafe OlU 
FAIA tau kufi-ki kufU kOlU 
KIRIKIRI tau kUfi-kill klu kOlU 
EDOPI tao toida aUfai OU 
lAU aill ¢Joe oe 0 
DUVLE 0[[ vayai sa/fe gebe 
DOUTAI owi waligla saill wabill 
WARITAI kiko kEfai saill wabill 
KAI a-wia a-keidaillaka saill a-wabill 
BIRITAI kiafe atiso du kohai 
OBOKUITAI a-ub' a-kikub' saig' a-kub'de 
ERITAI o-kwia e-tafu said' o-kugde 
SIKARITAI a-wia a-hug' said' a-ugje 
KAURE hit hamsi hi kaxlit 
BAUZI asum tahazoho vasea ahula 
BERIK witifin dUfU lewis i 
ORYA u tahan dan kaJ bwis dan 
DANI aanugum anggunuwak amiya iniki 
DEMISA asuma boka nahabi auwa 
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Language 25. liver 26. leg 27. swollen 28.  sick 
SAPONI nu-dwd-je na-su-fd ma-yawa fa-yawa 
RASAWA o-koyo U-fU pakogjf3o asakofekafio 
AWERA fowre wwa kfi:j3e kwj3afie 
WEIRATE afaki a-�fa kaitafie �ai�ajafa 
DEIRATE oke kai (thigh) �ananu 
TAUSE a-to (foot) kwej3au 
SEHUDATE aiohwi a-ha (thigh) bokoi 
FAYU a-taw a-tai teha/silfa 
FAIA kUfU hai (thigh) eheki? 
KIRIKIRI kufU �a (thigh) �i sua 
touwa (foot) 
EDOPI ta ta heie suai 
IAU ta tai (thigh) hi su 
DUVLE grefi ffia fou SUfOfO 
DOUTAl gafu/gafi �o kwa-kifi-wa 
WARITAl fO kebai-wa 
KAI a-to ifi-wa 
BIRITAl a-uAde a-to (foot) haidaka 
a-hai (thigh) 
OBOKUITAl a-kude a-big' (thigh) kueig' asiadu 
ERITAl o-to (foot) esaiofuku 
SIKARITAl a-to (foot) jisakidoa 
KAURE phue dUe kahakgiud ya ? 
BAUZI alma naa deda gaile 
BERIK tof bwera 
ORYA en tana hana gwen sang-sang-na 
DANI ogogun iyok piifik andi 
DEMISA imj3apa nafO nadedaha hateha 
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Language 29. water 30. lake 3 1 .  river 32.  flow 
SAPONI n&-e efe-je ne-waio-fe ne-k&wo 
RASAWA de:-ye de-kefi:-ye de:-deke SOfO:yajJO 
AWERA me-fe tuwoj3o sUfUkoj3a takia:dio 
WEIRATE if a iJa-wa¢e kabfa 
DEIRATE iJa if a if a 
TAUSE eJa kij30 
SEHUDATE di di di jau (see 'go') 
FAYU di daufe di 
FAIA if a if a iyate 
KIRIKIRI na do¢u do¢u kia 
EDOPI ida duhu ida bejai 
IAU e e-dao e 
DUVLE dre - de dre kofUa de SUOfO 
DOUTAI wafi kOfUa wafi 
WARITAI wafi kfUwa wad 
KAI waf 0 kOfua awai 
BIRITAI bau akua aso 
OBOKUlTAI a fig' kwahafe afig' 
ERITAI sia kOfe sia 
SIKARITAI wa kOfe wetai 
KAURE biq bihuig bikiopilsimbaf yaka ? 
BAUZI vao ita vao aada tre 
BERIK fo fo boga fo 
ORYA ho ho gutu weya tinen 
DAN! niyo yi yenggenak yinaga yi wuke 
DEMISA wote wobalimasa 
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Language 33. sand 34. wet 35.  sea 36. salt 
SAPONI kewi-fe nufe-je neiWe-je kaul-VC-je 
RASAWA kejJi du:j3i-ye i:-ye bokaijJe 
AWERA neya paya:dida mre siejJe 
WEIRATE jase kawa 
DEIRATE jase ifa kaba-bofu 
TAUSE kaba 
SEHUDATE kwe? 
FAYU 
FAIA ka[i 
KIRIKIRl ka[i wawe baiyu (Dani) 
EDOPI a bidebei baiyu (Dani) 
lAU a be-be baiAu (Dani) 
DUVLE zo de tIyI 
DOUTAI do f'gi gala (Indo.) 
WARlTAI do kEiA gala (Indo.) 
KAI O[ooA kwEiA gala (Indo.) 
BIRlTAI do kaiA 
OBOKillTAI do kuEig' kala (Indo.) 
ERITAI so kweyei 
SIKARITAI o[eta sgiako 
KAURE bi[se tanba[ poxle poxle 
BAUZI kejJe t::ksobut 
BERlK dwis titi-ni fi fi 
ORYA hisglim bitfis-ni hi hi 
DAN! mbini miin yi nggwok mayu 
yenggenak 
DEMISA ita [a babetse 
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Language 37. fire 38. cook 39. ash 40. smoke 
SAPONI ta-fe wafau ha-fe ta-waie 
RASAWA tayo tufiokc!f3o tako uxaiyo 
AWERA na:fU pai:yo na:fe o:.f3u 
WEIRATE kaye ¢ije o¢a-yei kayi-kasa 
DEIRATE kaji ¢ido o¢a-kai kai-kase 
TAUSE kai/li be¢oyau ofio-xai kai/li-kasa 
SEHUDATE kwe ido adi (ember) 
FAYU kwe aha yo-yai 
FAIA kwe kwe-ye ufi (ember) koi 
KIRIKIRI kwe kwe-ya ufi (ember) kai 
EDOPI be beye be-ofa be-bie 
IAU be bae a be-bi 
DUVLE bo pI bo daba bo kasi 
DOUTAI kWfe pou-wa owi kWfe-ki/l 
WARITAI kwe pgou-wa kasi/l kwe-ki/l 
KAI so so¢ei-wa kasi so-kwagai 
BIRITAI ke ke-dika kecoi ke-ai 
OBOKUITAI kwe hoig�-kwa kESi kwa-kai 
ERITAI kUfe hoiku kasi kufa-kai 
SIKARITAI kufe huegwa kasig� kufa-kaQ' 
KAURE sa? hambadi sendai sapung 
BAUZI vua ohu ohu fau vua ahubu 
BERIK tokwa gwalana son nunggwan 
ORYA syauk tai1bi"ngm son but 
DAN! kani kaninengge wun awi kaluk 
DEMISA gwa ggwawahu uyu?u uywo 
mendafak 
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Language 4 1 .  stone 42. heavy 43. slick 44. one 
SAPONI pa-fe u-fe-je wE-fE-jE kifi-PE-jE 
RASAWA pa u-j3ie tuj3i-j3ie kfi-j3i 
AWERA ta:fU piwi-fe fO:fU-j3e pJi-ya 
WEIRATE kue d£bJi ifaye 
DEIRATE kwei dei kakwe idaka 
TAUSE kwe dFjJfi kadeJe edaxe 
SEHUDATE ifJai baha 
FAYU ifJai baha 
FAIA hai towao kode 
KIRIKIRI ifJai/kuilla fadau-we mau-we suo-we 
EDOPI biho/hOfO hi-bai edi-bai busu-we 
lAU ifJ£ki i-bE tai-bE bisi-bE 
DUVLE prexi VJ[E rebfre soyo'-e 
DOUfAI Will dep£ill £bfE k£iki 
WARITAI Will dE1}£i1l bai k£iki 
KAI Will akoudE1}Ji abailli-wa k£isutigi 
BIRITAI bill afahill auhille eyajaka 
OBOKUITAI kwig' afE11fig' asahJid' kOfE-k£kaig' 
ERITAI wi hieiokwE €SafE sosokoi 
SIKARITAI wid' dopia akgigjua k'gig' 
KAURE tt:Si dija ? seplE kauxja ? 
BAUZI kE asimdE gchabat vremtea 
BERIK tib dafen-daf -na alende-na drenfe-na 
ORYA kaso dohon-na bwrebwep-na aha en 
DANI yugum aninggin efaabim ambit 
DEMISA WU asemi natudiie 
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Language 45. two 46. three 47. four 48. five 
SAPONI kosc:ui nifiwo nawafC: nawafC: 
RASAWA wOfi dfjf30 tufJajJo najJajJo 
AWERA kUfUko nigfi na:fua nefi:pu 
WEIRA1E ifJifO ifJirofayc: ifJifOifJifO adaifJadekwade 
DEIRA1E ifJifO [afiri dai dai 
TAUSE ifJifO ifJifoedaxe ifJifOifJifO dailli 
SEHUDATE bUfC: iifU nahai nahai 
FAYU bUfe UfU atahafa 
FAIA Ofo-we kufake-j3e kufake-j3e kufake-j3e 
KIRIKIRI Ofo-we dluo-we ifJam ifJam 
EDOPI bOfa-beyi hoi-beyi hoi-beyi ahufu-beyi 
IAU bo baui bo-hai bo-hai oi aisitoedc: 
DUVLE tc:'c: zuo tc:'c: ba tc:'c: zuo bla tE'E 
bla bla 
DOUTAI tiba tibakakeika kabfESa tiba gaill sagari 
kabfESa tiba 
WARITAI bfia bfiaka keika bfiaka bfiaka eilldakei 
ifJfc:willti 
KAI betia betia keisoka kabaka betia Sifillko 
kabaka betia 
BIRITAI tia sidill atotillai atotillai 
OBOKUITAI ti� Sfi tiokatioka 
ERITAI tihai sirihai tihaika tihaika 4+ 1 
SIKARITAI betia betiakaked betiaka betiaka 4+ 1 
KAURE tfapli tfaplisutu tfapli tfaplit 2+3 
BAUZI behresu lretela ahia auoholc: 
BERIK naWfa nafuningna naunaUfa tafnagufi 
ORYA dan dan danahan dannef dannef ahaefetahatap 
DAN! mbefe kenagan i'mbue mbefe linggitogon 
DEMISA utahu mudautamudua nata fa nata fa 
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Language 49. many 50. few 5 1 .  all 52. land 
SAPONI pdfoye nitdyola fotiJe idJe 
RASAWA piiye agubJi ojJiye gi 
AWERA ojJe:dida peJekojJu owo:jJujJre peJi 
WEIRA1E aka-paJe-kwaJe kaiAi ka 
DEIRA1E fare iJaka dai ka 
TAUSE daiAi paJa ka 
SEHUDA1E nahai uta 
FAYU guti ata/uJa 
FAIA kuJakejJe hna 
KIRIKIRI paJU sokole oJia pla 
EDOPI odiabei hiabiai ahurubeyi kua 
lAU kadi kodu pahu a 
DUVLE baiJovJe obyouka fyaJe pIa 
DOUTAI sigidAoJi bariori pJa 
WARITAI diapoJi pJwd sed 
KAI sidAko ahaJe iAje 
BIRITAI diAaya adice sudiAaya ha 
OBOKUITAI hebria oso-kode hiJe-akwrig )a hJa/PJa 
ERITAI hiJOkweja yepJa 
SIKARITAI awedsa ig)e 
KAURE kosii tauaholrin kosii i7  
BAUZI duat koet ahebu bake 
BERIK sereften 0 
ORYA beya-na dan en kitakltYngan kama 
DAN! apit mbeJeluk tigitongon nggween 
DEMISA dama d,ua brei 
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Language 53. dust 54. path 55. narrow 56. wide 
SAPONI iDre makirawD puti-re waraiUwD 
RASAWA piro we orokafJi urucpuyo 
AWERA rjJ3i kakDre wara 
WEIRATE kwakla kodocpaka wecpe 
DEIRATE ka kwaka 
TAUSE kari kafJare kwidare 
SEHUDATE ari ja kuti 
FAYU Dhrileha kueh.i 
FAIA kwari koko-j3ei h&jJ&yo 
KIRIKIRI kwari 
EDOPI sua kara hau-wei tetDradi 
IAU a sibi be cpa-be tau-hi-be 
DUVLE ioyoia fou kaa ofIfua 
DOUTAI kwaigra sebare sa 
WARITAI kwai dari sebere darisa 
KAI bisawejll abicpo tibipi 
BIRITAI duatull kai haull eCDke 
OBOKUITAI tibi kuei 
ERITAI kweyokwei etihaki sasoku 
SIKARITAI kwadak atigjaahahu sgapia 
KAURE pDngpula syaJii kDketa kahuitehe 
BAUZI bak fau zie ba koeda ba duat 
BERIK nel olosu fenfene 
ORYA son ora kIakat-na dakdak-na 
DANI liirubu tu yagapit nggwok 
DEMISA dD bidadD 
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Language 57. mountain 58. cloud 59. rain 60. sky 
SAPONI idfe tawaia koie iwafe 
RASAWA id ka:yo utuyo duj3ufu 
AWERA poeae j3iafOwau kwei mOfOko:j3u 
WEIRATE kaji kweja ? kulia 
DEIRATE ahwa tafU-kwa kwiia 
TAUSE kati kwe kJia kJi 
SEHUDATE iJi tdai i iasa 
FAYU iJi tetai i 
FAIA kade wi da:-j3i 
KIRIKIRI keJie ifJifa wi na-j3onei 
EDOPI dala da-tai bi da: 
lAU da 1a-bi bill 1a 
DUVLE rebEui kasi fcda tafa yoia 
DOUTAI bed keiso wafi befiji-wa takia 
WARITAI illdoku keiso wafi sei-wa takia 
KAI illseill kaiso waf 0 sei-wa takai 
BIRITAI ahedi aill i aill 
OBOKUITAI iseig' kOfUb' sebeig' tebafig' 
ERITAI kebiliseid kOfU sebei takia 
SIKARITAI awedta takikwakid wa pfiwa taki 
KAURE ehui kete dei 1ebu 
BAUZI bitreha u1a aba asum 
BERIK trefen anis afO winis 
ORYA kwatap butlogom 0 ngJi" 
DAN! puufOm ndugwi mayu mbogut 
DEMISA nohuda abai asunawa 
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Language 6 1 .  fog 62. wind 63. hot 64. cold 
SAPONI jakayawo iwaft: (sky?) ku-r&e kipera-r& 
RASAWA bura:yo wa!/Ji-ye tu:j3i-ye 
AWERA orofto:j3u if3a:j3o ka:-r;f nou-j3e 
WEIRATE kuriaye aurikawa !/Jaira-de ariaro 
DEIRATE akwi danu ajanu 
TAUSE auyw(]ri erare araxore 
SEHUDATE ihauda dorio 
FAYU !/Jiti£sa ehasa kWera dorio 
FAIA kwaj3i eiyekwao edekemao 
KIRIKIRI kwaj3i kWe-towe !/Juya 
EDOPI oibegi? ha:u didai tawai 
lAU latae !/Jo di-be tau-be 
DUVLE kisari bokari oriei 
DOUTAI keiso kiAsari/w rebi kwre-pru gakwei 
WARITAI keiso w£fekiA kweki paga dekei 
KAI kaiso iAjahari so!/Jru akakwei 
B IRITAI autau? asa akedi eduAdua 
OBOKUITAI korub'-haid-ko asa-kweig' asa-kwri akauho 
kwai 
ERITAI kuoriku £sa £sari ahau 
SIKARITAI towodko igje aud kuraka e1ewed 
KAURE hwagida aprin saplik kepuiq 
BAUZI ulo nutabe gaimeot nutabet 
BERIK gar nindai kakala wisime 
ORYA ogom asese salsal-a sasa-na 
DAN! o apit wiya aganggen tog wi 
DEMISA bura gaiheha nutreha 
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Language 65. thunder 66. lightning 67. staff 68. straight 
SAPONI towaiorE taUrorE kuraiE murE 
RASAWA diwei pereperek<!/3o kura pie:no 
AWERA pekeri:kofJo prerreko waka mofJi:refJi 
WEIRATE kluaro kuru 
DEIRATE saka u kwidaka 
TAUSE kria kruwaro ayarazudo ¢etide 
SEHUDATE nata d&o 
FAYU eha 
FAIA na-klua bia 
KIRIKIRI na-dia na-aba-sia ¢ia touia 
EDOPI dai-dai la-uda-huda toda-beyi 
IAU la-e-a la-kaba u ¢o-taui-bE 
DUVLE freia baruoro tai za1uoro ai kara WE 
DOUTAI waru sudu-waJ deribilli-wa ku/lda tobUSE 
WARITAI wari sudu-wa frukotEgiri-wa kirE tutE 
KAI warD ku/lju-wa brarukru/liwa ku/lsu tibipi 
BIRITAI dillade turugaga teaull ikiaYE 
OBOKUITAI arig '-sudokwa subreri-kwikua ku� ibikurE 
ERITAI sia uroku breya kuriku ku otukwa ibihweikure 
SIKARlTAI kug)ewa brakru-wa ba ig'kopu Ug"'kwakWE 
KAURE dEgi nalainhoi pokalu kani 
BAUZI asum mEofa asum boz velE odoamso vamdesu 
BERIK iris iris naf dum ti nornora 
ORYA ngH-glung ngHang dute damdam-na 
DANI onggurubu o yabok kuwa mot-mot 
DEMISA itse betera ije emEra uteto odesia donatana 
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Language 69. thick 70. thin 7 1 .  sharp n. dull 
SAPONI iwe-fe-je eja-fe-je e-I£1 pau-fE-IE 
RASAWA ij3ij3u aIianu e:nu baopi 
AWERA IO:dida piJrefJi kofJi:Ii pUfJe 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE kwe¢e (big) kape (small) aja 
TAUSE atia SUIe 
SEHUDATE kwohona 
FAYU baha ohIa ohii 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI mayu-we 
EDOPI ahaude-beyi oIa-beyi odawa-beyi ma-wei 
IAU mabo-be picse-be ma-be bo-be 
DUVLE [bIe oUku 
DOUTAI ttipo sabaIe pIU oukull 
WARITAI ttipo sabae pga oukull 
KAI ataipo atibiso pfU abitu 
BIRITAI hUll hau huaye ii 
OBOKUITAI abig'ho sebcso hUfU abIitu 
ERITAI ehihetIe sebaki hUIU dlIide 
SIKARITAI ahota sebckio-kwe huIie-kwE apuid 
kig)okwako 
KAURE kapi lambe kahia hotoi 
BAUZI tamzobut bibat eimeot zait 
BERIK iIii fuIieIa bin bini kubana 
ORYA minining-ni babek-na benbenna toptopna 
DANI nggwok pe?leI eeIakambik eIIaklek 
DEMISA 
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Language 73. sun 74. rnidday 75. night 76. moon 
SAPONI aUJoJci aJiyajJo jakayajJe maJiJe 
RASAWA kuIi i:xa kigaxajJo baJiya 
AWERA tigyajJo naJUbwone peJUkwa:j3re Ji:j3o 
WEIRATE so oPJe so 
DEIRATE so sakaseno opanu so 
TAUSE so UJe ojJJa so 
SEHUDATE kwai kahayo kwai 
FAYU kuai kahu aua 
FAIA to na-kobao to 
KIRIKIRI to Ida-yo to 
EDOPI su baladt:li da-hala-beyi su 
lAU bai/l otu-be da-haide bai/l daki 
DUVLE vreiJ vrei II dd Se iayakoIi vJisa 
DOllAl kOJU kOJUsokio su/ljaki/l saJO 
WARITAl kiy kitoko wipogo so 
KAI dOJi dOJUsoko i/ljt:ki/ljewa saJO 
BIRITAl so soto sui so 
OBOKUITAl so sotoko sukwig" so 
ERITAl so so([o yaki so 
SIKARITAl seja sejato ig)t:kig" awecf'ta 
KAURE haJi pei kJing poka 
BAUZI ala ala tom ale disi ala 
BERIK gweJ gweJem gwinem muaJ 
ORYA yakla gwreJam kam ben 
DANI oonegen liingge oyumak tut 
DEMISA aJO bregeta jetohaida aJO 
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Language 77. star 78. banana 79. garden 80. grass 
SAPONI tafuf£ pai£ ijof£ €SOf£ 
RASAWA kOfoj3ia kwafie iyo/wiyo asika:¢ej3u 
AWERA tej3ia kiIi kwo u: 
WEIRATE taU kli u kaIiaso 
DEIRATE taU ki¢ifo ¢isa ukwe 
TAUSE tau hi ka tJuafO saya¢a 
SEHUDATE mboi saya 
FAYU tehayai boi sa 
FAIA hOfa kli ho 
KIRIKIRI ¢ofa klilkliboi ¢o 
EDOPI tatala kiIi uki ho 
IAU tata O£ u a£ ¢ui 
DUVLE wisu hi kida zikafa 
DOUTAI wiAsUA kIiA kuApuAafi duA 
WARITAI witt kIiA kuAbguti fUA 
KAI wisuA kou kuApuyafi bUfU 
BIRITAI doiso au aukuade safUdu 
OBOKUITAI takahu koub' eig'srnub' S£fUfUb' 
ERITAI takahu kou y£t£ bUfU 
SIKARITAI kigpog kid kughugja bid 
KAURE matupaple tape tambli plouwang 
BAUZI [ako [Em utoho sib£ 
BERIK mato gwil makana kaktaf 
ORYA keis gwaha nga so/blas 
DANI lalugufagan lawi yabu mbooIi 
DEMISA mud£ ut€Sed£fa sib£ 
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Language 8 1 .  dry 82. mow 83. tree/wood 84. split 
SAPONI ewaikiwo UfafaU kufe pt:yeyawo 
RASAWA de:nu keya ukui pekeka 
AWERA o:ko kieyo ojJi pa yeyi 
WEIRATE su wodo 
DEIRATE kate utakwo kiado 
TAUSE ipaxafU tafi u 
SEHUDATE UfO U tayo 
FAYU u 
FAIA nikli 
KIRIKIRI ipJia du kuda/ipikla 
EDOPI sueye hOfai u dukafi 
lAU si-be hoe u duki 
DUVLE so vaf€SO sd Ufa zai 
DOUTAI so ku" 
WARITAI koso ku" 
KAI sobeikofU ku" 
BIRITAI soi kaidaka u e:daka 
OBOKUITAI soig� tJaig�-kua kub� kfi-do-kwa 
ERITAI OhOSOfuku ku 
SIKARITAI kug� pidowa 
KAURE paspait kalitusla tei kala pula 
BAUZI dehat sibe vie uto [abe 
BERIK stefa ti 
ORYA sasa-na bung gun te hlang son 
DANI wolonak eefi7ngga eyo nggaganak 
mbanak 
DEMISA ihyaife 
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Language 86. branch 87. leaf 88. thorn 89. fruit 
SAPONI kup&rakos£ uraior£ pore wEi£ 
RASAWA tai kuru/ura po wi 
AWERA ore:ya duyeri porce afJa:rre 
WEIRATE ukai�idau asade kre ukaba 
DEIRATE uwa�aka awase kwe ukama 
TAUSE azare kre arokwa ? 
SEHUDATE taj30 sa atai 
FAYU sa ku£ 
FAlA klu kw£ ta 
KIRIKIRI lciA salklu kw£ ta 
EDOPI u-kou sa b£ tai 
IAU i osu b£ tai 
DUVLE dobreri obiltabi frre rerre 
DOUTAl kurw£kari keiA ebiA 
WARITAl toruduko kwr£ ebiA 
KAI kugaharu kwr£ atiA 
BIRITAl adi-hai adu aiA toide 
OBOKUITAl kub' akru� kwrei ahorub' 
ERITAl okru kure ohori 
SIKARITAl asgad kur£ atig 
KAURE we be tuwe kople 
BAUZI aaso £t ali 00 
BERIK tiala ut 
ORYA hli teala ngY danJei 
DANI mi'lndik ngga alok anggen 
DEMISA utio�asudesuda nata ari utua 
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Language 90. seed 9 1 .  rotten 92. smelly 93. forest 
SAPONI weje wu-fe-je we-fe-je kiwi-fe-je 
RASAWA wizo du-J3i uj3jf3a ba 
AWERA we:IO kaIi-J3e uj3yo pesia 
WEIRATE kama kauwa saka 
DEIRATE u-kama kama sakakuko 
TAUSE kaba a�Iu ti 
SEHUDATE rnoIeka �io 
FAYU kauo kauo isa 
FAIA kwa kau kau 
KIRIKIRI kwa kaull kaull boi 
EDOPI hele tuhe tu pe 
lAU �re be su rno 
DUVLE reIre tuYI tuY! gOIe pIa vei 
DOUTAI Will kuyesill 
WARITAI Will 00 
KAI a till kullaso 
BIRITAI ahido kai aihai iitull 
OBOKUITAI atig" kueig" asa kau 
ERITAI eti kawetei 
SIKARITAI atig igsuod 
KAURE kwe tokoni balua hapaipa 
BAUZI neb koaile ahanafait nahubak 
BERIK ti-tantan onap 
ORYA te-tandan batIen iIasekaIek eik 
DAN! anggen pili obaIi eyo ngga me 
DEMISA utwatseha 
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Language 94. rope 95. tie 96. white 97. black 
SAPONI seisfafs piyawo fuma-fs msys-fs 
RASAWA kya kij3ika koj3u-no beke-no 
AWERA kyre kagi koj3e-j3i kwafa-j3i 
WEIRATE to bije ¢u kaka 
DEIRATE to bidu afakwudi kaka 
TAUSE to to bide afaxo kaka 
SEHUDATE to d&yo kwoho kotai 
FAYU uhi to feio koho 
FAIA kaea mudao --, 
KIRIKIRI kabia ¢ua kufa-we ko-we 
EDOPI owa kali hatsbana hels 
lAU ¢o kas bs-bs ¢redre-bs 
DUVLE kabo kwai gobs 
DOUTAI adi poufu-wa kWfsi ki/l 
WARITAI kai poudi-wa tabs ki/l 
KAI kai i/lja-wa kwsi/ls ki/l 
BIRITAI kahi i/la-ka tus i/l 
OBOKUITAI ksbia ig)s-kwa kusi kia� 0 
ERITAI hi i/la-ku kwei kikafs 
SIKARITAI dsjs ig)ua kwaki� kig)s 
KAURE wi kakle waku sabi 
BAUZI 10 gia fauhat gibot 
BERIK nreu tetena sinsini seseye 
ORYA dokot hu1e-n ngapngap-na kakak-na 
DANI 1igi kee1emaake 1aambu mi1i 
DEMISA hemiya hae haul giho 
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Language 98. red 99. yellow 100. green 1 0 1 .  bird 
SAPONI iwi-r£ nawia-f£ kawa-r£ kar£ 
RASAWA pujJa-no tetimi ad-no bejJo 
AWERA udefJi yefJi siefJi ari 
WEIRATE agra du 
DEIRATE aka deo usudi 
TAUSE axara are dei ndu 
SEHUDATE eya aU 
FAYU aia keihare asai au 
FAIA du 
KIRIKIRI uda-we bua-we till du 
EDOPI koura bu-bai sata dESi tou 
IAU aui-b£ mae-be sa-ta-b£ dusi 
DUVLE prufU sin sretreri tura 
DOUTAI di kedlle kebill du 
WARITAI tia kri trill tu 
KAI di debaq>ru uhuya du 
BIRITAI de asa-hau edie du 
OBOKUITAI di asa-haub"l u du 
ERITAI tiro hou Ehiu du 
SIKARITAI di d£ba-hud"' akebiseja du 
KAURE ti kali timberkluk hu 
BAUZI bazit/buh£t hau-alihal£ gahat bum£ 
BERIK berbere bwelkatbwelkat tiala ikikini JU 
ORYA kalakal-a yongyong-na tealaresese-na mawa 
DANI laambu laambu nggere ?ngga towe 
DEWSA J1ID1 gaihai haugwai bijana 
190 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 102. egg 103. wing 104. to fly 105.  cassowary 
SAPON! aiwau: uyau: ayayawa ieie 
RASAWA uj3a uxai axoleifa leifi 
AWERA afya oywre aunre kfi:ya 
WEIRATE kokoaqJii azadayai jafi 
DEIRATE abi ifJiakai kobe jadi 
TAUSE tfUwafO yari 
SEHUDATE etai aUf 0 naio jai 
FAYU atai bau ? jai 
FAlA dute tefe-lei de 
KIRIKIRI dute diada-leia dei. 
EDOPI bi apu bidai dai 
lAU bi a-lei ui dai 
DUVLE revisa bifayai daldou kobISO 
DOUTAI ebisa bifakO tabei.llri-wa 
WARITAI ko dOfUIl tibidi-wa 
KAI ako aka douj-wa 
BIRITAI asau teillaka dai 
OBOKUITAI ako afaub-' hihide-kwa ku 
ERITAI oko akahu hihifO-ku 
SIKARITAI ako asocI' uhucI' tuejua 
KAURE te tai kaJataiu kuwi 
BAUZI aa buseha baia bihi 
BERIK sui fafta ifunu 
ORYA sik si" ihe-n dugwa 
DAN! eko eefuwak wiganinuk naga ndiimbu 
DEMISA mwa jaha bije 
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Language 106. fly 107. mosquito 108. dog 109.  big 
SAPONI pdE-iE kiWE-iE kayo-IE puwo 
RASAWA poisa tIa kako pu 
AWERA poisia kift;;e kej3u wila 
WEIRATE ama Sle sa we¢e 
DEIRATE ¢u se sa kwefe 
TAUSE ¢u sale sa kJij30 
SEHUDATE tE dai nakuti 
FAYU kotahaIi tE dai yuti 
FAIA kwali tE nabi hekwase 
KIRIKIRI kwali tE nabi ¢ile 
EDOPI badi tE: dabE ahala-beyi 
IAU bai tE: 1a isi-bE: 
DUVLE fda gali bilalu [;;eli kobuIO VIE: 
DOUTAI dullaIi dullill daill kIaiO-ii 
WARITAI SukW£Ii t£Ii saga bokullo-li 
KAI dullali wiSE: sulla kIaioIi 
BIRITAI kale edaIU dau esoke 
OBOKUITAI kwaiE u dau akaig'so 
ERITAI kwai u dao sokuokwei 
SIKARITAI kwahu u sua kuE:g' 
KAURE ali yapuwa se simbua 
BAUZI fabE fabE: vern duat 
BERIK nebe1 san gwala unggwandusa 
ORYA iinbi1 san 1wa-na mamna/yawala 
DANI ti?nebon 1amengga ?nggan nggewo nggwok 
DEMISA nam kwabi nimi 
192 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 1 10. small 1 1 1 . this 1 12. that 1 13 .  same 
SAPONI sinoyo misifa mifeI 
RASAWA wino OXfa 
AWERA wetoj3a fa 
WEIRATE kaq)[e fato-fe 
DEIRATE kafe asa fadodo 
TAUSE kaj3afe ailwe ailwe 
SEHUDATE buse fafa-we 
FAYU bosa afi aha-fe 
FAIA kokoj3ai 
KIRIKIRI so bei bei fafa-we 
EDOPI hakaw-beyi ma di holamaladi 
lAU kodu-be bo aibo pai-ha-made 
DUVLE obyou ka drldu a rebfre pi f£SO 
DOUTAl boku pageise 
WARITAl £ita-fi 
KAI tigio£i 
BIRITAl tuhuaye afe biai hatiaye 
OBOKUITAl osukode da bfa heti 
ERITAl kOfakikOU: 
SIKARITAI egki 
KAURE tanya tu kotu bui 
BAUZI koenre nim glam ulohot 
BERIK bastantoiya an in 
ORYA betek-na an in apdenak 
DAN! mbuuluk yi ti ndak-ndak 
DEMISA 
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Language 1 14. different 1 15. bite/chew 1 1 6. tail 1 1 7. fish 
SAPONI kiwawo war£ karor£ 
RASAWA wa triro wayo dej3rayo 
AWERA kariko owi orioru tre 
WEIRATE katowakade tiba se 
DEIRATE debasane? dojanu tij3ade se 
TAUSE doj3rio tiba se 
SEHUDATE fasahaugo biario a-tida 
FAYU ¢are a-dira te 
FAIA fu hia 
KIRIKIRI qma-kai sa fuo ¢ia 
EDOPI kuasohoradie palai si hia 
lAU sad£ sa si ta£ ¢i/hi 
DUVLE gai£ bo bi reyai tre 
DOUTAI bou-wa Elciyai t£ 
WARITAI boudi-wa karill t£fill 
KAI bouru-wa atill t£ 
BIRITAI aha-tiai daka adi t£ 
OBOKUITAI akaig)£ka boru-kwa atig' te 
ERITAI boru-ku eti t£ 
SIKARITAI bodoa atig' daf' 
KAURE klakla kaptre buay biula 
BAUZI uloho kai reda d£goso boh£ 
BERIK jerbini nanggara jigal 
ORYA sam twinbi-n abal hogwe 
DAN! alitak eyakmbangge aga ikan 
DEMISA waha wabice 
194 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 1 1 8. leech 1 1 9.  louse 120. pig 1 2 1 .  shoot 
SAPONI kirt: wakiu: kwt:rt: kirawo 
RASAWA kiflayo piye kafJo biziye 
AWERA kifla piri nu koflou 
WEIRATE a¢i ¢li ille kwa 
DEIRATE i¢i ¢ire illt: kware 
TAUSE ij3i ¢ri illt: 
SEHUDATE ¢iri kwa koro 
FAYU dayai ¢iri irt: auo 
FAIA ki hni st: kware 
KIRIKIRI ki ¢li sille kware 
EDOPI a:u do:u eli mai 
IAU ki ibo du ma 
DUVLE kabi pri elira vada 
DOUTAI pri ill 
WARITAI ¢ri ill 
KAI iri ill 
BIRITAI ihi hi di kaka 
OBOKUITAI kibi hri ig�/dig� kwei 
ERITAI hiri eli 
SIKARITAI iri dik� burei-wa 
KAURE hame mi pi kahu 
BAUZI dremi voa doho do 
BERIK nena twin 
ORYA dam kultuk gwe sertyan 
DANI amela abee wam nambuke 
DEMISA dami yo beiji 
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Language 122. worm 1 23. snake 124. long 1 25.  short (length) 
SAPONI kip&wo p£r£ powir£ n£r£j£ 
RASAWA boi pe puj3i mono 
AWERA rei kafUwre oj3i pweyej3i 
WEIRATE pi 
DEIRATE pire pi haibukuwe? pipe? 
TAUSE fau pi kwidare kwegare 
SEHUDATE koru kurei kuti 
FAYU kuoi kouha kuohi 
FAIA kej3u ure-j3e 
KIRIKIRI pu kej3u ure-we uri-so-we 
EDOPI ha:u balau b£h.£bei oto-bei 
lAU hao b£h.£ be-be kabu-b£ 
DUVLE abrayo dlbIlbreia--- fraya z£ 
DOUTAI k£i kw£ri" dou" 
WARITAI tabi kwri" tou" 
KAI kai kw£ri dou"tigi 
BIRITAI kecahie hiyo kariake dau 
OBOKUITAI ku£ig "sahrig)a k£i kw£rig' doub' 
ERITAI kei kw£riokwei douhatu 
SIKARITAI debi kwEif' dokug' 
KAURE motay hay hewa tamsi 
BAUZI s£oso mum bohulat zohobut 
BERIK a was bubwolna tofora 
ORYA auhu wanya blal-a tihis-ni" 
DANI puuron waalo nggorek kuwagaluk 
DEMISA soronacu demo 
1 96 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 1 26. rat 1 27. full 1 28 .  house 1 29.  new 
SAPONI n£f£j£ moluyiwo af£ a£j£ 
RASAWA pya obuyi afu inu 
AWERA mafre:i oj3o:ri am j3ri 
WEIRATE diga taye 
DEIRATE taka [aU 
TAUSE tedakwe j3ape taye kafia-fe 
SEHUDATE a 
FAYU uda a asai 
FAIA koda kwa 
KIRIKIRI ko¢la kwa kedi 
EDOPI koisidi b£tahofadi uda to-be 
IAU boti bi a£ ui to-b£ 
DUVLE puseyrei ofaya vafeso boyoia refi 
DOUTAI tura w£fafijak£ kwari sagafi/\ 
WARITAI su/\gwi/\ waafitak£ kwafi sgafi/\ 
KAI su/\i/\ aw£tam kwafi kasi 
BIRITAI tosai akau-dodi kafi hidoay£ 
OBOKUITAI tusE::ig' akwitafu kW£fi sakarig' 
ERITAI bisa okw£tamei kW£fi kesi 
SIKARITAI tusog Ydokug' aw£tadt:kwako kwa sga� 
KAURE day kahiyan mba haria 
BAUZI rehregina bt:kto numa grehret 
BERIK bokosi tenbisini ja tansi 
ORYA kwalu beya-gwe-n gol ase-na 
DAN! ambeya iyagabit ome nggetmendek 
DEMISA sehu numa 
LAKES PLAIN LANGUAGES RECLASSIFICATION 1 97 
Language 1 30. old 1 3 1 .  thatch 132. in front 133. outside 
SAPONI aiwdsjs kauwofs ayafofs huwsjs 
RASAWA eifJe idfa oyo uftu 
AWERA kaij3e peine fwre maugwa 
WEIRATE du 
DEIRATE ifJaka du 
TAUSE kfifiofe 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU oftefo 
FAIA kwa-kufa 
KIRIKIRI tefta kwa-kufa 
ida (people) 
EDOPI ba-bei uda-hi aulowi tru-bei 
IAU ba-bs ui-hi aui ifJos 
DUVLE k£O bogoia obi vanyu pIa tUgIgU 
DOUTAI ti£O gfaai wIiako 
WARITAI ko kaitai wIiako 
KAI abafiss aka Iitafi kwEiso 
BIRITAI do du oaidayai utuo 
OBOKUITAI k£O akfUb' aia' b ifEiko 
ERITAI shIite shiteiko ifeiko 
SIKARITAI apidte asitoko asitako 
KAURE kambafii bam be bahapu holaipe 
BAUZI [aide ohut avaESU bako 
BERIK bak mukanawef sitawef 
ORYA apba-na gol ala danglak rena-k 
DANI maanmedek kaluwungge enaame endekem 
DEMISA nata 
1 98 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 134. inside 136. right 137. left 1 38. near 
SAPONI di�)[£ YUI£[£ tuIaU aiof£j£ 
RASAWA uze ojJo uxa ai 
AWERA gojJo IifJyafiO ka:i paiyafii 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE kaIi 
TAUSE sakIa 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI katu-welnaudi taiu 
EDOPI udataudoi kuatua-bei 
IAU ta �utaui-b£ at-be iba-b£ 
DUVLE vdagu ko 
DOUTAI £sj/' eill pIabo debaill 
WARITAI kako eill pIa kei 
KAI kwit£Ii akeiifJo akeikaho atahai 
BIRITAI aIatau ayaho teboho aihai 
OBOKUITAI akwitaIU-ko oig)o kaI£ ahiteig' 
ERITAI okwitaIuko ojo kaI£ dIitei 
SIKARITAI aka�ko ig'ko badako asito 
KAURE loxopa wainap£t waitoap£ ifJuaipa 
BAUZI -a aitot soitot notat 
BERIK reImap tresfoIaweI gwejaweI gwetmana 
ORYA mwa-nak dam-san iIgwa-san golek 
DANI inikime abe'nggam kwaaIe'nggam kOIOk 
DEMISA 
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Language 1 39. far 140. person 141 .  good 142. bad 
SAPONI iwifeje nuware tore keweyawa 
RASAWA jj3i dujJu taxa kaijJi 
AWERA morofii nu cejJi kiye 
W£IRATE tere 
DEIRATE kaifJadi tedi kejJaido fe 
TAUSE tere kajJai axo ifJere 
SEHUDATE afJo 
FAYU ubi tu kaha ifJei 
FAIA te 
KIRIKIRI ude-we te naudi ifJei 
EDOPI kuaarateri te lakei awai 
lAU daoe te laki ifJe-be 
DUVLE pJajraya vre oire srebri to yoU 
DOUTAl kwaikweri tai sari pru 
WARITAl kwaikwri/\ tai sari pga 
KAI iyjekweri tai sari ifJru 
BIRITAl sukwade ta kaike adiho 
OBOKUITAl sukweri ta ki-dei asaikedi 
ERITAl jokweri tore dei hurakre 
SIKARITAl igJekwecF tro odako puriako 
KAURE kulenanehui lemalang arUe sipua ? 
BAUZI bohulat dat neat fait 
BERIK bijua angtane wrekena kakalsona 
ORYA langa-nak zi dawem jaljal-a 
DANI nda-nda aap op aniniambik 
DEMISA nata 
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Language 143. male 144. female 145. husband 146. wife 
SAPONI noi£ jar£ noi£ ko'royo 
RASAWA dujJa kuru we oi 
AWERA nojJo:ru ya oIj3e eye 
WEIRATE i suo sakei halO 
DEIRATE e suo bia suokwe 
TAUSE e su 
SEHUDATE torio tito 
FAYU toriio arii tiiro 
FAIA sigua ekokwadau ?  ku 
KIRIKIRI tiayai ko tiayai ko 
EDOPI t£ si t£ si 
lAU t£ si t£ si 
DUVLE farabu oru;d dur£ £es£y£ 
DOUTAI seri sage 
WARITAI tria baill 
KAI tit£[i tull 
BIRITAI todijo tu tadio tu 
OBOKUITAI tiseri tub' tiseri tub' 
ERITAI tit£ri tu 
SIKARITAI tso huraro tueT' D 
KAURE didu ? dai? dokcsai dindai 
BAUZI dam lam dat soabo duta 
BERIK anggwa Wl 
ORYA zirya wenya zi we wal 
DAN! aap kwe ogonggelo akwe 
DEMISA damateha nodenata no no 
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Language 147. father 148. mother 149. child 1 50. 1 SG 
SAPONI nuaie nOle malaJe mamile 
RASAWA wa 0 uli ej3e 
AWERA oyre otu on wi yai 
WEIRATE awa awe tabIi di 
DEIRATE ise awe taj3i di bedo 
TAUSE awa awe taubIi di 
SEHUDATE tahi 
FAYU aifJo kuai teha a 
FAIA a e te e 
KlRIKlRI ai/kayoi kweilia te a 
EDOPI awa ja sau a 
lAU a ate so a 
DUVLE aiSe isa Zili re 
DOUTAI bai" ow twi i 
WARITAI bai" wti" tugwi" 
KAI abai awti tehti 
BIRITAI ai oyi tau e 
OBOKUITAI ai oig' teig' i 
ERITAI ayo oi tei 
SIKARITAI awa� awe� tUe 
KAURE daji nanuan du? We 
BAUZI ai oi data e-
BERIK uwa iye tane 
ORYA bia ane tane C1e 
DAN! ogoba agaJo enege an 
DEMISA amca amC1Ia dataj3i emdC1 
202 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 1 5 1 .  2SG 152.  1PL.INCL 153. 3SG 1 54. 3PL 
SAPONI makirawo marmrE:: kimowo niawarE:: 
RASAWA dej3e duwoj3i kij3iye kyoyo 
AWERA nai e ku koro: 
WEIRATE ba ai WE:: 
DEIRATE 
TAUSE ba tere 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU de eli 
FAIA di iodo? 
KIRIKIRI de e be 
EDOPI di e di 
IAU di e 0 
DUVLE do a 0 
DOUTAI a 
WARITAI 
KAI 
BIRITAI de ai de 
OBOKUlTAI di ai 
ERITAI 
SIKARITAI di ba 
KAURE hanE:: nrnE:: koto 
BAUZI 0- l- a-
BERIK em 
ORYA em nan zen zen 
DANI kat nit at it 
DEMISA 
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Language 1 55 .  who 156.  what 157. name 158. come 
SAPONI mefoYOfaU misila nOfiamoYOfa tufaU 
RASAWA bfesaj30 bisifJo uj3a tuj30 
AWERA neya simsebe oya:j3i pfu:die 
WEIRATE tofe adi safe tiaje 
DEIRATE j3iaje 
TAUSE idofe ati sifa 
SEHUDATE ka tife 
FAYU ai ibo 
FAIA taj30fe taj3ofe? kwe 
KIRIKIRI nabofO tedido kwa kwa 
EDOPI taiwe tefidi osi mai 
lAU te te-de osu ma 
DUVLE boi bri de [<:en 
DOUTAI tejl"efe oull pfike 
WARITAI tifafe ou ifJike 
KAI teijese asoUka epriko 
BIRITAI taoi taho atue tOfe 
OBOKUITAI se teigJu-se asukwa hfU-kwa 
ERITAI kwiteise esiba hUfU-ku 
SIKARITAI te ti ata pri-wa 
KAURE kaf kwa bie kahiiaq 
BAUZI ama ana e ie 
BERIK basa bosna jiia 
ORYA nafa basa bose-na hata-n 
DAN! ta nanD endage amok 
DEMISA ahidama 
204 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 1 59. go/walk 160. turn 1 6 1 .  know s.th. 162. hear 
SAPON! mokiIifa miyofau mamaiwo mayofa 
RASAWA uyujJe tukwefo mabojJiye puaj30 
AWERA na:o piJi moIiau meyo 
WEIRATE tadije befo 
DEIRATE daro kaukwiafo beD 
TAUSE ndafo tfuwafo befo 
SEHUDATE ja ihaudo? 
FAYU jabo b&yo 
FAIA kifa 
KIRIKIRI kia teia? qJUa beika 
EDOPI ja oho1ai jEbeIi 
lAU i ¢oha dOe bi-bae 
DUVLE daldou bfei vel gafufa boulbreil 
DOUTAI sa bgofu-wa 
WARITAI kfu-wa 
KAI kweri-wa 
BIRITAI se tuedaya ejJi bokadi-ka 
OBOKUITAI do-kwa tuere-kwa bi kweri-kwa 
ERITAI kWefi-ku 
SIKARITAI kue-wa 
KAURE katabliit kanekOfe? tawai kahiila 
BAUZI 1a vakte ozobohut aii 
BERIK sofwef saf-bana 
ORYA song gwen wale gwen tawa-na salb1an 
DAN! nage yendok-wandok eenu afuk konengge 
DEMISA 
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Language 1 63 .  see 1 64. search 165. talk 1 66.  true 
SAPONI mamaiwo aiayawo makwaito wajofowe 
RASAWA pafJo paxafJo piyoj3oj3o pyere 
AWERA ceyo pwara koj3u sigroj3u 
WEIRATE kwado kawa-je 
DEIRATE foi-de 
TAUSE kwa ifJoiriro aifJ;:}r;:}re 
SEHUDATE biario? 
FAYU bario dago beiyu 
FAIA hwa berorou 
KIRIKIRI ifJualifJori boka-dia bora-dia nauri 
EDOPI dori butetai lab 
lAU doe bo-tai ifJoi bebe 
DUVLE fei/fou diraro pou ro/pEl ra fcere 
DOUTAI bari"'-wa brEi"'-wa tetorori 
WARITAI barill-wa breiAd-wa tetorori 
KAI bafU-wa kateiji-wa wrilerori 
BIRITAI badi osoi-ka atodida-ka btaye 
OBOKUITAI badub'-kwa akweseido-kwa kude-kua kwite 
ERITAI beja-ku okwesaido-ku bakai 
SIKARITAI beju-a akasid)u-a eJekwe 
KAURE kahula kahulut kabru nana'? 
BAUZI aa nabi im vamea imbot 
BERIK damtana terebili bunar 
ORYA hla-tan teibin ton eiwa 
DANI pekkage kwaake wone mbangge abet 
DEMISA 
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Language 167 .  drink 168. suck 169. eat 1 70. spit 
SAPON! o-yawo tu-yawo ki-wawo noyuWE:I1EjE 
RASAWA o-xaj3o tu-xaj3o ki-j3aj3o tuj3e-xaj3o 
AWERA tu tuwo mro rwaj30 
WEIRATE ira tawaje to tawaje tawaje 
DEIRATE faja ma jafa fIkwaja 
TAUSE eda boira ya ¢ligoya 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU to 
FAIA to-dao 
KIRIKIRI na-sa sa sa 
EDOPI ira-udai sai butora 
IAU e-sa tui sa be-u-toE 
DUVLE dIa/duo dIa dIa SItE'E vae flU 
DOUTAI kwillda-wa bosuru-wa prillpu-wa 
WARITAI kwito-wa blUru-wa ¢ripu-wa 
KAI kwida-wa bEtulU-wa ¢rituru-wa 
BIRITAI kita-ka bEtuda-ka da-ka hill 
OBOKUITAI arig'-kwig'dE-kwa bEtulU-kwa da-kwa/do-kwa hrig' 
ERITAI kwida-ku k£krido-ku kurEhEri 
SIKARITAI kug sa-wa botuwa-wa pidtueju-a 
KAURE tamblE yalu kandE sui 
BAUZI UdE tomo tomo re keha 
BERIK fos telbili sorom tana fasaula 
ORYA otdebin srok-gun tembane gwen olp gun 
DAN! yinengge niknengge nengge a wooripege 
DEMISA 
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Language 1 7 1 .  vomit (v) 172. hit 1 73 .  stab 174. kill 
SAPONI olugawo siyawo ayawo 
RASAWA ao-xafJo pasiro kwero guro 
AWERA au mOfu sio pfa 
WEIRATE obou:gefo taje beS;}fe-je 
DEIRATE aru kwa a if>o isadasako 
TAUSE afobegi if>OfO beZ;}fO if>OfO? 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU kuaio tayo 
FAIA u kai bafafe 
KIRIKIRI u kai blafe kwafe/kai? 
EDOPI u-bali jai kabcdie bai 
IAU utoe di-a ui di 
DUVLE I-ren OUfU bfa va 
DOUTAI krulldu-wa baill-wa 
WARITAI kulldu-wa baill-wa 
KAI krullku-wa bai-wa/baU-wa 
BIRITAI edafuda-ka tida-ka betida-ka ka-ka---
OBOKUITAI krub �de-kwa kwig �de-kwa be-tdaig �wa aub �kofe-kwa 
ERITAI kurudo-ku dokwau-ku 
SIKARITAI ku doa bog�- wa ku-wa 
KAURE kohu kakwila kapiangke kahu 
BAUZI itvo beo sote ote 
BERIK mumwa sabtana 
ORYA wrek gwen lek dang gulblun tan 
DANI peyak wuke wake wafogomambege wafU 
DEMISA 
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Language 175. die 176. live 177. scrape 1 78. sit 
SAPONI td-yawo kuwabo kiwi-yawo kwawo 
RASAWA tijJo o:kakwafJo kijJiekafJo kuwafJo 
AWERA pre dwe:fi kiye kaIj3i 
WEIRATE saya wayi kwafi 
DEIRATE dojaka ¢oko 
TAUSE saya kwafi-do ¢ogli 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU tetaJe kOJO 
FAIA soi klie bogo 
KIRIKIRI soi mayai klia bogo 
EDOPI suai ud£dcye idiaJie bawadie 
IAU sui hresi i bau-d£ 
DUVLE sayaU gafi bu dreJi/doJU 
DOUTAI eiseillak£ wJapaillak£ wei-wa 
WARITAI p£Jik£ wapaka kokiJi-wa w£i-wa 
KAI kaisobt:koJU akapuJU-wa dia-wa ?  buhu-wa 
BIRITAI to we ahoi hoa-ka ebohe-ka 
OBOKUITAI kade-kua au-hai-kwa bekJig'de-kwa bc.hig '-kwa 
ERITAI tohoi-ku ouhei b£kido-ku wc.hi-ku 
SIKARITAI tabiglco ahaku�ko bgiju-a ug'sogJua 
KAURE kahilang halia kakwatfi namaipa ? 
BAUZI do ah£d£ kt:k£ nusu 
BERIK futu nuisansona titiwoJa nuini 
ORYA tin ngay gwen jun noon 
DANI kanggeJak eenik nggibiingge kwi?nage 
DE:MISA 
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Language 1 79. stand 180. no/not 1 8 1 .  bathe 1 82 .  fall 
SAPONI tairau ari-fE-jE kobu-yawo fasa-yawo 
RASAWA taro poesi deo-xa ida-kafJo 
AWERA UafJi marfJe mepi pagi 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE tejata kai diro kaukwa 
TAUSE tEji-do kai era tero kauj3aro 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU taribo bailwai 
FAIA nara dueo sura 
KIRIKIRI dillare tau tullra ira boisia 
EDOPI bidari kai hora uda ije 
lAU ui ai hoe baisi 
DUVLE toUltE" ki dobr-Idobu- brobilbrobu 
DOUTAI kou-wa bei puri-wa waturu-wa 
WARITAI witoida wa-tulldu-wa paiwEfi-wa 
KAI wita-wa wa-tullj-wa watullj-wa 
BIRITAI bitara-kwa bei-ho haitata haisa-kwa 
OBOKUITAI kwitE-arig "kwa bc.ig"'/ka tc.ig"-kwa haig"-kwa 
ERITAI kitai-ku turo-ku haiSEturo-ku 
SIKARITAI ug"to-wa kad"' watig)u-a watig)u-a 
KAURE c.mbatuq kaholi bikulE karjc.Ja 
BAUZI duzu kai c.hu bitE 
BERIK tina fos abuli jan ton 
ORYA zaun bahem hosa awan zan 
DANI mi?nage lek nggume wake yigeebu wangge 
DEMISA 
2 10 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 1 83. lay 1 84. sleep 1 85 .  dream 1 86. grab 
SAPONI k&awo k&awot&saU awapEie sa[aU 
RASAWA kadafJo pio swa[o 
AWERA tegi piao afJafJo swa 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE ¢laka sau 
TAUSE ¢laya[a-do a[a[o 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU ¢lad 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI tadu tadu ¢lliye 
EDOPI a[ubida[ie tawi hebEtide deted 
lAU tai ¢lee-kae taiha dai side 
DUVLE tobi/tobu tobi/tobu toipde fei SESe 
DOUTAI kwEiIl-jiwa gaikokwEi-jiwa do-wa 
WARITAI kake kaipike toke 
KAI ka-wa akikoka-wa do-wa 
BIRITAI akwa ka auwa-kwa ki-ka 
OBOKUITAI tei-ko-kuai kaig'-kwa akai-kaig'-kwa doub'-kwa 
ERITAI keido-ku ckeikEido-ku do-ku 
SIKARITAI keju-a ake� keju-a do-wa 
KAURE kataiyangse hEi? kosi kalpt:la 
BAUZI bisu i uJe vieto 
BERIK nustana eseftana tee bini 
ORYA gJanggwen nisi-tan aisi1gwen T[ikgin 
DAN! windik won age nogoyege abikage pigagangge 
DEMISA 
LAKES PLAIN LANGUAGES RECLASSIFICATION 2 1 1 
Language 1 87 .  give 1 88 .  blow 1 89. breathe 1 90. cough 
SAPONI tafaU fuwafau mOUUfe tawi-yawo 
RASAWA pa:fO pUfifO osih UfU-xo-xa 
AWERA mrefie puo pu ofJukafi 
WEIRATE ¢uje tayo 
DEIRATE ko¢i ¢aka taku 
TAUSE fJuafO tayafO 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU diiyo/bchufa 
FAIA ¢ue kosawafi 
KIRIKIRI tu uwa ¢ia kosawafi 
EDOPI dihufU¢uahofai boitai taudai 
lAU bae ¢ai bosi taui 
DUVLE boYbou for/fofU tyafa bU[ofO 
DOUTAI bopufU-wa tagafa 
WARITAI bgufU-wa ta 
KAI buhufu-wa tagapailli-wa 
BIRITAI behi-ka bohufa-ka asa tauda-ka 
OBOKUITAI behig' bohufO-kwa asa tfakuf-kwa 
ERITAI bohufO-ku kohofUku 
SIKARITAI kepig)u-a asai awa�tfa peawa 
KAURE kaklung kasfUng kaxne toxsii 
BAUZI 10 feu ohe zu 
BERIK fOfo1a wefem gwebaJi 
ORYA golb1an hohop gwen ensasa gwen sasmen gwen 
DANI wOgofU kanipuge ambeagabuk tonggok 
wungge 
DEMISA jusetefa 
2 1 2  DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 1 9 1 .  count 192. dig 1 93. afraid 194. shy 
SAPONI misikwaifayafa kouo mamu&f-yawo 
RASAWA bayeya afeaxa kuft oxosika 
AWERA nye kagJi pwi osi 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE 
TAUSE kawi-do UfafO 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI sia kafUa ifJikafUa 
EDOPI aidodi edibaJi kowai 
lAU oi jll hui ima iau 
DUVLE brefIfI k&/kou k&/kou 
DOUTAl obia-wa ifJuja-wa kW£fill-jiwa gfapouyu-wa 
WARITAl obiafi-wa ifJutafi-wa kW£fill-wa katafi-wa 
KAI obia-wa huju-wa kafUju-wa akoifJouji-wa 
BIRITAl beida-ka hua-ka kecia-ka aduadada-ka 
OBOKUITAl beig'd£-kwa hOlO-kwa kwesi�-adu�-kwa akuJi-roo-kwa 
ERITAl bia-ku hOfO-ku kwasi£fi-ku akfaido-ku 
SIKARITAI biu-wa hug)u-a koodo-a aketaJ£-wa 
KAURE kakalangt£ kahuli ho axlit 
BAUZI d£ si iro£ lade 
BERIK etefbili te£bili efne sefe£sona 
ORYA aicbin tJiyun aiiin sahef gwef 
DAN! eenggi kabungge agabiti inikienggaJi 
lunggungge 
DEMISA 
LAKES PLAIN LANGUAGES RECLASSIFICATION 2 1 3  
Language 195. cry 1 96. sing 197. play 198. push 
SAPONI maki-sawo w£ti-yawo fuaLyawo firi-yawo 
RASAWA kiza we:tokofio pwayaka giriya 
AWERA ka:lu pOli D1 swane 
WEIRATE j£[O 
DEIRATE ju aUlo 
TAUSE UIO dobalo alo aUIUlo 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU 
FAIA hUla 
KIRIKIRI ¢ua wiakwa ¢abia 
EDOPI idai uwalai ku£le sidotolai 
lAU e u-o ao bobi si to£-a 
DUVLE ZOIU SUllO p£"'Ia krin/klulo bOuIU ban 
DOUTAI t£rill-wa kill£Iiklilldiwa kaliji-wa bowabiwa 
WARITAI t£rill-wa orialiklilldiwa karidi-wa biwabiwa 
KAI togouju-wa ki£[ikli-wa pagoUju-wa bijatofU-wa 
BIRITAI tmu-kwa keida-ka haida-ka bitahai-ka 
OBOKUITAI ile-kwa kig)£[i kalub "'de-kwa bohoig"'-kwa 
ERITAI iIO-ku kijeli kaludo-ku betakug "'do-ku 
SIKARITAI pou£-wa dod£kuri-wa kado-a bi�takug )ua 
KAURE kung wali Iua kotIa 
BAUZI m£ lad£ siki odosu 
BERIK sinal simal twola ugulup gwenal breluli 
ORYA gosa gwem trelsy-tan asyas gwen ata-tan 
DANI liyege ndawi wake wulogwe nggilik panggonggwi 
kunggwe 
DEMISA 
2 14 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 199. pull 200. rub 201 .  wipe 202. wash 
SAPONI kirau kirirao tirirao tiriyaU 
RASAWA suj3exa gigixa bitoxo sirika 
AWERA sosi nri: kyegi kagi 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE uebo 
TAUSE sakraro kira era-te-do 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU haio 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI beira bejl'a ¢lara-de na-sa 
EDOPI d€t€bet€ ogotorai su£iie ogotorai 
lAU tai b€ sui da 
DUVLE ban/bam vu zarvzaru 
DOUTAl dokri/lji-wa wari kriri-wa 
WARITAl tokidi-wa wari tei-wa 
KAl duguju-wa warD kgiri-wa 
BIRITAl dakide-ka baida-ka batua-ka 
OBOKUITAl dokwIid€-kwa kikig'd€-kwa soa-kwa kikig'd€-kwa 
ERITAl dokurido-ku kikiro-ku 
SIKARITAl dokud€ wakre-wa 
KAURE maliau kasriq amba un tik kahata 
BAUZI vihito noi fato kik€ 
BERIK dekoluilbafta wirtababali 
ORYA ilgi"n bwap-bwap-tan gle-yul-sun glce-tasibin 
DAN! iniki ale? uli nggungge kooke kooke lambunogo 
nggen mbake keele maake 
DEMISA 
LAKES PLAIN LANGUAGES RECLASSIFICATION 2 1 5  
Language 203. pinch 204. throw 205. six 206. seven 
SAPONI fuoyuwo flyawo nawar£wakila nawar£wakos£ 
RASAWA kaj3iswa ururo ta traice 
AWERA poguswa kotu neriaj3re nre 
WEIRA1E 
DEIRA1E 
TAUSE koyaro 
SEHUDA1E 
FAYU gaga 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI tuyla 
EDOPI torai kai idu busuwe kai idu borabe 
IAU i ki tOE oi abo e koe oi abo bo-b£ 
bisi-b£ 
DUVLE kre vEi/vou zuo bm zuo bm 
DOUTAI bEkt:biro 
WARITAI b£tgjl1ara 
KAI bitufU-wa 
BIRITAI tui-da-ka u-da-ka 
OBOKUITAI bitokoro-kwa 2+2+ 1 2+2+2+1 
ERITAI tokoru-ku 
SIKARITAI tu£ju-a 
KAURE katrda kalEke 3+3 
BAUZI boa voo au mei vi va 5+2 
BERIK 5+1 5+2 
ORYA etektan takgun 5+1 5+2 
DANI mbuku paku yugum nambuke 
wake eeriyak 
DEMISA 
2 16 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 207. eight 208. nine 209. ten 2 1 0. hole 
SAPON! nawaf£watuwawo nawaf£waisefo is£fe aWOf£ 
RASAWA ta:fjj3o taruJ30 ize 
AWERA niraya niwfwa na:fugwfre 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE 
TAUSE wayafa 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI kwari 
EDOPI kai idu hoibe kodadie kai bOfabei 
lAU oi abo baui-b£ oi abo bohai oi ifJahu ais a-ka 
bohaid£ itoede 
DUVLE gOfa 
DOUTAI ifJu 
WARITAI ifJu 
KAI ifJu 
BIRITAI hu 
OBOKUITAI 2+2+2+2 2+2+2+2+ 1 2+2+2+2+2 abohub' 
ERITAI okwmu 
SIKARITAI hugjako 
KAURE 
BAUZI 5+3 5+4 5+5 bumat 
BERIK 5+3 5+4 mwa 
ORYA 5+2+ 1 5+2+2 5+5 mwa 
DAN! 
DEMISA 
LAKES PLAIN LANGUAGES RECLASSIFICATION 2 1 7  
Language 2 12. flower 2 13. firewood 2 14. faeces 
SAPON! u[a1iwiu; 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE bo ifJa 
DEIRATE bo 
TAUSE kweta bo ifJa 
SEHUDATE bu ifJa 
FAYU bu ifJa 
FAIA bo ifJa 
KIRIKIRI dura bo ifJa 
EDOPI bori ha 
lAU bt: bot: ifJa 
DUVLE 
DOUTA! sari bo pari 
WARITAI sari sulldi? 
KAI buka (Indo.) ifJari 
BIRITA! uado bo hoi 
OBOKUITA! ig'kut:g'do hare 
ERITA! osusai haft: 
SIKARITAI asust: palt: 
KAURE 
BAUZI ava ziya hat: 
BERIK ese u 
ORYA eis te syauk u 
DAN! 
DEMISA 
2 1 8  DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 2 1 5 .  urine 2 1 6. penis 2 17. scrotum 218 .  crooked 
SAPON! 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE ti 
DEIRATE atu akwi atkwowo 
TAUSE ti atu agwi 
SEHUDATE ti ti kwi 
FAYU am 
FAIA su kwi 
KIRIKIRI ti tull kwill bo-ue 
EDOPI tUfa tou 
IAU si sui tep' bo-b£ 
DUVLE 
DOUTAI Sill togoi 
WARITAI tilldi togwei 
KAI si tawei 
BIRITAI tide a-ki a-sudo tueda-ka 
OBOKUITAI sig'd£ a-tub' a-kwig' tebaf£ 
ERITAI si takwiei 
SIKARITAI sig' tueako 
KAURE 
BAUZI uak 1aso olohu fizuhu 
BERIK su krekafa 
ORYA su to SOfOP gwagwa-na 
DAN! 
DEMISA 
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Language 2 19. bandicoot 220. a boil 221 .  cheek 222. chest 
SAPONI 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE padi 
TAUSE s,uaya toua poyai 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI pali d:JIi 
EDOPI 
IAU atai bi bY' 
DUVLE 
DOUTAI po dakull gobaill 
WARITAI sari [aku ku[a[i 
KAI kabogufUko atakuw agoUwasa 
BIRITAI tude a-tohai a-kohai 
OBOKUITAI h£fig' duIi a-kwe-kub' a-kobaig' 
ERITAI du[i okweyakug' otodiakug' 
SIKARITAI pote aweaug' outa 
KAURE 
BAUZI lokca oubule ode ahude 
BERIK sresiyu olbum danggo 
ORYA eikwizim ibum-nu dang 
DANI 
DEMISA 
220 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 223. chin 224. eyebrow 225. eyelash 226. forehead 
SAPONI 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE 
TAUSE kwayi waya kasu wayaIi taywa 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI kwawa kla-kai 
EDOPI 
IAU baui �o£ �£ i"su �£ su ma 
DUVLE 
DOUTAl w£ku" wfarog£fi wfa£iai bafafu 
WARITAl w£ku" wafUki wafUki bafafU 
KAI awc.i awati"ak£fi awati"ak£fi akatafu 
BIRITAl a-tauhai afU au-ahai aihai 
OBOKUITAl a-boub'afi adu-aki au-abfi a-kudei 
ERITAl okwebou oweki owekIi oirutafu 
SIKARITAl aweapit' apaki apatig' alauIi apaug'ta 
KAURE 
BAUZI odohaozo aotau fakotau dauha 
BERIK olele nue safa nue safa mif 
ORYA akmuk-nu nwe-ala nwe-ala mife 
DANI 
DEMISA 
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Language 227. heel 228. knee 229. shoulder 230. sweat 
SAPONI 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE 
TAUSE toiabaIi ifJogafu kfowi jJ'€ 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU ahuta duhu 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI toua ifJou doifJi iAe 
EDOPI SOitifi dita ? 
lAU t au soi ifJui di 
DUVLE zobifa dua 
DOUTAI dokuA osuAja bakuAdafu diAWifJruA 
WARITAI fekuA fuAda kakuAdaru bafitriA 
KAI a-tou a-suAa a-koUtaru digwCfi 
BIRITAI a-toyao a-hutau a-satadu soijaka 
OBOKUITAI ato-kub� a-sua-kub� ahakub �-tarub � tooa 
ERITAI otoku osuakug €tahu tekia 
SIKARITAI atog� asia� akaug� k� 
KAURE 
BAUZI usahabu ouha giaha nuhate 
BERIK tof tanamu sam wan malam mof 
ORYA tana bokle ngilj" ifse gwen 
DAN! 
DEMISA 
222 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 23 1 .  toe 232. vein 233. ant 234. butterfly 
SAPONI 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE 
TAUSE atokai lJiwa sale 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU kre 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI touwa kill ke alJalJe 
EDOPI ce suapu 
IAU e-si tabi e daido 
DUVLE vioyo 
DOUTAl teyesi tagali wijaku 
WARITAl Ii ki lldi wei II willtaku 
KAI a-tillabali tagali kogoi 
BIRITAl ato atei tadu do 
OBOKUITAl ato-kule atig �kOIUb � tOlub� tilkohub� 
ERITAl oto kle etida teli kwahu 
SIKARlTAl ato sa� at'gi� kig� kog�kwef 
KAURE 
BAUZI nabaso aliso ket fata 
BERIK tambol tatal jili mumwa 
ORYA tana-bola sa basglam mawa aukuk 
DAN! 
DEMISA 
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Language 235. gecko 236. crocodile 237. nest 238. spider 
SAPON! 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE 
DERATE 
TAUSE UfU 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU UfU 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI di/kasa poi ufakwia 
EDOPI dau 
lAU de lao at: abo 
DUVLE dafa obfe 
DOUTAI wija OfU du-kwafi doba 
WARITAI willta fei.ta tullillta mba 
KAI willja feillja dikwaft: kwahau 
BIRITAI kill eheja bokwakei 
OBOKUITAI tig'lwei heigya akwfig)a takwi 
ERITAI kwi heya okufiya kwahu 
SIKARITAI ug)a pt:ja auda kwahog' 
KAURE 
BAUZI bt:hu heya/vam sila naknahi 
BERIK drenden wombata gol obop 
ORYA defom jalom gol kwaki-kwaki 
DAN! 
DEMISA 
224 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 239. ironwood 240. root 24 1 .  mud 242. rainbow 
SAPONI 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE 
DE IRATE 
TAUSE sud kati <Pi 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU ti tea 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI di tu a<plitai 
EDOPI tufU keyu 
lAU <Pi tui taoe be kaebo tat: 
DUVLE dai 
DOUTAI duAi gf pfa-togou dai 
WARITAI sadA fi pfa-ku aiA 
KAI togou atifai iAjeku kfesc.iAa 
BIRITAI hide ateo sadudu teadatu 
OBOKUITAI tokoub' kwau kwt: desc.ig)a 
ERITAI tokug' etikofu wt:fUku desikwt:d waku 
SIKARITAI toug' atgi� ig)t:wt: klt:besig )a 
KAURE 
BAUZI fiu omnao itabt: bimboz 
BERIK titemen tiskaf betik manganu 
ORYA tebalin sa kamablreble boge alp 
DAN! 
DEMISA 
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Language 243. village 244. arrow 245. bow 246. comb 
SAPONI 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE 
DE IRATE 
TAUSE ifJoxa kwa ifJJi wi<if3e 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU ifJailifJua ifJou 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI ta ifJou ifJayoi dida 
EDOPI hou 
lAU beta ifJao kap' tau ifJi 
DUVLE boyoia 
DOUTAI wai eJO sullda ifJu illde 
WARITAI kiaeJe ifJuJe ifJaga illte 
KAI keJi ifJu titill 
BIRITAI su taua hau hugudu 
OBOKUITAI kweIi-di hou hou-akub' hukJU 
ERITAI hillbakaikoJU hou okohu hou okuJe hokJU 
SIKARITAI kwa tepia huwa hu kug'pud' 
KAURE 
BAUZI num debu fa digehi sis 
BERIK tamnap gina ulum nabalfataJ 
ORYA re gwe tap jana nolhatal 
DAN! 
DEMISA 
226 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 247. door 248. drum 249. fence 250. goods 
SAPONI 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRA1E 
DEIRA1E 
TAUSE kwao ujJi ¢au 
SEHUDA1E 
FAYU 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI ufi di 
EDOPI bifi nifi 
lAU be u tap' dc:i di 
DUVLE 
DOUTAI kwa-bofU/I ku/lgafU pOfi su 
WARITAI kwa-bofU/I itowa S8fE tu/ltafi 
KAI kwa-bisoa kukafi I/Iofi du/li¢afE 
BIRITAI akai kukadi hOfO su 
OBOKUITAI kwei-akwE kub'kafi bEkikwa dub' 
ERITAI hosikau kwikafi bEkiku yakasu 
SIKARITAI kwa-hasig' kug�at £SfEkEtakO akasig' 
KAURE 
BAUZI do bo na trehrena nazoh 
BERIK Uf jigaJ-jigaJa 
ORYA li1kYn i1i" kol kife-ldfc-na 
DANI 
DEMISA 
LAKES PLAIN LANGUAGES RECLASSIFICATION 227 
Language 25 1 .  tomorrow 252. yesterday 253. copulate 254. vulva 
SAPON! 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE 
TAUSE ajJifa dima 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU 
FAIA haufa he 
KIRIKIRI du du ¢aufa ¢e 
EDOPI ha 
IAU 1a su du ao bo du ¢e 
DUVLE 
DOUTAI diako Jeil\kakoka 
WARITAI tia keil\da 
KAI kasguko akeil\e 
BIRITAI suwado diao hadeda-ka he 
OBOKUITAI keig'soko akig'de baub'-kwa hfe 
ERITAI keisoko ekeife 
SIKARITAI tuo�ko akeje 
KAURE 
BAUZI dihasi mat mode % hu 
BERIK gWidmif if 
ORYA ka ?an if swi an l 
DAN! 
DEMISA 
228 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 255. bat 256. canoe 257. breadfruit 258. centipede 
SAPONI 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRA1E 
DEIRA1E 
TAUSE kovt}ri fana u/\ru/\ ldaiparu/\ 
SEHUDA1E 
FAYU egari fu kua oru 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI turi oru beri dE 
EDOPI turu hu au me 
lAU tui fo ko i 
DUVLE 
DOUTAl wi/\jaku/\ si/\ kwa 
WARITAl 
KAI 
BIRITAl bake si/\ ka di
/\hu 
OBOKUITAl beki sig' kwa tu 
ERITAl 
SIKARITAl bosui sig' kwa 
KAURE 
BAUZI vaa ihE kohu tamiE 
BERIK 
ORYA te tek bul wanga ta 
DANI 
DEMISA 
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Language 259. cloth 260. cockroach 261 .  copula 262. kangaroo 
SAPON! 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE 
TAUSE bezawe si bei-do ,pai 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU jeheA kisi 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI ,peziA haoA mayai kiAsiA 
EDOPI hesi atu/hufUho beuri sari 
lAU sai flop' be sadi 
DUVLE 
DOUTAI kebesi fafou/pati pai 
WARITAI 
KAI 
BIRITAI sua kisi 
OBOKUITAI hesid karara hai su 
ERITAI 
SIKARITAI krebesig' fati braai kesig' 
KAURE 
BAUZI SUe boi kisi 
BERIK 
ORYA deyol sokwen kwaki 
DAN! 
DEMISA 
230 DUANE A. CLOUSE 
Language 263. matoa 264. stringbag 265. paddle 267. sago 
(Indo. tree sp.) 
SAPONI 
RASAWA 
AWERA 
WEIRATE 
DEIRATE 
TAUSE mba baria yeri 
SEHUDATE 
FAYU jai here ira fi 
FAIA 
KIRIKIRI iAi di ira kwei 
EDOPI je kiri nta tu 
IAU sy£ si tui to 
DUVLE 
DOUTAI sedi bika fi 
WARITAI 
KAI 
BIRITAI sedi ti iAda suhu 
OBOKUITAI s£ri ti ida hi 
ERITAI hi 
SIKARITAI si bika fi 
KAURE 
BAUZI sei d£k va£I1J£ ti 
BERIK 
ORYA deiwa hon hos Ian 
DANI 
DEMISA 
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APPENDIX 4: LEXICOST ATISTICAL DECISIONS 
Sa Ra Aw We De Ta Se Fy Fa Ki Ed Ia Du Do Wa Ka Bi Ob Er Si Kr Ba Be Or Da De 
head 1 
hair 1 
ear 1 
neck 1 
mouth 1 
teeth 1 
tongue 1 
eye 1 
nose 1 
hand 1 
dirty 1 
bodyhair 1 
elbow 1 
finger 1 
fngerna i l  1 
skin 1 
muscle 2 
fat 1 
bone 1 
breast 1 
stomach 1 
lowerback 1 
blood 1 
heart 1 
l iver 1 
leg 1 
swol len 1 
s i ck 1 
water 1 
lake 1 
river 1 
sand 1 
wet 1 
f ire 1 
cook 1 
ash 1 
smoke 1 
stone 1 
heavy 1 
s l ick 1 
one 1 
two 1 
three 1 
many 1 
few 1 
a l l  1 
land 1 
dust 1 
path 1 
narrow 1 
wide 1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
3 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
o 
3 
3 
1 
o 3 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
1 2 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
3 3 
4 4 
3 4 
3 2 
2 3 
3 0 
4 4 
2 2 
3 4 
4 0 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
3 3 
o 4 
2 2 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
o 4 
3 4 
3 3 
o 3 
2 2 
4 0 
2 0 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
4 
2 
4 
1 
2 
1 
o 
2 
1 
1 
3 
4 
2 
o 
3 
o 
5 
2 
o 
5 
o 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
o 
5 
3 
o 
2 
5 
2 
4 
3 
1 
o 
4 
1 
4 
3 
3 
1 
1 
4 
3 
5 
1 
2 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 
4 
5 
5 
3 
3 
o 
6 
2 
4 
o 
o 
o 
3 
3 
4 
o 
1 
o 
o 
3 
5 
3 
4 
o 
o 
4 
o 
2 
6 
3 
4 
3 
1 
4 
1 
1 
4 
3 
3 
3 
o 
o 
3 
5 
1 
2 
o 
4 
o 
1 
1 
4 
5 
1 
4 
3 
o 
7 
2 
5 
o 
o 
o 
3 
o 
1 
2 
1 
o 
o 
3 
5 
3 
5 
o 
o 
4 
o 
2 
o 
3 
4 4 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
5 3 
1 1 
5 5 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
o 1 
5 5 
4 5 
6 6 
1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
1 1 
3 3 
5 5 
5 5 
1 1 
5 5 
3 3 
o 4 
o 7 
2 2 
4 5 
6 0 
4 4 
o 4 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
1 1 
4 5 
o 5 
4 5 
6 6 
4 5 
6 3 
o 5 
o 6 
4 4 
o 0 
2 2 
4 0 
4 0 
5 
4 
1 
3 
3 
1 
4 
3 
4 
1 
o 
o 
6 
6 
1 
3 
1 
5 
2 
1 
3 
6 
6 
1 
4 
3 
4 
7 
2 
5 
o 
5 
4 
3 
4 
5 
2 
1 
6 
6 
6 
7 
6 
7 
6 
5 
3 
4 
2 
7 
5 
6 7 
5 3 
1 1 
3 5 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 
3 3 
4 5 
1 1 
2 3 
4 0 
6 0 
7 6 
1 0 
3 4 
1 1 
5 6 
2 2 
1 1 
4 1 
7 8 
6 7 
1 6 
4 6 
3 4 
4 4 
7 7 
2 2 
5 6 
o 0 
5 6 
4 5 
3 3 
4 5 
5 6 
2 2 
1 1 
6 3 
6 7 
6 5 
7 8 
7 5 
7 8 
7 8 
5 5 
3 4 
5 0 
2 4 
7 8 
6 1 
8 
3 
1 
5 
3 
1 
4 
3 
1 
1 
3 
5 
7 
o 
2 
4 
o 
4 
3 
2 
1 
8 
7 
7 
o 
5 
4 
8 
2 
6 
o 
6 
5 
3 
5 
4 
2 
1 
3 
7 
7 
8 
o 
9 
o 
7 
4 
o 
2 
9 
7 
8 9 8 10 1 0  
3 6 7 7 7  
1 1 1 1 1 
o 0 6 6 0 
3 3 3 3 3  
1 1 1 1 1  
4 4 4 4 4 
3 3 3 3  3 
1 3 3 3 3 
1 3 1 1 1  
3 3 0 3  4 
5 5 5 5 5 
7 7 7 7  7 
o 0 6 6 7 
2 2 2 2 2 
4 5 6 5 5 
o 0 1 2  0 
9 11 12 13 14 15 12 
5 9 10 1 1  12 13  10 
5 6 7 8 8 9 10 
o 7 7 0 8 9 11 
3 4 5 6 7 8 5  
1 2 3 4 5 5 3  
4 5 2  6 6 7 2  
3 3 4 5 5 6 3 
1 3 6 7 7 8 6  
3 4 3 4 4 5 1 0  
3 5 6 7 8 9 10 
5 6 7 8 9 1 0  7 
7 8 9 10 11 12 9 
8 9 10 11 11 12 1 0  
1 3 4 4 4  5 4 
1 7 8 9 10 1 1  3 
1 3 2 0 4 5 6  
7 4 4 4  
4 5 1 6 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 3 
0 0 8  
5 7 8  
1 1 3 
1 1 5  
4 0 
9 10 
4 3 
6 7 
9 1 0  4 
8 11 12 
3 5 6  
8 9 6 
9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1 8  19 
7 7 8 7 7 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 
7 7 1 7 7 7 8 9 10 11 1 2  9 
o 0 5 5 0 0 7 8 0 9 10 11 
3 3 3 3 3 3 6 1 3  7 8 1 
0 0 3  3 0 0 5  6 0 7  8 6 
8 8 9 10 11 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
2 2 2  2 3 2 4 2 5 5 6 2 
6 6 6 6 6 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
o 7 8 0 0 7 9 1 0  0 1 1  12 0 
6 7 6 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
4 4 4 4 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 10 
3 4 3 3  3 3 4 3  5 6 7 3 
5 6 4 7 7 7 8 7 9 10 11 7 
7 7 7 7 7 7 8 1 9 9 10 11 
2 2 2 2 2  2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
1 1 
3 3 
7 7 
7 7 
8 8 
o 0 
1 1 
3 3 
8 8 
7 7 
8 8 
8 8 
1 1 3 1 4  5 6 7 
3 3 7 8 9 10 11 8 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 0 
5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13  
8 8 9 10 11 12 13  14 
o 0 9 10 11 12 13  14 
10 9 10 11 0 0 12 13 0 13  14 15 
o 0 9 1 0  0 0 11 12 0 13 14 0 
5 5 8 5 5 9 10 5 11 12 13 0 
2 1 4 4 4  
o 0 6 7 0  
2 5 2 2  2 
9 10 7 0 9 
1 1 5 6 7 8 5  
o 8 9 0 10 1 1  0 
2 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  
9 3 11 12 13 14 15  
7 8 7 0 7 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 0 
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Sa Ra Aw We De Ta Se Fy Fa Ki Ed Ia Du Do Wa Ka B i  Ob Er S i  Kr Ba Be Or Da De 
mountain 1 
cloud 1 
rain 1 
sky 1 
fog 1 
wind 1 
hot 1 
cold 1 
thunder 1 
l i ghtning 1 
staff 1 
s t raight 1 
thick 1 
thin 1 
sharp 1 
dull 1 
sun 1 
midday 1 
night 1 
moon 1 
star 1 
banana 1 
garden 1 
grass 1 
dry 1 
mow 1 
tree 1 
spl it 1 
branch 1 
leaf 1 
thorn 1 
fruit 1 
seed 1 
rotten 1 
smelly 1 
forest 1 
rope 1 
t i e  1 
whi te 1 
black 1 
red 1 
yel l ow 1 
green 1 
bird 1 
egg 1 
wing 1 
fly ( v )  1 
cassowary 1 
fly ( n )  1 
mosquito 1 
dog 1 
big 1 
small 1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
o 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 3 
2 2 
1 1 
o 0 
3 0 
3 3 
3 4 
3 3 
4 5 
o 0 
1 1 
o 3 
o 0 
o 0 
o 3 
o 0 
4 4 
o 3 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
3 3 
3 4 
4 3 
o 0 
3 4 
o 1 
2 3 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
o 2 
3 3 
4 0 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
1 3 
2 2 
4 4 
o 4 
o 0 
2 2 
4 4 
2 3 
o 1 
3 3 
2 3 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
1 
2 
1 
4 
o 
3 
4 
3 
6 
3 
o 
4 
o 
o 
3 
2 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 
3 
5 
5 
4 
5 
1 
o 
o 
4 
2 
o 
2 
o 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
4 
5 
4 
2 
o 
o 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 
3 
1 
4 
1 
5 
o 
4 
o 
4 
7 
o 
3 
o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
5 
o 
4 
3 
o 
1 
o 
5 
o 
6 
1 
4 
5 
5 
3 
o 
o 
4 
o 
6 
4 
5 
4 
2 
5 
o 
o 
2 
5 
4 
3 
3 
o 
2 
3 
5 
4 
1 1 1  
4 0 5  
1 1 1  
0 6 6  
4 0 0  
4 3 3  
1 5 1  
4 5 6  
8 9 9  
o 0 4 
0 4 4  
0 0 5  
0 0 0  
4 0 0  
4 0 0  
3 0 4 
5 4 4  
0 0 5  
4 5 4 
3 2 2  
1 3 3  
1 3 3  
0 0 0  
5 5 6  
0 0 0  
0 0 7  
1 0 1  
0 5 5  
o 0 4 
5 2 2  
2 2 2  
0 4 4  
0 2 2  
3 3 3  
4 4 4  
7 0 8  
4 5 5  
5 6 6  
4 0 5  
0 0 2  
5 0 3  
5 0 6  
5 0 4  
2 2 2  
5 6 6  
0 5 0  
0 0 4  
3 3 3  
4 4 4  
2 2 2  
3 3 3  
5 6 6  
4 5 6  
thi s 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 3 
4 
4 
1 
6 
o 
4 
6 
7 
9 
5 
o 
5 
3 
5 
5 
4 
4 
6 
6 
2 
1 
3 
3 
6 
5 
8 
1 
6 
4 
3 
2 
4 
3 
5 
5 
6 
6 
7 
6 
3 
6 
6 
6 
2 
7 
6 
5 
3 
4 
2 
3 
7 
7 
4 
4 
1 
6 
5 5 1  
6 6 6  
1 1 3  
6 6 6  
6 7 6 6 
6 6 7 7 
3 1 3 3  
6 0 7  6 
8 
6 
4 
6 
9 10 11 12 13 14 
6 8 9 10 1 1  0 
5 6 7 7 8 6 
8 9 10 11 12 9 
5 0 6 6 6 0 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 0 
4 5 5 6 5 7 7 7 5 8 9 10 11 12 2 
6 7 1 1 8 9 11 10 1 11 12 13 14 15 12 
7 8 9 9 9 10 11 12 13  14 15 1 6  17 1 8  1 5  
9 1 0  11 11 11 9 11 12 1 1  1 3  1 4  1 5  16  17 1 8  
6 0 7 8 9 10 11 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 1 5  
1 0 1 1 1 5 1 1 6 7 8 9 9 10 8 
5 6 5 5 7 8 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 6  
4 0 5 5 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  12 1 3  14 0 
6 0 7 7 8 9 7 7 7 10 11 12 13 14 0 
6 7 4 4 4  4 4 4 4  5 6 8 8 9 0 
4 5 5 5 6 5 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 0 
5 5 2  
7 8 9 
6 7 8  
4 2 2  
1 4 4  
1 3 3  
3 6 3 
6 7 8 
5 5 5  
8 3 0  
1 1 1  
6 7 0  
4 6 0  
3 6 2 
2 1 2  
4 2 5  
3 3 4  
6 7 0  
5 6 0  
7 6 8  
7 5 8  
7 0 8  
5 5 5  
3 4 2  
6 7 8  
2 4 
9 9 
9 10 
2 2 
4 4 
3 1 
3 3 
8 8 
5 5 
o 0 
1 1 
o 0 
o 0 
7 8 
2 2 
5 5 
4 4 
o 0 
o 0 
9 8 
5 5 
8 9 
7 5 
2 2 
8 8 
4 4 4  4 5 1 6 7 8 1 
9 9 9 9 10 11 12 12 13 14 
8 8 10 1 0  11 12 13  14 1 5  16 
2 2 2 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  7 
5 1 1 6 7 3  7 8 9 0  
1 1 1 3  4 5 6 6 7 8  
3 7 8 3 9 3 10 11 12 3 
5 5 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 0  
5 5 5 0 6 7 8 9 10 0 
9 10 0 0 11 12 0 13 14 0 
1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 0 
8 5 0 9 10 11 0 12 13 14 
4 4 0 0 5 7 0 8 9 10 
9 9 9 10 11 12 13 13 1 4  1 5  
3 2 2 2 4  3 5 6 7  3 
4 6 6 5 7 8 0 9 10 11 
4 4 4 4 2 5 6 6 7 0  
2 6 0 0 8 9 0 10 1 1  12 
7 8 0 0 9 7 0 10 1 1  0 
9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 0 
5 5 5 9 10 4 11 12 13 14 
9 9 9 9 10 9 1 1  12 13 14 
8 5 5 5 9 1 10 11 1 2  1 
2 2 2  2 5 2  6 2 7  2 
8 8 8 8 8 9 10 11 12 8 
6 7 5 5 8 8 8 8 8 9 8 10 11 12 13 
4 4 7 8 9 10 9 9 7 10 11 12 12 13  14 
2 3 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 4 5 2 6 2 7  
7 7 7  8 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 9 9 8 9 
7 8 8 9 7 0 8 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
6 7 8 8 7 9 10 10 1 1  12 13 14 15 1 6  0 
3 4 5 0 0 3 5 0 0 5 1 0 6 7 1  
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5  6 5 7  5 
2 3 4 2 5 3 6 6 6 7 8 9 9 10 8 
3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3  3 3 5 6 6 7 8  
8 9 9 10 9 1 1  12 13 13 14 15 16  17 1 8  0 
8 9 9 10 11 12 12 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 0 
3 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 5 2 6 6 7  0 
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Sa Ra Aw We De Ta Se Fy Fa Ki Ed Ia Du Do Wa Ka B i  Ob Er Si Kr Ba Be Or Da De 
that 1 
same 0 
di f ferent 0 
bite 1 
tail 1 
f i sh 1 
leech 1 
louse 1 
pig 1 
shoot 1 
worm 1 
snake 1 
l ong 1 
short 1 
rat 1 
full 1 
house 1 
new 1 
old 1 
thatch 1 
in front 1 
outside 1 
inside 1 
right 1 
left 1 
near 1 
far 1 
person 1 
good 1 
bad 1 
male 1 
female 1 
husband 1 
wife 1 
father 1 
mother 1 
child 1 
I 1 
you 2 
we 1 
who 1 
what 1 
name 1 
come 1 
go/walk 1 
turn 1 
know s.th. 1 
hear 1 
see 1 
search 1 
talk 1 
true 1 
drink 1 
suck 1 
o 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
o 0 
1 2 
2 3 
3 0 
2 1 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
3 4 
3 4 
3 0 
2 1 
1 0 
3 0 
1 3 
1 0 
1 2 
3 0 
3 0 
3 4 
3 0 
2 0 
3 0 
3 0 
3 0 
1 0 
2 0 
1 2 
2 0 
1 0 
1 2 
1 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 1 
2 1 
2 1 
3 4 
1 2 
3 4 
3 4 
2 0 
3 4 
2 3 
3 4 
3 0 
2 0 
1 1 
2 3 
1 0 
3 4 
3 0 
2 3 
1 1 
o 
2 
4 
4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
4 
4 
1 
2 
o 
o 
o 
2 
4 
4 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
o 
4 
3 
1 
1 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
3 
3 
4 
o 
1 
o 
o 
5 
o 
3 
2 
2 
o 
o 
4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
o 
5 
1 
3 
4 
4 
2 
2 
5 
5 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
o 
o 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
4 
2 
o 
o 
3 
4 
o 
3 
5 
o 
1 
3 
2 
o 
4 
3 
3 
o 
2 
5 
5 
1 
o 
o 
2 
5 
4 
o 
2 
3 
5 
o 
o 
3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
3 
3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
5 
3 
3 
o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
5 
o 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
5 
6 
2 
3 
o 
5 
o 
3 
6 
6 
o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
o 
3 
4 
1 
4 
2 
3 
3 
o 
5 
1 
3 
1 
5 
1 
5 
5 
4 
5 
4 
3 
o 
o 
1 
4 
3 
6 
o 
o 
o 
o 3 
o 2 
o 6 
o 6 
3 3 
3 
1 1 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
o 5 
2 2 
1 1 
o 6 
5 5 
o 0 
3 3 
o 7 
o 7 
5 5 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 5 
o 4 
o 0 
o 5 
2 2 
o 5 
o 2 
2 2 
o 4 
o 4 
6 6 
1 1 
4 3 
1 1 
5 5 
1 1 
o 0 
4 4 
o 5 
o 5 
4 4 
5 5 
o 6 
o 3 
o 1 
1 1 
4 4 
o 7 
o 5 
o 
o 4 
4 5 
2 2 
7 8 
o 6 
1 1 
3 3 
2 1 
3 4 
4 4 
6 6 
5 5 
3 3 
3 3 
7 8 
6 7 
2 2 
3 4 
8 8 
8 8 
6 6 
4 4 
3 4 
5 6 
o 6 
o 5 
4 5 
6 7 
2 2 
6 6 
3 2 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
7 7 
1 1 
5 6 
1 1 
5 5 
1 1 
5 5 
4 4 
6 6 
6 6 
4 4 
3 3 
7 6 
o 4 
1 1 
5 5 
5 5 
o 7 
6 7 
3 3 
o 1 
0 0 0  
3 4 0  
o 6 0 
7 7 7 
4 4 4  
0 6 7  0 0 8  
0 2 2  0 0 5  
o 6 6 0 0 9 
7 6 7 7 7  8 
1 1 1 1 1 5  
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4  
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 
9 10 10 4 0 
6 0 7 8 0  
6 0 1 0  11 0 
6 9 10 11 0 
6 7 8 9 1 
5 6 7 8 9 
4 0 4 5 4 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  4 5 6 7 8  
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  6 7 8 9 4  
6 0 0 0 7 4 0 8 9 10 0 1 1  12 0 
6 0 0 0 7 7 0 0 8 9 0 10 11 12 
3 2 4 2 1 2 2 5 1 6 7 8 9 10 
4 3 3 3 3 3  3 3 5 6 7 8 9 0  
9 1 0  10 1 0  10 1 0  10 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 
8 9 10 10 11 1 1  12 11 13 14 15 1 6  17 18 
3 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4  2 5 6 7 0  
5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 7 8 9 10 7 
9 9 9 10 11 9 10 9 12 13 14 15 1 6  0 
9 10 9 11 9 9 12 12 13 14 15 1 6  17 0 
7 0 0 0 4 5 0 0 8 9 0 10 11 12 
5 6 6 6 7 8 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 0 
5 5 5 6 7 5 5 8 9 10 11 12 13 0 
7 7 8 10 11 11 11 11 12 13 14 15 16 0 
o 7 7 7 8 9 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 0 
o 6 6 7 8 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 
6 7 8 9 10 10 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 
8 8 8 8 9 9 8 8 10 11 12 13 14 0 
3 2 2  
7 7 7  
4 2 2  
4 2 2  
5 3 6 
4 0 0 
8 0 0  
1 1 1  
7 2 8  
1 1 1  
5 6 0 
3 0 0 
4 4 0  
4 0 0 
7 6 6 
6 6 6  
4 5 5 
3 6 0 
8 0 0  
5 0 0 
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
6 5 5  
2 2 2  1 1 2  4 5 6 7 4  
7 8 9 9 1 0  11 12 13 14 15 0 
2 5 5 2 2  6 2 7  8 9 0  
2 5 2 2 5 6 7 8 9 10 7 
3 3 3 3 3  3 3 7 7  8 9 
0 4 4  0 0 5  6 0 7  8 1 
0 7 7  
1 1 1  
8 8 8  
1 1 1  
0 2 6  
0 1 1  
0 4 4  
0 4 4  
6 5 6  
0 0 7  
1 1 4  
8 8 9  
1 1 1  
0 0 5  
0 1 4  
0 0 6  
0 4 6  
6 6 8  
7 
1 
8 
1 
2 
3 
5 
7 
4 
o 9 10 11 
1 5 6 7 
9 10 11 12 
1 1 3  1 
o 6 5 2  
5 5 6 0 
o 6 7 0 
o 8 4 7  
9 9 10 0 
7 8 7 9 10 11 12 13 13 14 0 
5 1 6 6 5 7 8 9 10 11 0 
o 6 7 0 0 8 3 9 9 10 0 
o 9 9 0 0 10 11 0 12 13 0 
o 6 6 0 0 7 8 0 9 10 0 
1 1 1 1 1 3 4 5 5  6 0 
1 1 1 1 1 6 7 8 9 10 0 
5 7 5 5 5 8 9 10 11 12 0 
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7 8 
4 5 
5 3 
0 0 7  
8 8 9  
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3 3 3  
8 0 0 9 10 0 11 12 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16  
5 5 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 6 3 7 8 9 10 11 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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eat 1 
spit 1 
vomi t 1 
hit 1 
stab 0 
ki l l  1 
die 1 
l ive 1 
scrape 1 
s i t  1 
s tand 1 
no/not 1 
bathe 1 
fall 1 
lay 1 
s l eep 1 
dream 1 
grab 1 
give 1 
blow 1 
breathe 1 
cough 1 
count 1 
dig 0 
afraid 1 
shy 1 
cry 1 
s ing 1 
play 1 
push 1 
pull 1 
rub 1 
wipe 1 
wash 1 
pinch 1 
throw 1 
hole 1 
flower 1 
f i rewood 0 
faeces 0 
urine 0 
penis 0 
scrotum 0 
crooked 0 
boi l  ( n )  0 
cheek 0 
chest 0 
chin 0 
eyebrow 0 
eyelash 0 
forehead 0 
heel 0 
knee 0 
shou lder 0 
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3 3 
o 0 
1 1 
6 6 
6 6 
o 5 
3 3 
o 3 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
5 5 
3 3 
o 5 
o 3 
o 4 
o 0 
o 2 
o 4 
1 1 
o 4 
3 3 
o 0 
o 4 
o 5 
o 3 
5 5 
o 4 
o 4 
o 0 
o 5 
o 6 
o 4 
o 4 
o 0 
o 6 
o 2 
o 1 
1 1 
1 1 
o 1 
1 1 
1 1 
o 2 
o 0 
o 2 
o 0 
o 1 
o 0 
o 0 
o 2 
o 1 
o 1 
o 2 
3 3 
4 4 
1 1 
7 7 
7 8 
6 7 
3 3 
4 5 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
5 5 
4 3 
4 3 
2 3 
3 3 
o 2 
1 1 
o 5 
1 1 
4 4 
o 5 
6 7 
4 5 
6 6 
4 4 
5 4 
4 4 
6 7 
7 6 
5 5 
5 4 
o 4 
7 7 
o 2 
o 3 
1 1 
1 1 
o 1 
1 1 
2 2 
o 2 
o 2 
o 3 
o 2 
o 1 
o 2 
o 2 
o 3 
o 2 
3 3 
o 2 
3 0 
3 3 
4 1 
8 6 
o 0 
8 0 
3 5 
6 7 
o 0 
5 6 
3 4 
4 4 
5 6 
6 7 
3 0 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
2 0 
o 1 
3 0 
1 1 
4 4 
o 6 
8 8 
4 6 
7 7 
5 6 
6 6 
5 5 
o 8 
6 0 
5 0 
6 7 
o 0 
8 8 
3 4 
o 4 
o 1 
o 1 
o 1 
o 0 
o 0 
o 3 
o 3 
o 4 
o 3 
o 1 
o 3 
o 3 
o 3 
o 1 
o 4 
3 4 
0 0 3  
3 3 3  
1 1 5  
6 6 1  
0 0 9  
0 0 9  
5 6 3  
7 8 9 
1 1 1  
6 2 2  
2 2 1  
0 0 4  
7 7 8 
8 7 8  
0 0 5  
5 5 5  
5 5 5  
5 5 6  
0 0 5  
1 1 1  
0 0 6  
1 1 1  
4 4 4  
6 6 6  
8 8 8  
7 6 3  
7 7 7  
6 6 6  
6 7 8 
5 5 5  
8 8 8  
0 0 6  
0 0 0  
8 7 9  
0 0 5  
9 10  11  
4 4 4  
4 0 5  
0 0 1  
0 1 1  
1 1 1  
0 0 2  
0 0 3  
3 3 3  
4 5 6  
4 4 5  
4 3 4  
1 1 2  
3 3 4  
3 3 4  
3 4 5  
1 1 1  
4 4 4  
4 5 5  
3 0 0 4 3  0 5 6  
3 3 3 5 6 7 8 9 
1 1 1 6 7 8 9 1 0  
9 10 11  12 13 14 15  1 6  
9 0 0 10 2 0 11  12 
10 0 5 11 12 0 13 1 4  
7 3 3 7 8 9 10  1 1  
9 9 9 10 9 11 12  13  
1 1 1 4 5 6 7 8  
6 6 7 8 9 1 0  10 11 
2 2 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 0 4 6 4 0 7 8  
9 3 7 10  11 12 13 14 
8 8 7 9 10 1 1  12 13 
3 0 0 6 7 0 8 9 
5 5 5 3 6 7 8 9 
5 5 5 6 7 8 9 10  
5 5 5 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  
5 0 0 6 7  0 8 9 
1 1 3 4 1 5 6 7 
6 0 6 7 8 0 9 1 0  
1 3 4 1 5 6 7 8  
4 4 4 5 6 7 8 9 
6 6 6 7 4 8 9 10 
8 8 9 10 11  12 12  13 
7 7 7 8 9 10 10  11  
6 6 8 9 10 1 1  12  13 
6 6 7 1 8 9 1 0  1 1  
6 6 6 9 10  1 1  12  1 3  
5 5 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8 8 8 9 10  11 12  13 
8 0 0 9 3 0 10 11 
5 0 0 6 4 0 7 8  
7 7 10  1 1  7 12 13 14 
o 0 0 6 7 0 8 9  
6 6 12 13 14  0 15  1 6  
4 3 5 0 6 7 7  0 
6 7 7 0 8 9 10 0 
o 0 0 0 2 0 3 0  
1 1 1 0 1 2 2 0 
1 1 1 0 2 3 3 0 
1 0 0 0 3 0 1 0  
1 0 0 0 
3 3 3 0 
7 7 8 0 
6 6 6 0 
4 5 6 0 
3 1 1 0  
4 3 3 0 
4 3 3 0 
6 6 7  0 
1 1 1 0 
4 4 5 0 
5 5 6 0 
4 0 5  
4 5 5  
9 10  1 1  
7 8 9  
7 8 8 
4 5 6  
5 6 6  
5 6 6  
8 9 9  
2 3 3  
6 7 8  
7 8 9 
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sweat 0 
toe 0 
vein 0 
ant 0 
butterfly 0 
gecko 0 
crocodi l e  0 
nest 0 
spider 0 
ironwood 0 
root 0 
mud 0 
rainbow 0 
v i l lage 0 
bow 0 
arrow 0 
comb 0 
door 0 
drum 0 
fence 0 
goods 0 
tomorrow 0 
yes terday 0 
copulate 0 
vulva 0 
bat 0 
canoe 0 
b ' dfruit 0 
centipede 0 
cloth 0 
cockroach 0 
copu l a  0 
kangaroo 0 
matoa 0 
stringbag 0 
paddle 0 
sago 0 
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1 1 1 0 2 
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2 3 3 0 1 
0 0 2 0 3  
0 0 2 0 3  
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3 0 3 0 4  
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0 0 1  
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PIVOT AND NOMINALISATION IN ORYA 
PHILIP C. FIELDS 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 
The Orya language group is located 140 kilometres west-south-west of Jayapura, the 
provincial capital of Irian Jaya, Indonesia. ! There are approximately 1 ,600 speakers of this 
non-Austronesian language scattered over some 3,600 square kilometres of tropical rain 
forest. This paper describes the use of the Orya definite marker -na to mark nominals and, 
more specifically, the way it is used in encoding and decoding the pivot nominal, and the 
way the same marker is used in nominalisations. 
The notion of pivot, as it has been developed by Foley and Van Valin ( 1 984, 1 985), is 
very helpful in explaining variations in core case marking found in Orya, such as is typically 
seen in subject changes in passive-like constructions. Foley and Van Valin ( 1984:77) define 
the core level as consisting of one or two arguments of the predicate (the nucleus), 
traditionally called the subject and object. In their theory, the properties of what is 
traditionally called subject are divided between the notions of pivot and actor ( 1 984: 1 24). At 
this point, it might help some readers to think of the pivot as the surface subject. 
Pivot is defined as the noun phrase that the clause is about. The pivot is always one of the 
core arguments of the predicate, typically the actor or undergoer ( 1 984: 1 10, 1 34). A few 
languages which allow the dative to become a core argument of the predicate (as shown by 
affixation on the verb) also allow that nominal to become the pivot (Foley & Van Valin 
1985:3 1 1 ) .  Passive and antipassive constructions of other languages exist to make the noun 
phrase which is normally not the pivot into the pivot ( 1984: 1 1 1) .  
The notion of pivot is not the same as the notion of topic (and more is said about this in 
§2.2), since topics need not be core arguments of the verb. Topics are not necessarily 
involved in passive constructions, but pivots are. Topics are not necessarily the controller or 
The Orya language is part of the Tor-Lake Plain Stock (Silzer & Clouse 1 99 1 :29, 7 1 ). The language 
most closely related to Orya is Berik. The author has been working with the Orya people since June 
1 984. Grateful acknowledgment is given here to the many Orya who have taught me their language, 
and especially to Hans Tenani, who worked closely with me in the preparation of this paper. The 
patient help of Alan Healey was also invaluable. The author's research of the Orya language was 
carried out under the auspices of the cooperative program of the Summer Institute of Linguistics and 
the University of Cenderawasih. 
Karl Franklin, ed., Papers in Papuan Linguistics No.2, 237-269. 
Pacific Linguistics, A-85, 1 996. 
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target of noun phrase ellipsis in multiclause constructions, but pivots are (Foley & V an Valin 
1984: l 34; 1985:299-305, 355-358). The notion of pivot is also distinct from focus, since the 
pivot must be a core noun phrase, while a focused element need not be, although the pivot 
does share some of the discourse properties of focus. 
1 . 1  ABBREVIATIONS USED IN TillS PAPER 
= 
o 
1 , 2, 3  
A 
ABL 
ALL 
AUX 
CAUSE 
COMPL 
DAT 
DEF 
DEF 
DIS 
DU 
DUR 
EMPH 
EXCL 
F 
FUT 
HABIT 
IMP 
INCL 
INTER 
equals 
zero representation 
first, second, third person 
verbal affixes for actor 
number and actor gender 
Ablative 
Allative case marker 
verb auxiliary 
the operator CAUSE 
present in 
accomplishment verbs. 
See Appendix B.3 .  
completive aspect 
Dative case marker/verbal 
suffixes for dative 
number/gender 
Definite marker 
the definite marker -na. 
Dislocation 
dual 
Durative aspect 
Emphasis 
exclusive 
feminine gender 
future tense 
Habitual aspect 
Imperative 
inclusive 
Interrogative 
2. THE ORYA PIVOT 
LIVE 
LOC 
M 
MAN 
NT 
OF 
P 
PL 
PLSR 
POS 
PRES 
PUNCT 
PURP 
PVT 
REC 
REDUP 
REL 
REPET 
SG 
TAKE­
U 
the gwe verb class marker 
set signalling the 
operators DO and/or 
BECOME, present in 
activity and achievement 
verbs. See Appendix 
B . 3 .  
Location 
masculine gender 
Manner 
Nontemporal marker 
Orya descriptor particle de 
Past tense 
plural 
Pluraliser 
Possessive 
Present tense 
Punctiliar aspect 
Purpose 
pivot 
Recent 
Reduplication 
Relativiser 
Repetitive aspect 
singular 
'T AKE-' causative prefix 
U ndergoer NP marker/ 
verbal affixes for 
undergoer number/gender 
2. 1 THE ROLE OF THE PNOT IN PASSNE-LIKE CONSTRUCTIONS 
Orya is a nominative-accusative language and is typical of Papuan languages in that core 
nominals, the actor and undergoer, are encoded in verb morphology (Foley 1986:96). Orya 
is also a member of a subset of Papuan languages "in which the dative nominals are 
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assimilated to the class of core relations and are indicated by verbal affixes" (Foley 1986:96). 
Thus gender and number are marked suffIxially in the Orya verb for actor, undergoer, and 
dative. A full list of these suffixes appears in Appendix B .  Case markers (explained in the 
text below) are also used to mark the undergoer and dative nominals. The dative nominal and 
all peripheral case nominals are marked by postpositions in Orya. 
The choice of the pivot in Orya does not change verb agreement. Verb agreement is 
sensitive only to the three semantic core case roles of actor, undergoer, and dative. 
Morphological core case marking is sensitive to the surface syntax, including what noun 
phrase is pivot. When the undergoer nominal is not the pivot, it is marked by the enclitic -sa. 
The pivot of the clause is the only nominal that may be completely unmarked, or marked in 
several ways using the definite marker -na. (The complex relationship between -na and the 
pivot will be explained in §2.S .)  Complicating this is the fact that both the actor and 
undergoer nominals, that is, the pivot and the other core nonpivot nominal, may be altogether 
absent from long stretches of a discourse. Although Orya is basically an SOV language, the 
position of Orya noun phrase elements in the core level is relatively free. The pivot is 
frequently the first, but may be the second noun phrase and almost always precedes the 
predicate, unless it is added at the end of a sentence as an afterthought. The most frequent 
position for the predicate is after the second or third noun phrase, and it is never first in a 
sentence, unless it is a response sentence. Semantic roles of actor, undergoer and dative are 
largely irrelevant in determining relative position within the core. 
Before proceeding with examples, a note on Orya orthography will be helpful. Orya is 
pronounced with penultimate stress, and the orthography closely matches a phonetic 
representation. The vowels e and T are phonetically [re] and [i]. The glottal stop is written as 
an apostrophe. As shown in Appendix B, the Orya verb consists of an auxiliary and a verb 
complex. The auxiliary is often separated from the verb by one or more noun phrases. The 
verb complex is phonologically one word, but spaces are used in the orthography preceding 
the verb class marker and directionals longer than one syllable. The verb class marker and 
directionals will nevertheless be referred to as suffixes in this paper. There is a 
correspondence between Orya verb class markers and Foley and Van Valin' s  operators 
BECOME, DO, and CAUSE, briefly described in Appendix B.3. BECOME and DO actually 
share one marker in Orya, glossed in this paper as LIVE. 
Examples ( 1 )  and (2) show the typical alternation of pivot in Orya passive-like 
constructions: 
( 1 )  Ano bian-na te ala-sa Lukas hap lop 
my father-DEF money-U Lukas DAT take.U.PL 
ta-bla-k-a. 
A.SG.CAUSE.U.PL-DAT.SG.M-P-A.M 
My father gave money to Lukas. 
(In all of §2, the pivot noun phrase will be boldfaced in the Orya and in the free 
translation. ) 
In Orya, the difference between 'give' and 'take' is signalled by the presence of the dative 
suffix. In example ( 1 ),  the verb 'give/take' is one of a number of suppletive verbs that will 
be seen in this paper. Lop indicates that the objects being 'given' are plural. (A male object 
given would be zer-, female object gol-, and a dual object tesya-.  The plural form lop is the 
only one of these that must be followed by the causative verb class marker.) This verb is 
typical of all Orya verbs in that the actor number and actor gender morphemes are widely 
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separated by o�her suffixes, includi�� dative number/gender (-bla above) and tense/aspect. 
!he undergoer IS �arked by the enclItIc -sa, and the dative by the postposition hap. The pivot 
IS 
.
marked by -na In ( 1 ), but would not have to be. If the actor were simply named ' father' 
WIthout the possessive 'my' ,  or a proper name, the definite marker -na would not have bee� 
used, but the actor would still have been the pivot by default. An undergoer marked with -sa 
cannot be the pivot. 
The undergoer is the pivot in (2). 
(2) Te ala-na lop ta-bla-k-a 
money-DEF take.V.PL A.SG.CAVSE.V.PL-DAT.SG.M-P-A.M 
(ano bian) (Lukas hap). 
(my father) (Lukas DAT) 
Money was given to him (Lukas) (by my father). 
(Text in parentheses in this example may be added in the order given or 
preceding the verb.) 
As elsewhere in this paper, the free translation above has been made passive in order to 
reflect that the Orya construction is passive-like. This helps to show that te ala 'money, tree 
leaves' is what this sentence is about. Foley and Van Valin ( 1 985:303), would not classify 
this as a true passive, since the predicate in example (2) is exactly as it was in ( 1 ), and there 
are no added auxiliaries.2 It is not so important here that, like passives in other languages, the 
actor, dative and other nominals may be dropped from (2). If those nominals were clear in 
the context, they could be dropped in ( 1 )  as well, since the verb is fully inflected. The 
important difference is that the nominal that was marked as undergoer in ( 1 )  has become the 
pivot, or has been foregrounded, in (2). Note also that the definite marker replaces the 
undergoer marker -sa. 
2.2 THE ORYA PIVOT COMPARED TO TOPIC 
As stated earlier, the notion of pivot is distinct from topic as defined by Foley and Van 
Valin. One primary difference is that pivot is restricted to core elements - for most languages 
only actor and undergoer, while topic can be any noun phrase element, and can be signalled 
in a number of ways, one of which is shown in (3). 
(3) Teala-na in-kam, lei zep totore ldre-ldre 
money-DEF that-INSTR and then any.old things 
lop ta-k-a. 
take.V.PL A.SG.CAUSE.U.PL-P-A.M 
karek-na 
bad-DEF 
And then with that money, worthless and frivolous things were bought 
(by him). 
The topic of example (3) is the left-dislocated instrument 'that money' . It precedes the clause 
introducers and is separated by a pause. The pivot of the sentence is the undergoer, the 
2 Keenan ( 1 985:250-261 )  distinguishes two broad types of passives. Strict morphological passives use 
affixation on the predicate, and periphrastic passives use auxiliaries. Orya does not fit into either 
category. 
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'worthless and frivolous things' . Thus topic and pivot in Orya, although there is overlap in 
the discourse processes which influence them, are signalled by different structures.3 
2.3 THE ROLE OF THE PIVOT IN ELLIPSIS OF NOUN PHRASES 
The Orya pivot is classified as a 'pragmatic pivot' (Foley & Van Valin 1984: 1 15), which 
means that discourse features such as topicality ( 1984: 1 34), "coreference, definiteness, and 
givenness are involved in the determination of the syntactic status of the arguments of the 
verb within a clause . . .  pragmatic pivots represent the syntacticization of these discourse 
factors in clause-internal grammar" ( 1 984: 1 1 5, 1 23, 1 34). Languages with pragmatic pivots 
are termed 'reference dominated' .  Instead of a pragmatic pivot, other languages are 'role 
dominated' having 'semantic pivots' or no pivots at all ( 1984: 1 23). In those languages the 
pivot selection is completely predetermined by semantic roles ( 1984: 1 17). 
It is clear that Orya has a pragmatic pivot because the pivot may be either the actor or 
undergoer. One grammatical property of the pivot is that it is the controller of noun phrase 
ellipsis between coordinate clauses (Foley & Van Valin 1985: 306-307). Consider the 
following examples: 
(4) I Oskar toko san song gwe-k-a, 
Oscar store ALL go A.SG.LIVE-P-A.M 
2hwena lei zep ze boton da- 'a-k, 
however and then there false A.PL.CAUSE.U.SG.M-PUNCT-P 
3 "Eno buku-na mes jekjak gwe-k-@. " 
your book-DEF P.AUX disappear A.SG.LIVE-P-A.F 
IOscar went to the store, 2but then was lied to 3that his book had disappeared. 
In the first clause of example (4), 'Oscar' , the only core nominal, is the actor pivot. But in 
the second clause, 'Oscar' is the implicit undergoer and is still the pivot. When the actor is 
not known, irrelevant, or purposefully omitted from the discourse, the Orya use this passive­
like structure where the pivot becomes the undergoer and the verb is marked as having plural 
3 
As will be seen in the course of this paper, pivot-signalling devices in Orya help to identify recurrent 
referents in the discourse. This would be called anaphoric referential processing of the topic by Giv6n. 
When speaking of topic as it relates to case roles on the clause level, Giv6n's ( 1 990:90 1 )  notion of 
topicality is much like the notion of pivot. He states that "most languages code only three levels of 
topicality within the clause ... SUBJECT > DIRECT OBJECT > OTHERS". Givon ( 1990:902, 740) 
seems to agree with Foley and Van Valin when he states: "Coherent discourse is thus characterized by 
equi-topic clause-chains. And 'topic' is a relevant functional notion only at the discourse level, 
minimally at the chain or paragraph level". Givon ( 1 990:902) somewhat misrepresents Foley and Van 
Valin by claiming that they are among those that hold "that 'topic' is a clause-level function", whereas 
Foley and Van Valin ( 1 984: 1 34) clearly state that "Topics are structurally quite distinct from pivots 
and have different grammatical properties. In particular, they are external to the clause ... " On the other 
hand, it is somewhat confusing that Foley and Van Valin do state earlier in the same paragraph that 
"Pivots are syntactic in nature . . .  and a pragmatic pivot is a syntacticization of certain discourse 
relations, one of which is topicality, in the internal structure of the clause". The bottom line is that 
pivot (but not by that name) is included on the lowest level of all that Giv6n calls topic, and Foley 
and Van Valin agree that discourse topicality does play a role in pragmatic pivot selection on the 
clause level. It seems to me that the notion of topic becomes too broad if it is stretched to include 
clause level through broad discourse level phenomena, and we would be better off with the separate 
term of pivot for the clause level, as this would help us to differentiate between the various discourse 
processes pertaining to pivot versus topic. 
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actors. A sentence corresponding to an active sentence would specify an actor pivot in the 
second clause, as in (5). 
(5) 1 . . .  2hwena ki zep ze Zl-Dl baton 
however and then there man-DEF false 
ta- 'an-k-a, 3 . . .  
A.SG.CAUSE.U.SG.M-PUNCT-P-A.M 
[IOscar went to the store,] 2but then a man lied to him there [3that his book 
had disappeared.]4 
In example (5), 'Oscar' , the pivot of the first clause, is no longer the pivot of the second 
clause, because an actor pivot has been supplied. Note, however, that if the actor 'man' were 
left out of the sentence, it would mean that 'Oscar' went to the store and ( 'Oscar') lied. (In 
this case, the sentence would imply that there was shared knowledge in the context 
concerning what store and who he was likely to lie to there.) So then, the basic rule for 
interpreting ellipsis of noun phrases in Orya coordinate clauses is that, if the gender or 
number marked in the verb do not indicate otherwise, the actor pivot of subsequent clauses 
will be coreferential with the the actor pivot of the first clause. If there is a shift in actor 
gender or number in the verb of clause 2 such that the undergoer affix can only agree with 
the pivot of clause 1 ,  and if no actor pivot is specified, then the participant who is actor pivot 
of clause 1 has become the undergoer pivot of clause 2, as in example (4). This use of 
coreferentiality to identify the shifting roles of the pivot demonstrates that Orya has what is 
termed a 'pragmatic pivot' . 
2.4 WHAT CASE ROLES MAY BE PNOT? 
Thus far, it is evident that in Orya both core roles of actor and undergoer may become 
pivot. It was also stated before that dative case is assimilated into the Orya core level, 
because dative gender and number are marked in the predicate. Because of this, it would be 
reasonable to suppose that dative might also be able to become pivot in Orya, as it can in 
some languages (Foley & Van Valin 1985 :3 1 1 ). One way to test this is to see if a pivot of a 
matrix clause may be coreferential with an implicit dative of a relative clause that has no 
explicit pivot. Compare these examples: 
4 
(6) I Buku-na 2men-sa gol-bwa-k-a 
(7) 
book-DEF REL-U A.SG.take.U.F-DAT.SG.M-P-A.M 
walas to1-a in hap lmes jekjak gwe-k-(2) 
child small-DEF that DAT P. AUX disappear A.SG.LIVE-P-A.F 
IThe book 2which was given to the small child (by a male) Ihas disappeared. 
(The relativiser men is followed by the undergoer marker -sa to show that shared 
the nominal 'book' is the undergoer of the relative clause.) 
* 1 Walas-na 2men zebe hap gol-bwa-k-a 
child-DEF REL 3DAT DAT A.SG.take.U.F-DAT.SG.M-P-A.M 
Note here that the -na suffix is affected by vowel hannony. In later examples, the In! of the -na suffix 
is deleted following fll, and we-na becomes we-nya. Phonological rules for vowel hannony and 
epenthesis are in Fields ( J 99 J a). Most further phonological changes will not be mentioned, and 
morphemes discussed in the text will be cited only in their underlying forms. 
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Imes gol-jekjak gwe-k-a. 
P . A UX TAKE-disappear A.SG.LIVE-P-A.M 
*lThe child 2to whom (it) was given Ihas disappeared with it. 
(The relativiser men is followed by a pronoun that signals that the shared 
nominal is the third person dative in the relative clause.) 
In example (6), the pivot of the matrix clause 'the book ... has disappeared' is the 
actor/theme 'book',5 and 'book' is also the undergoer pivot of the relative clause. If similar 
pivot-sharing could be managed in Orya, where the pivot of the matrix clause was 
coreferential with an implicit dative in the relative clause, this might show that dative 
nominals could become pivot. This is what was attempted in (7), but the result is 
ungrammatical. The pivot of the matrix clause is the actor walasna 'the child' , but this 
nominal cannot remain as pivot in a relative clause where it would be the dative, even though 
dative is marked in the verb and the relative clause is correctly flagged to be modifying a 
dative nominal, as (8) shows. 
(8) 1 . . .  2men zebe hap bulru-na gol-bwa-k-a 1 
REL 3DAT DAT book-DEF A.SG.take.U.F-DAT.SG.M-P-A.M 
l [The child] 2to whom the book was given [lhas disappeared with it.] 
Example (8) is grammatical because a separate pivot for the relative clause, the undergoer 
'book' ,  has been supplied. Thus Orya, unlike a few languages (Foley & Van Valin 
1985:3 1 1 ), does not allow the dative to be pivot even though there is dative affixation in the 
predicate. Orya case-marking structure does not allow for this. Since dative cannot become 
pivot, it is not surprising that similar tests to make peripheral noun phrases, such as location 
or aUative, into the pivot also fail in Orya. The Orya pivot is restricted to actor and 
undergoer. 
2.5 ENCODING AND DECODING THE PIVOT 
For ease of presentation, most of the previous examples have included one nominal 
marked with the definite marker -na. The -na does not indicate the pivot, but it does increase 
the likelihood of the nominal being the pivot. The definite marker may be absent in some 
clauses, and as shown below, it may occur more than once in others. The encoding and 
decoding of the pivot is sensitive to a combination of semantic and discourse features 
represented in the hierachy and rules below: 
5 Both macroroles of Actor and Undergoer, as defined by Foley and Van Valin ( 1984:30, 59), take on a 
variety of specific roles as shown in their ActorlUndergoer Hierarchy: 
ACTOR: 
Effector 
Locative 
Theme 
UNDERGOER Patient 
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Hierarchy of Orya pivots: 
Definite > DeicticlDescriptive > Nondefmite 
Definitions : 
A definite noun phrase is defined as one marked with the definite marker -na and 
not modified by a deictic. Personal pronouns and personal names which are never 
marked with -na, are also definite. 
' 
pe�ctic/descriptive noun phrases include noun + -na + deictic, a noun modified by 
adJecuve(s), possessed kin, and a description phrase plus nominal (discussed in §3.3). 
All of the. above may be actor or undergoer, and when they are undergoers, they are 
marked wIth -sa. There are also two other ways to mark deictic undergoers: -na-ka and 
-na desa. In all diectic/descriptive noun phrases, the definite marker is obligatorily 
used, as will be explained at the end of this section. 
A participant that is referred to only in verbal affixes is nondefinite, as is a non­
human participant represented by a noun without -na. 
Rules: 
The actor is the normal choice for pivot unless the undergoer is given a higher status 
on the hierarchy. (An nondefinite actor is pivot unless the undergoer is deicticl 
descriptive or definite. A deictic/descriptive actor is pivot unless the undergoer is 
definite.) 
It is ungrammatical for both the actor and undergoer to be definite. 
An explicitly expressed undergoer nominal must be marked with -sa unless it is 
marked with the definite marker -na. If it is marked with -na alone, it is a definite 
undergoer pivot, and the actor must be placed lower on the hierarchy (deicticl 
descriptive or nondefinite). Undergoers marked with -na-ka or -na desa may be 
superseded by a defmite actor nominal. Undergoer nominals cannot be marked -na-sa. 
Within this system, the Orya speaker has great flexibility in placing the actor or undergoer 
on the hierachy - being influenced by a variety of discourse considerations. The dynamics of 
the hierarchy are easier to grasp when seen in a series of similar sentences. We will start at 
the right-hand end of the hierarchy with nondefinite nominals. 
(9) Ot01 dan-sa dwin-bi- 'in mawa. 
banyan nuts-U A.PL.eat-DAT.F-PRES birds 
Birds are eating banyan tree nuts. 
(The verb 'eat' is one of a class of irregular verbs which take dative markers 
for what is semantically the undergoer. The feminine dative=undergoer marker 
stands for the collective banyan nuts. Living collectives are often marked as 
female, and nonliving collectives, such as sand or rice, are generally marked as 
male.) 
Neither noun phrase in example (9) is marked with -na. A small degree of highlighting 
has been given to 'banyan nuts' ,  the undergoer, by positioning it first and placing the actor 
last. However, an undergoer marked with -sa cannot be the pivot. The actor, in spite of 
placement, is the pivot. Alternatively, the actor could be placed before the predicate, as in 
( 1 0):  
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( 10) Ot01 dan-sa mawa-na dwin-bi-'in. 
banyan nuts-U birds-DEF A.PL.eat-DAT.F-PRES 
The birds are eating banyan nuts. 
The actor in example ( 10) is now definite and thus has been clearly specified as the pivot 
and has been placed in a more normal position before the predicate. Orya speakers indicate 
that (9) might be uttered in the forest where a person would point out what he has noticed to 
a companion. It is a quick description of the state of affairs. Sentence ( 1 0) would be used to 
report the finding in the village. In such a context, 'birds' might be highlighted because the 
people would be interested in setting up bird blinds to hunt for them. 
( 1 1 ) Ot01 dan-na mawa dwen gwi-bi-rin. 
banyan nuts-DEF birds A.PL.eat REPET-DAT.F-REC 
Banyan nuts are often eaten by birds. 
Sentence ( 1 1 )  is from a different discourse concerning interesting facts about banyan 
trees. When 'banyan nuts' become the topic of a sentence or two, that nominal is likely to be 
chosen as pivot, and the verb is changed to habitual or repetitive aspect. If the verb were still 
present tense, the sentence would be ungrammatical. This is because present tense would not 
make sense unless a definite or observable group of 'banyan nuts' were being eaten, as in 
( 1 2): 
( 1 2) Ot01 dan-na in-sa dwin-bi-'in mawa. 
banyan nuts-DEF those-U A.PL.eat-DAT.F-PRES birds 
Those banyan nuts are being eaten by birds. 
The undergoer in example ( 1 2) is now deictic, being marked by -na + deictic + -sa. The 
deictic undergoer takes precedence over the nondefinite actor on the hierarchy, and is pivot 
even if the actor nominal is positioned before the predicate or first in the sentence. 
( 1 3) Ot01 dan-na in-sa mawa-na dwin-bi-'in. 
banyan nuts-DEF those-U birds-DEF A.PL.eat-DAT.F-PRES 
The birds are eating those banyan nuts. 
The context of example ( 1 3) is in the forest, observing a particular species of birds and a 
particular tree. Since the actor is marked with -na alone, it now ranks at the top of the 
hierarchy for pivot. The undergoer is deictic, second place on the hierarchy. It is rare in Orya 
discourse that both the actor and the undergoer are brought into focus in this way. 
( 14) Ot01 dan-na lei mawa-na in dwen gwi-bi-rin. 
banyan nuts-DEF indeed birds-DEF those A. PL. eat REPET-DAT.F-REC 
Banyan nuts are indeed eaten by that kind of bird. 
(The two noun phrases in this sentence may be reversed.) 
In example ( 14), the conversation has been about banyan trees and the birds that come to 
feed from them have been listed. In such a context it is possible for the actor (those birds 
previously listed) to be deictic, thereby taking the second place on the hierarchy, and for the 
undergoer (since it is topical) to be marked explicitly as definite. In other words, -na alone, 
signalling the speaker' s choice of pivot, is higher on the hierarchy than -na plus a deictic . 
Evidence for this is the fact that, in Orya, deictics must be joined to noun phrases by -na. The 
-na morpheme is obligatory, and consequently somewhat semantically bleached, whenever a 
deictic is used. Also, -na plus deictic may be followed by -sa as in ( 1 3) and ( 1 2), meaning 
that the definite noun phrase is the undergoer; while -na and -sa may never occur on the same 
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noun phrase without an intervening deictic. Therefore it is clear, in sentences like ( 1 3), that 
-na alone ranks higher than definite noun phrases (-na plus deictic) in the hierachy of Orya 
pivots, no matter whether the pivot be actor or undergoer. It should also be noted that while 
only core roles of actor and undergoer can be marked with -na alone, peripheral noun 
phrases expressing any semantic role, such as location or instrument, can be made definite 
with the addition of -na plus a deictic. 
( 15) Ki zep song gwe-k-0 toko-na in san. 
and then go A.SG.LIVE-P-A.F store-DEF that AlL 
And then she went to that store. 
Sentence ( 15) is ungrammatical without the deictic. A peripheral noun phrase as in ( 1 5) 
may be definite, toko-na in san, or indefinite, toko san, but may never be a 'marked' noun 
phrase, *toko-na san. Thus there is a clear distinction between deictic/descriptive and definite 
noun phrases on the hierarchy of pivots and in grammatical usage, even though both include 
the suffix -na. 
The list below summarises the various combinations of nondefinite, deictic, and definite 
nominals as they have been illustrated in examples (9) to ( 14). The pivot of each combination 
is in boldface. 
A U-sa 
A-na U-sa 
A V-na 
A V-na deictic-sa 
A-na U-na deictic-sa 
A-na deictic V-na 
Two additional methods of indicating deictic undergoers using the definite marker need to 
be shown to complete this section: 
A V-na desa 
A V-na-ka 
The first of these is one of the primary means that temporary participants or props are 
introduced into a narrative. As we will see in §2.7, once a participant' s  identity is 
established, his name will not be frequently stated. A participant who is no longer named but 
is present only in verbal affixes is demoted to nondefinite status, allowing the possibility of 
other participants being made more prominent by being marked definite or deictic/descriptive. 
Orya discourse uses the definite marker to introduce new participants, and the determiner 
desa may be used to show that the new participant is an undergoer that will soon be 
backgrounded. A second way of marking undergoers is by a deictic which points backward 
to a definite nominal or pivot in the immediate context and is often used as a partitive to 
indicate such things as 'one of them' or 'part of it' . 
( 16) I Gwe-nya desa ze-k ta-k-a, 
pig-DEF that.U there-LOC A.SG.kill .U.SG.M-P-A.M 
2ngala en-na-ka an-bla-in-k-i, 
intestines only-DEF-U.deictic extract-DAT.SG.M-out.of-P-A.SG.M 
3desa bahla so-k-a. 
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that.U wrap.to.carry A.SG.CAUSE.U.DU-P-A.M 
I(He) killed a (wild) pig there, 2cut out its intestines only, 3and bundled 
(and) carried them (hanging behind him from his shoulders). 
(This sentence is like passive also, but this is difficult to show in the English free 
translation while still maintaining the coordinate structure.) 
Example ( 1 6) illustrates the way Orya discourse often omits actor nominals, allowing 
undergoers to be temporarily foregrounded. The 'pig' is introduced in the first clause as a 
temporary participant by being marked with the definite marker followed by desa. The 
second clause of ( 1 6) illustrates the use of the partitive undergoer suffix -ka. As a diectic, it 
refers back to the 'pig' of the first clause. While the normal undergoer enclitic -sa can never 
be attached directly onto the definite marker, noun-na-ka is often used. The partitive -ka is 
the only suffix that can be added to the definite marker -na, and -ka can never attach directly 
to a noun. Desa is used again in the third phrase, but with a different meaning than it has in 
the first phrase. When desa does not immediately follow a newly introduced participant, it 
shows that 'the previous undergoer is now the nonpivot undergoer. ' This meaning of desa 
can also be seen in example (22). 
2.6 THE PIVOT AND THE PRONOMINAL PARTICIPANT REFERENCE SYSTEM 
As was stated at the end of §2.3, the basic rule for interpreting ellipsis of noun phrases is 
that, if gender or number do not indicate otherwise, the actor pivot of the first clause will 
continue to be pivot of subsequent clauses until a new pivot is indicated. The pivot can 
change between the roles of actor and undergoer as signalled by verb agreement alone, as in 
example (4). However, there are times when there is ambiguity because both the actor and 
undergoer are the same gender and number. In such cases, conditioned by semantic and 
discourse factors explained below, the pronoun zena 'himselflherself/themselves '  may be 
used to remove ambiguity. The pronoun indicates that 'the previous pivot is now the actor 
pivot' in the coordinate clause. 
( 17) I Habel walas t01-a in-sa 1ek tya-k-a 
Abel boy small-DEF that-U hit A.SG.CAUSE.U.M-P-A.M 
2in zep zena ase-k-a. 
that then himself=PVT disappear-P-A.M 
lAbel hit that small boy, 2and that is why he (Abel) disappeared. 
( 18) I Habel walas t01-a in-sa 1ek tya-k-a 
Abel boy small-DEF that-U hit A.SG.CAUSE.U.M-P-A.M 
2in zep ase-k-a. 
that then disappear-P-A.M 
lAbel hit that small boy 2and that is why (he?) disappeared. (possibly 
ambiguous sentence) 
The word zena in example ( 17) removes any possible ambiguity as to who is the actor 
pivot of the second clause. It is the established pivot of the preceding clause, 'Abel' .  If zena 
is taken out of the sentence, as in ( 1 8), it is potentially ambiguous. It is just as likely that the 
'boy' would disappear to avoid being hit again as it is that 'Abel' would disappear to avoid 
retribution by the boy ' s  relatives. Still, such ambiguous sentences are often used in 
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conversation since the context removes the ambiguity. (The ambiguity would be cancelled if 
the sentence were preceded by the question, "Why did the boy run away?") If not, a pivot 
must be specified, either by specifying 'that boy' or 'Abel ' ,  either by name or with the 
pronoun 'himself' , as in ( 1 7). The potential problem with ( 1 8) is that both the participants 
are male. If one of the participants were a female, there would be no need to specify which 
participant was the actor of the second clause, because the actor gender marking on the verb 
would leave no room for ambiguity. Thus semantic factors implied in the verb, context, and 
gender/number each play a role in tracking the pivot, but if these are not enough, names or 
pivot-controlled pronouns like zena are used. 
In addition to zena, Orya also has two sets of pronouns for all other noun cases, and these 
may be used to specify whether any given participant is related to the established pivot or to 
the other potentially-pivot participant. For instance, a noun may be 'at the location of the 
pivot' or 'at the location of the one who is not currently pivot' ,  or a noun may be 'possessed 
by pivot' or 'possessed by the one who is not currently pivot' . On the other hand, a noun 
might not be possessed by, or located at, either of the two potentially-pivot participants. 
Names are used in those cases. However, for norninals related to the two potentially-pivot 
participants, pivot-controlled pronouns are often used instead of names to remove ambiguity. 
The complete list of pivot-related pronouns is in Appendix A. Here is a comparison of third 
person singular forms: 
Comparison of third person singular pronouns: 
Case Pivot-Controlled or Reflexive 
Dative 
Possessive 
BenefactivelMeans 
Ablative 
Allative 
Location 
zerehap 
zeremo 
zere hon 
zere onakon 
zere osan 
zere onak 
Consider the change of possessor from ( 19) to (20): 
( 1 9) 1 Paulus Tomas-sa lek tya-k-a, 
Paul Thomas-U hit A.SG.CAUSE.U.M-P-A.M 
Normal/Unambiguous 
zebehap 
zen 0 
zebon 
zebon onakon 
zebon osan 
zebon onak 
2ki zep zere mo we-nya ban gol-hetyang gwe-k-a. 
and then his=PVT POS wife-DEF with A.SG.take.U.F-run LIVE-P-A.M 
IPaul hit Thomas, 2and then ran away with his own wife. 
(As will be explained in §2.8, the use of -na is almost obligatory with possessed 
kin. Here it is obligatory with the accompaniment postposition -ban. A 
phonological rule accounts for the epenthesis of y, changing the definite marker 
to -nya.) 
(20) 1 . . .  2ki zep zeno we-nya ban gol-hetyang gwe-k-a. 
and then his.not.PVT wife-DEF with A.SG.take.U.F-run LIVE-P-A.M 
[lPaul hit Thomas,] 2and then ran away with his (Thomas')  wife. 
The pivot in both clauses of ( 19) and (20) is the actor, 'Paul' .  Changing the pronoun that 
indicates possessor, however, drastically changes the plot. Orya possessive pronouns can 
also be used to help specify a change of pivot, as in (2 1 ): 
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(2 1 )  . . .  2ki zep zeno we-nya jal gwe-bla-k-(/j. 
and then his.not.PVT wife-DEF mad A.SG.LIVE-DAT.SG.M-P-A.F 
. .  .land then his (Thomas') wife became angry at him (Paul) .  
In (2 1 ), the possessive signals that the possessor i s  not the previous pivot. Thomas' wife 
is identified, and she also is marked as the pivot of the second clause. The dative male that 
Thomas' wife is angry at, since he is not named, must be the previous pivot. If the 
possessive pronoun zere mo had been used as in ( 1 9), it would be Paul' s  wife who would be 
angry at Paul. But in the (somewhat unlikely) event that Paul' s  wife was also angry at 
Thomas (in spite of her husband hitting him), his name could be used, or the undergoer 
pronoun desa could be used to specify the 'same undergoer as the previous clause' ,  as in 
(22). 
(22) Zi3re mo we-nya hen desa jal gwe-bla-k-(/j. 
his=PVT POS wife-DEF also him.U mad A.SG.LIVE-DAT.SG.M-P-A.F 
His (Paul' s) wife was also mad at him (Thomas) .  
Word order does not influence the operation of  the two sets of  possessive pronouns. 
Either actor or undergoer (but never both) may be placed following the verb in the first 
clauses of ( 1 9) through (22), and the referents of the pronouns will remain as stated above. 
As previously stated, pivot-controlled pronouns are used to remove ambiguity. Where 
there can be no ambiguity, for instance when there is an actor pivot but no undergoer, then 
the normal set is usually used and can only refer to the pivot. The normal/unambiguous set 
can also be used to represent the pivot where actor and undergoer number or gender make it 
clear who does what to whom. Semantic factors expressed in the verb, context, and 
gender/number play an important role in tracking the Orya pivot, but if these are not enough, 
names or pivot-controlled pronouns are used. 
2.7 THE ORY A PIVOT IN CONNECTED DISCOURSE 
We are now in a position to get a glimpse of how Orya tracks the pivot in connected 
discourse. In Orya, after the participants have been introduced, the primary tracking of them 
in the discourse is by means of verbal affixes for both gender and number of actor, 
undergoer and dative. Very few nouns or pronouns need to be used. If the participants are 
not named, this reduces them to nondefinite status on the hierarchy of Orya pivots. Other 
props or minor actors are introduced briefly as pivot, and then the pivots hip reverts back to 
the already established major players. 
The following is a translation of a traditional folktale from the village of Nembom Tol that 
was written by Hans Tenani. The complete Orya text is given in Appendix C. To show the 
way pivotal participants are tracked in the discourse, actor and undergoer names and 
pronouns that are actually present in the Orya text are boldfaced. These are classed as 
Definite Noun Phrases and are highest in rank on the pivot hierarchy. Actors and undergoers 
that are present only as verb affixes are in small print and are lowest on the pivot hierarchy. 
Temporary participants or props are italicised. 
(23) aThe man-DEF (was) name(d)-DEF Mr Aran. bHe went hunting from 
Nembom Tol village. CBut that man-DEF was not a native from Nembom Tol. 
dHe was a man from another village who lived there, living in his wife's village. 
eFrom there very early in the morning he went hunting toward the downstream of 
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Jaku (river). fA pig-DEF that(desa) he killed there, the intestines-DEF only of it 
he cut out, this(desa) he carried (in a bundle behind his back). g'fhe meat-DEF he 
submerged (in water) there on the way home, in order to come get it from 
Nembon Tol the next day. hThe sun-DEF had passed (centre - about 1 -2 PM), 
and so from there again he went up J aku creek, he came up toward here to the 
fork of Uhum creek-DEF, and he went up that way, and then he came up to the 
Wina fork. iHe saw on the way home that the Wina (creek was) "Very clear­
DEF', and so went up that way. jOf course people-DEF had A.PL-told-U. M  
him, "When arriving-here-DEF (nominalisation) to Uhum fork, you must only go 
up the Uhum (creek) . kit (is) pure-DEp6 water-DEF. lBut the other-DEF, - Its 
name-DEF (is) Wina - don't (go that way). mIt (is) cloudy-DEF. nIt (is) at its 
headwaters that they DU-live, two witches-DEF-that.is . 7 oTheir name-DEF 
(is) Two Women. PThey (the plural people of Nembom Tol) A.PL-named­
U.DU them Two Women for this reason: (Because) Mr Tahol, who took two 
girls-DEF from an areca nut tree (in another tale from Nembon Tol), 
these(desa) were A.DU-hidden-U.DU there (Wina headwaters) by Bati and 
Sonsyan (Tahol' s  sons). qThose (are) they (who) turned into witches, so 
therefore they were A.PL-named-U.DU Two Women." 
In the beginning of our story, it is clear that 'Aran' is the first main participant, as he is 
designated using the definite level of the pivot hierarchy in each of the first four sentences. 
After that, he is present only in verbal affixes for the next six sentences. This allows for 
props to be brought on stage, such as the 'pig' in example (23) .  The sentence (23f) has 
already been given as example ( 1 6) .  Sentence (23j) would be in the Orya structure 
resembling passive if the noun phrase 'the people' were omitted. But here 'the people' refers 
primarily to the people of the village of Nembom Tol, and they are the implicit actors of the 
naming in (23), and they again figure in the story at the end. Quotes are a very important 
element in Orya narrative discourse. Here the quote of 'the people' serves to introduce the 
second set of main participants, the two 'witches', not only naming them but alluding to the 
story behind their naming. 
(24) aWhen Mr Aran stood at Wina, mid-way at the fork of the little stream 
name(d)-DEF Disu (tree type) Stump, there he met(footprints)-of.DAT.DU. 
b(He thought,) "Wow, these two men-DEF have very recently gone upstream 
spearing shimp." CAfter that he thought, "Oh, these are the two witches-DEF 
of which (people) A.PL-tell-DAT.PL. dPerhaps it is them indeed (who) have just 
gone-A.F up". eAnd then he A.M-T AKE-u.DU-followed their footprints up. 
fWhen he came up Win a, at Isnm fork there he met (footprints)-of.DAT.DU going 
off away. g(He thought,) "Wow, they very recently A.DU-went-A.F up from 
here. hThe Jootprints-DEF are cloudy." iAnd there he feared, "Oh, these (are) 
the two witches-DEF of which (people) A.PL-tell-DAT.PL. jThis (is) them 
going up". kAnd then again he turned winding from there up that river-DEF. 
Having just introduced the 'witches' at the end of paragraph (23), 'Mr Aran' is again 
referred to by name to reestablish him as the pivot at the beginning of (24). Suspense 
6 
7 
The use of the definite marker with adjectives will be explained in §2.9. 
The Orya suffix -ye is glossed here as 'that.is · .  This suffix often marks noun phrases that are 
intentionally phrased as afterthoughts. 
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heightens as Aran fIrst realises he is following two people, and then as he 'puts two and two 
together' to fIgure out who the two are. Sentences (24e) is the fIrst usage of the suppletive 
Orya prefIx set which I will call the 'T AKE-' causative. The 'T AKE-' causative is the only 
set of Orya verb prefIxes, and they are clearly a grammaticalisation of an earlier serial verb 
construction involving the suppletive verb 'take' .  The effect of these prefIxes is to increase 
valence, so that the verb has a clear actor and undergoer. The roles of actor and undergoer 
are not for causation, but to maintain the leadership roles that have been set up. In this case, 
the verb which has been glossed as 'follow' is an intransitive verb meaning 'to avoid 
following a meander of a stream by ascending and cutting through the forest' . But by adding 
the 'TAKE-' causative, 'A.M-TAKE-U.OU',  a dual undergoer is added. Note that Aran 
does not actually 'take' the two witches (or their footprints) anywhere. As we will see, this 
device is used to maintain a clear relationship between the pivot and nonpivot participants. 
(25) aThe two witches-DEF however were at that time cleaning shrimp. bFrom 
the headwaters of Win a at a small fork of a stream name(d)-OEF Laga, there he 
AM-saw-U.DU them away up above. cAnd they ADU-said-DAT.M meeting him, 
"Hi friend, come here. dOon't be afraid-DAT.DU of us. eSit up here friend. 
fWe.EXCL will A.DU-TAKE-U.M- you -up to our(pivot=OU) house, so that 
you can (eat) some baked sago there on (your) way past". gFrom there then they 
together A.DU-took-u.M- him -ascended to their(pivot-OU) house. hThey ADU­
took-U.M- him -came to their house, and then A.DU-took-U.M-ate (with) him. 
iTheir(pivot) little tame pig-DEF this(desa) A.DU-killed-DAT.M for him, and then 
their(pivot) stored sago-DEF they A.DU-made.sago.pudding-DAT.M for him. 
jWhile they (the two witches) (were) still A.DU-took-U.M-ate (with) him, and 
the sun( -nik) was quickly going down, then they said to him, "Oh, wait for us. 
kWe are going to pick areca nuts and betel peppers-DEF over there for you so 
that you, friend, can chew- (while you are) -ascending (home)". 
In paragraph (25), the witches take over the role of pivotal actors. This is signalled by 
their definite-level narning in (2Sa). But in (2Sb) and (2Sc), where there are no explicit 
pronouns, the pivot and nonpivot roles are quickly exchanged based on verb affixation 
alone. However, after this point, the witches are continually reinforced as being the pivotal 
actors by the fIve-times-repeated use of the 'T AKE-' leadership prefIx. The use of the dative 
is also significant in maintaining the pivot versus nonpivot relationship in (2Si). There the 
witches do not merely kill their 'tame pig' and 'make sago pudding' ,  as it could have been 
expressed, but those actions are purposefully marked as being done 'for him' . 
(26) aWhen they had quickly ADU-made- the day-DEF -dark-DAT.M on him (so he 
couldn't leave), they said to him, "Today, too bad, don't leave. It is really getting 
dark". bSo he didn't leave. CAnd so those two witches-DEF A.DU-took-u.M­
slept with him. dThey told him, "Oon't be afraid of us, friend. eWe will A.DU­
accompany-U.M- you tomorrow -up and away to Nembom Tol". 
(27) aVery early the next day they ADU-took-U.M-went. bThey had A.DU-caused­
DAT.M- the man-DEF Mr Aran's  good thoughts-DEF -to-disappear. CAt that 
time he A.M-thought-U.DU, "These are real women". dThen he didn't think of that 
(which he was told), like this, "Oh truly, people A.PL-told-u.M me like this, 
' (Two) women-DEF are living there, two witches-DEF''' .  eThey had 
A.DU-caused-u.M-to-forget (it). (U.M in  this verb references the collective 
'thoughts' of Aran, not Aran himself.) 
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In (26), the witches are, of course, the implicit actor-pivots of (26a), while in (26b) the 
man is the implicit actor-pivot. After this exchange of pivotship, the witches are again 
explicitly named in (26c), and another use of the 'T AKE-' prefix emphasises their leadership 
in the man sleeping with them. The 'TAKE-' prefix is used instead of simply saying that the 
three people slept together using the normal plural form of the verb, and nothing that would 
'raise eyebrows' is implied in their sleeping together. In (27b), the very specific explicit 
reference to 'the man Mr Aran's good thoughts' prepares the way for a change of pivot in 
(27c). Looking back through the discourse so far, it can be seen that that quotes are often 
preceded by a definite reference to the speaker/actor-pivot in the near context. 
(28) aWhen they A.DU-brought(took-)U.M- him -close to the village, then from 
Nembom Tol he (was) A.PL-seen-U.M coming from away below, and then they 
said, "Oh that (is) Mr Aran who yesterday because of going hunting slept on 
the way here. bThat (is) him coming up here". CBut because of their, the two 
women-DEF's, A.DU-just.then-having-DAT.M him between them, others-DEF 
were saying, "That is perhaps a man from another village who is coming here". 
dBut others said, "That (is) Mr Aran coming up here". 
(29) aThen he arrived home to the village, and because of that people said to him, 
"Wow, but you have come alone ! bWe from here, ya' -know, were watching 
you( -sa) away down there. cThere (were) two women-DEF who (were) 
A.Du-having-DAT.M you( -sa) between them". 
(30) a(And then he said,) "Was that perhaps a man with two wives coming up here 
behind me? bThat is who(desa) you were -watching. cWhat two women-DEF 
would I A.SG-TAKE-U.DU (and) -come up (here) with? !". 
(3 1 )  And then they asked him, "Where did you sleep yesterday?". 
(32) (And he said,) "Oh, I put up leaves (as a shelter and slept) downstream". 
In paragraph (28), the minor players come back on stage without fanfare, introduced only 
by the locative village name and plural actors marked on the first verb. In spite of the low­
key introduction, the village people now alternate with the man as pivot through (32). As 
they look down from their hilltop village, they see a man coming on the narrow path with 
one woman in front of him and one following. The discussion as to who this might be with 
two women reemphasises the main actors of this story, as does the discussion with Mr Aran 
himself, who arrives alone. And now for the conclusion of our tale: 
(33) aAbout- two women (-undergoers) whom he (had) A.SG.taken.U.DU- (and) 
-slept-A.M with he didn't remember. bAnd then right away he became feverish, 
and so A.M-told-DAT.F his wife( -DEF-ka (deictic undergoer)), "Make a fire for 
me. I am feverish". cAnd then right away he trembled because of the fever. dNot 
long after he vomited. eBefore the end of the day-DEF, he convulsed, (and was a) 
corpse-DEF. fAnd then they heard down below those two witches-DEF as 
they were cackling while going away from there, "Ehe' hyeel" .  
(34) a(And they said,) "Oh, so that is who A.DU-took his (zeno-normal set) soul­
DEF! bThat is why they were just A.DU-Iaughing while going from there down ! 
cSo that (is) who A.DU-took-u.M- (and) -slept with him yesterday! dSo it was 
their(zere-pivot set) house he slept at!". 
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In (33), the hapless Aran is still the pivot. The two women are marked with -sa in the 
introductory relative clause, indicating they are nonpivot undergoers. Because of Aran's  
status as  pivot, he, rather than the witches, is  now seemingly cast as  the instigator of 
'TAKE-slept' . Here i t  becomes clear that the 'TAKE-' causative serves more to maintain the 
relationship between the current pivot and nonpivot participants than it does in actually 
assigning leadership. This contrasts with (26c) where the roles were reversed. For the last 
time, the cackling witches are brought forward as undergoer-pivots with a deictic-Ievel 
reference in (33). The final denouement in (34) is the realisation of the village people 
concerning what has occurred. Once again the pivotal roles of 'TAKE-slept' are reversed in 
(34c), with the villagers' exclamations making very clear who the real instigators were. 
Having seen the way Orya handles participant reference in this story, it can now be 
appreciated how very different the Orya system is from switch-reference systems in many 
other Papuan languages. In those languages, chains of medial verbs are followed by a final 
verb which may be marked for a switch of pivot. Orya verbs are not chained one after 
another and show no such marking. As seen in the story above, noun phrases tend to be 
used at paragraph breaks, and these often signal that one main participant will persist as the 
implicit pivot over the next sentences. But, on the other hand, once two main participants are 
established, overt pronouns are dropped and the two may switch rather freely between actor­
pivot and nonpivot undergoer roles, marked in the verb complex by changes in actor and 
undergoer gender and number. Other devices, such as the pivot-controlled pronouns and the 
'T AKE-' causative prefix, both of which may be seen in the story above, help to keep the 
relationships between the main participants clear. 
2.8 THE DEFINITE MARKER AND THE HONOR1F1C SYSTEM 
In addition to discourse considerations affecting the use of -na explained in §2.5 and 
§2.7, Orya also has an honorific system also comes into play, as in examples (35) and (36): 
(35) Em san mes-e zi-ni zer-k-a? 
you INTER P.AUX-A.2 man-DEF TAKE-P-A.2 
(Spoken to a woman:) Are you married? (polite) 
(36) Em san mes-e Zl-Sl zer-k-a?  
you INTER P.AUX-A.2 man-U TAKE-P-A.2 
(Spoken to a woman:) Are you married? (very rude) 
If (35) and (36) were about taking a thing (such as money), both would be acceptable and the 
use of -na would be based on discourse considerations alone. However since these sentences 
are spoken in the second person about taking a husband, only the first is considered polite. 
When speaking directly to a person, it is not polite to refer to his or her relatives simply as 
nonpivot undergoers. 
This is not the only place in Orya grammar where second person is treated specially. 
When marking verbs for gender, females receive the same marking as males when directly 
addressed. 
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Verbal suffIxes for actor gender/person 
Person 
fIrst 
second 
third 
singular/dual masculine 
-0 
-a 
-a 
singular/dual feminine 
-0 
-a 
-0 
Note that third person males receive the suffIx -a, and feminine third persons are marked 
by the absence of that suffIx, as in example (37) below: 
(37) Zen mes Zl-Dl ze-k-¢. 
she P.AUX man-DEF TAKE-P-AF 
She haslis married. 
Most of the examples cited so far have been concerning third person male actors, so verbs 
have consistently ended with -a, but notice in examples (35) and (36) above that the second 
person woman receives the same suffIx. When speaking directly to a person, she or he is 
addressed using the male third person suffIx. Conversely, comparing fIrst person with third 
person, when speaking of oneself, out of deference to the addressee, the feminine -0 suffIx 
is used. 
So second person is shown special deference both in the verbal suffIxes and in the 
honorifIc use of -na. However, when the relatives of a third person are spoken about, and 
particularly if there are any derogatory overtones, then it is common to refer to them as 
undergoers, as in examples (38) and (39) below: 
(38) Zen mes we-sya dan so-k-a. 
he P.AUX wife-U two A.SG.CAUSE.LIVE.U.DU-P-AM 
He has taken two wives. Or, He has taken a second wife. (somewhat 
derogatory, avoided in the presence of the person's  other relatives) 
(39) Zen mes we-nya dan so-k-a. 
he P.AUX wife-DEF two ASG.CAUSE.LIVE.U.DU-P-AM 
He has taken two wives. Or, He has taken a second wife. (polite) 
Conversely again, one seldom uses the special pivot-controlled pronouns (see §2.6) for 
the fIrst person in Orya unless the speaker's  leadership or seniority is clearly in view and is 
relevant to the conversation. 
2.9 THE USE OF -na WITH ADJECTIVES 
We have seen previously, in example ( 1 3), that -na can occur more than once in a clause. 
Before we conclude this section, it will be helpful for understanding examples later in the 
paper to explain that predicative adjectives also receive the -na marker, as in (40): 
(40) Jalom-na hale san jaJ-jaJ-(n)a. 
crocodiles-DEF downstream ALL fIerce-REDUP-DEF 
Downstream crocodiles (are) very fIerce. 
This is not a problem in the analysis, since the predicative adjective is always descriptive of 
the pivot. 
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2. 10  CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE USE OF -na WITH ORDINARY NOUNS 
Before discussing the use of -na as a nominaliser, it will be helpful to draw together the 
various threads of the discussion to this point. We have seen that the notion of pivot aptly 
describes the way that either actor or undergoer nominals may be marked with -na in Orya. 
But not every clause will use -na to mark the pivot, and -na can appear more than once in 
some clauses. A hierarchy guides both the Orya speaker and listener in the encoding and 
decoding of pivotal status. Overt marking as definite ( -na) outranks noun phrases marked as 
deictic/descriptive (which use -na obligatorily), and both of these outrank nondefinite noun 
phrases. The placement of a nominal on the three-tiered pivot hierachy is influenced by such 
discourse features as the introduction and prominence of participants, and the progression of 
the narrative. The definite marker also plays a role in the Orya honorific system. If speaking 
in the second person, it is only polite to refer to the person's family members as definite, not 
as a nonpivot undergoer. Similarly, when speaking in the first person, Orya speakers do not 
use pivot-controlled pronouns to refer to themselves unless their seniority or leadership is 
clearly in view and relevant in the discussion. The same definite marker also plays an 
important part in Orya nominalisation. 
3. NOMINALISATION IN ORYA 
3 . 1  NOMINALISATIONS VIA THE DEFINITE MARKER 
If the definite marker -na is attached to a verb plus the non-temporal verb marker, the verb 
complex becomes nominalised. The resulting nominalisation behaves in every respect like an 
ordinary noun, and so may be modified by an adjective, possessed, pluralised, or 
coordinated. It also behaves like ordinary nouns in that it may serve as either actor or 
undergoer. Many nominalisations function as pivot, if marked by -na alone. If the 
nominalisation is marked as deictic/descriptive (-na + deictic), it may be superseded on the 
pivot hierarchy by a definite noun phrase, or it may also be a peripheral noun phrase if it is 
followed by the appropriate case postposition. It is the definite marker that is the nominaliser 
and not the nontemporal marker -n, which precedes it in nominalisations. The nontemporal 
marker (NT) is clearly a verbal affix because it occurs as the last suffix on imperatives.8 
Example (4 1 )  was spoken by Hans Tenani as his story about Mr Aran (§2.7) was being 
reviewed. This sentence is a summary of (33f): 
(4 1 )  Dekam zep na-sal-zim ane-k ngangol 
and then A.PL-hear-DAT.DU below-P laugh 
kJnJ-ora-n-na. 
moving.from. there-down-NT -DEF 
e 
A.DU.LIVE 
And then they heard the laughter of (the) two (witches) as they were 
descending away from them. Or, more freely: And then they heard the 
fading echoes of two voices cackling in the distance. 
(In this section, nominalisations rather than pivot will be boldfaced.) 
It is very clear in example (4 1 )  that quite a very complex bundle of information can be 
encoded in an Orya nominalisation. The verb for 'laugh' would be ngangol gwe in the 
8 Another use of the NT can be seen in example (52): The NT plus the -kam (-kim) adverbialising suffix 
changes verbs to manner adverbs. 
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singular, but here is ngangol e for the dual witches. The verb complex is nominalised 
complete with two directional suffixes. The nominalisation in (41 )  was obviously tailor-made 
by Hans for its particular context; it is not just a stock form. Orya nominalisations are freely 
created even by young children, and they refer to the whole activity of the verbal form, not to 
any one participant or product of the action. The nontemporal marker (NT) replaces past 
tense and the actor gender suffix, but as these are already clear from the context, no 
information is lost by norninalising this verb. Since verbs with the non-temporal marker lose 
part of their normal affixation, the reader might be reminded of medial verbs, which are 
common in other Papuan languages. However, as already noted, Orya does not employ 
chains of such non-temporally marked verbs followed by a final verb. 
Example (4 1 )  shows a nominalisation which is the semantic undergoer and pivot of the 
clause. Example (42) is of a nominalisation as an actor pivot: 
(42) Ki hwena eno-nik mo e-n-na in molya 
indeed however your-DU POS A.DU.live-NT-DEF that cannot 
oto gwe-sf-k-�. 
please A.SG.LIVE-COMPL-DUR-A.F 
From advice given to a newly married couple: 'Indeed if so (if you don't follow 
my advice), your life together cannot be pleasing (in anyone' s  eyes). '  
The Orya verb for 'live' in example (42) is another suppletive verb root. The dual actor 
form is used for the married couple (singular is gwe; plural is egwe/lowehe), so that actor 
number but not gender is again encoded in the construction. Since the married couple 
includes both a male and a female, they would be referred to as a female in third person, but 
as two males in second person. If the married couple were 'pleasing' instead of their 'life 
together' being pleasing the form would be: 
(43) Ki hwena em molya oto ei-sT-k-l. 
indeed however you cannot please A.DU.LIVE-COMPL-DUR-A.M 
Indeed if so, you won't be pleasing (in anyone's  eyes). 
Comparing examples (43) and (42) shows that the verb complex oto gwesik 'pleasing' in 
(42) corresponds with the inanimate nominalisation enna 'life together' rather than with the 
dual married couple. (Inanimate actor nouns are treated the same as female actors in Orya. 
No final vowel is suffixed to the verb.) However it is already clear that the complex pivot 
enna 'life together' in (42) is a noun since it is modified by the possessive enonik mo 'your' 
and by the deictic 'that' . 9 
9 This is in contrast with a number of other Irianese languages that have what is termed clausal 
nominalisation, "nominalizations with no lexically derived noun" (Comrie & Thompson 1 985:39 1 -
393). Instead of a verb complex like 'dual.actor.live' being made into a noun as i n  example (42), some 
Irianese languages (among them Bauzi and Iau) would nominalise a whole clause including a separate 
noun phrase and verb phrase, as in the sentence 'You live together NOMinaliser will not be pleasing 
(if you don't  listen to my advice)'. Note that in such a clausal nominalisation, the pronoun 'you' does 
not become possessive as in Orya example (42). This information is from interviews with Dave Briley 
(SIL) and Janet Bateman (SIL). Bauzi is a member of the Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay 
Stock-level Family. Iau is one of the dialects of Turn, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Turu family-level 
isolate. From interviews with a number of linguists, it seems that Papuan languages differ widely at 
this point, and comparing the various methods of nominalisation would be a fruitful area for further 
research. 
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Abstract nominalisations in Orya are frequently cast as the actor of the verb 'come ' .  
Example (44) i s  from a discourse where the speaker relates the implications o f  a myth in 
modem-day life. Kwako is his son, and the 'curse' that 'comes' is the Biblical flood. (Fields 
et al. 199 1 )  
(44) lAn-ye sembilan-nak angkam 10wehe gwe- 'an, Kwako mae, 
this-DIS nine-LOC now A.PL.live REPET-PRES Kwako PLSR 
2men dekon ki kamana an 010-10 gwe-k-ye, 
when from.then indeed world this turned-REDUP ASG.LIVE-P-DIS 
3 heip gu-n-nu in kim hata-k-tz}. 
curse A.SG.CAUSE.U.F-NT-DEF that when came-P-AF 
IThis is the ninth (generation) now living, the (generation) of Kwako and 
others, 2from the time when the world was changed (here implying cataclysmic 
change), 3when that curse came. 
In clause 3 of example (44), the abstract nominalisation 'curse' is the actor of a matrix 
clause, and the appropriate inanimate actor marker (feminine) is suffixed to the verb of the 
matrix clause. If the abstract nominalisation were an undergoer, the appropriate verbal affix 
for undergoer would have been used in the verb of the matrix clause. It is very clear that 
nominalised verbs are handled as ordinary nouns in regard to verbal agreement, functioning 
as semantic actors or undergoers. Nominalisations via the definite marker are the most 
common type used in Orya, but there is at least one other way to nominalise. 
3.2 NOMINALISATIONS VIA THE ALLATIVE CASE MARKER 
Orya can also nominalise with the use of the allative postposition san. Whereas 
nominalisations using -na may function as core or peripheral nominals, allative 
nominalisations function only as peripheral nominals. Allative case (ALL) is marked as a 
postposition to the noun, as in example (45):  
(45) Zen Jayapura san sek gwe-k. 
they Jayapura AlL A.PL.go ASG.LIVE-P 
They went to (or toward) Jayapura. 
A verb that is used frequently with allative nominalisations is the verb ang gwe 'follow' . 
In English, one either 'keeps' or 'breaks' laws, but in Orya one either 'follows' them or 
'doesn't follow' them. And this is true also of 'following' several other abstracts, such as 
God's will, or a person' s  desires. Consider example (46) from a sermon: 
(46) ano jalse gwe-n san hom ang 
His rebuke/prohibit ASG.LIVE-NT AlL not follow 
ta gwe-k. 
A.PL.LIVE REPET-P 
They didn't follow (in the direction of) his prohibitions. 
If, in another sentence, someone 'forgot' a 'rebuke' ,  then a definite nominalisation would 
be used. The 'rebuke' would be the undergoer instead of an allative. When the verb used is 
'follow' as in example (46), implying ' in some direction' ,  then the allative is used instead. 
So the usage of allative nominalisations is based on the semantics of the verb used with the 
nominalisation. Another allative nominalisation can be seen in (50). 
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3 .3  NOMINALISATIONS IN COMPLEX SENTENCE STRUCTURES 
Section 3 . 1  presented nominalisations in simple sentence structures taking the roles of 
actor and undergoer. This was to show that nominalisations in Orya do indeed act like 
normal nouns marked with -na. We now turn to a brief overview of the role of 
nominalisations in more complex sentences. To introduce this, it will be helpful to 
understand the function of the ubiquitous particle de in Orya syntax. The particle de functions 
to set off a description phrase from a nominal that is described. Since it is somewhat like a 
preposition it is glossed below as OF. The description phrase may be of several types :  a 
noun-purpose phrase, an allative phrase, or an adverbial. The descriptor particle de is not 
used with adjectives modifying nouns, but it is used, for example, when a noun followed by 
the purpose postposition describes another noun, as in 'work for (the purpose of) money' in 
example (47): 
(47) teala hap de syal-(n)a 
money PURP OF work-DEF 
paying job 
The descriptor particle stands between the purpose (te ala 'money' )  and the noun syal 
'work' in example (47). 'Work' is not a nominalisation here but a noun form, since the 
definite marker is attached directly to the root. 10 A noun-purpose + de may also be followed 
by a nominalisation instead of a noun, as in (48): 
(48) IHen mawa sop mae hap de e-bakal gwe-n-na 
also bird skin PLSR PURP OF A.PL-hunt REPET-NT-DEF 
2zi mo lang san bahem. 
people POS land ALL don't 
lAlso (if) hunting for such things as birds, 2don't (go to do it) on someone 
else's  land. 
(The verb root hakal 'hunt' is one of a class of irregular Orya verbs that are 
prefixed for dual or plural actors. If the actors are dual, the prefix is a-.) 
Sentence (48) is an example of the way a condition is typically expressed in Orya. The 
condition, 'hunting for bird skins' (such as birds of paradise), is expressed as a 
nominalisation that serves as the pivot of the matrix clause. 
The descriptor particle de also stands between allative case nominals and nouns: 
(49) Bwasom san de ora 
Bwasom ALL OF path 
path to B wasom 
Nominalisations can stand in the place of both nouns in phrases similar to (49) above. The 
first nominalisation must be an allative nominalisation (described in §3 .2). Hortatory text is 
fertile ground for nominalisations in Orya. This example is from a sermon: 
1 0  The verb fonn for work i s  syal gwe 'work LIVE' . This verb fonn, by itself, i s  never nominalised 
since it would mean the same as syaJa above. However, if other affixes are added to the verb, the 
resulting fonn can be nominalised, as in zeno syaJ gwizimdinni 'his making of (working with) dual 
objects (such as chairs)'. That the syaJ is a noun is also clear below: 
Zen te ala hap de syaJ-sa gol-k-a. 
he money PURP OF work-U A.SG.take.U.F-P-A.M 
He took a paying job. 
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(50) IDekam zep hendep ho namwa yal-na hata-k-0 
then therefore eventually water flood big-DEF come-P-AF 
2dekam zep ki"tak tap gul-su-k-0 
then therefore all finish ASG.CAUSE.U.F-COMPL-P-AF 
zi nol drakdrak-na in-sa 3 AJap zere mo 
men head hard-DEF that-U God his POS 
dwam gwi-bi-n sin de e-gwe-n srem-na. 
desire REPET-DAT.F-NT ALL OF APL-live-NT not-DEF 
lAnd so that big flood came, 2and finished off all those hard-headed people, 
3(whose) lives were outside of God's will. 
(The two nominalisations of clause 3 are more literally: the direction of 
God's  will OF not behaving ones.) 
The first clause of example (50) above is straightforward. The pivot for the first two 
clauses is the actor, ho namwa yala 'the big flood' that 'came' and 'finished off . The third 
part of the sentence is a phrase describing the definite undergoer of the second clause, 'those 
hard headed people' .  The phrase including the allative nominalisation before the de, AJap 
zere mo dwam gwibin sin, might be translated as 'aiming at God's will ' .  On the other side 
of de, the second nominalisation has the same form as the nominalisations via the definite 
marker discussed earlier, egwen sremna ' (manner of) life not' . The verb-internal negative 
srem is used freely in Orya nominalisations. The whole final phrase functions much like a 
relative clause, but does not have the structure of an Orya relative clause. 
The descriptor particle also stands between an adverbial and a noun, as in example (51) :  
(5 1 )  dekam de zi 
then OF man 
person/people of that time 
In example (52), the last sentence from the same sermon as (50), the descriptor particle 
stands between a complex adverbial and a nominalisation: 
(52) I Yesus zen sa nep enIala-nak aha-en aha-en-kam 
Jesus himself FUT.AUX to.us thoughts-LOC one-only one-only-MAN 
srip guI-su-zim-d-i 
explain ASG.CAUSE.U.F-COMPL-DAT.PL-REC-AM 
2ano Ii tabi-n-kim de emsa 
my miss. speak A.SG.CAUSE.U.PL-NT-MAN of you-U 
tawa tabi-n-ni. 
teach A.SG.CAUSE.U.PL-NT-DEF 
IJesus himself will explain to us individually in our hearts (liver) 2my tongue­
tied teaching of you. 
The second part of example (52) is the undergoer noun phrase of the verb 'explain' . On 
the adverbial side of the -de particle, the verb 'misspeak (plural words)' ,  has been changed 
into a manner adverbial with the addition of the non-temporal marker and the adverbialising 
suffix -kam. On the other side is a nominalisation of the verb 'singular actor teach plural 
undergoers' . 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The Orya suffix -na is 'pivotal' in more than one sense of the word. As the definite 
marker, it is one of the primary means by which Orya speakers highlight one core nominal 
over another in the stream of discourse. When the definite marker is added to a verb + non­
temporal marker, the verb is nominalised. The resulting norninalisations contain all the many 
parts of the agglutinative Orya verb except for tense and actor gender. These nominalisations 
take on the same roles as normal nouns marked with -na, that is, they take their places as 
actors or undergoers, they are possessed, or fill noun slots in complex sentence structures. 
APPENDIX A: ORY A NOUN PHRASE CONSTITUENTS 
Normal Orya Noun Phrase order is as follows: 
(Possessor POS) NOUN (Adjective) (Deictic) (Case) 
A minimum noun phrase would be a single noun or pronoun. An Orya clause may be 
complete with no noun phrase at all, if the participant(s) are already understood in the 
discourse. A large expansion of an Orya noun phrase is as follows: 
Ki zep Bernat rno tane rno gol tetek-na 
and then Bernat POS son POS house decrepit-DEF 
in kon song gwe-k-a. 
that ABL go A.SG.LIVE-P-A.M 
And then he went from that decrepit house of Bernat's son. 
(In the appendix, bolding highlights the element being discussed.) 
A. l ACTOR AND UNDERGOER CASE PRONOUNS 
Orya pronouns, like nouns, are clearly marked for case relations. Actor pronouns follow 
the same pattern as those of the neighbouring Nirnboran language (Foley 1986:7 1 ): 
Actor and Undergoer Pronouns 
PersonlNumber Actor Undergoer A-U (reflexive) 
first person (SGIDUIPL.EXCL) ee asa aenaka 
first person (DUIPL.INCL) nen nesa nenaka 
second person em emsa enaka 
third person (SGIDUIPL) zen desa zenaka 
Pivot-is-Coordinate Pronouns (As in the sentence: Boas and he (established pivot) went.) 
Person singular dual plural 
first exclusive are han aremaehan 
first inclusive nere han neremaehan 
second ere han eremaehan 
third zerehan zeremaehan 
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NormallNonpivot Coordinate Pronouns (As in the sentence: Boas and he (not necessarily 
pivot) went.) 
Person singular dual plural 
fIrst singular exclusive aban abanmae 
fIrst plural inclusive neban nebanmae 
second dual eban ebanmae 
third deban debanmae 
If the two participants coordinated are of equal rank, one not leading or having seniority, 
the normal pronoun set may be used with the verb marking dual actors. 
Boas deban song e-k-a. 
Boas and.he go A.DU.LIVE-P-A.M 
Boas and he went. 
However, if there is a clear difference in seniority or rank between the two participants to 
be coordinated, or if one has been established as a main actor in a narrative, the pivot-is­
coordinate set would likely be used. In that case, zere han would be used in place of deban 
above. 
If names of persons are used for both coordinate nouns, the second name is marked with 
the coordinate postposition han. 
Boas Niko han song e-k-a. 
Boas Niko and go A.DU.LIVE-P-A.M 
Boas and Niko went. 
There is a morphological similarity between the normal coordinate set above and ban, a 
postposition used with ordinary nouns. 
Boas hlal-(n)a ban song gwe-k-a. 
Boas axe-DEF and go A.SG.LIVE-P-A.M 
Boas went with an axe. 
A.2 DATIVE AND NONCORE CASE PRONOUNS 
Dative and noncore pronouns display the dichotomy between normaVnonpivot pronouns 
and pivot-controlled pronouns described in §2.6. Case-marking postpositions on these 
pronouns correspond to those used on nouns. The Orya prefer to write these postpositions 
separated from the noun or pronoun because this improves readability and makes the 
orthography look more like that of the national language. As explained in §2.4, the dative 
nominal cannot be pivot, but the dative nominal may be coreferential with an actor or 
undergoer pivot. 
Dative-is-also-pivot pronouns 
Person singular dual plural 
fIrst exclusive are hap arenikhip aremaehap 
fIrst inclusive nere haplnerenik hip neremaehap 
second ere hap erenikhip eremaehap 
third zerehap zerenikhip zeremaehap 
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Nonnal dative pronouns 
Person 
first exclusive 
first inclusive 
second 
third 
singular 
abehap/ap 
ebehap/ep 
zebehap 
Possessor-is-pivot pronouns 
Person singular 
first exclusive are mo 
first inclusive 
second eremo 
third zeremo 
Nonnal possessive pronouns 
Person singular 
first exclusive ano 
first inclusive 
second 
third 
enD 
zeno 
dual 
abenikhip 
nebe hap/ep/nebenik hip 
ebenikhip 
zebenikhip 
dual 
arenikmo 
nere(nik)mo 
erenikmo 
zerenikmo 
dual 
anonikmo 
neno(nikmo) 
enonikmo 
zenonikmo 
plural 
abemaehap 
nebemaehap 
ebemaehap 
zebemaehap 
plural 
aremaemo 
neremaemo 
eremaemo 
zeremaemo 
plural 
anomaemo 
nenomaemo 
enomaemo 
zenomaemo 
It is impossible to assign a single precise meaning to the next set of pronouns. This set is 
used for means in sentences such as 'Boas sent the letter (hand-carried) by him' . The same 
set is used for benefactive in sentences like 'Boas works for him'.  
Benefactive/means is-pivot pronouns 
Person singular dual plural 
first exclusive are hon arene bon aremaehon 
first inclusive nerene bon neremaehon 
second ere hon erene bon eremaehon 
third zere hon zerene bon zeremaehon 
Normal benefactive/means pronouns 
Person singular dual plural 
first exclusive a bon a bonne bon abonmae 
first inclusive nebonne bon nebonmae 
second ebon ebonne bon ebonmae 
third zebon zebonne bon zebonmae 
Pronouns for three other case roles follow the pattern of the benefactive/means pronoun 
set above. The postpositions below are substituted for the separately written postpositions 
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hon and bon above. Where bon is included in the pronoun, such as ebon, the postpositions 
below follow that pronoun. 
Other cases using the authoritative pronoun set 
Ablative 
Allative 
Location 
Ablative 
Is pivot 
Nonnal 
person 
third 
third 
onakon 
osan (osan dep) 
onak 
singular 
zere onakon 
zebon onakon 
dual 
zerene onakon 
zebonne onakon 
plural 
zeremae onakon 
zebonmae onakon 
Instrument, manner, and time noun phrases are marked with the adverbialising suffix 
-kam. The adverbialising suffix is written as an enclitic attached to the last word of the noun 
phrase since, if separated, it can be confused with the adverb kam meaning 'at night' . Since 
instrument, manner and time noun phrases are rarely persons, they do not have an equivalent 
pronoun set. 
APPENDIX B: ORYA VERB PHRASE CONSTITUENTS 
The Orya verb phrase has eleven parts, of which only three are obligatory: the root, the 
tense/aspect suffix, and the actor gender suffix. Numbers refer to sections of the description 
below. 
Tense/aspect auxiliary . . .  Adverb ... Verb complex 
Verb Complex: 
TAKE-ROOT-REDUP CLASS Directionalx2 -REPET -DAT -Tense/Aspect -ACTOR GENDER 
2 3 4 5 
The verb complex is phonologically one word, however; Orya speakers prefer to write the 
verb class markers separated from the verb stem. Directionals, when longer than one 
syllable, are also separated from the preceding element of the verb. This vastly improves 
readability of the verb complex, which may extend to at least eleven syllables. 
B . 1  TENSE/ASPECT AUXILIARIES AND TENSE/ASPECT SUFFIXES 
The first element of the verb phrase and the next-to-last element of the verb complex work 
together to express tense and aspect, but the system is not a symmetrical one. All three fonns 
of past tense have the same auxiliary, but are differentiated by the tense/aspect suffixes. The 
present tense auxiliary is used with differing tense/aspect suffixes to mark aspect. The other 
auxiliaries work in agreement with the tense suffixes to mark tense only. 
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Person 
first second third 
mese . . .  -k mese . . .  -k mes . . .  k 
mese . . . -1 mese . . . -1 mes . . .  1 
mese . . .  -nan mese . . .  -nan mes . . .  -nan 
ama . . .  'an ema . . .  'an man .. .  'an 
asa . . .  -1 esa . . . -1 sa . . .  -1 
Past 
Recent 
Very recent 
Present 
Future 
Irrealis de . . .  - 'anam de . . .  - 'anam de . . .  - 'anam 
(The irrealis uses the descriptor particle in place of an auxiliary.) 
Normal present tense is marked as in: 
Zen man sangsang gwe- 'ar-a. 
he PRES.AUX sick A.SG.LIVE-PRES-A.M 
He is sick. 
The present tense auxiliary is used in combination with the tense/aspect suffixes to mark 
durative aspect in the first of the next four examples, punctiliar past in the second, repetitive 
aspect in the third, and habitual in the fourth. 
Zen man sangsang gwe-k-a. 
he PRES.AUX sick A.SG.LIVE-P-A.M 
He was sick for a period of time (in the past). 
Zen man sangsang gwe- 'an-k-a. 
he PRES.AUX sick A.SG.LIVE-PUNCT-P-A.M 
He was sick at that point in time (in the past). 
Zen man sangsang gwe-gwe-k-0. 
she PRES.AUX sick A.SG.LIVE-REPET-P-A.F 
She was sick again and again (in the past). 
Zen man sangsang gwe-gwe-nan-0. 
she PRES .AUX sick A.SG.LIVE-REPET-REC-A.F 
She is continually/frequently sick. 
The repetitive aspect marker may be placed before any of the tense/aspect suffixes. It is 
homophonous with the gwe verb class marker glossed in this paper as LIVE. As in the last 
example above, verbs with the gwe class marker may also be marked with the -gwe aspect 
marker, resulting in gwe-gwe. The -gwe aspect marker is never inflected for actor number 
like the gwe verb class marker. 
An adverbial phrase may optionally be contracted with the past auxiliary (mese, mese, and 
mes). When this happens, the last word of the adverbial phrase is suffixed with -e, -e, or -0 
for first, second, or third persons respectively. 
Ee karek-kam-e sangsang gwe-k-0. 
I bad-MAN- l (P.AUX) sick A.SG.LIVE-P- l .A 
I was really sick. 
B .2 'T AKE-' CAUSATIVE PREFIX 
As stated in §2.7, the Orya zer-/gol- prefix set is clearly a grarnmaticalisation of an earlier 
serial verb construction involving the verb 'take ' .  The verb 'take' and this set of prefixes are 
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compared below. These are the only Orya verb prefixes. The effect of these prefixes is to 
increase valence, so that the verb has a clear actor and undergoer. The roles of actor and 
undergoer need not necessarily imply causation, since the prefix is often used to maintain the 
leading or leadership roles that have been set up, as was seen in several places in §2.7. Note 
that dual and plural undergoer forms are not as closely related as the singular undergoer 
forms. 
Independent verb Causative prefixes 
'Take' 'TAKE-' Actor number Undergoer gender/number 
gol gol- singular singular female 
01 01- dual singular female 
no1 no1- plural singular female 
zer zer- singular singular male 
er er- dual singular male 
ner ner- plural singular male 
tesya zi- singular dual 
1esya i- dual dual 
desya ni- plural dual 
10p-ta gole-. . . -bir singular plural 
10b-1a ole-.. .  -bir dual plural 
10p-da no1e-.. .  -bir plural plural 
B.3 VERB CLASS MARKERS 
Orya regular verbs consist of a verb stem followed by a verb class marker. The 
classification scheme below and the notion of operators is based on Foley and Van Valin 
( 1 984:36-74), who based their work on that of David Dowty. In this theory, there are four 
classes of verbs: stative, achievement, activity, and accomplishment. The four classes are 
differentiated by the presence of operators BECOME, DO, and CAUSE. Stative verbs have 
no operators. Achievement verbs have the operator BECOME, so the verb 'die' is analysed 
as having a logical structure of 'BECOME not live' .  Orya displays a high degree of 
correlation between the semantic operators originally proposed by Dowty and the verb class 
marking system. 
Examples of meaning change with Verb Class Markers 
tawa-na 
tawa gwe 
tawa gwe (tawa gwi-biJ) 
tawa ta 
knowledgeable 
leam 
study (study about it) 
teach him 
(Stative verb) 
(BECOME know) 
(DO BECOME know) 
(DO CAUSE BECOME know) 
The two sets of Orya verb class markers, similar to the 'TAKE-' causative prefixes, are 
clearly grammaticalisations of earlier serial verb constructions. The verb class markers are 
suppletive morphemes corresponding to independent irregular verbs with the same suppletive 
characteristics. Dowty's  four-part scheme is not quite appropriate for Orya, however, since 
two verb classes, activity verbs (having the operator DO) and achievement verbs (having the 
operator BECOME), are marked with the various forms of gwe. However, in defense of 
Dowty's theory, it is significant that the irregular Orya verb gwe, which corresponds with the 
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gwe marker, possesses both an activity sense 'live, stay' ,  and an achievement sense 
'happen' . The various forms of gwe have been glossed as LIVE in this paper. 
Independent verb ' live/hap�n' LIVE class marker actor number 
gwe gwe (gwi) singular 
e e (ei) dual 
lowehe talne (nei) plural 
Orya accomplishment verbs (having the logical operators DO + CAUSE BECOME) are 
marked with the various forms of gullta. These suppletive morphemes encode not only actor 
number, but also undergoer number and gender, as does the corresponding irregular verb 
'kill' .  To kill a singular female is gwi, which corresponds to the feminine accomplishment 
class marker gul, and to kill a singular male is ta, which corresponds to the male 
accomplishment class marker tao It may be that, in the process of serialisation, the verb 'kill' 
has undergone a gradual semantic bleaching as follows: 
kill (affect mortally) > affect adversely > affect directly. 
The various forms of gullta have therefore been glossed as CAUSE in this paper. Note the 
similarity of the paradigms below: 
Accomplishment Verb Class Markers 
Actor number Undergoer gender/number 
fem.sing. male. sing. dual plural 
singular gul ta so tabilguluda 
dual ul la oso labilulida 
plural nul da noso dabilnulida 
Forms of the independent verb 'kill' 
fem.sing. male.sing. dual plural 
singular gwi ta zi" tamera 
dual ul 1a Izi" 1amera 
plural nul da nizi" damera 
There are other Orya verbs with semantic undergoers that do not use the accomplishment 
set of class markers, but instead mark the undergoer with dative suffixes. Many, but not all, 
of these verbs are those where the undergoer is not actually changed or necessarily affected 
in a real way, such as 'tell him' . The undergoer nominal, however, receives the undergoer 
case marker, not the dative case marker. Examples of this are found in BA below. 
BA DATIVE VERBAL SUFFIXES 
Dative verbal SuffIxes 
singular female 
singular male 
dual 
plural 
bir 
bla(bwa/bya/blilbli/blu) 
zim 
birida 
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Some Orya activity verbs use the dative suffixes for the undergoer instead of the 
undergoer verb class markers. The undergoer nominal, however, is still marked with the 
undergoer case marker -sa and not with the dative case postposition hap. For instance, the 
activity verb syaJ gwe means 'work' . SyaJ gwe-zim means 'make dual object' or 'work with 
dual object' . Evidently verbs such as syaJ are marked in the lexicon as not being able to take 
the undergoer class marker set. For such verbs the dative suffixes do double duty, marking 
either dative or undergoer. 
Pinihas swe lrursi-na in-sa syal 
Pi nih as deceased chair-DEF that-U make 
gwi-zim-k-i abe hap. 
A.SG.LIVE-DAT.DU-P-A.M for.me DAT 
Pinihas, who has passed away, made that chair for me. 
Note that in the example above, kursi 'chair' (a word borrowed from Indonesian) is 
marked as a definite undergoer. In Orya, nouns with legs or arms are dual nouns, so the dual 
dative suffix of the verb agrees with 'chair' . The dative nominal abe hap 'for me' can 
optionally be marked in the verb as well. On the rare occasions where this is done, there are 
two dative suffixes, the first referencing the semantic undergoer, and the second marking the 
semantic dative, as in: 
... syaJ gwi-zim-bli-k-a. 
make A.SG.LIVE-DAT.DU-DAT.SG.M-P-A.M 
. . .  made that chair for me. 
B .5 ACTOR GENDER SUFFIXES 
The suffix -a is used to mark male gender for third person singular and dual only. The 
same suffix is used as an honorific for second person, as explained in §2.8. The chart below 
shows that, when combined with tense/aspect suffixes, male forms for very recentlhabitual 
and presentlpunctiliar are irregular. 
3F.SG/DU 3M.SG/DU 
l SG/DU 2SGIDU 
Tense/aspect 1I2/3PL 
Past -k -ka 
Recent -1 -1a 
Very RecentlHabitual -nan -nda 
PresentlPunctiliar - 'an - 'ara 
Future -1 -1a 
APPENDIX C: AN OLD STORY FROM NEMBOM TOL 
This is the full Orya text of the folk tale written by Hans Tenani. Sentence numbering and 
highlighting matches the English translation in §2.7. 
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(23) aZini bosena Aran Bak. bZen man Nembom Tol e nakon has gweka. 
CHwena zini in Nembom Tol e walsa hom. dZen hwena aha e nakore zi ze 
gweka, we gon zik mo enak gweka. eZe kon zep kak tangannak has gweka Jaku 
hale san. fGwenya desa zek taka, ngala en naka anbla inki, desa bahla soka. gEini 
man ze os ta guk halzaka, ka'an de otan Nembom Tol e nakon song gweblan hap. 
h Yaklana mes alan heka, dekon zep otan J aku san zaheka, hata zaka Uhum dang 
gunnu, des an zep hwena zahyaka, ki hata zaka Wina dang gunnuk. iWinasa 
hlau'un zaka, "Lalak tanganna", desan zep zaheka. jSap zini man rusH dak, 
"Uhum dang gunnuk de hata zanna, Uhum en san emki zahyan. kZen weyana 
lalakna. IDiki ahana-zeno bosena Wina, - desan bahem. rnZen kIl-kiTi. nZen 
zeno ananak e gwenan, we dowal dare naye. °Zeno nik mo bosena We 
Dare. PZen We Darekam mae hap ki bose nosok: Tahol Bak mensa wenam 
tol darena tesyakake walen timnik, desa ze aning osoka Bati ne Sonsyan ne. 
qIn zen we dowal hap jok ek, in zep bose nosok We Dare". 
(24) aAran Bak kim Winasa hata haka, nglrlnnlk weya tane bosena Disu Tlru dang 
gunnuk, ze zep tolezim'inka. b"Weo, zi darena an ner hom ki weyasa teko hap 
aklanbir zahe'nara." cDekon zep enlalak gweka, "0, an we dowal darena 
mensa nen gwizimninke. dAn san ha zen mes ki yahenan yap". eKi zep ki tana 
wei san zitll zahe'anka. fKim Winasa hata haka, Isnm dang gunnuk dekon zep 
tolezim ane ane'an haka. g"Weo, angkon tang an ner hom yahe'an. h Tana weina 
kIll ban." ize kon zep alrranka, " 0  an we dowal darena mensa nen 
gwizimninke. jAn zen ki yahe'nan". kKi zep ki otan weyana ins a wale kIm 
zahe'anka. 
(25) aWe dowal darena in dekam hwena tekosa ngan labi'nik. bAna nakon Winasa 
weya tane bosena Laga dang gunnuk, ze zep ake'an haka. CZe kon zep en 
gublu'nak, "Naba tal. dAsa bahem alrlzimdin. eAwek tol nikin aneza. fEe asa 
emsa erzaher are nik mo gol san, dobe maesa eka zek ang gul kInlha". gDekon 
zep apdenak erzahek zere nik mo gol san. hGolak erhatahak, ki zep ertembane 
gwek. izere mo zaho tanena des a lablak, dekam zep zere mo dobe banamdana 
aulmublak. jZen kim nama ertembane gwe'nak, yakla nik kim nabakam dum 
gwe he'anka, ki zep enblak, "0 asa eis guzim. kEe wangir walenna wakinsa ebe 
hap lanbla'an ora san eka tol eheng so zahe". 
(26) aKim nabakam orapna ansa kawesln ulbli'ak, ki zep dekon enblak, "Namen tol 
bahem gwehan. Man tangan kawesrnln". bHom hendep gwe halka. cze zep ki 
we dowal darena in ertak. dZek rusll-rusll lak, "Asa bahem tol alrlzimdin. eEe 
asa ems a ka'an Nembom Tol enak zon la guluhal". 
(27) aKa'an kak'nen tangannak ersong gwek. bZini Aran Bak mo enlaJa dawemna 
mes srem lablak. CDekam man kIl soka, "An we tangan". dDekam hom mensa 
enlalak gweka, amakan, "0 eiwa, asa man sap rusll dak, amakan, 'Wenya zek 
dan e gwenan, we dowal darena' ''. eln mes hwena eititi lak. 
(28) aEnak kim ergolek gwehak, dekam zep Nembom Tol e nakon kara da ane guhuk, 
dekon zep eguk, "0 in Aran Bak men zen ir has gwe song gwen nakim ta 
kInlkake. bIn zen zahya'ara". cHwena wenya dan-dan zen mo ngmnmk 
eblalne, ahakorena man ze kon eguk, "In aha e nakore zi mes yap song gwe'an 
zala". dAhakon man eguk, "In Aran Bak zahya'nara". 
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(29) aKi zep hata zaka enak, dekon zep nen gubluk, "Weo, em hwena e 'nene 
hata'nara! bEe dwan angkon kie emsa kara la ane gusun. CWenya dan zen man 
emsa ngmnnlk eblalne". 
(30) a"In san ha ano lun san rnes yap zahya'nara yap, we dare zi? bIn desae kara la 
gusun. cEe onda kore wenya ban de zizahyan hap?!". 
(3 1 )  Ki zep dakensibllk, "Em ir ondawek taka?". 
(32) "0, ee halenak-e ki te alasa eyas gulonk". 
(33) aMensa we dare han zitaka, hom enlalak gweka. bKi zep hendep ewe'anka, 
dekon zep we zernkal l  gubirki, "Ap syauknu i tasibll. Ee ama ewe'an". cKi zep 
hendep ewen naban yal-yal gwe'anka. dHorn holo gwe'ak, ki zep wek gweka. 
eHorn hen orapna zausu'nuk, ki zep filsoo, tokna. fDekon zep nasalzim anek we 
dowal darena insa kim nga-ngol eklnYonk, "Ehe ! hyee !". 
(4 1 )  [Dekam zep nasalzirn anek, ngangol e kYnY oranna.] 
(34) a"o an zen rno zeno angna er zen ! bIn zep nga-ngol e klnmanon ! cAn zen rno 
ir ertak zen ! dZere rno golak an zep rno filYdane !". 
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SANGUMA 
DONALD C. LA YCOCKI 
This is a preliminary attempt at providing some documentation on both a word and a 
concept - preliminary because most of the data is negative. The word is sanguma, and the 
concept is what that word should mean - but does not necessarily, because the word and the 
concept may have had different histories. Before I start I want to make some concepts quite 
clear. I do not want to talk about every kind of magic or supernatural manipulation in 
Melanesian societies. We can take it that all Melanesian societies have some means of 
ensuring the continuance of the group by magic, or supernatural manipulation - garden 
magic, fighting magic, and so on. The theory behind most magic of this kind is that all good 
things come from the ancestors, and that by means of the appropriate rituals, approved by the 
ancestors, these things can be continued. Most societies also have other classes of 
supernatural beings which are not ancestral spirits - or, if they once were, their connections 
with a particular clan have been lost. For convenience, we call ancestral spirits tam baran, and 
the natural spirits masaiai, while realising that not all groups make the distinction clearly. 
In addition, most groups in Melanesia, if not all, appear to have the belief that death can 
be caused by supernatural means, by a sorcerer who enlists the aid of the spirits; the usual 
prerequisite for this type of activity is the personal leavings - faeces, nail clippings, hair, or 
other exuviae - of the person ensorcelled. This will be called exuvial sorcery, or sorcery for 
short. But none of these are sanguma, in the sense I will be using it. The characteristics of 
what I regard as sanguma will emerge as we look at some of the definitions. The earliest use 
of the word I have discovered is in Hoeltker ( 1 940-4 1 ), from a communication in the 
'Steyler Missionsbote' (SM) by Father Franz Vormann, in 1906-07: 
Daily communication with the Monumbo in German, but religious instruction 
exclusively in the Monumbo language . . .  Death-magic ('Todeszauber' )  zanguma; 
finding a death-sorcerer by means of bamboo (moramba); this practice known 
only to the Kamatsina, not the rest of the Monumbo. . .  [author's translation] 
(See also SM 34:89-92, 1 34- 1 35,  1 53- 154, 169- 170, 1 83 - 186.) 
Further detail is added in one of Vormann's ( 19 10) ethnographic articles on the Monumbo: 
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They (the Monumbo) have a great fear of tsoIJgam, magic. Especially in the 
dark do they suspect that behind every tree, in every corner there are evil men 
who will attack them and render them immobile and insensitive by magic, so 
that they cannot defend themselves or cry out, when the evil man, called 
tSaIJguma, will wound them by sharp slivers. He closes the wound by magic, 
and by magic ensures that the victim will not remember the attack, will not be 
able to talk about it, and will not be able to name a name. 
Some additional linguistic data appears in Vormann and Scharfenberger ( 19 14): 
tS8lJgumo (sing. t) 
tso.ggam o.g (f.) 
tso.ggatso.ggam tset 
violence by means of magic 
evil magic 
injure fatally by means of magic [author's translation] 
Note that Franz Vormann's  earliest communication about the Monumbo is in SM for 
1900- 190 1 ;  the mission station was founded in 1899, and Vormann had been in New Guinea 
since 1 896 (probably at Tumleo - founded on 3 1  August 1 896, the first of the north coast 
Catholic missions). 
An extended account of sanguma is given by Koster ( 1942-45); here are a number of 
quotations - firstly from Georg Hoeltker's introduction to the paper: 
The word sanguma comes from the Monumbo language, where it has the 
form tSaIJgumo, a singular noun meaning 'violence by means of magic' .  From 
the Monumbo language the word came into Pidgin English . . .  In the 'Pidgin­
Dictionary' collected and published by the Catholic Mission at Alexishafen the 
meaning of the word sanguma is given as: 'murderer who murders through 
black magic' . 
. . . It does not seem that people believe that sanguma is a spirit, but that there 
are humans - probably only men - that always carry out the attack in the 
company of others. The word sanguma is usually used only in the singular, 
from which the conclusion can by drawn that the indigenes understand by 
sanguma a kind of institution. This view is strengthened by the fact that the 
word in its original meaning in the Monumbo language is a singular noun. In 
fact, sanguma in the current language Pidgin English means not only the 
(imaginary) institution, but also the actual attack, and is particularly applied to 
the men who carry out the attack. 
I should tentatively like to voice the supposition that sanguma is a 'secret 
society' a typical secret 'male cult' in the sense known to ethnography. I have 
not to date been able to find positive information or proof, but a definite 
relationship between sanguma and the typical male cults in other primitive 
peoples speaks strongly in favour of this supposition. 
It seems that it is in the Bogia region and the neighbouring islands that 
sanguma finds its principal expression. I have the impression that sanguma 
operates mainly among the populations of the coast and the islands. It seems to 
me that the sanguma phenomenon further inland is almost or completely 
unknown; at least, I have had no communications about it from the missionaries 
in East Central New Guinea. 
I do not know precisely how far much further west than the Bogia area and 
the mouth of the Sepik sanguma occurs. The villagers in the Wewak area did 
however ask me, when I went alone through the bush, whether I was not afraid 
of sanguma; so they were well acquainted with the existence of sanguma. 
According to Margaret Mead, as the above quotation shows, sanguma is also 
known in the But region. I have not yet had any data about regions further west. 
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East of Bogia sanguma seems to be known to about as far as Madang. 
However I have only few chance indications in my possession. 
Whether sanguma show particular strong or special 'plantation' ('boycultur') 
elements - which would indicate a recent origin - as Margaret Mead appears to 
suggest, I cannot yet confmn or deny. I believe that our knowledge of the data 
is still insufficient to be able to say anything positive, and Mead's view is given 
simply as a supposition. 
I do not know if sanguma occurs, in its typical fonn, elsewhere in New 
Guinea, but it is a fact that the foundation on which sanguma is built in the 
Bogia region is found throughout New Guinea. The foundation is on the one 
hand the actual secret murder (by poison, attack, etc.), and on the other hand the 
widespread belief in the possibility of causing harm to a human being by the 
means of black magic. Both are widespread in New Guinea. Whether sanguma 
is a Melanesian or Papuan invention cannot yet be even guessed at. [author's 
translation] 
Koster himself writes: 
To my present way of thinking the true concept of sanguma is that it is 
nothing other than the secret assault on an individual - from personal motives, 
or (paid or unpaid) on behalf of third parties - in such a fashion that the 
individual dies a few days later. Sanguma men are thus secret murderers, who 
carry out their murder in such a way that the victim does not die immediately, 
but only after a few days. I have not myself been a sanguma victim, nor a 
witness of an actual attack. But I have seen sanguma murderers and victims both 
before and after an attack, as described later. 
From what local people have told me, I have fonned the following idea of the 
methods, goals and motives of sanguma secret murder: The sanguma method is 
as follows: the sanguma men attack a lone individual in the bush . . .  and mistreat 
him in such a way that he dies a few day later. The murderers conduct their 
attack in such a way that the victim is still capable of reaching . . .  the nearest 
friendly village, where he dies a few days later. I conclude this from the fact that 
the people sometimes say: 'They did not sanguma him properly, they killed 
him' . . .  The goal of the sanguma men is always the death of the victim . . .  lf the 
victim does not die, it is because the murderers were disturbed at their work, 
and were thus unable to perform all that is necessary for a sanguma murder . . .  
(Motives: any arbitrary reason: women, enmity, etc.) . . .  The murderers grab 
their victim and bring him wholly into their power. The victim must be rendered 
completely powerless, preferably unconscious. Then, usually, sharp, thin 
needles of varying lengths are stuck into various parts of the victim's body. I 
believe they use flying-fox bones . . .  The thin needles somewhat resemble 
fishbones - and fishbones are also used. . .  [author's translation] 
(Later, some concrete instances of sanguma, from the 1930s, are given - including the 
removal of needles from an intended victim.) 
Putting together the Vormann, Hoeltker and Koster accounts form the Bogia region, we 
can define sanguma for that region at least as having the following characteristics: 
( 1 )  Sanguma is an institution of murder, not merely of sickness. 
(2) The act of sanguma is carried out by men - not spirits, disembodied souls of men, or 
any other agency. 
(3) Sanguma men act in groups, not alone. 
(4) Sanguma involves a physical attack on an individual in a lonely place. 
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(5) The individual recovers from the attack, but cannot name his attackers, and dies a few 
days later. 
From Burridge ( 1 965) and Lewis ( 1977), as well as from the above sources, we can add 
a few details that seem implied in all accounts, but which are not always spelled out: 
(6) Sanguma is an antisocial act in the way that other magic and sorcery, even witchcraft, 
need not be. 
(7) Sanguma is carried out only on a single individual at a time. Going through the bush 
accompanied is sufficient protection - a woman accompanied only by a child is safe 
from sanguma. 
(8) There is no magical protection against sanguma, and no remedy once the attack has 
been made - though there are instances of sanguma victims recovering if the attack has 
been aborted. 
Less necessarily a part of sanguma are the following: 
(9) Needles - of wood or bone - are inserted into the victim; these may or may not be 
poisoned. Death is presumably a result of the needles piercing a vital organ, but just 
possible from poison or septicaemia. 
( 10) The victim's inability to tell of his experience is related to: 
(a) the disguise of the sanguma men 
(b) physical damage to the tongue (by a needle, or cutting) 
(c) possibly drugs 
(d) possibly fear. 
Sanguma then can be called in English 'assault sorcery' ,  a term used by Glick ( 1972). 
The ethnographic evidence before World War II - which is all we shall consider for the 
moment, to avoid complications arising from possible post-war diffusion - suggests that it 
had a fairly limited distribution. I can find no evidence of assault sorcery, from an admittedly 
quick skim through ethnographic literature - for all of island Melanesia (with the exception 
of islands lying right off the north coast of Papua New Guinea), for the Highlands, and for 
most of Papua. The main areas are the coastal and immediately adjacent inland areas of the 
Madang and East Sepik Provinces, with some spread into West Sepik and Morobe 
Provinces. 
For Papua, the question of whether sanguma occurs there becomes a question of whether 
we regard vada as being the same kind of assault sorcery. Murray's  1 9 1 2  account of the 
Koiari practice, cited by Hoeltker ( 1942-45), certainly shows resemblances: 
One form of murder or alleged murder which should be mentioned is said to 
be committed by persons who in the Motu language are called Vada 
taudia . . .  They have the power of making themselves invisible by means of a 
certain dance which they perform with, I am told, elaborate ritual, and while 
they are invisible some of them enter a house, catch one of the inmates, and 
throw him to their friends outside, who beat him to death . . .  Having killed their 
man they proceed to bring him to life by rubbing him with their hands and 
muttering incantations, but he only lives for a day or two at most, and during 
that time he has forgotten all about the attack that was made upon him. 
Further details are given by Fortune ( 1 932) from various sources: 
(quoting e.G. Seligman on the Koita): 
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One or more (often two or three) men who were sorcerers would follow their 
intended victim to his garden, or into the bush. There he would be speared and 
clubbed, and when dead cut to pieces. One end of a length of rope is then 
looped round the dead man's  hand or knee, while the opposite end is steeped in 
certain 'medicine' . . .  the virtue in the medicine passing along the rope to the dead 
man would restore him to life. Often the medicine of the sorcerer who first 
endeavours to revive the dead man is not strong enough. Then his colleagues 
would be asked to help. The dead man on his revival is dazed . . .  and knows not 
where he is, or what has befallen him. He is told that he will die shortly; he 
does not subsequently remember this, but manages to return to his village, 
where his friends know what has happened to him by reason of his feeble, silly 
condition, though the victim himself does not know, and gives no account of 
what has occurred. 
Fortune reports the same procedure for Dobu; Malinowski gives essentially the same 
account - though as a belief, not a practice - for the Mailu. An account from Cape Nelson, 
from Mr Oelrichs, Resident Magistrate, in the British New Guinea ReportsJor 1904, reads: 
. . .  The general belief in the district (Maisina and Wanigela). When a man dies 
suddenly, it is supposed that when the deceased was last in the bush he was met 
by some persons unknown who, it is surmised, live in a swamp; the man is 
caught and held by the unknown persons, and a vine twisted round his throat so 
as to throttle him; when the victim faints the vine is released, and he is brought 
round by the application of New Guinea drugs and placed on his feet. 
One of the strangers then steps forward and says: 'Do you know us?' If the 
subject of the inquiry replies 'No',  he is again asked: 'Will you tell your people 
what has been done to you?'  Should he reply in the affirmative he is 
immediately thrown down again, and this time a thorny lawyer vine is forced 
into his gullet and violently withdrawn so as to tear the root of the tongue. He is 
again then asked the question, but is, of course, unable to reply; the man is then 
badly mauled and allowed to return to his village, where he dies. At his own 
village he is able to speak on any subject but the one in reference to the treatment 
he has received. 
(Fortune emphasises the similarity of the ritual questioning to the Dobuan account.) 
It can be seen that, though there are inconsistencies in the vada accounts - such as the 
man being able to talk on any subject but the attack, even after (presumably) his tongue has 
been torn out, the resemblances to sanguma are close enough. The main difference appears 
to be the belief that the victim is first 'killed' and then 'revived' ,  but this is not incompatible 
with the sanguma accounts, merely a different explanation of the same phenomena. There 
are also minor differences in technique which are not significant. I think we have to count 
vada with sanguma, and plot it at least for Koita, Koirari, Mailu, Dobu, and the Cape 
Nelson area. 
We have then a basic distribution of assault sorcery mainly in pockets along the north 
coast of Papua New Guinea, with a few pockets in the south. Most instances are among 
speakers of non-Austronesian languages; where it is found in An-speaking groups -
Manam, Graged, and scattered An pockets along the Sepik-Madang coast - the Papuan 
language groups, who are usually reported as the ones with the most powerful sanguma, are 
close by. The one exception is Dobu, but even there the Papuan vada areas are not far away. 
We can add here a few more references for the distribution of assault sorcery - although not 
all are pre-World War II, these do not seem to be the result of diffusion. 
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( 1 )  Hoeltker ( 1940-41 )  cites P .  Andreas Mueller ( 1933-34) (see S M  6 1 :35-38, 63-65): 
Fear of the natives of sangumai, that is, men who suddenly attack lone 
individuals and secretly kill them. (Inland from Boikin). 
(2) Mead ( 1 938- 1949) (from the Glossary 1938): 
Sagumeh (P.E.) A form of combined sorcery and divination, associated with 
pointing bones, burial of exuviae, and possession by a spirit of the dead; 
contains many work-boy elements and is rapidly diffusing through the work­
boy population of the Madang Aitape coast. 
Mead, writing in 1977, does not include sanguma in her list of NM (Neo-Melanesian, 
Tok Pisin) terms "that seem to be shared throughout the central, and at present unbounded, 
Sepik area", but she does have a comment about it when commenting later on poison: 
It is also important to recognise that the same term may occasionally cover 
widely different practices. For example while poison is widely used as a general 
term for sorcery, sanguma, the name for a particular sorcery practised, is 
sometimes used specifically but sometimes also encompasses the entire 
supernaturalistic practice of a people. Mihalic, who is located in Wewak, gives 
the meaning of sanguma as follows: 
"Sanguma, (sang-uma) (Mel), secret murder committed by orders from 
sorcerers. The victim is waylaid, short poisoned thorns are inserted into the 
base of his tongue, causing swelling and loss of speech. Then other thorns 
(usually from the wild sago plant) are pushed into vital organs, where they 
cause infection and eventual death" (Mihalic 197 1). 
Writing in 1935, I used the term vada, which had already been widely used 
in the literature on Papua, to discuss this practice, but without giving it the 
naturalistic, matter of fact explanation which Fr. Mihalic gives it. "The essence 
of vada is an encounter in which the sorcerer intimidates his victim, magically 
removes his entrails, sews him up again, and sends him back to his village to 
die after a specified period of time. This method is one of the chief hypothetical 
causes of death in Manam and W ogeo, although Hogbin does not believe that it 
is actually practised on Wogeo, and Wedgwood's  account is not specific as to 
whether she believes that it occurs or not. The whole nature of the practice is 
such that it is very difficult for the field-worker to distinguish between fantasy 
and myth, on the one hand, and actual practice resulting in the death of specific 
persons on the other. The Wanimo people believe that it is practised by the 
people of Wanip-on-top and the Murik informants gave an account almost 
identical with Wedgwood' s  description for Manam. The Arapesh had heard of 
it, but had no belief that it was practised in their midst. The Mundugumor 
believed that it was practised by the people of the upper Yuat, who had, 
however, tried in vain to practice it on them. Bateson ( 1 932) obtained a long 
detailed account among the Iatmul. Working in the field in 197 1 -72 among the 
Lujere of the Yellow and Sand Rivers Mitchell found that the term Sanguma 
characterised the entire complex of supernatural practices of sorcery, healing 
and hunting (Mitchell, unpublished field work) . Here we move from a 
disavowed fantasy to a full time preoccupation, and to a widespread usage in 
which the referent does not have the same thematic consistency as the terms I 
have selected. 
(Mead slightly misquotes Mihalic 197 1 :  the pronunciation of sanguma is given as 'sang­
guma' , not 'sang-uma').  
(3) Schebesta and Meiser ( 1945): 
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Sanguma, (pronounced sang-guma) n. a very secret system: a man disguises 
himself and sneaks around to find somebody to kill. These crimes are 
committed either in the late evening hours or in the early morning. 
(4) Tuzin ( 1976: 1 84) (on the llahita Arapesh): 
Part of Arnilen's  inheritance included sorcery magic, and he was even sent to 
the Bumbita village of Salata for tuition in highly potent 'sangguma' magic. 
(fn) . . .  
(fn) This is a form of destructive magic which, in its concern with psychic 
phenomena, animal familiars and physiological states of involuntary evil, bears 
closer affinity to classical notions of witchcraft than to "normal" sorcery. Most 
men are thought to know techniques of sorcery that use spells and the victim' s  
exuviae, but these are sharply distinguished from 'sangguma' ,  which i s  the 
province of only a few, highly feared men. 
A full account of sanguma among the Gnau is given by Lewis ( 1 977), and the Lujere 
details of needle insertion and removal are given by Mitchell ( 1975). Hogbin, in a number of 
papers, mentions yabou sorcery on Manam, but dismisses it as being pure fantasy, with no 
counterpart in practice. An extensive account of ranguma sorcery among the Tangu, on the 
Ramu, is given by Burridge - especially Burridge ( 1 965). Gehberger and Gerstner both 
have passing mentions of sanguma among the Arapesh and Boiken peoples of the Wewak 
region. 
Back to some linguistic aspects. I have not attempted to chase up the word vada, but to 
the best of my knowledge it is a Motu word. As for sanguma, the probability is fairly high 
that it does come from the Monumbo language. Not only do we have the first mention of the 
word only seven years after the opening of the Monumbo Mission Station in 1 899 - or 
probably six years, if we allow for the time Vormann's paper took to get to Germany and be 
printed - but we have a number of other related words in the Monumbo language. In any 
case, it would seem unlikely that the word could have been imported from anywhere outside 
Papua New Guinea. I have wasted a lot of time trying to track down a reported sanggoma, 
with approximately the same meaning, from southern Africa; but I have been unable to 
document this in any reliable source, and cannot find words even remotely like it in a score 
of African language dictionaries. If the word sanggoma for assault sorcery does exist 
anywhere in Africa, I believe it must either be a chance resemblance, or else a loan word into 
African languages, perhaps introduced through the medium of SVD priests, via their 
headquarters in Vienna. But I think we can ignore the African connection for the time being. 
Sanguma could of course be a loan word in Monumbo, from some other language. 
Burridge speaks of ranguma among the Tangu; but the word sanguma is not likely to have 
been borrowed form this. For most Papuan languages, the phone 's' - whether or not it is a 
phoneme - can only (if it is to be derived from anything) form a ' f  before a high front 
vowel; but there is no evidence that the vowel in sanguma was ever anything but an 'a' .  On 
the other hand, words with 's' are often borrowed into Papuan languages with a ' t' .  Nobody 
has tanguma, but ranguma could derive from such a form. 
The case for Monumbo would be stronger if we could find cognates in other Torricelli 
Phylum (TP) languages, but I cannot find a corresponding form in Arapesh, and the Val man 
word is quite different. For most TP languages the word was not elicited. Gnau has 
langgasutap (Lewis 1977), which could just conceivably be a cognate - but I would not put 
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my hand in the fIre for it. And apart from the evidence from Tangu - a language unrelated to 
Monumbo - I have not found the word anywhere else. 
Taking sanguma as most likely coming form Monumbo, however, we are faced with the 
question of how this small community (with Lilau, a closely related language, only 
numbering 860 individuals in 1970) managed to get their word into Tok Pisin, as the only 
word in the language which can be shown to be from a Papuan Language. I don't have the 
answer to that either. Monumbo must have had a lot fewer speakers 60 years and more ago; 
Hoeltker ( 1 940- 1941 )  cites a missionary (P. Wilhelm Ricken, SM 44:34-37) as saying: "In 
1 924 Monumbo had only 25 school children; tribe dying out". (And there are other 
references to their small numbers). I can hazard a guess that the transmission process was 
related to the German plantations (many of them mission-plantations) along the Bogia­
Madang coastline. Once the word entered the pidgin of other groups, the SVD priests would 
be likely to preach against the institution of sanguma - and thus help to spread the word. (It 
is even possible that SVD priests preached against sanguma before the word was in their 
area, and spread it that way). The further extension of plantation labour from Madang to the 
Gazelle would have carried it to that area, and the Sepiks - who had the concept, if not the 
word - would have got it in the time of extensive Sepik labour-recruiting following World 
War II. But this is something that would have to be documented another time. The spread of 
the word sanguma in the post-World War II period is, I think, related to the spread of Tok 
Pisin, via the plantations. The word and the concept of assault sorcery would be likely to 
appeal to the imaginations of those whose sorcery was limited to more conventional forms. 
The result is that now both Highlanders and Islanders talk of sanguma, sometimes in the 
Sepik-Madang sense, but just as often applying it to whatever form of exuvial sorcery they 
possess. (In the Western Highlands it is also applied to the shamanistic spirit-possession 
found in a number of areas.) Or it can be applied to supernatural beings; in this quotation 
from Wantok (2 July 1 977), from a correspondent from Erave (Southern Highlands 
Province) it is used as equivalent to both tambaran and masaJai - itself a confusion of two 
useful terms: 
Long dispela pIes i no gat man na i pulap tru long 01 sanguma 0 masaJai. 
Wanpela taim Wanpela man i lusim Margarima na i go long Tari . . .  Em i lukim 
draipela man na gras bilong en i go daun long lek, na mausgras tu i go daun 
long lek olosem tasol. Em masaJai tasol.. .  Tambaran ya i singautim 01 arapela 
masaJai . . .  
The accompanying illustration reads Sanguma Kaikai man. 
In my own experience round the Sepik, sanguma is always described in 'classical 
Monumbo' terms. But if you ask who has sanguma, the coastal people point inland; the 
Abelam point west, to the Arapesh; the Arapesh and all almost to the border also point west; 
the border people point east. The common ground is the Torricelli Mountains, almost 
exclusively inhabited by speakers of Torricelli Phylum languages. (The major exception is 
constituted by the Fas, members of the little-known Kwomtari Phylum; everyone agrees that 
they also have powerful sanguma.) The only other people in the area who are reported to 
have sanguma - and this time by an anthropologist, not in local estimation - are the Lujere, 
Namie-speakers (Sepik-Rarnu Phylum) from around Yellow River (Mitchell 1975). Even 
among the Lujere, however, the beliefs seem to fit sanguma, but Mitchell's description is 
largely of exuvial sorcery, and healing of witchcraft victims. 
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If we take into account that Monumbo is also a Torricelli Phylum language, it seems hard 
to resist the conclusion that, for the north-east coast area at least, sanguma is a Torricelli 
Phylum invention. 
In two papers (Laycock 1973, 1975) I have mentioned that the distribution of Torricelli 
Phylum languages in the East and West Sepik Provinces covers almost exactly the area of 
highest concentration of an extremely rare blood factor, Gerbich a- (Booth 197 1) ,  and have 
suggested that the factory may be associated genetically with speakers of Torricelli Phylum 
languages. There is no record of Gerbich a- associated with Torricelli Phylum languages 
outside the Sepik provinces - but it is at least worthy of remark that the main areas of the 
blood factor elsewhere do tend to coincide with reported instances of assault sorcery -
whether sanguma or vada. Whether this is evidence of a former more widespread 
distribution of Torricelli Phylum languages, I am not sure. 
The remaining remarks are even more tentative. Torricelli Phylum languages, with the 
exception of the Arapesh family, are almost entirely made up of hunter-gatherer popUlations, 
with little or no agriculture. They also have very little tradition of warfare or aggression - the 
Monumbo may be an exception to this, being reported as warlike. It may not be too far­
fetched to suggest that the belief in the efficacy of sanguma is the result of a clever 
advertising campaign on the part of these hunter-gatherer popUlations, as a defence against 
their bigger (better-fed?) and more aggressive neighbours. And although I cannot at present 
cite chapter and verse, I have seen accounts of similar devastating sorcery attributed by their 
neighbours to other hunter-gatherer populations - the orang asH of Malaysia, the Kalahari 
desert people, and African pygmies. It may be a common defence mechanism; however, this 
explanation does not seem to account for the vada occurrences. 
Also unresolved is how much the beliefs in sanguma reflect actual practice, and whether 
there is a secret organisation involved. The reports of Europeans who have spoken with both 
sanguma men and sanguma victims, and have witnessed the removal of needles from the 
body (I met in 1959 a European doctor in Ambanti who claimed to have surgically removed 
needles form a May River sanguma victim), suggest that some kind of assault sorcery does 
from time to time take place, though it may be rarer than local opinion would like to think. 
As for organisation, the fact that sanguma men are always reported to act in pairs or greater 
numbers would suggest some kind of contact between different sanguma men. Local belief 
around the Sepik is that sanguma men are initiated as such by such antisocial practices as the 
eating of corpses - and disinterment of corpses does occur in the Hahita Arapesh area at 
least, as there were several occurrences (confirmed by both Don Tuzin and the local patrol 
officer) in 1970. (Tuzin however believes that the disinterment may have been associated 
with the llahita Arapesh practice of examining the bodies of the recently-dead for evidence or 
regular sorcery killing). In a recent letter, Otto Nekitel mentions the disinterment and eating 
of the flesh of dead babies in the Womsis area - but I do not yet know if this is fact or 
gossip. 
From numerous conversations around the Sepik about sanguma, I myself am convinced 
that there are men who practice assault sorcery along traditional sanguma lines, and at least 
often enough to keep the stories about it alive. I think it very likely that they do - or did -
belong to an organisation with initiation, and that, because of the essentially antisocial nature 
of sanguma, such initiation may well have involved such features as the eating of corpses. It 
is also interesting to note that the missionary Gehberger in 1952 reported that sanguma had 
been on the decline in his area (Wewak and inland) before World War II, but that it had 
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picked up again in the immediate postwar period. The disruption of a relatively stable - if 
changing - way of life during the war years may have played a part. Currently, sanguma is 
rarely reported as a problem in areas of strong government control, extensive missionisation, 
or economic progress; but it continues to be ascribed to the more 'backward' areas. From 
Otto Nekitel' s  letters, it also seems to be active in areas of slower progress, in a spirit of 
what Tok Pisin speakers call 'jeles' .  I think stress situations are very conducive to the revival 
of sanguma - in perhaps much the same way that the Tolai 'black magic' society of Iniet was 
revived briefly during the Gazelle tax riots in the 1960s. However, I should perhaps go on 
record as saying that I do not believe that sanguma men can make themselves invisible, or 
cover enormous distances in a fraction of a second. 
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CONTRASTIVE AND GRAMMATICALLY DEFINED TONE IN BARUY A 
I.A. LLOYD 
1 .  TONE ON WORDS AND PHRASES 
1 . 1  INTRODuCTION 
In the B aruyal language there are three basic stem tone patterns contrasting low-low, 
high-low and low-high on the last two syllables of single-root stems (§ 1 .2). Compound 
stems are very common. A root may have only one high tone, but a stem or word may have 
more than one. The additional high tones result from perturbation between roots, between 
stems and suffixes or between words in a phrase. High tones do not occur on contiguous 
syllables within a word, but may occur on alternate syllables. They can occur on contiguous 
syllables across word boundaries. 
After a low root, stem or word within a phrase, the first vowel of the following unit is 
perturbed to high. In noun compounds very often a syllable is dropped and its tone retained 
(§ 1 .2). In verbs the basic perturbation rule is true for future tenses and most negatives. For 
non-future tenses there are three predictable rules, followed regardless of the number of roots 
or morphemes involved (§ 1 .3). 
High-tone syllables are also stressed (stress equals loudness) without appreciably 
affecting the inherent length of the vowels, which are approximately as follows: aa, e and 0 
- two moras, i and u - one and a half moras, a - one mora, i - shorter. Other syllables are 
low (unmarked) and unstressed. They tend to be slightly higher before or after a high 
syllable. There is a non-contrastive utterance initial stress and semi-high tone. High tones 
vary in pitch depending on their position in word, phrase, clause, sentence and utterance 
(§2). High long vowels tend to glide down from the stressed onset. 
Most nouns and verbs are compounds and may even combine noun and verb roots. The 
resulting compound in the latter case is usually a noun. Some roots do not occur elsewhere 
as single-root stems and it is sometimes difficult to ascertain their original meaning or form. 
The Baruya language (named after the dialect with the most speakers) is spoken by approximately 
6,000 people living in the south-east comer of the Eastern Highlands Province of Papua New Guinea. 
The language belongs to the Angan language stock, so named by Richard Lloyd from anga 
'house/village' which is cognate in all Angan languages and is included in the names of some of 
them. The grammatical tenns, morphemes and their meanings in this paper are taken from R. Lloyd. 
Karl Franklin, ed., Papers in Papuan Linguistics No.2, 283-36 l .  
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In verb compounds there are recurring partials which behave as roots except that they are 
never the fIrst root and they never occur alone. 
No sound machine or computer programme, other than word processor, was used to 
facilitate this analysis. 
1 .2 TONE ON NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES 
See Appendix 1 for additional examples. 
1 .2. 1 TONE PATIERNS ON SINGLE-ROOT STEMS 
One-syllable stems have low tone. 
( 1 )  a. wia2 
b .  be 
a plant 
bird sp. 
Two- and three-syllable stems contrast high and low tones on the last two syllables. Most 
two-syllable stems are low. Very few are high-low. 
See Appendix 1 for more minimal and near-minimal two-syllable contrasts. 
(2) a. naanga 
b .  naanga 
c .  baa we 
(3) a. tikurya 
big 
older sister 
victory plant 
door 
b .  makaawe circle 
c .  sk6la ant sp. 
Four-syllable stems are all compounds and perturbation rules apply.3 
1 .2.2 TONE PERTURBA nON ON NOUN COMPOUNDS 
Noun stems end with a close-knit noun-marking syllable which behaves as part of the 
stem tonally. These morphemes are -a, -ya, -ta, -na, and -ka.4 In noun compounds the noun-
2 
3 
4 
The Baruya orthography is as follows: a [E, �, 0]; aa [a:]; b [mb]; d [nd]; e [10:]; g [IJg] ; h [y] ; i [i . ] ; 
i [I, i, u] ;  j [nj] ;  k [k, k:] ;  J; m; n; ng [IJ]; 0 [0:] ;  p [p, p:] ;  r [r, 1 ]  5 [tal, [tal ; t [t, t:]; th [0] ;  u [u .] ;  v 
[b, 13 ] ;  w; y; z [.]; , [7, p, t, k] . For wia see also Appendix 3(a). 
High tone on the ultimate or penultimate syllable of a compound stem may result from perburbation 
but also fits one of the three basic stem patterns. 
It is possible that basic noun roots ended in i as do verb roots, and that the tone of the dropped i 
occurs on the noun-marking syllable (see Appendix 1 for tone contrasts). However if i occurs between 
roots it is never high. No difference in meaning has been found between the noun markers. The only 
one now used when coining or borrowing a noun is -ya. Markers -na and -ya both occur following m 
and n, -ya may occur following r or w, but -ta and -ka also occur following glottal stop which has 
come from r, w or v. Similarly -a and -ya both occur following J and ng. Roots ending with -ya 
versus -na, or -a versus -ya and so on, appear to behave differently in compounding and close-knit 
suffixation but there are seeming inconsistencies, and insufficient examples are available to draw any 
definite conclusions (see introduction to Appendix 3 and examples in Appendix 3(b) to (g» . 
waanga fern 
bwaangya eagle 
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marking syllable i s  dropped from all but the final root, except that -ya i s  retained after a or 
aa. When the noun marker is dropped but a vowel is needed as transition between the two 
roots, i is introduced, as in example (8d). As a transition vowel it is never perturbed to high. 
Noun markers -a, -ya, -ta, -na, and -ka: 
(4 )a. balanga 
bal(a)-anga 
female-house 
family house 
b .  aalyaaka 
aaJ(ya)-yaaka 
water-white 
muddy water 
c .  a 'daanna 
ata-daanna < a '  (ta)-daanga-na 
hand-pain-for 
clapping 
(see Appendix 3(f) and (g» 
d .  kidaata 
kinna-daata <kim(na)-daata 
cry-song 
song 
(see Appendix 3(g» 
e .  di 'munyika 
dika-munyika < di '  (ka)-munyika 
firewood -small. pieces 
firewood chips 
(see Appendix 3(t)) 
When the noun-marking syllable is dropped its tone is retained and occurs on the first 
syllable of the following root. If the retained tone is high the first syllable of the following 
root becomes high, as in examples (Sa) and (Sb). If the retained tone is low the first syllable 
kwanna knee 
kwanya bird sp. 
kaanya going 
kannya 
kan-na-ya 
?-for?-noun.marker 
skirt 
kuramya callus 
yaawarya pig 
wia plant 
(see Appendix 3(a)) 
saainaka 
saaJ(a)-naka 
salt-having 
salt-flavoured or containing salt 
aaJinaka 
aaJ(ya)-naka 
water-having 
wet 
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of the following root is low but the next syllable after that is perturbed to high, as in 
examples (4e) and (5c) to (5f). However, the first root retains its inherent tone, so if the last 
two syllables were high-low the next root is not perturbed to high, as in example (6). 
Perturbed tone takes precedence over inherent tone on a non-initial root, as in examples (7a) 
to (7c). The last two statements are true in verb compounds also, as in example (39d). 
(5)a. bwakirivfta 
bwakirilai-yita< bwakiriv(ka)-yita 
warmth-tree 
poinsettia 
(see Appendix 3(b) and (h)) 
b .  burisivmta 
burika-sivirita < buri'(ka)-sivmta 
rain-glow 
evening glow 
c .  bwaramunya 
bwaranya-munya < bwaran(ya)-munya 
baby-stomach 
pregnant 
(see Appendix 3(g)) 
d. byaangwila 
byaanna-wila < byaang(na)-wila 
light-rope 
rainbow 
(see Appendix 3(c)) 
e. bu 'jenya 
buta-jenya < bu '(ta)-jenya 
tadpole-circ 
frame of tadpole net 
f. gurihinna 
gur(ya)-kinna 
cutting-sugar 
sugar sp. 
(see Appendix 3(k)) 
g .  di 'mudinya 
dika-mudinya < di '(ka)-mudinya 
fIrelheat-heat 
heat 
(Note: this example is an exception; compare example (4e). The word dika 
means 'frre/frrewoodlheat' depending on context.) 
Inherent tone on frrst root retained: 
(6) dahaaimwata 
dahaal( a)-m wata 
joint-arrow 
type of arrow 
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Perturbed tone takes precedence over inherent tone on the second root: 
(7)a. dilimi.alika 
diJ(ya)-maalika 
?-small 
mushroom sp. 
b .  baithaaya 
bal(a)-taaya 
female-girl 
wife 
(see Appendix 3(k)) 
c. kurawapaaya 
kure-wapaaya < kura(ya)-wapaaya 
banana-sweet. potato 
sweet potato sp. 
(see Appendix 3(e)) 
When the last vowel (only) of first root is dropped the tone of that vowel is not retained. 
The first syllable of the second root is perturbed to high, as in example (4a). 
(8)a. saaigliJa 
saal(a)-guJa 
salt-gourd 
gourd used in salt making 
(see Appendix 3(d) 
b .  siweka 
siJ(a)-weka 
stone-sand 
pebbles 
(see Appendix 3(d)) 
c .  maawidaanya 
maang( a)-widaanya 
mouth/tooth-? 
cheek 
(see Appendix 3(c)) 
d. maangiMaJa 
maang( a)-baaJa 
mouth/tooth-core 
banana sp. 
(see Appendix 3(g)) 
e .  ammunne 
ang( a)-munne 
house-feast 
house building feast 
(Note: this is an exception to the above tone rule. The mm sequence is rare.) 
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Exception 1 
When the penultimate syllable of the flrst root and the flrst syllable of the second root both 
have the nucleus aa, so that aa occurs in contiguous syllables (see Appendix 3(1)), then the 
perturbation to high in the second root occurs on the aa instead of on the next syllable along; 
compare examples (5c) to (Sf). 
(9)a. yaa 'nyaanna 
yaaka-nyaanna <yaa '(ka)-nyaanna 
white-insect 
insect sp. 
(see Appendix 3(1)) 
b .  yaa 'maadinna 
Exception 2 
yaaka-maadinna < yaa '(ka)-maadinna 
white-nottalking 
bird sp. 
When the last consonant of the first root, after the noun marker has been dropped, 
amalgamates with the flrst consonant of the second root to form a voiced or voiceless stop, 
then although a syllable has been dropped, its tone is lost and the flrst syllable of the second 
root is perturbed to high, see example (4d) and compare examples (5c) to (Sf). Incidentally, 
this conflrms the analysis of preglottalised and prenasalised stops as complex units. 
( 10) dikwagila 
dika-kwagila < di '(ka)-kwagila 
flre/heat -? 
perspiration 
(see Appendix 3(f)) 
Idiomatic compounds behave as units and have no high tone. Some are not recognised by 
Baruya speakers as including separate roots. 
( 1 1 )a. li 'mugunya 
lika-mugunya < 1 i '(ka)-mugunya 
anus-mountain 
buttocks 
b .  kwaari 'mata 
knife 
(The underlying forms for this stem are unknown.) 
c .  kayaawarya 
ka v(ya)-yaawarya 
bush-pig 
cassowary 
(see Appendix 3(b)) 
d .  angilyaginya 
ang( a)-yil (i)-yagin ya 
house-up-bone 
roof frame 
(see Appendix 3(h)) 
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The suffixes -ja 'colour' and -naka 'having/characterised by' replace the noun marker. 
The first is perturbed to high after a low stem but the second is not. 
( l 2)a. biwaa 'ja 
biwaaka-ja < bi waa ' (ka)-ja 
blue. day-colour 
blue 
b .  awi'ja 
awita-ja< awi'(ta)-ja 
ginger-colour 
yellow 
c .  maannaka 
maang( a)-naka 
tooth-having 
having teeth 
1 .2 .3 TONE ON NOUN CLITICS 
After a stem ending low, the first vowel of the first ditic is perturbed to high, as in 
example ( 1 3b), except where that vowel is utterance final, as in example ( l 3a) .  When the 
phrase marker -ya occurs after the stem it is not perturbed to high but the following clitic is, 
as in example ( 1 3b). Noun stems ending in a high tone plus the phrase marker -ya lose their 
high tone before -yiro 'be ' ,  as in example ( 14c). (For an explanation of abbreviations and 
symbols see Appendix 4.) 
( l 3)a. kwatawo 
kwata-wo 
frog-F.SG.SUBJ 
frog sp. 
kwasawo 
kwat(a)-ya-wo 
frog-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ 
frog sp. 
b. kwatawaalo 
kwata-waalo 
frog-F.DU .SUBJ 
two frogs 
kwasawaalo 
kwat(a)-ya-waalo 
frog-PHR-F.DU.SUBJ 
two frogs 
c. K watasiro. 
kwat( a)-w( 0)-yiro 
frog-F.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a frog. 
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Kwasasiro. 
kwat( a)-ya-w( 0 )-yiro 
frog-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a frog. 
(see Appendix 3(i)) 
( 1 4  )a. kwatruo 
kwata-lo 
basher-M.SG.SUBJ 
wood for bashing bark 
kwasruo 
kwat(a)-ya-lo 
basher-PHR-M.SG.SUBJ 
wood for bashing bark 
b .  kwataraalo 
kwata-raalo 
basher-M.DU.SUBJ 
two bark bashers 
kwasaraalo 
kwat( a)-ya-raalo 
basher-PHR-M.DU.SUBJ 
two bark bashers 
c .  K watruyiro. 
kwata-l(o)-yiro 
basher-M.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a bark basher. 
K wasalyiro. 
kwat(a)-ya-l(o)-yiro 
basher-PHR-M.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a bark basher. 
However the phrase marker -ya is perturbed to high before certain gender-shape clitics, as 
in examples ( l 5d) to ( 1 5i), ( l6a) and ( l 6b). 
( l 5)a. yitalo 
yita-lo 
tree-M.SG.SUBJ 
a big tree 
yisalo 
yit(a)-ya-lo 
tree-PHR-M.SG.SUBJ 
a big tree 
b .  yitawo 
yita-wo 
tree-F.SG.SUBJ 
a round tree 
c .  
d .  
e .  
f. 
CT o · 
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Yfsawo 
yit(a)-ya-wo 
tree-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ 
a round tree 
Yitalyiro. 
yita-l(o)-yiro 
tree-M.SG.SUBJ -be 
It is a big tree. 
Yisalyiro. 
yit(a)-ya-l(o)-yiro 
tree-PHR-M.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a big tree. 
yitiko 
yit(a)-iko 
tree-N.SG.SUBJ 
a small tree 
yisiko 
yit( a)-y( a)-iko 
tree-PHR-N.SG.SUBJ 
a small tree 
Yitikfro. 
yit(a)ik(o)-(y)-iro) 
tree-N .SG .SUBJ-be 
It is a small tree. 
(see Appendix 3(m)) 
Yisikiro. 
yit( a)-y(a)-ik( 0 )-(y )iro 
tree-PHR-N.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a small tree. 
yitaMalo 
yita-baalo 
wood-CSG .SUBJ 
a curved stick 
yisabaalo 
yit(a)-ya-baalo 
wood-PHR-CSG.SUBJ 
a curved stick 
YitaMalyiro. 
yita-baal(o)-yiro 
wood-CSG .SUBJ -be 
It is a curved stick. 
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Yisabaalyfro. 
yit(a)-ya-baal( 0 )-yiro 
wood-PHR-C.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a curved stick. 
h .  yitanko 
yita-riko 
wood-TSG.SUBJ 
a stick 
yisiriko 
yit( a)-ya-riko 
wood-PHR -TSG .SUBJ 
a stick 
1 .  Yitarikiro. 
yita-rik(o)-yiro 
wood-TSG.SUBJ-be 
It is a stick. 
Yisirikfro. 
yit( a)-ya-rik( 0 )-(y )iro 
wood-PHR-TSG.SUBJ-be 
It is a stick. 
( 1 6)a. kinnawciko 
kinna-wako 
sugar-TKSG.SUBJ 
sugarcane 
kinnyawako 
kinn(a)-ya-wako 
sugar-PHR-TKSG.SUBJ 
sugarcane 
b .  Kinnawiliro. 
kinna-wake 0 )-(y )iro 
sugar-TKSG.SUBJ-be 
It is sugarcane. 
Kinnyawakiro. 
kinn( a)-ya-wake 0 )-(y )iro 
sugar-PHR-TKSG.SUBJ-be 
It is sugarcane. 
Many of the following c1itics gain high tone according to the emphasis desired by the 
speaker. Pronoun c1itics often take precedence. High tone on the c1itic can even take 
precedence over stem-final high tone. The c1itics are presented in their full form in the 
morpheme presentation as they would be if the word ended at that point. See Appendix 3(n). 
( 1 7)a. A 'mweinyi nYIJaama. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-nyi(no) nyijaama 
person-M-me give.to.me 
Give it to me, a man. 
(see Appendix 3(n» 
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b. A 'mweinyi biwa. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-ny(o) biwa 
person-M-I lcame 
I, a man, came. 
(Note that the commonly used form of -nyo is -nyi.) 
c .  A 'mweinyiro. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-ny(o)-yiro 
person-M-I-be 
l am a man. 
( 1 8)a. Angeba mwaaimwa. 
anga-ya-ba(no) mwaaimwa 
house-PHR-place lstayed 
I stayed at the village. 
b .  Ang6banyiro. 
anga-ya-ban(o)-yiro 
house-PHR-place-be 
It is a village. 
c .  Angebanna biwa. 
anga-ya-ban(o)-na(no) biwa 
house-PHR-place-to lcame 
I came to the village. 
( 1 9)a. Mwanyagaa ' biwa. 
mwanya-gaa '(ko) biwa 
morning-time lcame 
I came in the morning. 
b .  Mwanyagaakiro. 
mwanya-gaak( 0 )-(y )iro 
morning-time-be 
It is morning. 
(see Appendix 3(n)) 
c .  Sawisagaa ' biwa. 
sawita-ya-gaa '(ko) biwa 
night-PHR-time lcame 
I came in the evening. 
(20)a. Kwaari'masasi da'mwa. 
kwaari 'mat(a)-ya-w(o)-zi(n o) da'mwa 
knife-PHR-she-with lcut 
I cut it with a knife. 
b .  A 'mwesi walyide. 
a 'mwe-w(o)-zi(no) walyide 
person-she-with 1 will.go 
I will go with the woman. 
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c .  A 'mwelyi wawakade. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-yi(no) wawakade 
person-he-with we. two. will.go 
I will go with the man. 
(2 1 )  A 'mweinyina widathe. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-nyi(no)-na(no) widathe 
person-M-me-about he.will.say.to.him 
He will speak about me, a man. 
(22)a. A 'mweinyidaa 'nyi bima. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-ny(o)-daa 'nyi(no) bima 
person-M-I-from I.will.come 
I, a man, will come first. 
b .  A 'mweinyidaa 'nyi bima. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-ny(o)-daa 'nyi(no) bima 
person-M-I-from I.will.come 
I, a man, will come first. 
c .  Angebadaa 'nyi biwa. 
anga-ya-ba(no)-daa 'nyi(no) biwa 
house-PHR-place-from I.came 
I came from the village. 
(23)a. A 'mweinyJ'bi' jithera. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-ny(o)-bi'(ko) jithera 
person-M-I-like you.will.do 
You will do it like me, a man. 
b .  A 'mweinyibi' jith6ra. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-ny(o)-bi '(ko) jithera 
person-M-I-like you.will.do 
You will do it like me, a man. 
c .  Anga 'bi' wangamwa. 
anga-w(o)-bi'(ko) wangamwa 
house-she-like I . saw 
I saw something like a house. 
d .  Anga 'broro. 
anga-w( 0 )-bik( 0 )-(y )iro 
house-she-like-be 
It is like a house. 
(24 )a. A 'mweinyire ' dimaa '. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-ny(o)-re-w(o) dimaa ' 
man-M-I-POSS-she take.it 
Take my, a man's, thing. 
b .  A 'mweinyire' dimaa '. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-ny(o)-re-w(o) dimaa ' 
man-M-I-POSS-she take.it 
Take my, a man's, thing. 
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c.  a 'mwere ' 
a 'mwe-#-re-w(o) 
person-M-POSS-she 
belonging to the man 
d .  a 'mwevire ' 
a 'mwe-vi(no)-re-w(o) 
person-her-POSS-she 
belonging to the woman 
e .  a 'mwevidaa 'nyi 
a 'mwe-vi(no )-daa 'nyi( no) 
person-her-from 
from the woman 
f. A 'mweyaba dimwaalo. 
a 'mwe-vi(no)-ya-ba(no) dimwaalo 
person-her-NOMlEMB-place sit.down 
Sit near the woman. 
g .  A 'mwevi duzaa. 
a 'mwe-vi(no) duzaa 
person-her give.it.to.him 
Give it to the woman. 
h .  A 'mwevi duzaa. 
a 'mwe-vi(no) duzaa 
person-her give.it.to.him 
Give it to the woman. 
(25) wilaMaibi' 
wila-baal( 0 )-bi' (ko) 
vine-C.SG-like 
like rope 
(26)a. Nevi duzaa. 
ne-vi(no) duzaa 
old. person-her give.itto.him 
Give it to the old woman. 
b .  Nevina dutha. 
ne-vi(no)-na(no) dutha 
old.person-her-REF say.to.him 
Speak to the old woman./Speak to him about the old woman. 
See Appendix 1 for clitics on adverbs, and nouns with identificational verbs. 
1 .2.4 TONE ON NOUN PHRASES 
In Noun Phrases after a low word, if the first two syllables of the next word are low, the 
first syllable is perturbed to high. 
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(27)a. anga naangalo 
anga naanga-lo 
house big-he 
big house 
Anga naangelyiro. 
anga naanga-ya-l(o)-yiro 
house big-PHR-he-be 
It is a big house. 
b .  kaaye naangawo 
kaaye naanga-wo 
leaf big-she 
big edible leaf 
Kaaye naangesfro. 
kaaye naanga-ya-w(o)-yiro 
leaf big-PHR-she-be 
It is a big leaf. 
(28)a. wabe maalikawo 
wabe maalika-wo 
small small-she 
very small 
Wabe maalikesiro. 
wabe maalika-ya-w(o)-yiro 
small small-PHR-she-be 
It is very small. 
b .  waabe maalikawo 
waabe maalika-wo 
cucumber small-she 
small cucumber 
Waabe maalikasiro. 
waabe maalika-w(o)-yiro 
cucumber small-she-be 
It is a small cucumber. 
(29)a. anga ldbawewo 
anga kibawe-wo 
house medium-she 
medium house 
Anga ldbawesiro. 
anga kibawe-w(o)-yiro 
house medium-she-be 
It is a medium house. 
b .  kaaye kibawewo 
kaaye kibawe-wo 
leaf medium-she 
medium edible leaf 
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Kaaye kibawesiro. 
kaaye kibawe-w(o)-yiro 
leaf medium-she-be 
It is a medium leaf. 
1 .3 TONE ON VERBS 
See Appendix 2 for more examples. 
Basic stems and tone patterns are taken from the Immediate Future tense, first person 
singular 'I will' or 'let me' .  
1 .3 . 1 TONE PATTERNS ON SINGLE-ROOT STEMS 
One-syllable stems are all low: 
(30)a. bi­
b. di-
come 
say 
Two-syllable stems have two patterns, with low-low the most common. 
(3 1 )a. laavi- pull up 
b .  lingi- thread through 
Three-syllable stems which are not compounds are rare: 
(32) wangani- see 
Four-syllable stems and over are all compounds and perturbation rules apply. 
1 .3 .2 TONE PERTURBATION ON VERB COMPOUNDS 
After a low root the first syllable of the following root is perturbed to high. Some 
compound stems are idiomatic with no perturbed tone, as in example (34). Often a group of 
two or more roots acts as an idiomatic compound with low tone when another root or 
compound stem is added, so that the fIrst syllable of the addition is perturbed to high if it 
follows the compound stem, as in example (35), and the fIrst syllable of the compound stem 
is perturbed to high if the addition precedes it, as in example (36). Some roots, after 
morphophonemic changes, do not include a vowel so the tone perturbation moves on to the 
next root. 
Recurring partials and two suffixes, as in example (33f) and (33g), behave as part of the 
stem though they are not actually roots. These never occur alone or as fIrst root of a verb 
stem. 
(33)a. -wagi 
b .  -vali 
pimwagi­
pi-m-wagi 
explode-TRANS-by .hand 
shoot gun 
dapali-
dav(i)-vali 
cut-fumly 
cut in halves 
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c .  -mavi 
d .  -tavi 
e .  -puri 
f. -hi 
g .  -ni 
h .  -ni 
yesimavi­
yesi-mavi 
cut-? 
cut or shorten 
gitavi­
gir(i)-tavi 
circle-? 
make loop 
woripUri­
wori1(i)-puri 
cut. up-continue 
cut many pieces 
daakwi 
daav(i)-h(i)-wi 
stand-cause-go 
drive in a post 
bwa 'ni­
bwar(i)-ni 
smooth-self 
shave myself 
duvaini­
duva1(i)-ni 
take. off-self 
take off my cape 
(Note that the reflexive morpheme -ni is not perturbed to high, in contrast with 
ni 'eat' which can be, as in example (37c).) 
Idiomatic compounds lacking high tone: 
(34 )a. mwaaihi­
mwaa1(i)-hi 
sit-cause 
tie knot 
b .  100-
1iv(i)-hi 
take. up-cause 
dig 
Last root perturbed to high: 
(35)a. ginyibimwagi-
ginyi-b(i)-yi1(i)-m-wagi 
tum-come-up-TRANS-by. hand 
tum knob 
b .  ginyima 'nigwi­
ginyima'ni-g-wi 
tum. self-TRANS-go 
cross ridge 
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c.  giraku 'nari-
girav(i)-h(i)-wir(i)-n(i)-(w)an 
puuog-cause-?-self-lie 
sleep close together 
d .  dathirawari­
dathinfv(i)-wan 
push-lie 
lean on two elbows 
(Note that wan- 'lie' gains high tone on the last instead of the fIrst syllable in this 
position.) 
Root added before compound stem and compound stem perturbed to high: 
(36)a. yavada 'gali­
y(i)-a-pada 'gaJi­
do-and-do. well 
straighten 
b .  yavada 'galaki­
y(i)-a-pada 'gaJ(i)-(w)aki 
do-and-do.well-put 
pack away 
Verb roots can be connected in five ways. If there is i or no vowel between, the two 
actions are simultaneous. The connecting vowel a means 'and' (sequential). Neither of these 
vowels is perturbed to high in this position. 
(37)a. lividaakwi-
livi-daakwi 
take.up-drive.in 
push stick through 
(Note that daakwi- is itself a compound comprised of daavi- 'stand' ,  -hi 'cause' 
and wi- 'go' .  It is a common stem and behaves as an idiomatic compound in the 
above example. The same is true of makwi- 'carry' in example (39d). It is 
comprised of maar i- 'take',  -hi 'cause' and wi- 'go' . See also Appendix 3(f)). 
b .  li 'mI1i­
liv(i)-mili 
take. up-reap 
cut reeds 
c .  dani­
d(i)-a-ni 
say-and-eat 
ask for food 
The connecting vowel e means 'responsible' ,  aa means 'movement/after' and ma means 
'while moving/while' .  These are all perturbed to high after a low root. 
(38)a. div6daav� 
div(i)-e-daavi 
poise.arrow-responsible-stand 
watch for 
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b .  wilaawi­
wi1W-aa-wi 
up-move-go 
go up 
c .  wangamabi­
wangan(i)-ma-bi 
see-while-come 
see while coming 
d .  nimabi' 
ni-ma-bi 
eat -while-come 
eat while coming 
Examples with more than one link: 
(39)a. wikayimyJ1aabi -
wika yi -me a)-yil(i)-aa-bi 
whistle do-while-up-move-come 
whistle while coming up 
b . yedaJrura viI-eni­
y(i)-e-dalair(i)-a-piraayi-ni-
do-responsible-cut -and -heat-self 
be responsible for cutting and cooking meat for myself 
c .  ga 'mijamaryaawi-
ga ' -mij(i)-a-mary(i)-aa-wi 
cross-follow -and -around-move-go 
chase all around 
d .  yiriwikwasamcikwi-
yiri v(i)-wi-kwa( a)s( i)-a-makwi 
push-go-keep.on-and-carry 
roll it along (See note on example (37a) and also Appendix (3(b).) 
e .  yewa 'mwagalivi-
yewa( a) ' -m-wag(i)-a-livi 
wrap.around-TRANS-by.hand-and-take.up 
pick up hot stones 
Verb compounds behave as idiomatic compounds when they are nominalised. The 
nominalising suffix is then perturbed to high. 
(40)a. baazi 'ma 'nya 
baazi 'ma'n(i)-ya 
put.on-NOM 
shirt 
b .  bairigusa 
bal( a)-tigus(i)-ya 
female-tie. knot-NOM 
granny knot 
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1 .3 .3  TONE ON INFLECTED VERBS 
The examples in this section are based on the following stems: 
(4 1 )a. yi-
do 
b .  cli­
say 
c. 100-
dig 
d .  maari­
take 
e .  mubi­
trade 
f. bwakaki­
bwari-m-waki 
smooth-cause-put 
cover 
g .  paibiri­
pali-m-m 
press-cause-? 
tread on 
h .  baazi 'ma'ni­
baazi ' -mav(i)-ni 
put.over-?-self 
put a shirt on myself 
It is quite difficult to find stems which show in what circumstances the stem tone is 
retained. In many verb forms the stem-final vowel which carries tone is dropped. Two­
syllable stems end either in low or high. In many instances in the former case the following 
syllable is perturbed to high. In the latter case, if the final vowel is dropped the high tone 
then occurs on the following syllable. In addition some two syllable stems shorten to one 
syllable in many forms. Three or four syllable stems with high tone on the penultimate 
syllable are the best examples, although once again the last two syllables can be contracted to 
one. The four syllable example 'put on my shirt' shows when stem tone is retained as well as 
showing that compound verbs follow the same rules as do single root stems. 
All verb stems (except irregular verbs - see Appendix 2) can be inflected. Alternatively 
they may occur as a phrase with a gerundive or infinitive form of the stem, with or without 
negative suffixes, followed by the inflected verb -yi 'do' . Some negative and question forms 
can be expressed only in this way (see Appendix 2). 
(42)a. Paihirya yiwano. 
paihir(i)-ya yiwano 
tread-EMB Ldid 
I trod. 
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b.  Paihi'na yiwano. 
paihir(i)-na yiwano 
tread-REF Ldid 
I trod. 
c .  Mavaihirya yiwano. 
ma-paihir(i)-(yi)-ya yiwano 
NEG-tread-do-EMB Ldid 
I did not tread. 
d .  Mavaihiri yiwano. 
ma-paihir(i)-yi yiwano 
NEG-tread-do Ldid 
I did not tread. 
The Present Complete tense is used to represent all Non-future Tenses in this paper, 
except for example (65). All have been found to follow the same tone rules. The first person 
singular subject is used to represent all subject person-number fonns except for command 
fonns, as in examples (43) to (47). The others have been found to follow the same tone 
rules. Some paradigms which may be built on the basic conjugations presented in this paper 
are included in Appendix 2. They follow the same tone rules as the fonns presented in the 
paper. 
When there are two verbs in an example, the first is the one being illustrated. 
1 . 3 .3 . 1  RULE 1 
On Future and Immediate Future fonns the stem tone is retained and the first suffix is 
perturbed to high after a low stem. When the future suffix is manifested as one syllable the 
perturbation occurs on the syllable preceding the suffix rather than on the suffix itself (which 
would be the last syllable of the sentence), as in example (44b), except following one 
syllable stems, as in example (43b). Similarly on command fonns high tone occurs on the 
stem rather than on the final syllable. Command fonns are second person in the Immediate 
Future set. 
(43)a. Dimo. 
di-mo 
say -1. will.now 
I will speak.. 
b .  Dide. 
cli-m(o)-de(ro) 
say-Lwill-fut 
I will speak.. 
c .  Didero. 
di-m(o)-dero 
say-Lwill-fut 
I will speak.. 
d .  
e .  
f. 
(44)a. 
b .  
c .  
d .  
e .  
(45)a. 
b .  
c .  
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Dithano. 
di-d(i)-ano 
COM-say-SG.COM 
You speak:. 
Dizf1o. 
di-d(i)-yilo 
COM-say-PL.COM 
You all speak:. 
Dinehizf1o. 
di-nehi-d(i)-yilo 
COM-to.us.2-say-PL.COM 
You all speak: to us two. 
Likimo. 
liki-mo 
dig-1. will .now 
I will dig. 
Likide. 
liki-m(o)-de(ro) 
dig-1.will-FUT 
I will dig. 
Likidero. 
liki-m(o)-dero 
dig-1.will-FUT 
I will dig. 
DiIJkyo. 
di-lik(i)-yo 
COM-dig-SG.COM 
You dig. 
Dilikyf1o. 
di-lik(i)-yilo 
COM-dig-PL.COM 
You all dig. 
Mubimo. 
mubi-mo 
trade-1. will.now 
I will trade. 
Mubide. 
mubi-m(o)-de(ro) 
trade-1.will-FUT 
I will trade. 
Mubidero. 
mubi-m( 0 )-dero 
trade-1.will-FUT 
I will trade. 
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d .  Dim6byo. 
di-mub(l)-yo 
COM-trade-COM.SG 
You trade. 
e .  Dimubyi1o. 
di-mub(f)-yilo 
COM-trade-PL.COM 
You all trade. 
(46)a. Paihmmo. 
paihlri-mo 
tread-I. will.now 
I will tread on it. 
b .  Paihlride. 
paihlri-m(o)-de(ro) 
tread-I. will-FUT 
I will tread on it. 
c .  Paihlridero. 
paihlri-m(o)-dero 
tread-1.will-FUT 
I will tread on it. 
d .  Divaihiko. 
di-paihlri-ko 
COM-tread-COM.SG 
You tread on it. 
e .  Divaihirilo. 
di-paihlr(i)-yilo 
COM-tread-PL.COM 
You all tread on it. 
(47)a. Baazi 'ma'nimo. 
baazi 'ma'ni-mo 
put.on-1. will.now 
I will put on my shirt. 
b .  Baazi 'ma'nide. 
baazi 'ma'ni-m(o)-de(ro) 
put.on-1 .  will-FUT 
I will put on my shirt. 
c .  Baazi 'ma'nidero. 
baazi 'ma'ni-m(o)-dero 
put. on-1. will-FUT 
I will put on my shirt. 
d .  Divaazi 'ma'nano. 
di-baazi 'ma'n(i)-ano 
COM-put.on-SG.COM 
You put on your shirt. 
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e .  Divaazi 'ma'nyilo. 
di-baazi 'ma'n(i)-yilo 
COM-put.on-PL.COM 
You all put on your shirts. 
See Appendix 2 for Irregular Command forms and Future verb forms with Dependent 
Marker. 
On Immediate Future Interrogatives (example (48)), and Dubitatives (example (49)), 
Unreal5 Result Subjunctives (example (SO)), and most Negatives (except Negative Future 
Same Subject Sequential (Rule 2, example (S4)), Negative Same Subject Simultaneous (Rule 
2, example (S7)) and Negative Non-future Same Subject Sequential (Rule 3, example (67)), 
the stern tone is retained and the suffix is perturbed to high after a low stern. 
Immediate Future Interrogative: 
(48)a. Dijiwano? 
di-m( 0 )-d( a)-yi- w-ano 
say-I.will-INTER-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Will I say it? 
b .  Mubijiwano? 
mubi-m(o)-d(a)-yi-w-ano 
trade-I.will-INTER-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Will I trade? 
c .  Bwakakijiwano? 
bwakaki-m( 0 )-d( a)-yi-w-ano 
cover-I.will-INTER-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Will I cover it? 
d .  Paihirijiwano? 
paihiri-m( 0 )-d( a)-yi-w-ano 
tread-I.will-INTER-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Will I tread on it? 
e .  Baazi'ma'nijiwano? 
baazi 'ma'ni-m(o)-d(a)-yi-w-ano 
put.on-I.will-INTER-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Will I put my shirt on? 
Immediate Future Dubitative: 
5 
(49)a. Mubijihyiwano. 
mubi-m(o)-jih(i)-yi-w-ano 
trade-I. will-DUB-do-PRES. COMP-I 
Perhaps I will trade. 
b .  Paihirijihyiwano. 
paihiri-m(o)-jih(i)-y�w-ano 
tread-I.will-DUB-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Perhaps I will tread on it. 
R. Lloyd uses the tenn Unreal to mean Contrary to Fact. 
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See Appendix 2 for Future Interrogative and Dubitative forms. 
Unreal Result Subjunctive: 
(SO)a. Kadiwidiko. 
ka-di-wi -diko 
UNREAL-say-I.SUBJN-result 
I would have said it but didn't. 
b .  Kamubiwidiko. 
ka-mubi-wi-diko 
UNREAL-trade-I.SUBJN -result 
I would have traded but didn't. 
c .  Kabwakakiwidiko. 
ka-bwakaki-wi-diko 
UNREAL-cover-I.SUBJN-result 
I would have covered it but didn't. 
d .  Kavaihi'mwidiko. 
ka-paihir(i)-m-wi-diko 
UNREAL-tread-TRANS-I.SUBJN-result 
I would have trodden on it but didn't. 
e .  Kabaazi'ma'niwicJjko. 
ka-baazi'ma'ni-wi-diko 
UNREAL-put.on-I.SUBJN-result 
I would have put my shirt on but didn't. 
Negative Non-future: 
(S l )a. Mujiwano. 
m(a)-wi-d(i)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-him-say-do-PRES.COMP-I 
I didn't speak to him. 
b .  Myiwano. 
m(a)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-do-PRES .COMP-I 
I didn't do it. 
c .  Mamubyiwano. 
ma-mub(i)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-trade-do-PRES.COMP-I 
I didn't trade. 
d .  Mabwakakyiwano. 
ma-bwakak(r)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-cover-do-PRES.COMP-I 
I didn't cover it. 
e .  Mavaihiriwano. 
ma-paihir(i)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-tread-do-PRES.COMP-I 
I didn't tread on it. 
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f. Mabaazi'ma'nyiwano. 
ma-baazi'ma'n(i)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-put.on-do-PRES.COMP-I 
I didn't put my shirt on. 
See Appendix 2 for other Negatives, Future NominalisedlEmbedded forms, and 
Identificational forms. 
1 .3 .3 . 2  RULE 2 
Dependent verbs do not retain stem tone patterns, except for Non-future Same Subject 
Sequential (Rule 3, example (66)) and Negatives (Rule 1 ,  example (5 1 )). This includes 
Negative Future Same Subject Sequential, as in example (54), and Negative Same Subject 
Simultaneous, as in example (57), Non-future Interrogative, as in example (60), and 
Undesired Result Subjunctive, as in example (63). The stem is low and the first suffix is 
perturbed to high. 
Future Change of Subject Simultaneous: 
(52)a. Dadaa 'muji dathe. 
d(i)-ad-aaw-m-wi-ji dathe 
say-DUR-DYN-TRANS-I-DEP he.will.say 
While I will speak he will speak. 
b .  MuMdaa 'muji daavade. 
mubW-ad-aaw-m-wi-ji daavade 
trade-DUR-DYN-TRANS-I-DEP he.will.stand 
While I will trade he will stand. 
c .  Bwakakadaa 'muji ditMaka. 
bwakakW-ad-aaw-m-wi-ji ditMako 
cover-DUR-DYN-TRANS-I-DEP you.stand 
While I will cover it you stand there. 
d .  Baazi 'ma 'nadaa 'muji dimwaalo. 
baazi 'ma'n(i)-ad-aaw-m-wi-ji dimwaalo 
put.on-DUR-DYN-TRANS-I-DEP sit.down 
While I will put on my shirt you sit down. 
Future Same-Subject Sequential: 
(53)a. Da'muji 
d(i)-aw-m-wi-ji 
say-SEQ-TRANS-I-DEP 
After I speak I will go. 
widero. 
widero 
Lwill.go 
b .  MuM'muji 
mubW-aw-m-wi-ji 
trade-SEQ-TRANS-I -DEP 
After I trade I will go. 
widero. 
widero 
Lwill.go 
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c .  Bwakaka'muji mwaalide. 
bwakak(i)-aw-m-wi-ji mwaalide 
cover-SEQ-TRANS-I-DEP I.will.sit 
After I cover it I will sit down. 
d .  Paihira'muji wide. 
paihir(i)-aw-m-wi-ji wide 
tread-SEQ-TRANS-I-DEP Lwill.go 
After I tread on it I will go. 
e. Baazi 'ma 'na'muji wide. 
baazi 'ma'n(i)-aw-m-wi-ji wide 
put.on-SEQ-TRANS-I-DEP Lwill.go 
After I put my shirt on I will go. 
Negative Future Same-Subject Sequential: 
(54)a. Maja'muji 
ma-d(i)-y(i)-aw-m-wi-ji 
NEG-say-do-SEQ-TRANS-I -DEP 
After I do not speak I will go. 
wide. 
wide 
I.will.go 
b .  Mamubya'muji widero. 
ma-mub(i)-y(i)-aw-m-wi-ji widero 
NEG-trade-do-SEQ-TRANS-I-DEP Lwill.go 
After I do not trade I will go. 
c .  Mabwakakya'muji daavide. 
ma-bwakak(i)-y(i)-aw-m-wi -ji daavide 
NEG-cover-do-SEQ-TRANS-I-DEP I.will.stand 
After I do not cover it I will stand. 
d .  Mavaihirya'muji 
ma-paihir(i)-y(i)-aw-m-wi-ji 
NEG-tread-do-SEQ-TRANS-I -DEP 
After I do not tread on it I will go. 
wide. 
wide 
Lwill.go 
e. Mabaazi 'ma 'nya'muji dava mwaalide. 
ma-baazi 'ma'n(i)-y(i)-aw-m-wi-ji dava mwaalide 
NEG-put.on-do-SEQ-TRANS-I-DEP here Lwill.stay 
After I do not put on my shirt I 'll sit here. 
Future Sequential with Change of Subject: 
(55)a. KamuM'muji 
ka-mub(i)-aw-m-wi-ji 
CS-trade-SEQ-TRANS-I-DEP 
After I trade tell me. 
dinyidano. 
dinyidano 
tell.me 
b .  Kavaihira'muji dimwaalo. 
ka-paihir(i)-aw-m-wi-ji dimwaalo 
CS-tread-SEQ-TRANS-I-DEP sit.down 
After I tread on it sit down. 
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Same-Subject Simultaneous: 
(56)a. Dadi wanganide. 
d(i)-ad-i wanganide 
say-DUR-I Lwill .see 
While I speak I will watch. 
b .  Mubidi daa 'mwano. 
mub(fJ-ad-i daa 'mwano 
trade-DUR-I L stood 
While I traded I stood. 
c .  Bwakakadi mwaalide. 
bwakak(fJ-ad-i mwaalide 
cover-DUR-I Lwill.sit 
While I cover it I will sit down. 
d .  Paihi'di wangamwa. 
paihir(i)-(a)d-i wangamwa 
tread-DUR-I L saw 
While I trod on it I watched. 
e .  Baazi 'ma 'nadi yenniwano. 
baazi 'ma'n(i)-ad-i yenniwano 
put.on-DUR-I I.looked.at.myself 
While I put on my shirt I looked at myself. 
Negative Same-Subject Simultaneous: 
(57)a. Majadi mwaalide. 
ma-d(i)-y(i)-ad-i mwaalide 
NEG-say-do-DUR-I Lwill.sit 
While not speaking I will sit. 
b .  Mamubyadi wangamwa. 
ma-mub(fJ-y(i)-ad-i wangamwa 
NEG-trade-do-DUR-I Lsaw 
While not trading I watched. 
c .  Mabwakakyadi diwana. 
ma-bwakak(i)-y(i)-ad-i diwana 
NEG-cover-do-DUR-I Lspoke 
While not covering it I talked. 
d .  Mavaihiryadi daa 'mwa. 
ma-paihir(i)-y(i)-ad-i daa 'mwa 
NEG-tread-do-DUR-I Lstood 
While not treading on it I stood. 
e .  Mabaazi 'ma 'nyadi lika yide. 
ma-baazi 'ma'n(i)-y(i)-ad-i lika yide 
NEG-put.on-do-DUR-I fear Lwill.do 
While not putting on my shirt I will be afraid. 
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Non-future with Change of Subject (Sequential): 
(58)a. Kadiwa mwrumwaa. 
ka-di-w-a(no) mwaimwaa 
CS-say-PRES.COMP-I you.sat 
I spoke and you sat. 
b. Kamubiwa nyijawaa. 
ka-mubi- w-a(no) nYlJawaa 
CS-trade-PRES.COMP-I you.gave.it.to.me 
I traded and you gave it to me. 
c .  Kabwakakiwa wasi'niwaa. 
ka-bwakaki- w-a(no) wasi'niwaa 
CS-cover-PRES.COMP-I you. threw 
I covered it and you threw it away. 
d .  Kavaihi 'mwa mwrumwaa. 
ka-paihir(i)-m-w-a mwrumwaa 
CS-tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I you.sat 
I trod on it and you sat. 
e .  Kabaazi 'ma 'niwa mwrumwaa. 
ka-baazi 'ma'ni-w-a(no) mwrumwaa 
CS-put.on-PRES.COMP-I you.sat 
I put my shirt on and you sat. 
Non-future Change of Subject Simultaneous: 
(59)a. Dadaazi divaniko. 
d(i)-ad-aa(w)-ji divaniko 
say-DUR-DYN.I-DEP he.is.saying 
While I speak he is speaking. 
(Note: The w in -aaw has been lost and ji becomes zi. This shows the only 
difference between 'I' and 'he' ,  as in (b) below.) 
b .  Dadaasi . . .  
d(i)-ad-aaw-#-ji 
say-DUR-DYN-he-DEP 
While he says . . .  
(Note: The w in -aaw becomes glottal, ji becomes zi and the combination of the 
two is si.) 
c .  Mubadaazi mwrumwaa. 
mubW-ad-aa(w)-ji mwrumwaa 
trade-DUR-DYN.I-DEP you.sat 
While I traded you sat. 
d .  Bwakakadaazi divaniko. 
bwakakW-ad-aa(w)-ji divaniko 
cover-DUR-DYN.I-DEP he.is.saying 
While I cover it he is talking. 
" 
----- -----------------------------------. 
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e .  Paihi'daazi kinna divani '. 
paihir(i)-(a)d-aa(w)-ji kinna divani ' 
tread-DUR-DYN.I-DEP cry he.is.saying 
While I tread on it he is crying. 
f. Baazi 'ma 'midaazi kinna divani '. 
baazi 'ma'n(i)-ad-aa(w)-ji kinna divani' 
put.on-DUR-DYN.I-DEP cry he.is.saying 
While I put my shirt on he is crying. 
Non-future Interrogatives: 
(60)a. Dathiwaano? 
da-di-w-aano 
INTER-say-PRES.COMP-you 
Did you speak? 
b .  Damubiwaano? 
da-mubf-w-aano 
INTER-trade-PRES.COMP-you 
Did you trade? 
c .  Davwakakiwaano? 
da-bwakakf-w-aano 
INTER-cover-PRES.COMP-you 
Did you cover it? 
d .  Davaihi 'mwaano?  
da-paihir(i)-m-w-aano 
INTER-tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-you 
Did you tread on it? 
e .  Davaazi 'ma 'niwaano? 
da-baazi' ma'ni- w-aano 
INTER-put.on-PRES .COMP-you 
Did you put your shirt on? 
Real Conditional Subjunctive:  
The Real Conditional Subjunctive form is always norninalisedlembedded. When the stem 
is monosyllabic, high tone occurs on the stem rather than on the first syllable of the suffix. 
The final syllable of the word gains a high tone after a low syllable, as in example (61a). 
(6 1 )a. Diwija' maanga nyidathe. 
di-wi-j(i)-(y)a- '  maanga nyidathe 
say-LSUBJN-DEP-EMB-she anger he.will.say.to.me 
If I say it he will be angry with me. 
b .  Mubiwija ' maanga nyidathe. 
mubi-wi-j(i)-(y)a- ' maanga nyidathe 
trade-LSUBJN-DEP-EMB-she anger he.will.say.to.me 
If I trade he will be angry with me. 
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c .  Bwakakiwfja ' yilaaya yade. 
bwakaki- wi-j(i)-(y)a- ' yilaaya ytide 
cover-I.SUBJN-DEP-EMB-she happy she.will.do 
If I cover it she will be pleased. 
d .  Paihi'mlija ' maanga nanyidipika. 
paihir(i)-m-wi-j(i)-(y)a- '  maanga nanyidipika 
tread-TRANS-I.SUBJN-DEP-EMB-she anger not.good.if.they.say.to.me 
If I tread on it it would not be good if they are angry with me. 
e .  Baazi 'ma 'niwfja ' nimire a 'mwei yilaaya yade. 
baazi 'ma'ni-wi-j(i)-(y)a- ' nimire a 'mwei yilaaya yade 
put.on-I.SUBJN-DEP-EMB-she my man happy he.will.do 
If I put my shirt on my man will be pleased. 
Unreal Conditional Subjunctive: 
(62)a. Diwfji kwaji tewaanna kwaradi'. 
di-wi-ji k(a)-w(i)-a-ji tewaanna kwaradi' 
say-I.SUBJN-DEP UNREAL-go-it-DEP goodly he.would.have.lain 
If I had spoken it would have been all right. 
b .  Mubiwfji kwaji kagizaawidiko. 
mubi-wi-ji kwaji kagizaawidiko 
trade-I.SUBJN-DEP UNREAL I.would.have.given.to.you 
If I had traded I would have given it to you. 
c .  Paihi 'mwfji kwaji tika kanyidavadika. 
paihir(i)-m-wi-ji kwaji tika kanyidavadika 
tread-TRANS-I.SUBJN-DEP UNREAL bite he.would.have.cut.me 
If I had trodden on it it would have bitten me. 
d .  Bwakakiwfji kwaji tewaanya kwaradi '. 
bwakaki-wi-ji kwaji tewaanya kwaradi' 
cover-I.SUBJN-DEP UNREAL good it.would.have.lain 
If I had covered it it would have been all right. 
e .  Baazi 'ma 'niwfji kwaji nawi 'nya kwaradi '. 
baazi 'ma'ni- wi-ji kwaji nawi 'nya kwaradi ' 
put.on-I.SUBJN-DEP UNREAL beautiful it.would.have.lain 
If I had put on my shirt it would have been beautiful. 
In longer words employing the Undesired Result Subjunctive the high tone occurs on the 
syllable before the fIrst suffIx, as in examples (63c) and (63e). 
(63)a. Nadiwidiko. 
na-di-wi -diko 
UNDES-say-I.SUBJN-result 
It will be undesirable if I talk. 
b .  Namubi widiko. 
na-mubi- wi-diko 
UNDES-trade-I.SUBJN-result 
It will be undesirable if I trade. 
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c .  Nabwakakiwidiko. 
na-bwakaki- wi -diko 
UNDES-cover-I.SUBJN-result 
It will not be good if I cover it. 
d .  Navaihi 'mwidiko. 
na-paihiri-m-wi-diko 
UNDES-tread-TRANS-I.SUBJN-result 
It will be undesirable if I tread on it. 
e .  Nabaazi 'ma 'niwidiko. 
na-baazi 'ma'ni- wi-diko 
UNDES-put.on-I.SUBJN-result 
It will be undesirable if I put my shirt on. 
See Appendix 2 for Infinitives, Gerunds, forms with Dependent Markers, Nominalisedl 
Embedded forms, and Identificational Non-future with Change of Subject. 
1 . 3 . 3 . 3  RULE 3 
Non-future Tenses all have predictable high tone on the second syllable of the word only, 
even if that is part of a prefix, regardless of the length of stem and how many roots are 
involved. If the stem or stem plus object prefixes is manifested as one syllable and the 
suffixes are together no longer than two syllables, high tone occurs on the stem rather than 
the second syllable of the word, as is example (64a). 
Present Complete: 
(64)a. Diwano. 
di-w-ano 
say-PRES.COMP-I 
I said it. 
b .  Mubfwano. 
mubf- w-ano 
trade-PRES.COMP-I 
I traded. 
c .  Bwakikiwano. 
bwakaki-w-ano 
cover-PRES.COMP-I 
I covered it. 
d .  Paihi'mwan o. 
paihir i-m-w-ano 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I 
I trod on it. 
e .  Baazi'ma 'niwano. 
baazi 'ma'ni-w-ano 
put.on-PRES.COMP-I 
I put on my shirt. 
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f. Githiwano. 
gi-di-w-ano 
to.you-say-PRES.COMP-I 
I spoke to you. 
g .  Yihithiwan o. 
yihi-di-w-ano 
to.you.two-say-PRES.COMP-I
. 
I spoke to you two. 
h .  Yihimaa 'mwano. 
yihi-maar(i)-m-w-ano 
for.you.two-take-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I 
I took it for you two. 
Stative, Present Incomplete and Past forms: 
(65)a. Diheno. 
di-g-eno 
say-STAT-I 
I am in the state of speaking. 
Bwakiligeno. 
bwakaki-g-eno 
cover-STAT-I 
I am in the state of covering. 
b .  Divanigeno. 
di-vanig-eno 
say-PRES.INCOMP-I 
I am speaking. 
Bwakilivanigeno. 
bwakaki-vanig-eno 
cover-PRES.INCOMP-I 
I am covering it. 
c .  Jawaaiheno. 
d(i)-yawaaih-en0 
say-NEAR.PAST-I 
I spoke. 
Bwakakyawaaiheno. 
bwakakW-ya waaih-eno 
cover-NEAR. PAST -I 
I covered it. 
d .  Diwa'deno. 
di-wa 'd-eno 
say-RECENT.PAST-I 
I spoke. 
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Bwakiliwa 'deno. 
bwakaki-wa 'd-eno 
cover-RECENT.PAST -I 
I covered it. 
e .  JawaJyaadeno. 
d(i)-yawalyaad-eno 
say-MID. PAST-I 
I spoke. 
Bwakakyawalyaadeno. 
bwakak(r)-yawalyaad-eno 
cover-MID. PAST-I 
I covered it. 
f. Deno. / Daheno. 
d(i)-eno/ageno 
say-I.GENERAL.PAST 
I spoke. 
Bwakakeno. /Bwakakageno. 
bWakak(r)-eno/ageno 
cover-I.GENERAL.PAST 
I covered it. 
g .  Jaano. 
d(i)-yaano 
say-I.FAR.PAST 
I spoke. 
BWakakyaano. 
bwakak(r)-yaano 
cover-I.FAR.PAST 
I covered it. 
Non-future Same-Subject Sequential: 
(66)a. M6bena 
m ubi-en ( 0 )-a(no) 
trade-I.PAST -SS.SEQ 
I traded and came. 
biwa. 
biwa 
I.came 
b .  Paihirena biwa. 
paihiri-en(o)-a(no) biwa 
tread-I.PAST-SS.SEQ I.came 
I trod on it and came. 
Negative Non-future Same-Subject Sequential: 
(67)a. Mi'na yiwano dena mwaaimwano. 
mi'na yiwano d(i)-en-a mwaaimwano. 
finish I.did say-I.PAST -SS.SEQ I.sat 
I thought "I finished doing it", and sat down. 
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b .  Mamubyena bfwano. 
ma-mub(f)-y(i)-en-a bfwano 
NEG-trade-do-LPAST -SS.SEQ Lcarne 
I did not trade and I carne. 
c .  Magfmubyena bfwano. 
ma-gi-mub(f)-y(i)-en-a bfwano 
NEG-you-trade-do-I. PAST -SS.SEQ Lcarne 
I did not trade for you and I carne. 
d .  Maviihiryena 
ma-paihir(i)-y(i)-en-a 
NEG-tread-do-I.PAST -SS.SEQ 
I did not tread on it and I carne. 
bfwa. 
bfwa 
Lcarne 
e .  MaMazi 'ma 'nyena bfwa. 
ma-baazi 'ma'n(i)-y(i)-en-a bfwa 
NEG-put.on-do-LP AST -SS.SEQ I.carne 
I did not put my shirt on and I carne. 
See Appendix 2 for Present Complete with Dependent Marker and Question words with 
non-future verbs. 
1 . 3 . 3 .4 RULE 4 
Non-future Dubitatives have high tone on the fIrst syllable after the dubitative prefIx. 
(68)a. Dahadfwano. 
daha-di- w-ano 
DUB-say-PRES.COMP-I 
I may have said it. 
b .  Dahamubiwano. 
daha-mubf-w-ano 
DUB-trade-PRES.COMP-I 
I may have traded it. 
c .  Dahabwakakiwano. 
daha-bwakakf-w-ano 
DUB-cover-PRES.COMP-I 
I may have covered it. 
d .  Dahaviihi'mwano. 
daha-paihir(i)-m-w-ano 
DUB-tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I 
I may have trodden on it. 
e. DahaMazi 'ma 'niwano. 
daha-baazi'ma'ni- w-ano 
DUB-put.on-PRES.COMP-I 
I may have put on my shirt. 
See Appendix 2 for Non-future Dubitative with Dependent Marker. 
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1 .4 CONCLUSION 
Although there are minimal contrasts, most high tone results from perturbation. Between 
roots, between stem and suffix, and between words in a phrase, after a low tone the first 
vowel of the next unit is perturbed to high. When a syllable is lost between roots in nouns, 
the tone is retained and occurs on the first syllable of the next morpheme. In nouns if the tone 
of the lost syllable is low, it occurs on the first syllable of the next root and the following 
syllable is perturbed to high. In verbs the stem tone is retained in Future, Negative and 
Unreal Subjunctive forms (mainly) and there are rules for tone behaviour on other forms as 
described in § 1 .3 .  These rules apply no matter how many roots are incorporated in a 
compound stem. Morphophonemic changes, connectives between roots, and tone on verb 
compounds (Rules 2 to 4) are three of the criteria proving that these are not serial verbs. 
2. STRESS AND INTONATION6 
2. 1 INTRODUCTION 
Final and non-final intonation occur on the last syllable of a clause or sentence. High tone 
on words (§ 1 )  incorporates stress, but mid and high intonation are not stressed. High 
intonation may occur on a high-tone syllable and is then stressed. 
There is a downward drift throughout all discourses. Within this downward drift 
sentences may begin a little higher than the end of the previous one and paragraphs may 
begin noticeably higher than the end of the preceding paragraph. Alternatively the first few 
words of a sentence or paragraph may begin low and gradually become higher and louder. 
Therefore the following statements concerning intonation and phrase, clause and sentence 
stress are true relative to the downward drift of the whole discourse. In conversations the 
second speaker usually begins a syllable or two before the first speaker finishes. The content 
and general intonation tells the second speaker that the first is finishing that particular 
utterance. Non-silent pauses occur when a speaker wishes to continue (§2.3). One gets the 
impression that other speakers are always ready to interrupt. 
2.2 PHRASE, CLAUSE, SENTENCE AND PARAGRAPH STRESS 
Phrase stress occurs on the high tone of the central word in the phrase or the first word 
past the centre. It is louder and higher in pitch than other high tones. The phrase stress is the 
first in the word marked PhS in each example. 
(69)a. a 'mwe naanga Saas:ii noun phrase 
man 
diwa ' 
PhS 
he.said 
PhS 
big the.Saasa 
verb 
6 The data on which this analysis is based comprises twelve transcribed texts of various lengths, plus 
solicited utterances. The paper was first written by hand in 1964-1 965 by the present author. 
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kaimiraaya sikulib6yaraavi H 
PhS 
child to.the.school.boys 
The important man, Saasa, spoke to the school boys. 
b. dina kyiwa 'di '  H 
PhS 
to.say he.did.CS 
kaimiraayara 
PhS 
the.male.children 
kadika yina L 
PhS 
ear to.do 
He spoke but the boys wouldn't listen. 
noun phrase 
verb phrase 
noun 
adjunct, verb 
Clause stress occurs on the central phrase stress of a clause. It is louder and higher in 
pitch than other phrase stresses. It is the first stress in the word marked CIS in each example. 
(70)a. A 'mwe naanga saasai I diwa ' I kaimiraaya sikulib6yaraavi H. 
PhS CIS PhS 
man big the.Saasa he.said child to.the school.boys 
The important man, Saasa, spoke to the schoolboys. 
b .  A 'mwe naangai I yaginna I widina 
PhS CIS 
widina kyiwa ' M . . .  
PhS 
man the.big strongly to.repeat.to.them he.did.CS 
The important man kept saying it firmly . . .  
Sentences usually have only one or two clauses and often one clause is embedded in 
another. In a two clause sentence, sentence stress occurs on the main stress of the second 
clause. It is louder and higher than the other clause stress. The sentence stress is the first 
stress in the word marked SenS in each example. In the three-clause example below the 
sentence stress occurs on the only clause with a [mal verb. 
(7 1 )a. A 'mwe Gulisamwara HL I yivanigatamwa ' ll 
CIS PhS 
man the.Gulisa.down 
walyanganamaryaa L. 
SenS 
let.us.go.down.and.see 
what.they.are.doing.down 
Let us go down and see what the Gulisa people are doing. (The first clause is 
embedded in the second.) 
b. Dina kyiwa ' di '  H II kaimiraayara I 
CIS SenS 
kadika yina L. 
PhS 
to.say he.did.CS the.male.children ear to.do 
He spoke but the boys didn't listen. 
c .  
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A 'mwe naangai I yagfnna I wfdina wfdina kyfwa ' M il 
PhS 
man the.big 
bfna y6na I 
CIS 
CIS 
firmly 
dava: M II 
PhS 
to.repeaUo.them he.did.CS 
nfmi I Tikiki I widiwa M. 
PhS SenS PhS 
to.come we. did here I to.Dick I.said.to.him 
The important man kept saying it firmly and we came here and I spoke to Dick. 
2.2. 1 EXAMPLES OF DISCOURSES 
The following texts were recorded, transcribed (except tone and intonation) and 
grammatically analysed by R. Lloyd. Note that there is a paragraph stress on a sentence 
stress in the centre, or first sentence past the centre, of a paragraph. 
(72) Yasoya 'red pandanus fruit' (Spoken by Saasa Nokaai, 1 5th January, 1 969) 
Paragraph 1 ,  Sentence 1 (Introduction) 
Nemi I w6na 
PhS 
sagaa ' L to H 
we yesterday that.time 
a 'mwe naanga Saascii 
PhS 
man big the.Saasa 
diwa ' 
SenS 
he.said 
kaimfraaya sikulib6yaraavi H. 
PhS 
child to.the.school.boys 
Embedded Quote Paragraph, Sentence 1 
"Kaimiraayaagaihf L to H 
PhS 
you.boys 
maab6liyaaga ' 
ParS 
those.marbles 
dimcikwasakf HL ng 
PhS 
you.all.drop.put PS 
Embedded Quote Paragraph, Sentence 2 
A 'mwe Gulisamwara: HL (Lar) 
CIS 
men the.GuIisa.down 
introduction 
noun phrase 
verb 
noun phrase 
vocative introduction 
noun 
verb 
noun phrase 
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yivanigatamwa' II 
PhS 
what.they.are.doing.down 
walyanganamaryaa L." 
SenS 
let.us.go.down.and.see 
Paragraph 1 ,  Sentence 2 
Dina kyiwa 'di ' H II 
CIS 
to.say he.said.CS 
kaiJDiraayara 
ParS 
the.boys 
kadika yina L. 
PhS 
ear to.do 
Paragraph 2, Sentence 1 
A 'mwe naangai 
PhS 
man the.big 
wi dina widina kyiwa ' M II  yaginna I 
CIS 
strongly 
PhS 
to.repeaUo.them he.did.CS 
bina yona I dava: M il  
CIS 
to.come we. did. and here 
nimi I Tikiki I widiwa M. 
SenS 
I to.Dick I.said.to.him 
Paragraph 2, Sentence 2 (Parenthesis) 
(A 'mwe naanga Saasari I wi 'nena M 
man 
"Ai H I  
PhS 
EXCL 
CIS PhS 
big to.Saasa I.heard.and 
kumire Gulisaraavireburi I 
PhS 
their Gulisa.people's.way 
embedded verb 
verb 
verb phrase 
noun 
adjunct, verb 
noun phrase 
adverb, verb phrase 
verb phrase, locative 
pronoun, noun, verb 
noun phrase, verb 
exclamation 
possessed phrase 
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nemi Baaruyaimi 
PhS 
we Baruya 
mwinganyaina I daaka", II 
SenS 
we.not.seeing.ones is.it 
yawirena M) 
Lthought.SS.SEQ 
Tikiki widiwa M. 
CIS 
to.Dick Lsaid.to.him 
Paragraph 2, Sentence 3 (Reported speech) 
"Tiki' I a 'm we miangara 
ParS PhS 
Dick men the.big 
(sara) yagaala I sara 
ERROR speech that. way 
I 
diviniga ' M. 
SenS 
they.are.saying 
Paragraph 2, Sentence 4 (Included reported speech) 
'Gulisaraavirebwi: M (Lar) / 
PhS 
Gulisa.people' s.way 
yasoya I livamiji'nipi 'dera,' 
SenS-H 
red. pandanus they. who. will.take.and.rub.on 
di viniga ' M.  
they.are.saying 
Paragraph 2, Sentence 5 (Reported speech) 
Nemi I mwalyawaannajiwo M?" 
we should.we.not.go.down 
Paragraph 2, Possible Sentence 6 
Kudiwa I 
PhS 
Tikiki M 
SenS 
Lsaid.to.him.CS to.Dick 
Tiki' I diwa'. 
Dick he.said 
noun phrase 
verbal noun, verb 
quoting verb 
noun, verb 
vocative, noun phrase 
adjunct, adverb, verb 
possessive noun 
noun, verb 
quoting verb 
noun, verb 
verb, noun 
noun, verb 
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Paragraph 2, Sentence 7 (Reported speech) 
" Ya HL, nemi I wruyawaade H to L." 
SenS PhS 
yes we we. will .go.down 
Paragraph 2, Sentence 8 
Daka: ng M II sagaa ' I 
he.said.and PS then 
pronoun, verb 
verb, temporal 
nemi yuyaina I walyuna L. noun phrase, verb 
we all.of.us.men to.go.down 
(Note: Tone is often very subdued in the last sentence of a discourse.) 
About us yesterday, the important man Chacha spoke to the schoolboys. "You 
boys, put down those marbles !  Let us go down and see what the Gulicha people 
are doing down there." But the boys didn't listen. 
The important men kept speaking strongly to them and we (including the boys) 
came here and I spoke to Dick. I heard the important Chacha man and I thought 
"Hey, we Baruya people are ones not seeing the Gulicha people' s  custom", and I 
spoke to Dick. "Dick, the important men are saying thus. They are saying 'As for 
the Gulicha people' s  custom, they will take red pandanus fruit and rub it on 
themselves' . Should we not go down?" I said that to Dick and Dick said "Yes, 
we will go down". He said that and then we all (including Dick) went down. 
(73) Buta 'tadpoles' (spoken by Adavaakya Bwarima' , 1962) 
(Kwarame I yadaawori II daziya ' ng: HL I 
going. around while.it.does it.which.will.talk.now PS 
gyivani ' . Kavaayo L.) 
be.doing.for.you wait 
Gilya ngi H I maryaa 'na II kwar8.kei I maryaa 'na L II 
bag PS to.unravel border.he to.unravel 
yina yadivi ' L. ([Jenya M] I bU'jenya M I  divina yadivi ' L. )  
to.do they.do holding.open tadpoles.holding.open to.curve they.do 
Bfthaanya I dapaina: M I gimpainaM yadivi ' ngi: M II gilyavil 
tree to.cut to.curve.around they.do PS bag.OBJ 
yamingaina: ML. Aalyavi M I bUtango M I mihyawo M I a 'mwengo L. 
to.tie.onto water.OBJ tadpoles putting.in the. women 
(NyaabulyannanoL. (nyaa nyaa) Nyaabulyannano L. Busa 'nano L.) 
for.frogs ERROR for.frogs for. tadpoles 
( Wf'nanyi L.) 
be. finished 
a L  Yadivi ' M II ya L a 'mweraji L I jarita l da 'daa 'nyagaa ' H II 
HES they.do yes with.the.men fine. weather while.it.shines.time 
i: L (ye ' L) ye'mwanga yadivisareroL. A 'mweraawo L. 
PS ERROR joining.them it.is .they.who.do the.men 
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Aalyavi ML I yithaa ng M I (arakesi L)  arakesi I bi'divi' ng H II 
water.OBJ EXCL PS with. mud with.mud they. dam PS 
saa 'nya da 'daa 'nyi L II maa 'divisarero L. A 'mwengo L I  maarya'nevyo L. 
empty while.it.is it.is.they.who.take the. women for.taking.them 
A 'mwe kwara kwara I kaimiraaya kwara kwara I a 'mwe kim kini I 
person many.M child many.M person many.F 
maarya'nevyo L. ( Wf'nanyiro L.) Wikiro L. 
for.taking.them be. finished be. good 
While it (the tape-recorder) will circle, it which will speak is doing for you (will 
record your speech). Wait! 
Undoing netbags, undoing the border, they do. Something to hold open, they 
curve the tadpole sticks for holding (the bags) open. They cut bidanya sticks, 
curve them around (surround the net edge) and tie the bag onto (the sticks). In 
the water the women put tadpoles into their net bags (tadpole nets). (It is) for 
frogs. (It is) for the tadpole. That's all. 
They do that, yes, with the men, the time while the weather is fine they are the 
ones who help (the women). That' s the men. In the river, behold, they dam the 
water back with mud and while it (river) stands empty they are (the men) who get 
(the tadpoles). (It is) for the women to get them. (It is) for many men, many 
boys and many women to get them. 
That's all. It' s  finished. 
2 .3  INTONATION 
2.3 . 1  DISCOURSE FEATURES 
Discourse or paragraph introductions may manifest crescendo and a continuous upward 
glide from low to high. 
(74 )a. Nemi I w6na sagaa ' . . .  L to H 
we yesterday 
b .  Kaimiraayaagaihf. . .  L to H 
you boys 
c .  Walyuna yina y6na: . . .  L to HL 
to.go.down to.do we.did.and 
We went down and . . .  
introduction 
vocative 
repeat of [mal 
idea at start of 
following paragraph 
Pause occurring following non-final sentences, and after phrases or clauses, may be 
manifested by a lengthened vowel or by ng, ngi, i or laryngealisation. After a high tone or 
intonation the pitch falls. Mid and low pitches continue mid or low respectively. This non­
silent pause indicates that the speaker plans to resume speaking. 
(75)a. Bina y6na I dava: . . .  M 
to.come we did here 
We came here . . .  
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b .  Maab61iyaaga ' / dimakwasaki HL ng. 
those.marbles put. away PS 
Put away those marbles. 
c .  Gulisaraa vireb wi: M(Lar) . . .  
Gulisa. people' s. way 
The Gulisa people's way . . .  
d .  A 'mwe Gulisamwara HL(Lar) . . .  
man the.Gulisa.down 
The down there Gulisa people . . .  
e .  i: L (ye ' L) ye'mwanga yadivisarero L. A 'mweraawo L. 
ERROR joining.them it.is.they.who.do the.men 
the men are the ones who help them. 
A low yi: emphasises the following section. 
(76)a. yi: L  Manwaa ' ke'mwewidaa 'nyi: 
note Marawaka from.up.there 
From Marawaka up there . . .  
b .  Yaanyi mwaalakei / a 'mwei / yi / Biraamayaibi' 
Yanyi he.who.lived a.man note like.Biramayai 
he who lived at Yanyi, a man, note, like Biramayai 
The following are some examples of corrected mistakes in discourse. 
(77)a. A 'mwe naangai Saasru / (ill) diwa ' . . .  
man the. big the.Saasa ERROR he. said 
The important man, Saasa, said . . .  
b .  Dina kyiwa ' di ' H (repeated the same way as if thinking) 
to.say he.said.CS 
c .  
H e  said . . .  
A 'mwe miangara (sara) yagaala 
men the. big thus speech 
The important men are saying that. 
(added more information) 
/ sara divaniga ' M. 
thus he.is.saying 
d .  New / (wa) mWalyawaannajiwo M? 
we ERROR should. we.not.go.down 
Should we not go down? 
(changed to negative, flow not interrupted) 
e .  Se / wan'. i ' H Mwaali ' L. 
sleep he.is.asleep no he.is.sitting 
He is asleep. No. He is sitting down. 
f. Se / wari'. i '  H Wawinya / yivani ' L. 
sleep he.is.asleep. no work he.is.doing 
He is asleep. No. He is working. 
An explanation in parenthesis follows the same pitch patterns as the rest of the discourse 
but is more subdued. 
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(78)a. Nimi I Tikiki I widiwa M. ( "Ai, kumire Gulisaraavireburi / 
I to.Dick Lsaid.to.him EXCL their Gulisa.people's.way 
nemi Baaruyaina I mwanganyaina daaka," II 
we we.Baruya we.not.seeing.ones is.it 
yawirena M II Tikili widiwa H.) 
Lthought.SS.SEQ to.Dick Lsaid.to.him 
I said to Dick ("Eh, we don't see the Gulisa's ways", I thought and said to 
Dick). 
2.3.2 UTTERANCE OR PARAGRAPH FINAL INTONATION 
The final syllable of a statement is low unless it requires a response. The [mal syllable of a 
question is high unless it does not require a response. These basic intonations are not altered 
by the presence of a negative or in reported speech. Anger produces loudness and wider 
registers. Sarcasm or deliberate anger is shown by slow deliberate speech. There is an up 
and down sing-song effect in complaint, more noticeable in angry complaint. Complaint can 
be accompanied by a whining voice. 
Statement: 
(79)a. yayo L 
yes 
b .  aalo L 
no thankyou 
c .  Nemi I waJyawaade. L 
we we. will.go.down 
We will go down. 
d. Kigaasf I dahaasi I diviji mwaalkleinyi L. 
then.and now.and later.and it.is.Lwho.will.stay 
In the past, present and future I will stay here. 
Kigaasf: HL I dahaasi I divijf I mwaalideinyi L. 
then.and now. and lateLand it.is.Lwho.will.stay 
In the past, present and future I will stay here. (with pause to think) 
e.  Dahaa ' Saadehaaki. Mwanyagaa ' Mudiwawfnyagaa ' I yidera L. 
now is.Sunday morning new. work. time Lwill.do.it 
Today is Sunday. I will work tomorrow morning, on Monday. 
f. Yo, tewaanya I jitM'na II gizaavanige L. 
yes well you.will.do.for Lam.giving.to.you 
Yes, I am giving it to you because you will do it well. 
Negative statement: 
(80) A 'mwe pwai I mika L. 
man the.one it.is.not 
The man isn't there. 
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Reported speech: 
(8 1 )  "Nemi I walyawaade", II diwa ' L. 
Anger: 
we we.will.go.down he.said 
He said "We will go down". 
(82)a. Arikawinyira L. 
definitely not 
b .  Yaawcfryaibisaiginyi L. Gwangamanige L. 
Sarcasm: 
it.is.you. who.are.like.a. pig I.am.looking.at.you 
You are like a pig. I am looking at you. 
(83) "A 'mwe tewaanyciinyi", II kwaasi I diwaa L. 
person I.M.am.good falsely you.said 
You said falsely "I am a good man". 
Rhetorical question: 
(84 )a. Yaawaryciinyi I daaka L. 
I.M.a.pig is.it 
I'm not a pig. 
b. Be gilya' I dingaka L. 
what bag it.might.be 
I don't  know what kind of bag it is. 
c .  Aari I widivanigina L. 
to. whom you.are.saying.to.him 
To whom are you speaking. (Don't talk to me like that.) 
d .  " Tewaanya 'nyira ", II dathivanigi H I gimi sa 'gi L. 
I.F.am.good are.you.saying you yourself 
Are you yourself saying "I am a good woman". 
Question: 
(85)a. A 'mwe' I daaka H? 
a.woman is.it 
Is it a woman? 
b .  Be gilya vako H? 
what bag.is.it 
What bag is it? 
c .  A 'mwe' I dingaka H? 
a.woman might.it.be 
Might it be a woman? 
d .  WapegiJya ' I dingaka H? 
sweet.potato.bag might.it.be 
Might it be a bag of sweet potato? 
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e .  Tewaanya I yijiwa H? 
well will.Ldo 
Shall I do it well? 
Negative Question: 
(86) A 'rowe pwai I midaaka H? 
man the.one is.it.not 
Is the man not there? 
Reported Question: 
(87) "Gara I diwaana H? " II diwa '. 
how you.said he. said 
He said "What did you say?" 
Angry Question: 
(88) Yaawarycfinyi I daaka H? 
LM.a.pig is.it 
Am I  a pig? 
Sarcastic Question: 
(89)a. Aari widivanigina H? 
to.whom you.are.saying.to.him 
To whom are you speaking? 
b .  " Tewaanya 'ny/ra ", dathivanigi H I giroi sa 'gi H? 
LF.am.good are.you.saying you yourself 
Are you yourself saying "I am a good woman?" 
Commands usually end low but change to high and speed up for emphasis. Exclamations 
usually end high but change to low and slow down for emphasis. Some exclamations have a 
high-low glide on the last syllable. 
(90)a. i: LH ! 
Of course ! 
b .  Nimire wawinya I yarai yirai I jo L. 
my work hurry hurry do 
Do my work quickly. 
c .  Aala H !  
No thanks ! 
d .  Yarai H !  
Hurry ! 
e .  Dulaama H !  
Come in! 
f .  "Dulaama H!" II kagithiwi ' H! 
come.in Lwould.have.said.to.you 
I would have said to you "Come in !" 
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g .  Yo H .  Tewaanya / yiwana H !  
yes well Ldid 
Yes. I did well ! 
h .  Aari widivanigina H! 
to. whom you.are.saying.to.him 
To whom are you speaking! 
1. Wapaayaji / aakumaakaji l taawaibikaji l dimubyo L. 
sweet.potato.and com.and beans.and you.buy 
Buy the sweet potato, com and beans. 
j .  Wapaayaji / aakumaakaji / taawaibikaji / climubyo H !  
sweet.potato.and com.and beans. and you.buy 
You buy the sweet potato, com and beans! 
k .  Wapaayaji: HL / aakumaakaji: HL / taawaibikaji: HL / dimubyo L. 
sweet.potato.and com.and beans.and you.buy 
Buy the sweet potato, com and beans. (with pauses to think) 
1 .  Minnera H !  
Don't do that ! 
Minnera L! 
Don't do that ! 
m.  Niwaava H! 
Oh my mother! 
Niwaave: HL! 
Oh my mother! 
n .  Daarevanna H! 
(amazement - used by men) 
Daarevanna L. 
(amazement - used by men) 
For calling intonation the tone is level and high without individual word tones. The 
syllables are all stressed and the words are not abbreviated. The last vowel is changed to 0 
by men and u by women and is very high and resonant. This vowel carries over a much 
longer distance than the rest of the call. 
(9 1 )a. Baarua 'mweihi / tuta / JikiJikya yaadero: VH. 
you.Baruya.men track dig.and.dig let.us.do 
Baruya men, let us dig the track. 
b .  A 'mwe naanga Saasa Kwazaayalu: VH. 
man big Saasa K wazaaya 
hnportant man Saasa Kwazaaya. 
In the whining intonation, used mainly by children, the final syllable glides from low to 
high, the registers are wider and there is a whine in the voice. 
(92)a. Nyijaama: LH. 
Give it to me. 
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Naanga' I nyijaama: LH. 
Big sister, give it to me. 
b .  Nimijf I wawaka: LH. 
with.me we.two.will.go 
Let me go with you. 
2.3.3 NON-FINAL INTONATION 
Non-final clauses, sentences and utterances end with high or mid intonation. This 
indicates that the utterance continues or requires a response. 
(93)a. Wayaakere wawinya ' I mi nyiwkfika M. Wapaaya I 
b .  
white.man' s  work nouo.do lest.Ldo sweet.potato 
yarai yarai I wfdana M. Kaanyidera L. 
hurry hurry let.it.cook 1. will.go 
Lest I don't do the white man's work, let the sweet potato co()k quickly. 
I will go. 
Nanyiramadika H. Nimi 
lest.he.hit.me I 
I ' ll go lest he hit me. 
I widera L. 
Lwill.go 
c .  Dika I naginadlka H. Ata I minnera L. 
fire lest.it.burn.you hand you.must.not.do 
Don't touch it lest it burns you. 
d .  Tamuji kwaji M. II yidlka I kyiwfdi ' M. Willa yfwa ' L. 
if.Lhad.killed.it cook Lwould.have.done to.go it.did 
If I had killed it I would have cooked it. It went. 
e .  "Dulaama H ! " II kagithiwi '. 
come.in! Lwould.have.said.to.you 
Wapaaya pwai I mwakfweinyi M II gwanganaasiwa L. 
sweet.potato one.M it.is.Lwho.didn't.put Lsaw.you.go.past 
I would have said "Come in !" However I hadn't put a sweet potato (on the fire) 
when I saw you go past. 
There are wider registers when some anger is involved. 
f. " Tewaanya I yfma H ", II m;iji H baa 'na yfwaana H? 
well let.me.do not.say why you.did 
Why did you not say "I will do it well"? 
Yarai I j6ya ' H II baa 'na L I nyidfwaa H? 
hurry you.do.NOM why you.said.to.me 
Why did you tell me to hurry and do it? 
When expressing alternate propositions, each alternative is a separate sentence, usually 
agreeing in intonation (example (94f) is unusual in this respect). 
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(94)a. Kaa 'gJ1ya ' / daa ' H? Wapegflya ' / daa ' H? 
taro. bag IS.It sweet.potato.bag IS.It 
Is it a bag of taro or a bag of sweet potato? 
b .  Se / dahawari ' L. Wawinya / dahayivani 'L. 
c .  
d .  
sleep maybe.he.is.asleep work maybe.he.is.doing 
He is asleep or he is working. 
Kaimalei / dingaka H? Taaya' / 
boy might.it.be girl 
Could it be a boy or a girl? 
Kaimalei / dingaka L. Taaya' / 
boy it.might.be girl 
It could be a boy or a girl. 
clingaka H? 
might.it.be 
dingaka L. 
it.might.be 
e .  Yuduyaraavireba / wa 'mwaride ' / dingaka M? 
Yuduya's.place I.will.sleep might.it.be 
Yi 'daryavi / wa 'mwaride ' / dingaka M? 
forest I.will.sleep might.it.be 
Kaamaalyavi / wa 'mwaride ' / dingaka M? 
Kaamaalya.river I.will.sleep might.it.be 
Will I perhaps sleep at the Yuduya' s place, or perhaps in the forest, or perhaps at 
the Kaamaalya river? (depending how far I get) 
f. Kaimalei / dingaka H. Taaya' / dingaka L. 
boy might.it.be girl it.might.be 
Could it be a boy or it could be a girl. 
When two propositions are opposed, each is a separate sentence or fragmentary sentence 
agreeing in intonation. 
(95)a. Siwaaka' / i '  H i  L. Labe ' L. 
possum no glider 
Not a suwaka possum. A glider possum. 
b .  Kaa 'gJ1ya ' / daa ' L. WapegJ1yikiro L. 
taro.bag IS.It it.is.a.sweet.potato.bag 
It is not a bag of taro. It is a bag of sweet potato. 
When two or more items are compared, all but the last have non-final intonation. 
(96)a. Gimire / taanga maalf'na M. Nimire / taanga naanga L. 
your heavy small my heavy big 
Yours (are) lighter than mine. 
b .  Aagai / yaawarya naangai M. Aagai / maalikai M. 
that.M pig the. big that-M small-he 
aagai / yzina maalfkai L. 
that.M completely the. small 
That pig (is) bigger than that one, which is bigger than that one. 
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2.4 CONCLUSION 
Word, phrase, clause, sentence and paragraph stresses, incorporating high tone, combine 
to make an up and down flow of speech which nevertheless drifts downward throughout the 
discourse. The basic intonations, high or mid (not incorporating stress), and low, occur on 
the final syllable of a clause or sentence to show whether the information is final, unfinished 
or requiring a response. Voice qualities, speed and distance between registers are used, in 
anger, sarcasm, complaint, whining, exclamation and command intonations. 
APPENDIX 1 :  ADDITIONAL NOUN EXAMPLES 
Tone contrasts on two-syllable noun and adjective sterns (the only minimal or near 
minimal stern tone contrasts observed in the language): 
kwata frog (example (2» 
kwata basher 
kwaaka ground 
kwaaka ladder 
minya stick 
minye floor 
wila rope 
wila later 
lika intestines 
lika small girl 
tuta track 
tuta short 
Tone patterns on sterns of one to four syllables: 
bwia rotten thing (example ( 1 »  
se sleep 
ne old person 
linna hole (example (2» 
saanya tusk 
yota wallaby 
kale liver 
kita kind of frog 
jilika dog (example (3» 
gaawata shell band 
kwaawfla cough 
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More noun compounds: 
bwakiri 'naarya (example (5)) 
bwakirika-naarya < bwakiri' (ka)-naarya 
warmth-banana 
banana sp. 
balaanga (example (8)) 
bal(a)-aanga 
female-relation 
wife 
bairigusa 
bal( a)-tigus(i)-ya 
female-tie-NOM 
granny knot 
bwaibwaipu 'ja 
bwaibwal( a)-pu 'ja 
plant sp.-? 
plant sp. 
asf1a 
ata-sila < a '  (ta)-sila 
hand-stone 
bashing stone 
kadituta 
kadika-tuta <kadi' (ka)-tuta 
ear-track 
earhole 
Tone on Noun Clitics: 
kwaakawo 
kwaaka-wo 
ground-F.SG.SUBI 
ground 
kwaakewo 
kwaaka-ya-wo 
ground-PHR-F.SG.SUBI 
ground 
kwaakawaalo 
two pieces of ground 
kwaakewaalo 
kwaaka-ya-waalo 
ground-PHR-F.DU.SUBI 
two pieces of ground 
K waakasiro. 
It is dirt. 
(example (8)) 
(example (8)) 
(example ( 10)) 
(example ( 10)) 
(example ( 13)) 
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K waakesiro. 
kwaaka-ya-w(o)-yiro 
ground-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is dirt. 
kwaakawo 
kwaaka-wo 
ladder-F.SG.SUBJ 
ladder 
kwaakewo 
kwaaka-ya-wo 
ladder-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ 
ladder 
kwaakawaalo 
two ladders 
kwaakewaalo 
kwaaka-ya-waalo 
ladder-PHR-F.DU.SUBJ 
two ladders 
K waakasiro. 
kwaaka-w(o)-yiro 
ladder-F.SG.SUBJ -be 
It is a ladder. 
Kwaakesiro. 
kwaaka-ya-w( 0)-yiro 
ladder-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a ladder. 
tutawo 
tuta-wo 
track-F.SG.SUBJ 
track 
tusawo 
tut(a)-ya-wo 
track-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ 
track 
tutawaalo 
tuta-waalo 
track-F.DU.SUBJ 
two tracks 
tusawaalo 
tut( a)-ya-waalo 
track-PHR-F.DU.SUBJ 
two tracks 
(example ( 14» 
(example ( 1 3)) 
----.------------------------------------------------------------------------� 
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Tutasiro. 
tuta-w(o)-yiro 
track-F.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a track. 
Tusasiro. 
tut( a)-ya-w( 0)-yiro 
track-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a track. 
tutawo 
tuta-wo 
short-F.SG.SUBJ 
short 
tusawo 
tut(a)-ya-wo 
short-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ 
short 
tutawaalo 
tuta-waalo 
short-F.DU .SUBJ 
two short things 
tusawaalo 
tut(a)-ya-waalo 
short-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ 
two short things 
Tutasiro. 
tuta-w(o)-yiro 
short-F.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is short. 
Tusasiro. 
tut( a)-ya-w( 0 )-yiro 
short-PHR-F.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is short. 
a 'mwelo 
a 'mwe-Io 
person-M.SG.SUBJ 
a man 
a 'mweraalo 
a 'mwe-raalo 
person-M.DU.SUBJ 
two men 
(example ( 14)) 
(example ( 14)) 
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A 'mwelyiro. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-yiro 
person-M.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a man. 
a 'mwewo 
a 'mwe-wo 
person-F.SG.SUBJ 
a woman 
a 'mwewaalo 
a 'mwe-waalo 
person-F.DU.SUBJ 
two women 
A 'mwesiro. 
a 'mwe-w( 0 )-yiro 
person-F.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a woman. 
Ne'nyi nyijaama. 
ne-w(o)-nyi(no) nyijaama 
old.person-F-me give.itto.me 
Give to me, an old woman. 
Ne 'nyi biwa. 
ne-w(o)-ny(o) biwa 
old.person-F-I I.came 
I, an old woman, came. 
K waakeba dakyo. 
kwaaka-ya-ba(no) dakyo 
ground-PHR-place put.it.down 
Put it on the ground. 
K waakebanyiro. 
kwaaka-ya-ban( 0 )-yiro 
ground-PHR-place-be 
It is a ground place. 
K waakebanna dakyo. 
kwaaka-ya-ban( 0 )-na(no) dakyo. 
ground-PHR-place-to putit.down 
Put it on the ground. 
(example ( 17)) 
(example ( 1 8)) 
Some noun ditics occurring on adverbs giving extended meanings: 
Sarevi yilaaya yiwano. 
sare-vi(no) yilaaya yiwano 
that.way.EMB-her happy I.did 
In that I am happy. 
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Sarebaaibi' j6. 
sare-baa1(o)-�'(ko) )0 
that. way .EMB-same-like do.it 
Do it just the same as that. 
Sarevina wide. 
sare-vi(no)-na(no) wide 
that.way.EMB-her-REF I.will.go 
About that happening I will go. 
Sarevidaa 'nyi tamwano. 
sare-vi(no)-daa 'nyi(no) tam wan 0 
that.way.EMB-her-from I.hit 
From that happening I hit it. 
Sareyaba tamwano. 
sare-(vino)-ya-ba(no) tamwano 
that.way.EMB-her-NOMlEMB-place I.hit 
At that happening I hit it. 
Nouns with Identificational Verbs: 
A 'mwelyiro. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-yiro 
person.M.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a man. 
A 'mwei miko. 
man not.be 
It is not a man. 
A 'mwei daako? 
man be.INTER 
Is it a man? 
A 'mwei mfdaako? 
man not.be.INTER 
Is it not a man? 
A 'mwei dingako. 
man may.be 
It may be a man. 
A 'mwei midingako. 
man may .not. be 
It may not be a man. 
A 'mwe bewa18ko? 
person what.is.it.M 
What man is it? 
Bewa18ko? 
what.is.it.M 
What masculine thing is it? 
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Berivako? 
what.is.it.F 
What feminine thing is it? 
A 'mwelyiraji widiwano. 
a 'mwe-l(o)-yiro-ji widiwano 
man-M.SG.SUBJ-be-DEP Lhave.spoken.to.him 
Thinking "He is a man", I spoke to him. 
BewaJakaji wiwano. 
be-wa-l(o)-ako-ji wiwano 
what-M-M.SG.SUBJ-QUES-DEP Lhave.gone 
Thinking "What is that masculine thing", I went. 
Noun Phrases: 
linna kibawewo 
linna kibawe-wo 
hole medium-F.SG.SUBJ 
medium hole 
Linna kibawesiro. 
linn a kibawe-w(o)-yiro 
hole medium-F.SG.SUBJ-be 
It is a medium hole. 
APPENDIX 2: ADDITIONAL VERB EXAMPLES 
Tone patterns on one- to four-syllable verb stems: 
ni-
eat 
pi-
shoot 
baJi-
die 
biri­
search 
waki­
war(i)-hi 
lie-cause 
put 
daaihi 
daal(i)-hi 
pull-cause 
take off bowstring 
(example (29)) 
(example (30)) 
(example (3 1 )) 
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Last root perturbed to high: 
biza 'jivaJi-
biza 'ji- vali 
?-fInnly 
mash food 
walaabi­
wal(i)-aa-bi 
down-move-come 
come down 
darepaJi-
dar(i)-e-pali 
press-responsible-fmnl y 
press down 
ga 'mijamaryaa wi-
ga ' -mij(i)-a-mary(i)-aa-wi 
cross-follow-and-around-move-go 
chase all around 
li 'milani-
li 'mJ1(i)-a-ni 
reap-and-eat 
reap and eat 
girakuraki­
girav(i)-h(i)-wir(i)-waki 
puttog-cause-?-put 
put two sticks parallel 
maangyihi-
maang(a)-yi-hi 
mouth-do-cause 
put food in child' s mouth 
(example (35)) 
Root added before compound stem and compound stem perturbed to high: 
yaviredivi -
y(i)-a-piraayi-divi 
do-and-heat-bend 
heat and straighten 
Verb connections: 
lihivaJi ­
lim-vali 
tear-fmnly 
tear 
(example (36)) 
(example (37)) 
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ginyiwagi­
ginyi-wagi 
turn-by. hand 
turn vegetable over 
dap;ili-
dav(i)-vali 
cut-fInnly 
chop 
livagili-
liv(i)-a-gili 
take.up-and-one.by.one 
line up 
maremwaali­
ma(a)r(i)-e-mwaali 
take-responsible-sit 
oversee 
miwiremwaali­
miwir(i)-e-mwaali 
stick-responsible-sit 
put glue on and wait for birds 
di 'mwalaabi­
cliv(i)-m-wal(i)-aa-bi 
(example (38» 
curve-TRANS-down-move-come 
curve sticks in lines down the roof 
wika yimabi 
wika yi-ma-bi 
whistle do-while-corne 
whistle while corning 
Future Gerunds and Infinitives: 
Paihirya yidero. 
paihir(i)-ya yidero 
tread-EMB 1. will.do 
I will tread. 
Paihi 'na yidero. 
paihir(i)-na yidero 
tread-REF 1. will.do 
I will tread. 
(example (42» 
Verbs occurring only in irregular command forms: 
Gaano. Give it to me. Gaanyi1o. 
gaan(o)-yilo 
give-PL.COM 
Give it to me. 
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Gano. Move. 
Mano. Take it. 
Ganyt1o. 
gan(o)-yilo 
move-PL.COM 
Move. 
ManY110. 
man (o)-yilo 
take.it-PL.COM 
Take it. 
The root kaan- 'move' in kaanya 'moving' and kaanna 'to move' combines with many 
forms of the verb 'do' in the same word. This produces the following irregular command 
verbs: 
RULE 1 
Kaajo. 
kaan-d(i)-y(i)-o 
go-COM-do-SG.COM 
Go. 
Kaajt1o. 
kaan-d(i)-(yi)-yilo 
go-COM-do-PL.COM 
Go. 
Kaanyaanyilo. 
kaan-y(i)-aan(o)-yilo 
going -do-let. us-PL. COM 
Let us go, all of you. 
Future With Dependent Marker: 
The tone is the same as without the dependent marker. The syllable before the dependent 
suffix -ji is perturbed to high after a low syllable. 
Paihiriji wangamanige. 
paihiri-m(o)-ji(no) wangamanige 
tread-I.will-DEP Lam.seeing 
Thinking "I will tread on it", I'm watching it. 
Paihirideniji wide. 
paihiri-m( 0 )-dero-ji( no) wide 
tread-Lwill-FUT-DEP Lwill.go 
Thinking "I will tread on it", I will go. 
Paihirijiwanaji wide. 
paihiri-m(o)-d(a)-yi-w-ano-ji(no) wide 
tread-I.will-INTER-do-PRES.COMP-I-DEP Lwill.go 
Thinking "Shall I tread on it?" I will go. 
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Future Interrogative: 
Mubide' daako. 
1. wil l .trade. she is.it? 
Will I trade? 
Paihiride ' daako. 
1. will.tread.she is.it? 
Will I tread on it? 
Future Dubitative: 
Mubide ' dingako. 
1.will.trade it.may.be 
Perhaps I will trade. 
Paihiride ' dingako. 
1.will.tread it.may.be 
Perhaps I will tread on it. 
Negative Future Simultaneous: 
Majadaa 'muji naanga nyidathe. 
ma-d(i)-y(i)-ad-aaw-m-wi-ji naanga nyidathe 
NEG-say-do-DUR-DYN-TRANS-I-DEP big he.will.say.to.me 
While I am not speaking he will say a lot to me. 
Mamubyadaa 'muji mwaalide. 
ma-mub(f)-y(i)-ad-aaw-m-wi-ji mwaalide 
NEG-trade-do-DUR-DYN-TRANS-I-DEP I. will.sit 
While I am not trading I will sit down. 
Mabwakakyadaa 'muji 
ma-bwakak(i)-y(i)-ad-aaw-m-wi-ji 
NEG-cover-do-DUR-DYN-TRANS-I-DEP 
While I am not covering it I will sit down. 
mwaalide. 
mwaalide 
I. will.sit 
Mavaihiryadaa 'muji dathe. 
ma-paihir(i)-y(i)-ad-aaw-m-wi-ji dathe 
NEG-tread-do-DUR-DYN-TRANS-I-DEP he. will. speak 
While I am not treading on it he will talk. 
Mabaazi 'ma'nyadaa 'muji nyidathe. 
ma-baazi 'ma'n(i)-y(i)-ad-aaw-m-wi-ji nyidathe 
NEG-put.on-do-DUR-DYN-TRANS-I-DEP he.will.speak.to.me 
While I am not putting on my shirt he will talk to me. 
Negative Subjunctive: 
Madiwinero. 
ma-di-wi -n(a)-ero 
NEG-say-I.SUBJN-REF-be 
I should not speak. 
------------------------------------------, 
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Mamubiwinera. 
ma-mubi-wi -n(a)-era 
NEG-trade-1.SUBJN-REF-be 
I should not trade. 
Mabwakakiwinero. 
ma-bwakaki- wi -n( a)-era 
NEG-cover-1.SUBJN-REF-be 
I should not cover it. 
Mavaihi'mwinera. 
ma-paihiri-wi-n(a)-ero 
NEG-tread-1.SUBJN-REF-be 
I should not tread on it. 
Mabaazi 'ma'niwinera. 
ma-baazi 'ma'ni-wi-n(a)-era 
NEG-put.on-1.SUBIN-REF-be 
I should not put my shirt on. 
Negative Undesired Result Subjunctive: 
Maji nyiwidiko. 
ma-d(i)-yi n( a)-yi- wi-diko 
NEG-say-do UNDES-do-1.SUBIN-result 
It will be undesirable if I not talk. 
Mamubyi nyiwidiko. 
nottrade UNDES.if.1.do 
It will be undesirable if I not trade. 
Mabwakakyi nyiwidiko. 
not.cover UNDES.if.I .do 
It will be undesirable if I not cover it. 
Mavaihiri nyiwidiko. 
nottread UNDES .if.1.do 
It will be undesirable if I not tread on it. 
Mabaazi 'ma'nyi nyiwidiko. 
not.put.on UNDES.if.1.do 
It will be undesirable if I not put on my shirt. 
Negative Real Conditional Subjunctive: 
This form is always nominalisedfembedded and gains a high tone on the last syllable. 
Majiwija' 
ma-d(i)-yi-wi-j(i)-(y)a-w( 0) 
NEG-say-do-LSUBIN-DEP-EMB-she 
If I do not speak I will sit quietly. 
Mamubyiwija' maanga dathe. 
if.I.not.trade anger he.will .say 
If I do not trade he will be angry. 
kaye mwaalide. 
kaye mwaalide 
quietly 1. will.sit 
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Mabwakakyiwija' gw;i]aanna bipi'de. 
if.1.not.cover flies they.will.come 
If I do not cover it the flies will come. 
Mavaihiriwija' kunewinyiro. 
if.1.not. tread empty-place-be 
If I do not tread on it it won't be there. 
Mabaazi 'ma'nyiwija' wartide. 
if.1.not.put.on it.will.lie 
If I do not put my shirt on it will lie. 
Negative Unreal Conditional Subjunctive: 
Majiwiji kwaji 
ma-d(i)-yi-wi-ji k(a)-w(i)-a-ji 
NEG-say-do-1.SUBJN-DEP UNREAL-go-it-DEP 
kamaartidikira. 
ka-maar(i)-a-dik( a)-(y )ira 
UNREAL-take-he.SUBJN-result-be 
If I had not spoken he would have taken it. 
Mamubyiwiji kwaji sananya 'nyi ktimwaaimwidi '. 
ma-mub(i)-yi- wi-ji kwaji sananya 'nyi kamwaaimwidi ' 
NEG-trade-do-1.SUBJN-DEP UNREAL left.out.F.I 1.would.have.stayed 
If I had not traded I would have been without. 
Mabwakakyiwiji kwaji kwaradi ' mfka. 
ma-bwakak(i)-yi-wi-ji kw;iji kwaradi ' mfka 
NEG-cover-do-1.SUBJN-DEP UNREAL it.would.have.lain be.not 
If I had not covered it it would not have been OK. 
Mavaihiriwiji kwaji kwaradi '. 
ma-paihir(i)-yi-wi-ji kwaji kwaradi ' 
NEG-tread-do-1.SUBJN-DEP UNREAL it.would.have.lain 
If I had not trodden on it it would have been OK. 
Mabaazi 'ma'nyiwiji kwaji sananya 'nyi 
ma-baazi 'ma'n(i)-yi-wi-ji kwaji sananya 'nyi 
NEG-put.on-do-1.SUBJN-DEP UNREAL left.out.F.I 
ktimwaaimwidi ' . 
kamwaaimwidi ' 
1. would.have.stayed 
If I had not put my shirt on I would have been without. 
Negative Non-future Interrogative: 
Majiziwano? 
ma-d(i)-yi-d( a)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-say-do-INTER-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Did I not say it? 
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Mamubyiziwano? 
ma-mub(l)-yi-d( a)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-trade-do-INTER-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Did I not trade? 
Mavaihirijiwano? 
ma-paihir(i)-yi -d( a)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-tread-do-INTER-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Did I not tread on it? 
Mabwakakyijiwano? 
ma-bwakakW-yi-d(a)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-cover-do-INTER -do-PRES. COMP-I 
Did I not cover it? 
Mabaazi 'ma'nyijiwano? 
ma-baazi 'ma'n(i)-y�d(a)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-put.on-do-INTER -do-PRES.COMP-I 
Did I not put my shirt on? 
Negative Non-future Dubitative: 
Majizihyiwano. 
ma-d(i)-yi-jih(i)-y�w-ano 
NEG-say-do-DUB-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Maybe I did not say it. 
Mamubyizihyiwano. 
ma-mub(l)-yi-jih(i)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-trade-do-DUB-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Maybe I did not trade. 
Mabwakakyijihyi wano. 
ma-bwakak(l)-yi-jih(i)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-cover-do-DUB-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Maybe I did not cover it. 
Mavaihlrijihyiwano. 
ma-paihfr(i)-yi-jih(i)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-tread-do-DUB-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Maybe I did not tread on it. 
Mabaazi 'ma'nyijihyiwano. 
ma-baazi 'ma'n(i)-yi-jih(i)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-put.on-do-DUB-do-PRES.COMP-I 
Maybe I did not put on my shirt. 
Negative Non-future Change of Subject Simultaneous: 
Majadaazi diwaka. 
ma-d(i)-y(i)-ad-aa(w)-ji mwaka 
NEG-say-do-DUR-DYN.I-DEP he. said 
While I was not speaking he spoke. 
(see note on (58a)) 
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Mamubyadaazi nyidiwa '. 
ma-mub(f)-y(i)-ad-aa(w)-ji nyidiwa ' 
while.Ldid.not.trade he.said.to.me 
While I was not trading he talked to me. 
Mabwakakyadaazi bwakakiwa '. 
w hile.Ldid.not.cover he.covered.it 
While I did not cover it he did. 
Mavaihiryadaazi paihf'mwako. 
while.Ldid.not.tread he. trod 
While I did not tread on it he did. 
Mabaazi 'ma'nyadaazi maanga diwako. 
while.Ldid.not.put.on anger he.said 
While I did not put on my shirt he was angry. 
Negative Infinitive: 
Majf yfwana. 
ma-d(i)-yi yiwana 
NEG-say-do Ldid 
I did not speak. 
Mamubyi yiwana. 
to.not.trade Ldid 
I did not trade. 
Mabwakakyi yiwana. 
to.not.cover Ldid 
I did not cover it. 
Mavaihiri yiwana. 
to.not.tread Ldid 
I did not tread on it. 
Mabaazi 'ma'nyi yiwana. 
to.not.put.on Ldid 
I did not put my shirt on. 
Negative Gerund: 
Maja yiwana. 
not.saying Ldid 
I did not speak. 
Mamubya yiwana. 
not.trading Ldid 
I did not trade. 
Mabwakakya yiwana. 
not.covering Ldid 
I did not cover it. 
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Mavaihirya yiwana. 
not. treading Ldid 
I did not tread on it. 
Mabaazi 'ma'nya yiwana. 
not.putting.on Ldid 
I did not put my shirt on. 
Negatives which must include a Negative Infinitive and Matching Forms with Dependent 
Marker: 
Mavaihiri yimo. 
to.nouread 1. will.do 
I will not tread on it. 
Mavaihiri yidero. 
to.nouread 1 .  will.do 
I will not tread on it. 
Mavaihiri yideraji wangamwa. 
to.nottread Lwill.do.DEP Lsaw 
Thinking "I will not tread on it," I watched it. 
Mavaihiri yijiwano. 
to.nottread shall.I.do 
Shall I not tread on it?' 
Mavaihiri yijiwanaji mwaaiina j6. 
to.nouread shall.Ldo.DEP to.sit do 
Thinking "Shall I not tread on it?", you sit down.' 
Mavaihiri yijlhyiwano. 
to.nottread I.may.do 
Maybe I will not tread on it. 
Mavaihiri yijlhyiwanaji mwaaJina j6. 
to.nottread Lmay.do.DEP to.sit do 
Thinking "Maybe I will not tread on it", you sit down. 
Mavaihiri yide ' daako? 
to.noLsit 1. will.do.she is.it 
Shall I not tread on it? 
Mavaihiri yide ' daakaji divi.nige. 
to.nottread 1. will.do.she is.it.LDEP Lam.saying 
Thinking "Shall I not tread on it?", I am saying. 
Mavaihiri yide ' dingako. 
to.nottread Lwill.do.she iLmay.be 
Maybe I will not tread on it. 
Mavaihiri yide ' dingakaji divi.nige. 
to.nottread Lwill.do.she it.may.be.DEP Lam.saying 
Thinking "Maybe I will not tread on it", I am saying. 
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Mavaihiri kya'muji dathe ' mfka. 
to.not.tread after.Lwill.do he.will.say.she be.not 
After I do not tread on it he will not say anything. 
Mavaihiri kyiwa paihi'mwako. 
to.not.tread after.Ldid he.trod 
I did not tread on it and he did. 
Mavaihiriwamiji paihi'mwan o. 
Ldid.nottread.DEP Ltrod 
Thinking "I did not tread on it", I trod on it. 
Mavaihirijiwanaji paihi'mwa. 
did.Lnot.tread.DEP Ltrod 
Thinking "Did I not tread on it?" I trod on it. 
Some Other Future Forms with Dependent Marker: 
The penultimate syllable gains a high tone after a low syllable. 
Paihiride ' daakaji wangamanige. 
Lwill.tread.she is.it.DEP I.am.seeing 
Thinking "Shall I tread on it?" I am watching it. 
Paihiride ' dingakaji divinige. 
Lwill.tread.she it.may.be.DEP Lam.saying 
Thinking "Maybe I will tread on it", I am saying. 
Paihfujihyiwaniji mwaaiina j6. 
Lmay.tread.DEP to.sit do 
Thinking "Maybe I will tread on it," you sit down. 
Mavaihirijihyiwaniji divini '. 
Lmay.not.tread.DEP he.is.saying 
Thinking "Maybe I will not tread on it", he is saying. 
Some Future NorninalisedlEmbedded Forms: 
Paihiride 'nyi wasi 'nide. 
paihiri-m(o)-de-w(o)-ny(o) wasi 'nide 
tread-Lwill-FUT-F-I Lwill.throw 
I the one who will tread on it will throw it away. 
Paihiride 'nyiro. 
paihiri-m(o)-de-w(o)-ny(o)-yiro 
tread-Lwill-FUT-F-I-be 
It is I who will tread on it. 
Paihiride 'nyi nyanginade. 
paihiri-m( 0 )-de-w( o)-nyi(no) nyanginade. 
tread-Lwill-FUT -F-me he. will.see.me 
He will see me, the one who will tread on it. 
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Paihiridengi wasi 'nide. 
paihiri-m( 0 )-de-ngi(no) wasi 'nide 
tread-I. will-FUT -them I. will.throw 
I will throw away those which I will tread on. 
Paihiridengiro. 
paihiri-m( 0 )-de-ng( 0 )-(y )iro 
tread-I. will-FUT -they-be 
It is they I will tread on. 
Paihiride ' wasi 'nide. 
paihiri-m(o)-de-w(o) wasi 'nide 
tread-I. will-FUT -she 1 .  will.throw 
What I will tread on I will throw away. 
Paihiridevi wanganade. 
paihJri-m( 0 )-de-vi(no) wanganade 
tread-I.will-FUT-her 1.will .see 
I will see it which I will tread on. 
Some Negative NominalisedlEmbedded Forms: 
Mavaihirimweinyi mwaaimwa. 
ma-paihir(i)-yi-m-w-a-ya-l(o)-ny(o) mwaaimwa 
NEG-tread-do-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-M-I 1. sat 
I, the one who did not tread on it, sat. 
Mavaihiri yideinyi. 
mavaihiri yi-m(o)-de-l(o)-ny(o) 
to.nouread do-1.will-FUT-M-I 
I am the one who will not tread on it. 
Future verbs preceded by bed' 'what' or be 'na 'why' have the same tone as without: 
The Immediate Future Interrogative is the only interrogative which can be preceded by 
'what' or 'why' .  
Mubidero. 
I will trade. 
Bed' mubidero? 
What will I trade? 
Be 'na mubidero? 
Why will I trade? 
Mubijiwano? 
Will I trade? 
Bed' mubiji wan 0 ? 
What will I trade? 
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Negative Verbs Preceded by 'what' or 'why ' :  
Mamubyiwano. 
I did not trade. 
Ben' mamubyiwano? 
What did I not trade? 
Be 'mi mamubyiwano? 
Why did I not trade? 
Identificational Future Verbs: 
Paihiriderijinyiro. 
paihiri-m( 0 )-der( 0 )-jin (0)-yiro 
tread-1.will-FUT-DEP-be 
It is thinking "I will tread on it". 
Paihirideriji miko. 
paihiri-m( 0 )-der( 0 )-ji(no) miko 
tread-1.will-FUT-DEP be.not 
It is not thinking "I will tread on it". 
Paihirideriji daako? 
1.will.tread.DEP is.it 
Is it thinking "I will tread on it?" 
Paihirideraji midaako? 
1. will. tread.DEP is.it.not 
Is it not thinking "I will tread on it?" 
Paihirideraji dingako. 
1.will .tread.DEP it.may.be 
It may be thinking "I will tread on it". 
Paihirideraji midingako. 
1. will. tread.DEP it. may .not.be 
It may not be thinking "I will tread on it". 
Paihiride' myirajinyiro. 
1.will.tread.she be.not.DEP.be 
It is thinking "I will not tread on it". 
Paihiride ' daakajinyiro. 
1.will.tread.she is.it.DEP.be 
It is thinking "Shall I tread on it?" 
Paihiride ' midaakajinyiro. 
1. will.tread.she is.it.not.DEP. be 
It is thinking "Shall I not tread on it?" 
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Identificational Unreal Result Subjunctive: 
RULE 2 
Infinitives: 
Kamubiwidikiro. 
ka-mubi-wi-dik(o)-(y)iro 
UNREAL-trade-I.SUBJN -result-be 
It is that I would have bought it but didn't. 
Kavaihi'mwidikiro. 
ka-paihir(i)-m-wi-dik(o)-(y)iro 
UNREAL-tread-TRANS-I.SUBJN -result -be 
It is that I would have trodden on it but didn't. 
Kavaihi'mwidi ' Ill1ko. 
ka-paihir(i)-m-wi-di '(ko) Ill1ko 
UNREAL-tread-TRANS-I.SUBJN-result not.be 
It is not that I would have trodden on it but didn't. 
Kavaihi'mwidi' daako? 
I.would.have.trodden is.it 
Is it that I would have trodden on it but didn't? 
Kavaihi' mwidi ' mfdaako? 
I.would.have.trodden is.it.not 
Is it not that I would have trodden on it but didn't? 
Kavaihi'mwidi' dingako. 
I .would.have.trodden it.may.be 
It may be that I would have trodden on it but didn't. 
Kavaihi'mwidi ' mfdingako. 
I. would.have.trodden it.may.not.be 
It may not be that I would have trodden on it but didn't. 
All tested verbs have high tone on the last syllable, which is the first suffix, except 
bwakaki 'cover' . This is a compound stem comprising b(i)-wak({)-(w)aki(come-put-put) .  In 
this form (only) the high tone from the first root of the reduplication is retained instead of the 
high tone from the second root as happens in other forms of this verb. 
Dina jo. Say it. (say.INFIN do) 
Mubina jo. Trade. (trade.lNFIN do) 
Bwakilina jo. Cover it. (cover.INFIN do) 
Paihi 'na jo. Tread on it. (tread.INFIN do) 
Baazi 'ma 'nyinajo. Put your shirt on. (put.on.do.INFIN do) 
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Gerunds: (see note on infinitives above.) 
Yagaala ja jo. 
Mubya jo. 
Bwalaikya jo. 
Paihitajo. 
Baazi 'ma 'nyajo. 
Repetitive Gerunds: 
Speak. 
Trade 
Cover it. 
Tread on it. 
Put on your shirt. 
(speech saying do) 
(trading do) 
(covering do) 
(trading do) 
(putting. on do) 
These have a rule of their own, that is high tone at the beginning of each stem. (See note 
on Infinitives above.) 
Likilikya yiwa '. 
He dug and dug. 
Maarimtiarya yiwa '. 
He took and took. 
Mubimubya yiwa '. 
He traded and traded. 
Bwakilibwak;ikya yiwa '. 
He covered and covered it. 
P;iihi 'p;iihita yiwa '. 
He trod and trod on it. 
Some Matching Forms with Dependent Marker: 
Davaihi'mwanaji yide. 
did.I. tread.DEP I. will .do 
Thinking "Did I tread on it?" I will do it. 
Some Matching NominalisedlEmbedded Forms: 
Final pronoun suffixes, the time suffix -gaa ' and the 'instrument' suffix -jil-sil-yi take 
high tone in precedence over preceding suffixes. Longer forms gain an extra high tone 
between the stem (if applicable) and the emphasised suffix so that high tone occurs 
approximately every second syllable after the first. 
Paihira'mujiyainyi widero. 
paihira'muj-ya-l(o)-ny(o) widero 
after.I.tread.on.it-EMB-M-I I.will .go 
I, a man who after I tread on it, will go. 
Mavaihirya'mujiyainyi wilaabide. 
mavaihirya'muji-ya-l(o)-ny(o) wilaabide 
after.I.do.not.tread.on.it-EMB-M-I I.will.come.up 
I, a man who after I do not tread on it, will come up. 
Paihi 'mwijainyi kwaji kadiwidika. 
paihir(i)-m-wi-j(i)-(y )a-l( 0 )-ny( 0) kwaji kadiwidika 
tread-TRANS-I.SUBJN-DEP-EMB-M-I UNREAL I.would.have.said 
If I had been the one who planned to tread on it I would have said. 
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Paihi 'mweinyi mwaaimwa. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-l(o)-ny(o) mwaa..zmwa 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-M-I I.sat 
I, the one who trod on it, sat down. 
Paihi 'mweinyiro. 
It is I who trod on it. 
Paihi 'mwengi wasi'niwano. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-ngi(ro) wasi'niwano 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-them I.threw 
I threw away those which I trod on. 
Paihi'mwengiro. 
It is those which I trod on. 
Paihi 'mwe' wasi'niwano. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-w(o) wasi'niwano 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-she I.threw 
I threw away that which I trod on. 
Paihi'mwesiro. 
It is that which I trod on. 
Paihi 'mwevi wangamwa '. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-vi(no) wangamwa ' 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-her he. saw 
It which I trod on he saw. 
Paihi 'mwelyi wawakade. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-l(o)-yi wawakade 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-he-with we.two.will.go 
With me who trod on it he will go. 
Paihi 'mweinyina nyidivani '. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-l(o)-nyi(n o)-na (no) nyidivani' 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-M-me-REF he.is.speaking.to.me 
Concerning me who trod he is speaking to me. 
Paihi 'mweinyidaa 'nyi nyidivani'. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-i-nyi( no)-daa 'nyi(no) nyidivani' 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-M-me-from he.is.speaking.to.me 
He is talking to me first, the one who trod on it. 
Paihi 'mweinyfdaa 'nyinyiro. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-l(o)-ny(o)-daa 'nyin(o)-yiro 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-M-I-from-be 
It is I the first one who trod on it. 
Paihi'mweinyibi ' nyidivani '. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-l(o)-ny(o)-bi '(ko) nyidivani ' 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-M-me-like he.is. speaking.to.me 
Like me who trod on it he is speaking to me. 
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Paihi 'mweinyire ' maa 'mwa '. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-l(o)-nyi(no)-re-w(o) maa 'mwa ' 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-M-me-POSS-she he.took 
He took that which I trod on which belongs to me. 
Paihi'mwevi nyidathero. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-vi(no) nyidathero 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-her he. will.speak.to.me 
In that I trod on it he will speak to me. 
Paihi 'mwevina nyidathero. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-vi( no)-na(no) nyidathero 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-her-REF he.will.speak.to.me 
Concerning that I trod on it he will speak to me. 
Paihi 'mwe vidaa 'nyi nyidathero. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-vi(no)-daa 'nyi nyidathero 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-her-from he.will.speak.to.me 
From my treading on it he will speak to me. 
Paihi 'mweyaba nyidathero. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-(vino)-ya-ba(no) nyidathero 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-her-EMB-place he.will.speak.to.me 
At my treading on it he will speak to me. 
Paihi 'mwegaa ' nyangcimwako. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-gaa ' nyangcimwako 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-time he.saw.me 
The time I trod on it he saw me. 
In the absence of these morphemes, high tone occurs on the fIrst suffix. 
Paihi 'mweba dithaaka. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-ba(no) dithaaka 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-place you. stand 
Stand where I trod on it. 
Paihi'mwebanna divaihiko. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-ban(o)-na(no) divaihiko 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-place-REF you.tread 
Tread where I trod on it. 
Paihi'mwerisi maraJikidero. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-ri ' (ko )-zi maraJikidero 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-TSG-with Lwill .bury 
With it on which I trod I will bury it. 
Paihi 'm webadaa 'nyi 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-ba( no )-daa 'nyi(no) 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-EMB-place-from 
From where I trod on it I'm standing. 
daa 'mwano. 
daa 'mwano 
I .stood 
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Paihi 'mwebaaibi' ayina paihiride. 
paihir(i)-m-w-a-ya-baaJ(o)-bi ' (ko) ayma paihiride 
tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-l-EMB-same-Iike again I.will.tread 
Just as I trod on it I will tread again. 
Identificational Non-future with Change of Subject (Sequential): 
The suffix -yiro gains high tone in precedence over the preceding syllable. 
RULE 3 
Kamubiwanyfro. 
ka-mubi-w-an( 0 )-yiro 
CS-trade-PRES.COMP-I-be 
It is after I traded. 
Kavaihi 'mwanyfro. 
ka-paihir(i)-m-w-an(o)-yiro 
CS-tread-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-be 
It is after I trod on it. 
Kavaihi 'mwa miko. 
Ltrod.CS be. not 
It is not after I trod on it. 
Kavaihi 'mwa daako? 
Ltrod.CS is.it 
Is it after I trod on it? 
Kavaihi 'mwa midaako? 
Ltrod.CS is.it.not 
Is it not after I trod on it? 
Kavaihi 'mwa dingako. 
Ltrod.CS it.may.be 
It may be after I trod on it. 
Kavaihi 'mwa midingako. 
Ltrod.CS it.may.not.be 
It may not be after I trod on it. 
Present Complete with Dependent Marker -ji: 
Paihi'mwanaji diwano. 
Thinking "I have trodden on it", I talked. 
Non-future Tenses preceded by bed' 'what' or be 'nEi 'why' have the same tone as 
without. 
Mubiwano. 
I traded. 
Bed' mubiwano. 
What did I trade? 
RULE 4 
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Be'mi mubiwano? 
Why did I trade? 
Baazi'ma 'niwano? 
I put my shirt on. 
Ben' baazi'ma 'niwano?  
What shirt did I put on? 
Non-future Dubitative with Dependent Marker -ji: 
A high tone occurs on the penultimate syllable after a low syllable. 
Dahavaihi 'mwanaji wangamanige. 
Thinking "I may have trodden on it" I'm looking. 
Non-future Dubitative preceded by ben' 'what' follows the same tone rules as without. 
Daham6biwano. 
I may have traded. 
Ben' daham6biwano? 
I may have traded what? 
APPENDIX 3: MORPHOPHONEMIC RULES 
Many morphophonemic rules between roots and between roots and affixes have the effect 
of shortening words as much as possible. These rules are general and there are exceptions. 
This tantalising study cannot be completed without a detailed comparison of related 
languages to see possible origins of roots. See footnote 4 also. 
(a) The noun marker -ya is written as ia after w. The a is syllabic. For example nigwia 
'necklace/money' . 
(b) The letter v can be lost before y and w in the speech of people about 40 years of age and 
under, as in examples ( l l c) and (39d). Consider also taavyaltaaya 'girl' (the v is present 
in taavi 'girl, title ') .  However v is retained before y after either of the noun markers -ka 
or -ta has been dropped, as in example (5a). 
(c) The letters ng can be lost before w in the speech of people about 40 years of age and 
under, as in example (8c). Consider also jawe/jangwe 'grub' . However ng is retained 
before w after the noun marker -na has been dropped, as in example (5d). 
(d) When a non-final root ends with Ia (nouns) or Ii (verbs) the vowel is dropped and the 1 
becomes i before a consonant or w, resulting in a Vi sequence in which V is the syllable 
nucleus. The Vi sequence *ii becomes i, as in example (8b). Consider also: 
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mwaaimwano 
mwaal(i)-m-w-ano 
sit-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I 
I sat down. 
(e) The sequences aya and aaya become e word-medially. For example: 
wapemaye 
wapaaya-maye 
sweet. potato-flower 
kind of flower 
maa 'mweinyi.. .  
maar(i)-m-w-a-ya-i-nyi 
take-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I-NOM-M-I 
I the one who took it... 
However if a non-final stem in a noun compound ended in e (from aya) the -ya is 
dropped and a retained, as in example (7c). Consider also: 
mayahwanaIa 
maye-kwanala <maya(ya)-kwanala 
flower-grove 
flower garden 
(f) Word-medial voiceless stops and affricates are longer than word-initial ones. 
Grammatically they include glottal stop preceding p, t, k or s. Glottal stop occurs 
syllable-finally before nasals and before voiced (or voiceless) stops and affricates, also 
word-finally and very occasionally before semivowels, as in examples (4c) and (4e). 
Consider also yayo/ya 'yo 'yes' and wa 'waaya 'sore' . When it is possible to isolate the 
original root, glottal stop always results as a morphophonemic change from w, v, or r, 
as in example (Sa). Consider also: 
a 'mwewo/a 'mwe' 
woman, SUBJ 
Maa 'mwano. 
maar(i)-m-w-ano 
take-TRANS-PRES.COMP-I 
I took it. 
Sometimes the two roots remain separate, as in example (Sf). The position of the 
perturbed tone shows that a syllable has been dropped. Compare example (37a) with 
(37b). Consider also: 
yaa wariraaka 
yaa war(ya)-taaka 
pig-rubbing 
pig rubbing itself 
(rir could have become t) 
(g) Nasals assimilate to the point of articulation of the following nasal, stop or affricate, as 
in example (4c). 
If the following stop is already prenasalised it absorbs the nasal, as in example (4d). 
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Sometimes the two roots remain separate, as in example (8d). Compare with the 
following example: 
maaMaka 
maang( a)-baaka 
teeth-light 
smile 
In nouns when the original stem included a single nasal (i.e. the noun marker was not 
-na) it is lost before a following root beginning with a nasal, as in example (5c). An 
exception to this is example (8e). 
(h) There is a close relationship between wi and u, yi and i respectively, as in example (5a). 
Consider also: 
Duthano. 
d(i)-wi-d(i)-ano 
COM-to.him-say-COM.SG 
Speak to him. 
(The sequence *dw does not occur.) 
Minna. 
m(a)-y(i)-in-na 
NEG-do-2SG .SUBJN -about 
Don't do it. 
bwija 
buJ(a)-ja 
colour .in. patches-coloured 
coloured 
(see Appendix 3(d)) 
After r (which is flapped J in this position), yi becomes i. For example: 
Mamaariwano. 
ma-maar(i)-yi-w-ano 
NEG-take.do-PRES.COMP-I 
I didn't take it. 
(i) When t or d are followed by y the combination becomes s or j respectively. For 
example: 
10. 
d(i)-y(i)-o 
COM-do-COM.SG 
Do it. 
0) When one morpheme ends in a vowel and the next begins with a vowel the first is 
dropped, as in examples ( 1 5d) and (37c). Consider also: 
a 'mwa'mwe 
a 'mwe-a 'mwe < a 'mwa(ya)-a 'mwe 
doll/model 
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However, on rare occasions both vowels are retained. For example: 
yaawari-anga 
yaawar(ya)-anga 
pig-house 
pig house 
compare: 
Baaru-a 'mwei 
baaru(ya)-a 'mwe-i 
Baaruya-person-M.SG.SUBJ 
Baaruya man 
yaawaranga 
yaawar(ya)-anga 
pig-many 
many pigs 
The final vowel on verb stems (i) is dropped between roots unless needed for 
transition. If its tone was low then it is lost. Examples of final high on verb roots are 
rare. The first syllable of the following root is high in any case, except that when wari­
'lie' or waki- 'put' are stem-final, the high tone occurs on their second syllable instead 
of the first, as in examples (35c), (35d) and (410 .  Consider also: 
mubanga 
mubi-anga 
trade-house 
store 
(k) Word-initial p, t, s and k become v, r, Z and h respectively before vowels or 
sernivowels. The consonants b, d, j and g become v, th, Z and h respectively in the 
syllable following a prenasalised stop. That is, prenasalised stops do not usually occur 
in contiguous syllables. Word-initial t becomes th medially following non-syllabic i 
which has come from 1, as in example (7b). 
Dinimo. 
di-tam(i)-o 
COM-hit-COM 
Hit it. 
Divyo. 
di-p(i)-yo 
COM-shoot-COM 
Shoot it. 
Dihisl1o. 
di-kisf1(i)-o 
COM-saw-COM 
Saw it. 
Divamo. 
di-b(i)-amo 
COM-come-COM 
Come. 
Dithano. 
di-d(i)-ano 
COM-say-COM 
Speak. 
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Note example (43c), where d does not become th, and example (48a), where j does 
not become z. If it did, the morpheme -imo 'let me' would be lost. Consider also: 
Dizako. 
di-jav(i)-ko 
COM-loosen-COM 
Loosen it. 
Dihilo. 
cli-gil(i)-o 
COM-count-COM 
Count them. 
yuyagaa '(ko) 
yuya-gaa ' 
all-time 
all the time 
dahaa ' 
da-gaa '(ko) 
this-time 
now 
(1) When aa would occur in contiguous syllables the first usually changes to a. For 
example: 
Maarimo. 
maari-mo 
take-1. will.now 
I will take it. 
Ma'mwaano. 
maar(i)-m-w-aano 
take-TRANS-PRES.COMP-2SG 
You took it. 
In long words aa is frequently shortened to a, as in examples (39d) and (3ge). 
(m) The noun clitic -yiro 'be' becomes -iro after k and ng, as in example ( 15e). Consider 
also: 
A 'mwengiro. 
a 'mwe-ng( 0 )-yiro 
person-F.PL.SUBJ-be 
They are women. 
(n) Sentence- or word-final 0 rarely occurs, except in pedantic speech. It more often 
changes to a, or else the whole final syllable no, ko, 10, wo or ro is dropped or 
contracted by dropping the final a and changing 1 to i or w to glottal stop. For example: 
Yiwano. / Yiwana. / Yiwa. 
I did it. 
Yiwako. / Yiwaka. / Yiwa '. 
He did it. 
(When ko is dropped the glottal component of k is retained.) 
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a 'mwelo/a 'mwela/a 'mwei 
the man 
a 'mwewo / a 'mweva / a 'mwe' 
the woman 
(At the time of writing I know of no reason for wo becoming va instead of *wa.) 
Yivanigawo. / Yivanigava. / Yivaniga '. 
They are working. 
A 'mwelyiro. / A 'mwelyira. / A 'mwelyi. 
He is a man. 
-
A 'mwesiro. / A 'mwesira. / A 'mwesi. 
She is a woman. 
(When - wo is reduced to -' before -si 'with' the glottal is absorbed into the s, as 
in example (20b). When -wo is reduced to -' before -yiro 'be' the combination 
of glottal plus y becomes s, as in example (29a). The sequence 'y rarely occurs. 
APPENDIX 4: ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 
CSG curved singular NOM nominaliser 
cire circular PHR phrase 
COM command PL plural 
COMP complete pass possessive 
CS change of subject PRES present 
DEP dependent QUES question 
DU dual REF reference 
DUB dubitative SEQ sequential 
DUR durative SG singular 
DYN dynamic sp. species 
EMB embedder SS same subject 
F feminine STAT stative 
FUT future SUBJ subject 
GER gerund SUBJN subjunctive 
INCOMP incomplete TKSG long thick singular 
IN FIN infinitive tog together 
INTER interrogative TRANS transition 
M masculine TSG long thin singular 
N neuter UNDES undesired 
NEG negative V vowel 
I 
? 
# 
( )  
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length: half long 
length: long 
high tone 
alternatively 
between the meanings of roots and affixes 
between words within the meaning of a root or affix 
form or meaning not known 
zero - there is a significant absence of morpheme 
in morpheme-by-morpheme transcription, around letters which 
are dropped when the morphemes become one stern or word 
ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS USED TO DESCRIBE INTONATION 
CIS Clause Stress 
EXCL exclamation 
H high intonation on last syllable 
HES hesitation 
HL high-low glide on last syllable 
H to L  example begins high and ends low 
Lar Laryngealisation on last syllable 
L low intonation on last syllable 
LH low-high glide on last syllable 
L to H  example begins low and ends high 
M mid intonation on last syllable 
ML mid-low glide on last syllable 
ParS Paragraph Stress 
PhS Phrase Stress 
PS non-silent pause 
SenS Sentence Stress 
VH very high intonation on last syllable 
intonational length 
I division between phrases 
II division between clauses 
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